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ABSTRACT
It has long been recognized that literary Persian and
Turkish developed from stylistically simple beginnings and
reached their zenith during the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries A.D., after which time both gradually became less
ornate while maintaining many of the distinctive features of
their Golden Age. This study, based upon a close reading of
four Persian and four Turkish prose versions of Kalîla wa-Dimna,
the fables of Bidpay, compares and contrasts each author's use
of such rhetorical and stylistic elements as sac1* , simile,
metaphor, narrative pace, arrangement of tales and inclusion of
poetry, proverbs and religious quotations. By thus exploring in
detail each writer's treatment of equivalent passages, this
thesis for the first time enables us to draw specific conclusions
about the stylistic development of the two literary languages and
to pinpoint the influence exerted by Persian over Turkish.
The appendix to the thesis includes an edition of part of a
hitherto unrecognized Persian translation of ^Abdullah
b. al-Mukaffa4's Arabic Kalîla wa-Dimna. This unadorned Persian
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prose rendering by Mohammad b. 'Abdollah al-Bohari, dedicated to
Sayf ad-Din Gazi b. 4Imâd ad-Din Zangi b. Ak Sonkor (5^1/1146-
544/1149) of Mosul, is a unicum dated Safar 544 / June 1149,
thus making it the earliest extant manuscript of Kalîla wa-Dimna
in any of the Islamic languages, including Arabic. The work is,
therefore, of great value as an example of early Persian
provincial prose, as an indicator of the literary sophistication
of the Atabeg court for whom it was written and as a potential
means of more closely determining the nature of Ibn Mukaffa4's
own text which has become seriously corrupted over the centuries.
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FOREWORD
This thesis concerns itself with the stylistic development
of literary Persian and Western (i.e. Ottoman or Anatolian)
Turkish and does not attempt to draw conclusions about the
Turkish of any other region, although many of the deductions
about Western Turkish may be applicable elsewhere.
Kul Mes'ud is included here as an early Ottoman author
since, although he wrote for one of the many minor courts which
proliferated immediately prior to the rise of the Ottomans, he
may be considered a forerunner of the distinctive literary
traditions which began to develop before the advent of Ottoman
political supremacy.
Research for this thesis has concentrated mainly on the
Chapter of the Lion and the Bull which, as it features the two
jackals Kalila and Dirana, from whom the work takes its name, is
often considered to be the major one. The majority of the
examples cited in the text are taken from this chapter.
The standards for spelling and vocalization will be (except
when they are clearly in error) those given in the Persian-
English Dictionary by F. Steingass and A Turkish and English
Lexicon by Sir James Redhouse.
In quotations and in the edition of Kallla va Dimna in
Appendix C, uncertain readings are indicated by round brackets
( ), and additions or ammendations to the text by square
brackets I .
i
The transcription 'Kalıla wa-Dimna' has been used whenever
reference was made to the collection of tales in general; titles
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INTRODUCTION
It is accepted that modern literary Persian found its
earliest development during the ninth century A.D.
in the court of the Sâmânids, from which origins it developed
rapidly, producing within a period of two centuries such great
figures as Bal'amI, Rudaki', DakikI, Firdausi, Minu^ihri, Sana1!,
'Onsurl, Farrohl and others. It was during this period, too, that
« • °
the rules of Persian metrics were elaborated in that form which
has remained largely unchanged to the present day.
- Throughout this phase of its development, and for long
afterwards, the influence of the Arabic language and Arabic
literature has always been observable, the tendency being, in fact,
to give an increasing prominence to the lexical and cultural
content of both. Arabic terms and expressions became standard
embellishments in much of Persian literature, and remained so long
after they had become obsolete or archaic in Arabic itself.
Literary Ottoman Turkish also owes its origins to the
dominant cultural and learned languages of its earliest period
and, like Persian, was to find its development through a steady
incorporation of elements particular to the two languages con¬
cerned, with Arabic providing the basis for works of a religious
or instructive nature and Persian furnishing the model for
literary efforts.
On the basis of this view of the linguistic development of
Persian and Turkish as literary languages, a stylistic investi¬
gation of works of Persian and Turkish literature from various
periods should produce a wealth of evidence to establish the
- xii -
migration of ideas and forms from language to language and writer
to writer. Because of this constant literary exchange and the
fluctuations in the nature of subjects which were in vogue at
any one time, it is difficult to find the literary equivalent of
a constant upon which a stylistic study may be based and the data
judged.
In the fables of Bidpay, however, we are fortunate in having
j- just such a literary constant, it being a work which has retained
its popularity for more than a thousand years and which is still
read today - and not only in the East. There are, indeed, very
, few written languages which cannot show at least one version of
these tales.
As for the Islamic languages, Ibn Mukaffa'1s eighth century
Arabic translation from the Pahlavi found an immediate acceptance
and was to inspire numerous versifications in Arabic, as well as
many prose and verse translations into Persian and Turkish. For
centuries Kallla wa-Dimna has been standard reading in classrooms
throughout the Muslim world.
The reasons for Kallla wa-Dimna's lasting popularity among
Muslims are manifold. Firstly, these cautionary tales extol
unquestionable moral virtues, containing advice deemed excellent
for helping the young to shape their future lives. Secondly, Ibn
Mukaffa' imbued the tales with a religious character by including
numerous references to the Kur ''an and the "hadlth. but yet did not
• •
carry this so far as to make the book seem didactic and stifling.
Later translators and versifiers were to carry on in essentially
the same manner. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, Bidpay's
fables are eminently re-tellable, being both entertaining and
memorable. Indeed, many lines from Kallla wa-Dimna have become
proverbs that are now current in Arabic, Persian and Turkish.
It was this wide appeal which was to produce the numerous
versions of these tales in Muslim languages; many monarchs,
statesmen and other patrons of literature commissioned or
encouraged fresh translations or versifications by some of the
most noted literary figures of their day. New versions are known
to have been completed under the Abbasids, the Barmakids, the
Zangid Atabegs, the Aydın Oğlu Turks, the Timurids, the Ottomans
and the Moghuls of India.
Thus the comparative study of stylistics in Islamic
literatures has in Kallla wa-Dimna a unique work, the tales of
which have never lost their popular appeal and have always been
considered worth the re-telling in the current idiom by the finest
writers of the day. Kalila wa-Dimna leads us through centuries of
stylistic development in Persian and Turkish literature, showing
what each age regarded as the mode proper to itself.
The topic of style in language is one which has attracted
the interest of numerous cultures in both West and East for a
period of many centuries; it is natural that this should be so
among a people or class for whom literature and oration occupy a
central position in their lives and to whom skill in writing and
speaking can be a source of great pride. Style in this regard is
closely related to rhetoric, but while rhetoric seeks to generalize
about the techniques whereby language can be adapted to the purposes
at hand, style enlarges the range and variety of these purposes,
thereby contributing to the expansion of rhetoric. Rhetoric makes
deductions from approved examples of the use of language, but
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it is through style that these examples are originally provided.
In the West the study of rhetoric has been both descriptive
and prescriptive, in the latter aspect forming a part of legal
pleading. In Islam, however, it was only as a descriptive science
that 'ilm al-balağa was studied, and being thus limited it tended
to encourage imitation rather than stimulate innovation. This
was to have an inhibiting influence on stylistic invention and
cc contribute to the uniformity observable in most genres of literary
composition.
Prom an early date, translations of Aristotle's Poetics and
Rhetoric were available to Muslim scholars, though the first
originally Arabic work entirely concerned with balağa was the
Kitab al-Badi' . written by Ibn al-Mu'tazz in 265/877-8.^^ This
work sought to justify contemporary literary usages on the basis
of precendents in the Kur'an and in classical poetry. Durintt the
following fifty years Kudama b. Ca'far in his Nakd as-Si'r examined
. . 3 t
poetry from the aspect of balağa and attempted to set standards for
(2)
the analysis of poetry. In later centuries such figures as
Curcani, Sakkaki, al-Kazwini and at-Taftazani in Arabic and Şams-i
Kays in Persian further developed the sciences of bayan and
ma * anî. writing works which became standards in the field and
continue to be read today.
In addition to balağa, Islamic scholars concerned themselves
(1) 'Abdullah b. al-Mu'tazz, Kitab al-Badi'. ed. I. Kratchkovsky.
London, 1935.
(2) Kudama b. Ca'far al-Katib al-Bagdadl, Kitab Nakd a^-jji'r
ed. S.A. Bonebakker. Leiden, 1956.
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with insaofficial correspondence and polite epistolography.
Although Arabic, Persian and Turkish books on the subject abound,
they are for the most part anthologies of letters written in
exemplary style by, for or to great statesmen, with hardly any
attempt ever being made to study those elements which constitute
good inşa' style. Instead, instruction was almost exclusively
by example.
'Ilm al-balağa and 'ilm al-insa» thus dealt widely with
J)
examples of accepted perfection in poetry, and of the composition
of threatening or cajoling letters, but neither really dealt with
the problem of prose style. It seems that until this-century
hardly anyone in the Middle East felt .the need for the examination
of the art of prose composition. In Iran, for example, the
first native Iranian to treat the subject was Maliko ^-Şo'ara Bahar
whose Sabk ŞinâsI was published in 1942.^^ Since that landmark
publication several works have appeared in Persian, including
Hosayn Hatibi*s Tarlh-i Tatavvor-i Nasr-i FannI which concentrates
(2)
on Persian literature in the sixth and seventh Islamic centuries.
Although style has long been studied in the 7/est, here as
well it has only been during the past one hundred years that the
examination of style in literature has come into its own, with
such figures as Max Muller dominating the entire field of language
study in the late nineteenth century and for the first time
treating language as an isolatable phenomenon. During the first
quarter of the present century Ferdinand de Saussure, E. Sapir
(1) Sabk. Tehran, 1321 şamsi.
(2) Tehran, 1334 £=iamsl.
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and, slightly later, Leonard Bloomfield, made great strides
towards establishing linguistics as a discipline and giving the
literary world a greater knowledge of the basic materials of its
craft. Since those uncertain early days the study of
linguistics has progressed rapidly and expanded into a wide variety
of related fields.
During the same period, the methodical study of style in
literature has been established and furthered by H.W. and
F.G. Fowler, Arthur T. Quiller-Couch and I.A. Richards in 1906,
1916 and 1924 respectively, and more recently by Rene Wellek and
(2)
S. Ullman. While the first two wrote works which are pres¬
criptive in nature - and therefore relatively narrow in outlook -
the remaining three authors deal with the much broader subject
of literary criticism.
For many years these related disciplines of linguistics and
literary criticism developed along their parallel but separate
paths with little communication between them; linguists in
(1) Ferdinand de Saussure, Cours de Linguistlque Generale. Paris,
1916; (English translation) Course in General Linguistics.
London, 1960. E. Sapir, Language. New York, 1921. Leonard
Bloomfield, Language. London, 1935, 1950.
(2) H.W. and F.G. Fowler, The King's English. Oxford, 1906.
Arthur T. Quiller-Couch, The Art of Writing. Cambridge, 1916.
I.A. Richards, Principles of Literary Criticism. London, 1924.
Rene Wellek, Concepts of Criticism. New Haven, Conn., 1963.
, Discriminations. New Haven, Conn., 1970. Stephen Ullman,
Semantics. Oxford, 1962, 1970. , Language and Style.
Oxford, 1964. , Meaning and Style. Oxford, 1973.
general refused to accept that the language of literature could
be anything but artificial and contrived. Gradually, however,
increasing numbers of linguists have come to recognize that
literature is as valid a form of language as any other and that it
is unique in offering a wealth of material for historical analysis.
That linguistics and literary criticism both have much to
gain from joint efforts and interchange of ideas is the theme
iy Is Hr'tk £rtfcviS+
of Linguistics and Style ta.nd of Linguistics and Literature by
Raymond Chapman, published in 1964 and 1973 respectively.^^
Both works develop the subject of literary stylistics, demonstrating
how the analytical techniques of linguistics when applied to
literary criticism can provide a precision hitherto impossible,
and how literature contains a vast storehouse of raw material
spanning many centuries and cultures. Neither discipline,
furthermore, need feel threatened or demeaned by co-operation
with the other, as each has its specific and valuable role.
It is the intention of this thesis to apply some of the
techniques of literary stylistics to Persian and Turkish prose
renderings of Kallla wa-Dimna in order to draw conclusions about
the way in which the literary style of those languages developed
during the long period encompassed by these works. The language
represented in each work is, in general, far removed from that
spoken in the bazaars of the time; it is rather the high style of
(1) Nils Erik Enkvist, John Spencer and Michael J. Gregory,
Linguistics and Style. London, 1964, 1971. Raymond
Chapman, Linguistics and Literature. London, 1973; 1974.
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the educated classes. Six of these versions, indeed, were
produced explicitly for the court and with royal patronage and
encouragement. The exclusiveness of the language is most
apparent in the Persian Anvar-i Sohayll of Hosayn Va'iz Kaşifi
• •
and the Turkish Humayun-nama of 'Alî Çelebi, for each of these
works is so esoteric in nature that only those people with a
thorough grounding in Arabic and Persian - and in the case of the
latter work Turkish - classics could comprehend or appreciate it.
Before one can set about studying 'style' or 'stylistic
development' at any level, it is necessary to have a suitable
definition of style itself. For the purposes of this research,
style may be defined as the conscious use of the features of
language to evoke in the reader the desired response to thoughts
or feelings. Furthermore, style is that quality of a work of
art which sets it off from all others of its kind, marking it as
individual and out of the ordinary. It is thus that each of the
works discussed here has a style which reflects the cultural
level of the author as well as that of the audience he addresses.
The range of devices available to an author who shares with
his readers a high level of sophistication is far greater than
that which an uncultured writer may present to an inexperienced
audience; accordingly, the pressure on the first author to
employ those devices with skill and ingenuity will be infinitely
stronger. Beyond the mere assertion of individuality, therefore,
the selection of style can determine an author's credibility, for
as the sociologist Erving Goffman says, style is a form of
language that serves the significant purpose of validating
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whatever it is we wish to express as content.So it is that
in a study of this nature one must determine not only the
character of the text, but also the point of view of the author
and the probably expectations and reactions of the reader.
A general reading of both Persian and Turkish literature
of the period represented in this study reveals that the style
of each language becomes increasingly ornate as the level of
sophistication amongs its readers rises and their demands become
more refined. This trend eventually reaches its zenith and
gradually declines, just as standards of education and literary
c" experience among Persians and Ottomans attain a peak and then
deteriorate, leading people to seek the simpler and more direct
literary style which is obvious in the later works. It is hoped
that evidence of this pattern will be observable in the eight
renderings of Kalila wa-Dimna and that the similarity in narrative
content will facilitate the study of stylistic development.
The Method of Research
For the purposes of this study, the Arabic translation
Kalila wa-Dimna done by 'Abdullah b. al-Mukaffa' c. 133/750 will
be considered to be the original, since all the Persian and
Turkish versions studied here derive directly or indirectly from
(2)
this text: No use of any pre-Ibn al-Mukaffa' text in any language
(1) Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life.
Edinburgh, 1956. p.2.
(2) The exact relationship between the texts studied may be seen
in the genealogical chart in Appendix A to this thesis.
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has been made since the influence such a text might have exerted
on any of the versions in question would be entirely by way of
Ibn al-Mukaffa''s Arabic.
All the known Persian prose renderings of Kalila wa-Dimna
have been used in this research, these being four in number:
1 Abu Ma'ali Nasrollah's Kallla va Dimna-yi
Bahramşahl, c. 535/1140.
2 Mohammad b. 'Abdollah al-Bohari's Kalila va
v
Dimna, 544/1149. (Hitherto unknown.)
3 Hosayn Va'iz Kaşifi's Anvar-i Sohayll.
c. 895/1490.
4 Abu Fazl 'Allanıl's 'Iyar-i Danis, 996/1588.
The four Turkish prose versions here represented include only
Western, i.e. Anatolian and Ottoman, Turkish renderings, these
being:
1 Kul Mes'ud's Kelile ve Dimne, c. 730/1330.
2 'Ali Çelebi's Humayun-nama, c. 945/1538.
3 'Osmanzada Ta'ib's Semar ül-Esmar. c. 1117/1705.
4 Ahmed Midhat's Hulasa-yı Humayun-nama,
. . w .
1304/1886-87.
Because of its unsuitability for such a study, the Turkish list
does not include an anonymous prose translation of Nasrollah's
Persian, apparently completed later than the Humayun-nama and now
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in the Bodleian Library, Marsh 61.^^ This rendering contains
numerous grammatical errors and gives the impression of being the
work of an inexperienced translator far removed from the main¬
stream of contemporary Ottoman literature. Further, because the
present study concentrates on Western Turkish, Eastern versions
(2)
such as those manuscripts found in Munich and Dresden and two
nineteenth-century versions done by Fazlullah b. 4îsa Taşkendî
and *Abd al-'Allam Fayz Hanoğlu^"^ are not represented. Finally,
the Miilahhas-i Huma.yun by one Molla Yahya Efendi al-Müfti, which
is mentioned by Haci Halifa and apparently based upon the
Humâyün-nâma, is not known to have survived.
The initial research for this thesis involved the trans¬
cription in parallel fashion of the chapter of the Lion and the
Bull (G in the cross-index of Appendix B) from each of the above-
listed Persian and Turkish versions along with three editions of
Ibn al-Kukaffa''s Arabic. In this manner the stylistic relation-
ships between the various renderings were clarified and data for
further study provided. Because of the intensive analysis of
that chapter, most - though not all - of the examples in this
thesis will be drawn from it.
(1) Described by Eth^, PTHP, II, columns 1184-85. Also cf.
Actes, pp.244-55.
(2) Described, respectively, in Aumer, p.54, and Fleischer,
p.19. Also, cf. Actes, pp.243, 247, 250-55.
(3) C. Brockelmann, 'Kalila wa-Dimna'. EI.
(4) KZ, column 1509.
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THE WORK ITSELF
The Pancatantra and its origins have for many years been a
source of dispute, though few disagree that it came from India,
was first written in Sanscrit and is by now one of the world's
most widely circulated and most often translated works. Its
dates are unknown, but the Pahcatantra was certainly in existence
by the time of the Sassanian king Hosrau Anuşirvan (A.D. 531-579)
during whose reign the collection of moral fables was translated
into Pahlavi and presented to the court as Kalllag ud Damnag by
the physician Borzuy who, according to tradition, had personally
12) - - -
brought it from India. Anu^irvan was reportedly so pleased
by this deed that he ordered - at the physician's request - that
the biography of Borzuy be placed among the book's introductory
chapters. Soon after this the Pahlavi version was translated into
(1) Many studies are available which cover the history of the
Pahcatantra and Kalila wa-Dimna. The most notable are:
Edg. Hertel. By,Gui, KF and Ocean. The last work includes
what is perhaps the most comprehensive genealogical table to
the known versions of the Pancatantra, prepared by Franklin
Edgerton, and a very informative foreword by Sir E. Denison
Ross.
(2) This thesis will follow the accepted Persian practice and
write the physician's name with an -uy termination. cf.
Noldeke, ZDMG 30(1876). pp. 752-53.
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Syriac by a Christian churchman named Bud or Bod.^^
1 Abdullah b^ al-Mukaffa'
The Pahlavi Kalilag ud Damnag was translated into Arabic
prose c.133/750 by 'Abdullah b. al-Mukaffa', a Persian who was
destined to become one of the most influential Arabic writers of
the period. Ruzbih, as he was initially named, was born into an
influential Zoroastrian family in about 102/720 near the modern
Firuzabad in Fars, and in spite of his obvious love for the
Arabic language and having chosen to become a Muslim, he always
(2)
retained a high regard for Persian history and traditions.
The name Ibn al-Mukaffa' ('son of the cripple') is an
apparent reference to the torture which 'Abdullah's father, a
tax collector, had undergone after being accused of misusing
public funds. One early Arab writer, however, claims that this
story is merely a popular misconception since the father's
(3)
profession was that of mukaffi'. a weaver or seller of baskets.
(1) Until a century ago this old Syriac version had been
presumed lost. c.f. Max Miiller, Selected Essays on Language,
Mythology and Religion. 2v., London, 1881. pp.549-55. The
now standard Western version of that rendering is by Friedrich
Schulthess, ed. and tr., Kalila und Dimna. 2v., Berlin, 1911.
(2) Muhammad GufranI '1-HurasSriI, 'Abdullah b. al-Mukaffa'.
Cairo, 1965. p.61.
(3) Ibn Hallikan, Biographical Dictionary. tr. MacGuckin de
Slane. Paris, 1842-71. I, p.435.
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It would perhaps seem more fitting if the former version were
true, for Ibn Mukaffa4's life was destined to be far from
peaceful since the brilliant writer's outspokenness would make
him many bitter enemies and numerous others would see the mark
of a zindik in everything he said and wrote.
Ibn Mukaffa4's professional talents were soon recognized
and he found ready employment in the service of various govern¬
ment officials in Kirman and Basra, in the latter city working for
the caliph al-Mansur's uncle 4Isa b. *Ali to whom he eventually
(2)
made the profession of faith. In addition to his secretarial
duties Ibn Mukaffa4 must have devoted much time to the translation
of works from Pahlavi into Arabic and to the composition of
original works in the latter tongue. Although much uncertainty
prevails concerning the exact scope of his work, among the Iranian
books which he is reputed to have translated (apart, of course,
from Kalllag ud Damnag) are the Hoday-nama. the Â'în-nama, the
- (3)
Tac-nama. the Nama-yi Tansar and the Kitab-i Mazdak. all
dealing with Persian history, customs and traditions. (It is
probable that such authors as Dakiki and FirdausI drew either
• •
directly or indirectly upon these translations.)
Two original works ascribed to Ibn Mukaffa4 are the Rieala
(1) Ibid., p.432.
(2) Ibid.. p.431.
(3) P. Gabrieli, 'L'opera di Ibn al-Muqaffa4•. Rlvista degli
Studi Orientall 13(1931-32). pp.198-218. Mary Boyce, 'The
Indian fables in the Letter of Tansar' . Asia Major 5 (1955-
56). pp.50-58.
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fi 's-Sahaba and the Adab Kabir.^ ^ The first of these takes
• • •
the form of well-considered letters addressed to "the Caliph"
(who is certainly al-Mansur) commenting upon early 'Abbâsid
political and religious matters and suggesting improvements in
many areas. Adab Kabir is a book of counsel designed for well-
placed youths and giving advice on a wide variety of topics.
There is yet another original work with which Ibn Mukaffa'18
name has been linked, but the only traces of it are to be found
contained in an attack upon it, entitled Ar-Raddu 'ala 1z-Zindikj
'l-'A.yni Ibni '1-Mukaffa' and written in the first half of the
third Islamic century by a Yemeni imam named al-Kasim b. Ibrahim
- (2)
Tabataba. As the title of his work implies, the imam refutes
• •
Ibn Mukaffa', labelling him a zindik, and sets out to defend basic
• •
Islamic institutions from the Persian-. Those fragments of Ibn
Mukaffa''s work which the imam includes could well be genuine for,
as Gabrieli points out, there are remarkable similarities between
(3)
them and the biography of Borzüy (E in the cross-index).
The circumstances surrounding Ibn Mukaffa'1s translation of
the Pahlavi Kalllag ud Damnag into Arabic are unclear, with
absolutely no evidence to indicate when, where or how the work was
(1) Both published in Muhammad Kurd 'Alî, Rasa'ilu '1-Balaga.
Cairo, 1913.
(2) This work has been published by M. Guidi, La Lotta tra
111slam e_ il Manicheismo. Rome, 1927. Also, c.f. Gabrieli,
op. cit.. pp.87-95.
(3) C. Brockelmann, 'Kalila wa-Dimna1, EI. Gabrieli, oj3. cit. ,
p.244.
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done. So vague, indeed, is the matter that Sir E. Denison Ross
confesses to having doubts that Ibn Mukaffa' has anything to do
with the work.^^ Almost everyone who writes on the subject,
moreover, laments the lack of concrete information and the
impossibility of reproducing the Arabic text in a form which even
approximates the autograph copy. The oldest known manuscripts are
dated 618/1221-2 and 739/1338-9, published by 'Abdu 'l-Wahhab
'Azzam and Louis Cheikho respectively, so that even the earliest
of them was not copied until almost 500 years after Ibn Mukaffa''s
(2)
death - an exceedingly long period for so popular a work. A
comparison of almost any two editions shows to what extent the
entire text has been corrupted.
It is here that Bud's old Syriac text, as roughly represent¬
ative of the Pahlavi version (which, unfortunately, has itself
disappeared) and early manuscripts of works based on Ibn Mukaffa''s
text are useful because a comparison between them shows that
several chapters appear in the Arabic versions for the first time.
(The plural is intentionally employed here because of the wide
variance in Arabic texts.) Of these additions, it is largely
agreed today that Ibn Mukaffa' himself composed the introduction
bearing his name ! D; and the chapter of the Investigation into
Dimna's Conduct [Hj, this latter chapter being inserted perhaps
because Ibn Mukaffa' could not countenance the guilty jackal's
(1) 'Ibn Muqaffa' and the Burzoe Legend'. JRAS 1926. p.505.
(2) Kallla wa-Dimna. ed. 'Abdu 'l-Wahhab 'Azzam; intro. Taha
Husayn. Cairo, 1941. Kallla wa-Dimna, ed. Louis Cheikho.
Beirut, 1905, 1923-
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complete escape from any punishment, as happens in the original
Pancatantra.^^ Another chapter which many, like Noldeke, Benfy
and al-BÎrunî, attribute at least in part to Ibn Mukaffa' is
Borzuy's Biography [Ej because of the clear humanistic and anti-
religious sentiments expressed in it; Keith-Falconer, on the other
hand, feels that only a physician, like Borzüy, could have
composed the chapter's detailed account of the1 development of an
embryo and argues that it is quite unlikely that Ibn Mukaffa1
(2)
would have written two introductory chapters. While other
additions to the collection of fables may also be from the hand
of Ibn Mukaffa', it is possible, too, that later writers inserted
' (3)
them. Gabrieli, for one, admits this confusion, saying:
To sum up, the translator's own personal share
in this his most celebrated work remains
somewhat indefinite and requires caution, but
this in no way detracts from his unrivalled
cultural achievement in having been first to
(1) KF, pp.xix-xxxviii.
(2) Theodor Noldeke, Burzoes Einleitung zu dem Buche Kalila
wa-Dimna. Schriften der wissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft in
Strassbura:. Heft 12, Strassburg, 1912. By;, p.76. Iff, p.xxiv.
Al-Birunl is also of the opinion that this chapter is entirely
Ibn Mukaffa'*s.
(3) The ''Alî b. Şah Preface' [BJ has also been controversial,
c.f. A.L. Beeston, 'The "'Alî Ibn Shah" Preface to Kalîlah
wa Dimnah'. Oriens 7(1954). pp.81-84.
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present this literary jewel from India to
Arabo-Islamic civilization, and through it
to the Byzantine and Latin West.^^
Among both Middle Eastern and V/estern writers Ibn Mukaffa''s
works have won high praise on account of their stylistic grace and
originality. Ibnu 'n-Nadlm notes in his Fihrist that Ibn Mukaffa'
was:
...most accomplished as a master of literary
style and eloquence, as well as being an
author, poet and stylist....He was skilled and
(21
eloquent in both languages [Arabic and Persian],
The same author quotes one Abu 'l-'Ayna' Muhammad b. al-Kasim
• •
b. Hillad (d. after 280/893-4), whom he considered very
knowledgeable in literary style, as counting Ibn Mukaffa' among
the ten "masters of literary style and indeed mentioned him first."
Among the books listed "because of their excellence" was Kallla
(3)
wa-Dimna.




peer or rival in the fields of eloquence and rhetoric. Abdo
(1) Gabrieli, 'Ibn al-Mukaffa'•, EI2.
(2) Tr. B. Dodge. 2 v., New York, 1970. pp.259-60.
(3) Ibid., pp.273-76
(4) Tarih-i Hablbo 's-Sayar. Tehran, 1333 şamsi. II, p.225.
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'l-'Azim Karib echoes these sentiments, saying that the translation
of Kalila wa-Dimna is a model of eloquence and rhetoric. Taha
Husayn also expresses similar feelings in praising Ibn Mukaffa',s
• •
powers of translation and pointing out the similarities between
(2)
the style he largely pioneered and that of present-day Arabic.
'Abdu '1-Y/ahhab 'Azzam also talks of the translator's skills in
expression and suggests that through Ibn Mukaffa', Persian style
may well have had an influence upon early Arabic similar to that
(3)
which Arabic would later have upon Persian.
Among Westerners, de Sacy stresses the "simplicite primitive"
of Ibn Mukaffa''s style, saying that in order to choose the best
manuscript or reading for his edition of Kalila wa-Dimna:
...j'ai cru que celle qui etoit la plus
concise, qui offroit le moins d'allusions a
la religion, aux opinions, a la litterature
des Arabes, dont le recit enfin etoit plus
simple, devoit etre preferee, non prdcise'ment
comme la meilleure, mais du moins comme celle




(2) Az. pp.vii-xii. Also Min Haditi 's-Si'ri wa-'n-Natr.
— rr 3—s
Cairo, 1969. pp. 48-49.
(3) Az, pp.xiii-xv.
(4) Syl, Md'moire Historique. pp.14-15.
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H.A.R. Gibb, however, feels much more strongly about Ibn Mukaffa''s
talents, for he relates how the writer initiated the 'secretarial*
school of letters through his translation of Persian court works
and that he:
...posed the problem of finding a smooth and
palatable prose style, even at the cost of a
breach with accepted Arabic tradition....
Because of their simple literary style and
entertaining contents, these works jjÇalîla
wa-Dimna. Adab Kabir. etcj gained wide
popularity in the new urban society.
Finally, R.A. Nicholson writes:
V/e possess a specimen of his powers in the
famous Book of Kallla and Dimna....The Arabic
version is one of the oldest prose works in
that language, and is justly regarded as a
model of elegant style, though it has not the
pungent -brevity which marks true Arabic
(2)eloquence.
Haci Halifa writes that two more independent translations
of the Pahlavi Kalilag ud Damnag were made into Arabic within
(1) Arabic Literature. London, 1926; 1962. pp.52-53.
(2) A Literary History of the Arabs. Cambridge, 1914; 1969. p.346.
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half a century of Ibn Mukaffa'*s death, though many doubt the
veracity of this statement.
Similarly, at least three Arabic versifications of Ibn
Mukaffa*'s work are known to have been made, although one of these
has been lost.
The basic editions of the Arabic Kalila wa-Dimna for this
study have been those by 'Abdu '1-Wahhab 'Azzarti (Cairo, 1941)
and Louis Cheikho (Beirut, 1905; 1923), both of which are now
considered to be standard works in the field, although 'Azzam's
edition has the advantage of being based on a manuscript dated
618/1221-22 which is 121 years older than the major manuscript
in Cheikho's study. When Sylvestre de Sacy published his
edition (Paris, 1816) it was greeted with enthusiasm, though
there is now much dissatisfaction felt about his having combined
a number of manuscripts - now generally considered inferior ones
- to form the final text. Ignazio Guidi devotes much of his
Studi sul Testo Arabo del Libro di Calila e_ Dimna (Rome, 1873)
to disentangling and correcting de Sacy's edition.
Abu Ma* alî Nasrollah
Firdausi records in the Sahnama that Ibn Mukaffa*'s Arabic
O •
Kallla wa-Dimna was translated into Persian during the reign of
Nasr b. Ahmad Samani (301/914-331/943) by the order of his vizier
(1) KZ, column 1058. Martin Sprengling discusses these works in
'Kalila Studies I'. American Journal of Semitic Language s and
Literatures 40(1923-24). pp.81-97.
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Abu Fazl Bal'ami, but it is not known if this anonymous work
was ever completed for the only traces of it are to be found
reworked in the few surviving lines of a versification by Rudaki.
The earliest extant prose translation in Persian is that by Abu
'l-Ma'ali Nasrollah b. Mohammad b. 'Abdo 'l-Hamld (d. 546/1151),
• • •
who based his rendering directly upon Ibn Mukaffa''s text. Although
in his introduction Nasrollah mentions the existence of previous
- (2)
Persian translations, he names only the one by Rudaki.
There is some doubt concerning Nasrollah's place of origin.
Amin Ahmad Razi in his Haft iklim and Lotf 'Alî Beg Âzar in
• • •
Atiskada both describe Nasrollah as being from Shiraz, whereas
Vassaf - himself a Shirazi - notes in his Tarihli Vassaf that the
(3)
translator is Ghaznavid. As an argument for the latter view,
some scholars have cited the rather mysterious 'preface' attributed
to one 'Ali b. Şah or Bahnud b. Sahvan, which has come to be
appended to many copies of Kallla wa-Dimna and which speaks of
"...yakl az afazil-i Gazanin..♦" and goes on to indicate that the
(4)
scholar versified Kalila wa-Dimna. apparently in Arabic.
Clearly such a description could never apply to Nasrollah. Bahar
aligns himself with Razi and Azar in this matter, feeling quite
(1) Sahnama. Biruhim edition. Tehran, 1934-35. p.2506. The
surviving lines of Rudaki's Kalila va Dimna versification
are published by Sa'id Nafisi in Ahval-o-As'ar-i Rudaki.
• 5
Tehran, 1310 ^amsi. II, pp.588-91.
(2) WasM. pp.23-25.
(3) As quoted in Rieu. II, p.745. Vassaf. p.629.
• •
(4) MS Pers.f.12 in Bodleian Library, Oxford, ff.242b-260a.
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strongly that Nasrollah's style could not be the product of a
native of Ghazna.^^
Whatever his origins, it is certain that Nasrollah first
came to fame in the court of Yamino 'd-Daula Bahramsah Ğaznavî
i
(510/1117-552/1157), a generous patron of the arts to whom
Nasrollah dedicated his translation which, accordingly, came to
- - - (2)
be known as the Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramsahi.
Nasrollah apparently spent most of his adult life in the
• •
court of Bahramsah and his successors and was to meet his death
-D
by royal command (as had his predecessor in translation, Ibn
Mukaffa'); after having served Hosrau Malik b. Hosrau Şah b.
Bahramsah (555/1160-582/1186) in the capacity of vizier (a manu-
(3)
script appends 1al-Mosrif' to the writer's name ) Nasrollah fell
J •
foul of the king and was put to death, accused of many crimes
(4)
including treachery.
It is not possible to assign a precise date to Nasrollah's
translation. Sylvestre de Sacy calculates that the work must have
been completed about 515/1121, whereas Rieu - and later Karib -
determines from events mentioned in Nasrollah's preface that it
was probably not finished before 538 or 539. Bahar considers
(1) Sabk. II, p.950.
(2) NasM, p.8.
(3) NasG. p.xxxiii. For a discussion of the office of moşrif
among the Ghaznavids, c.f. C.E. Bosworth, The Ghaznavids.
Edinburgh, 1963- p.94.
(4) Nuro 'd-Din Mohammad 'Aufi, Tazkira-yi Lobabo '1-Albab.
ed. Browne and Kazvini. London and Leiden, 1906. I, pp.92-93.
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536/1142 to be the most likely date of completion.^^
The readers to whom Nasrollah addresses himself would
certainly have had a knowledge of Arabic at least equal to his
own, so a partial answer to the problem of why Nasrollah thought
a translation of Ibn Mukaffa' would be desirable is supplied in
his own introduction. Here he mentions that several translations
into Persian had preceded his own but that none, excepting Rudaki's
versification, had any lasting literary value, being intended
merely to pass the time with pleasant stories rather than to
communicate wisdom. Consequently, those versions were incapable
of inspiring the reader (or listener) by good counsel or of
instilling moral values and so had rendered the collection of
(2)
tales lifeless. It was Nasrollah's intention to exalt the
language of Kallla wa-Dimna and lend emphasis to the import of
its tales by including kur'anic verses, historical anecdotes,
poetry and proverbs. In this way he hoped "...this book which
has existed for several thousand years would be revitalized."^"^
Nasrollah's Kalila va Dimna occupies a unique position in
Persian literature, for though we will probably never know exactly
what literary qualities earlier prose translations of Kallla
wa-Dimna may have had, it would be safe to assume from the way in
which Nasrollah dismisses them that they belonged to the class of
popular entertainment rather than to belles lettres. Indeed,





probably few prose works in Persian prior to Nasrollah's would merit
consideration in the latter category. Although he does not
explicitly say so, one cannot escape the impression that Nasrollah
had among his intentions to produce in his own language some of
the elegance and charm with which he would have been familiar
in Arabic literature as it had developed since Ibn Mukaffa'
through to such stylists as Ibn Kutayba, Cahiz'and the like. In
• • •
this respect, therefore, Nasrollah must be looked upon as a true
- •
innovator in Persian letters; it may even be asserted that the
later contribution of Sa'di and Cami to this particular genre of
moral tale exhibit in tone and language a direct development of
the work which originated with Nasrollah.
Persian literary figures, both of Nasrollah's and of
succeeding generations, have been unstinting in their praise of
his translation of Kalîla va Dimna. Nüro 'd-Din 'Aufi, in
Lobabo '1-Albab. writes:
'The unbroken steed of bayan has been tamed
by [Nasrollah'Sj genius, so that until the
end of time and the extinction of the world
everyone writing a treatise (risalat) or
seeking to show skill in composition (kitabat)
can benefit from the merits [of Nasrollah's
writing]; this translation of Kalila wa-Dimna
which he has made is the source (dastmaya)
for all writing and for masters of the art...
Of all the Persian writers, none other of such
eminence has ever been seenJ^
(1) 0£. cit., p.92.
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There can be little doubt that Nasrollah expended a great
amount of scholarly effort in his version, for in addition to
translating Ibn Mukaffa''s Arabic he collected or composed
relevant verse in Persian and Arabic to be dispersed throughout
the text. Among the poets whose verse has been used by Nasrollah
are Abu '1-Farac RunI, Sana'i, Mas'ud-i Sa'd-i Salman, Abu Hilâl
'Askarl, Abu Tammam, Ibn Hallikan and Salih b. 'Abdu '1-Kuddus.^
• • • •
Prom an early period Nasrollah's Arabic verses had aroused
sufficient interest and discussion for one Fazlollah b. 'Osman
b. Mohammad al-Asfizarl to produce a translation and commentary
on the subject. This work, known variously as Tarcoma-yi Abyat-i
Kalila va Dimna and Şarh-i As'ar-i Kallla va Dimna was written
within a century of the completion of Nasrollah's version and
seeks to identify the sources of the Arabic verse which he
includes.^^
Vassaf, comparing his own dislike for Nasrollah's use of
• • •
other people's work to that of Abu '1-Farac Runi for Mas'ud-i
Sa'd-i Salman, writes:
"...an-gah motali'an...ba-danand ki ta'arroz-i
(1) Only two copies are known to exist. That bearing the first
title i s in the British Library (Add. 5965) ani is
described by Rieu, o£. cit. . II, p.746. The second is in
the Maclis Library in Tehran and described in the preface
to NasA, pp.24-32. ■ The British Library copy has later
notes penned in the margins, indicating a continued interest
by others.
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Anvari dar şan-i Amir Mo'izzi va |ana'at-i
intihal-i u divan-i Abu '1-Farac Runi^^ va
Mas'ud-i Sa'd-i Salman hasb-i hal-i Vassaf va
• • • •
Gaznavi-st, çonan ki goft:
Kas danam az akabir-i gardun-kaşan-i dahr
K-u-ra sarih hun-i do divan ba-gardan-ast
Bari mara-st şi'r-i man az har sifat ki hast
(2)
Gar na-morattab ast va-gar na-mozayyan ast.
A further objection which Vassaf makes to the Kalila va
Dimna-yi Bahramsahi is that much of Nasrollah's sac' is ill-
J) •
conceived and lacks proper balance. As examples he gives several
cases of negative antecedents being wrongly followed by positives,
positive ones by negatives and so on. The historian, moreover,
accuses Nasrollah of haste and lack of deliberation in composition.
In spite of these opinions, however, Vassaf admits that Nasrollah's
• • •
translation had gained a reputation as a kind of "Persian Kur'an"
because numerous scholars, including one of Vassaf*s own learned
• • •
and respected friends, had memorized large sections of it and
would quote from it at appropriate moments, much as they would from
the Kur'an itself.
No-one seems to have joined in Vassaf's criticism of
• •
Nasrollah, at least not on these points, for others are lavish




(4) Ojd. cit. , pp.627-28.
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with their praise. Razi, writing in his Haft Iklim. says that
'no Persian prose work was ever so much admired', while Sa'do
'd-Din Varavini notes in the preface to his Marzoban-nama. a work
similar in style and structure to the Kallla va Dimna-yi Bahramsahl.
that Nasrollah's work had been a guiding force during his own
translation and revision of the Marzoban-nama. Sayyid Hasan Asraf
•
of Ghazna, a contemporary of Nasrollah and fellow-member of
Bahramşah's court, addresses a laudatory poem to him in his Divan.
Hosayn Va'iz Kaşifi, who in the late fifteenth century A.D.
transformed Nasrollah's version into the far more richly embellished
Anvar-i Sohavli. writes that Nasrollah was "the most eloquent of
the eloquent and the most perfect of orators", then goes on to say
of the Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahrarasahi:
In truth its expressions are beautiful, like
sweet life, and fresh as it were tinted coral,
while its enchanting words resemble the glances
of honey-lipped lust-exciting beauties, and
its soul-exhilarating mystic meanings are like
(2)
the waists of smooth-faced charmers.
Having said this, Kaşifi goes on to note how the translation
was outdated and that meanings were often obscure.
Iranians today generally hold favourable opinions of
(1) Razi, as quoted in Rieu, II, p.745. Marz. p.2. Sayyid Hasan
Gaznavl, Divan, ed. Razavi. Tehran, 1328 ışamsi. pp.157-58.
(2) Wol, p.7.
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Nasrollah. Hosayn Farivar writes that:
• •
Abu '1-Ma'ali dar tarcoma-yi Kallla va Dimna
kodrat-o-maharat ba-harc dada va tasallot-i
• •
hVad-ra dar zaban-i Parsi-vo-Tazi isbat
kj —
karda ast.^^
Farivar goes on to note how Nasrollah created a style, which was
entirely his own and quite separate from that of the Samanids
and Ghaznavids, through inclusion of poetry and quotations, use
of parallelism, attention to pronunciation and rhythm, and general
(2)
skill in applying rules of Arabic grammar to Persian.
This last point is taken up by Parvin Gonabadi who specifically
mentions that some of Nasrollah's sentences show the influence of
Arabic word order, but also stresses that the writer went to great
(3)
lengths to preserve natural Persian sentence patterns.
Sayyid Ahmad Horasani, on the other hand, is highly critical
of Nasrollah, though not on the same grounds as Vassaf, for this
• • •
writer gives a brief history of the Pancatantra and Kalila
wa-Dimna, praising the work highly. He then states:
Vali mota'asşifana bayad goft hanuz In kitab-i
(1) Tarlh-i Adabiyat-i Iran va Tarih-i go *ara. Tehran, 1334
VJ J
şamsi. p.l66.
(2) Ojd. cit. , p.167.
(3) 'Çand nokta dar bara-yi oslub-i nasr-i Kallla va Dimna-yi
Bahramsahl'. Payam-i Nau 4, v, pp.79-86.
sudmand ba-Farsi tarcoma na-şoda ast zira
digaran manand-i Molla Hosayn Kaşifi az Abu
'1-Ma'alI Nasrollah dabir girifta-and va In
mard ham na 'Arabi hub mî-danasta ast, na
FarsI, va na mantik-i lazim bara-yi
• •
navlsandagî-vo-tarcoma daşta ast....
Nasrollah dabir-o-Kalila-yaş ham bara-yi ma
boti dlgar şoda ki bayad şikast.^^
Horasani provides 'proof for his view by showing how
Nasrollah omits several tales from Ibn Mukaffa*'s Arabic version
• •
and does not follow a one-for-one system of translation. An
example singled out is the tale of the Man who Could Not Escape
his Fate \_G5 in the cross-index^ , the lack of which in the Kalila
va Dimna-vi Bahramsahl is said to 'prove' Nasrollah's incompetence.
Had Horasani researched sufficiently into the matter, he would have
found that several Arabic editions, including Cheikho's, omit that
particular tale; it seems likely that the Arabic original used by
Nasrollah also lacked the story.
Western scholars have been full of praise for the Kalila va
Dimna-yi Bahramsahi. Sylvestre de Sacy writes that the very
talented Nasrollah displays in that work his excellent knowledge of
Arabic language and literature, and that he embellishes his Persian
text with moral and political lessons, enriches the descriptions
and ornaments the style with "toutes les fleurs de l'eloquence




et...toutes les couleurs de la rhetorique" in order to make the
work more relevant to his contemporaries. De Sacy continues,
however, by supporting the objections raised by Kaşifi and Abu
Fazl, saying:
A force cependant de faire parade de son
Erudition, il a du nuire en partie au suc'cfes
de son ouvrage, ou du moins diminuer le
nombre de ses lecteurs.^^
The French Orientalist also notes that Nasrollah's work still
maintains its popularity in spite of the presence of Kaşifi's
(2)
later version.
E.G. Browne, while not directly expressing an opinion about
the work, strongly implies that he agrees with views expressed by
RazI and Yassaf - although one is inclined to wonder whether he
• •
had actually read the latter. After comparing the styles of
Nasrollah and Kaşifi by means of parallel texts, Browne makes it
(3)
obvious that he much prefers the former.
A.J. Arberry says that Nasrollah's "Persian style of trans-
lation was long applauded for its chasteness and elegance", while
Jan Rypka writes that the Kallla va Dimna-yi Bahramsahl is "a
3
masterpiece of Persian prose in virtue of its comparative
(1) Syl. Memoire Historique, pp.40-41.
(2) Notices, X, i, p.137.
(3) MP, II, PP.349-53.
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simplicity^^ Rypka then adds that "it made some concessions
to contemporary taste by the inclusion of various rhetorical
ornaments." In discussing another writer, Kazi Hamldo 'd-Din, the
Czech professor says that his style lacked the "ease of Nasrollah's
Finally, Maliko 'ş-Şo'ara Bahar, who devotes almost fifty
pages of his Sabk Sinasi to Nasrollah and his rendering of Kallla
~j •
(3)
wa-Dimna, acclaims the work highly, noting how it has been
eagerly passed from hand to hand since the moment of completion
and that in modern times it has been constantly in print. As
evidence of this popularity he adds that the number of corrupt
versions of this work is even greater than that of such works as
the Sahnama. the Golistan and the Tarih-i Bal'ami.Throughout
5
this section Bahar's theme is that Nasrollah was stylistically
ingenious and innovative and that his work has had great influence
on the development of Persian literary prose.
Nearly every modern commentator on Nasrollah has spoken
of the difficulty, if not the impossibility, of obtaining an
accurate impression of Nasrollah's Kallla va Dimna-yi Bahramsahl
because of the lack of an early example of the work and the dis¬
agreement between extant manuscripts. While this is certainly
true to a degree, a comparison of the many published texts which
have appeared in the past century shows that the versions are
remarkably similar to one another, especially when one considers
(1) CPL. p.95. Rypka. p.222.
(2) Rypka, p.223.
(3) Sabk, II, pp.248-96.
(4) Ibid. . II, p.254.
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the difficulty in establishing an 'ur-text' for Ibn Mukaffa''s
Arabic. This is not to deny that a problem exists, however, for
each of the printed editions available today claims to have the
best reading from the evidence at hand.
Over the past century editions of the Kallla va Dimna-yi
Bahramsahi have been appearing repeatedly in Tabriz and Tehran,
four of which have been used in this study. The bldest, NasG.
is by *Abdo 'l-'Azim Han Garakani (nowadays known as Karib) and
• «• #
is his second edition of 1308 samsi, based largely upon a 1300
hicri edition by Hasan *Ali Han Amir Nizam and containing a very
informative preface. The text has been bowdlerized, however, to
the extent that some of the more indelicate tales have been
entirely omitted. These missing sections are restored in the
1348 samsi printing of Karib's text, NasK. also used here.
The two remaining texts are more recent and products of
much deeper research. The better known of these, NasM. is
edited by Moctaba Minovi TihranI and is published by the University
of Tehran, while the second, NasA. is the work of Hasan Hasanzada
• •
AmolI. Both these texts have lengthy introductions, are copiously
footnoted and draw comparisons between readings in various manu¬
scripts. Amoli's edition is essentially based on an eighth century
hicrî manuscript in the Malik Library in Tehran, while Minovi's
•
has the distinct advantage of using two early manuscripts, one
dated 551 hicrî (now in the Carullah Efendi Library in Istanbul)
and the other dated 594 hicrî (held by the Turkish Ministry of
Information in Ankara). Amoll's extensive research into sources
of verse, his study of mistakes in previous printed versions of
Nasrollah's text and his inclusion of several chapters never
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before included with Persian versions of Kallla wa-Dimna but
appended to Cheikho's edition of Ibn Mukaffa', all lend considerable
value to his edition of the work.
Mohammad b. 'Abdollah al-Boharl
• ^
Ibn Mukaffa'1s Kallla wa-Dimna was again translated into
Persian prose by Mohammad b. 'Abdollah al-Boharl during the rather
» •
short reign of Sayf ad-Din Gazi b. 'imad ad-Din ZangI b. Ak
Sonkor (541/1146-544/1149), the second ruler of the Atabeg
dynasty of Mosul. This version, however, was not to bring its
translator the instant acclaim and enduring fame which NasrollSh's
version brought him; and indeed, not one historical or literary
source even hints that this version exists, nor does the name of
its translator ever arise in this or any other connection.
The sole extant copy of this version is contained in
manuscript YX 777 in the library of the Topkapi Museum in Istanbul
(a microfilm of which was used for the present work) and has been
described - inaccurately - by Fehmi Edhem Karatay in his Topkapi
(2)
Sarayı Müzesi Kütüphanesi Farsça Yazmalar Katalogu. the only
J
place in which the existence of this work is mentioned. This
manuscript (former classification H 979) is described as being on
rather stiff glazed paper, having the dimensions 32.5 x 23 cm.,
and consisting of 117 folios, each of which contains nineteen
(1) Stanley Lane-Poole, The Mohammedan Dynasties. London, 1894.
p.163.
(2) Istanbul, 1961. p.300, entry no. 863.
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17 cm. lines in the NashI script. This is entirely correct.
Karatay continues, however,
'...Zafar b. Mas'ud b. al-Hasan b. Abl'l-Barakat
• •
al-Fakih al-Curbadakani eliyle 644 (1246)Seferi
• •
evalinde Azarbaycan Atabeklerinden Aslan înan<^
Kutluğ Tuğrultekin'in kütüphanesi için istinsah
edilmiştir.* ^
This sentence contains several inaccuracies. Firstly, Karatay's
reading of the date is incorrect by one century, for the
colophon (f.117b, line 17) notes:
d?U.«_,»■ a- J ^Ij j\ dl~ jLo Q—O
This firmly places the date of copying in the month of Safar
544/June 1149, a full century earlier than Karatay's reading -
and roughly four and a half months before the death of Sayf
ad-Din. Secondly, it is very misleading to state that the ruler
for whom the work was copied was an Azarbayjani Atabeg, for that
branch of the Atabeg dynasties did not even last as long as
Karatay's date of 644/1246 and no ruler with a name even vaguely
(2)
resembling Sayf ad-Din's is recorded in that line of Atabegs.
Lastly, the colophon continues:
İ9 UÜ^ dJ ^ ^ ' 1 l^^J I ijt 1, ü oJ 1 1 y q. .. ytü '
^ a ^ ^ dJl^ ■ i i t **ı i a ■ ■ * 1.1 ./-i .j U. n,* A 11 I . !_>.
(1) Ojo. cit. Inconsistent transcription copied from the original,
(2) Lane Poole, p.171.
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Prom this it can be seen that the scribed name was probably
Zafar b. Mas'ud b. al-Hasan, known as (al-mokanna) Abu 'l-Barakat
al-Fakih - which is followed by a nisba which is difficult to
decipher. Karatay has apparently taken it to be identical to
Curbadakan, the Arabic name for the Iranian town of Golpâygân^^
and is probably correct in this.
Later in the same entry, Karatay states that the translator
Mohammad b. 'Abdollah al-Boharl, is none other than ' *Abd Allah
abu'l-Hasan as-Samarkand!, veya al-Buhar!' , whose mahlas he gives
• * U Vy
- (2)
as Rudaki. It has already been noted that Pirdausi recorded
in his Sahnama that the Samanid vizier Bal'ami ordered an unnamed
person to translate Ibn Mukaffa''s Kallla wa-Dimna into Persian
prose, and later commanded Rudaki to put this into verse. It may
have been some recollection of this that prompted Karatay to
ascribe this present work to Rudaki. The fact is, however, that
the manuscript is a unlcum, and a valuable specimen of twelfth-
century ordinary Persian prose, unadorned by rhetoric.
Because al-Bohari's name has never appeared in any other
connection, it is impossible to know exactly who he was, but it
is obvious from statements within the manuscript that he was at
(3)
the court of Sayf ad-Din (whose name appears twice) and that
it was Sayf ad-Din who instructed him to translate Ibn Mukaffa'^
- (4)
Kalila wa-Dimna into 1zaban-i Pari' - not for the benefit of
(1) Guy LeStrange, The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate. Cambridge,
1905; 1930. p.210.
(2) Karatay, op.cit.
(3) MS YX 111, ff. 1a, 4b.
(4) Ibid. . f. 13b.
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the king, but for certain members of his court who were unable to
understand the Arabic version.
This brings up the important question of the national make¬
up of Sayf ad-Din's Atabeg court. The dynasty itself was certainly
Turkish, as were the rulers of all adjacent territories, and the
caliphate was still alive in Baghdad, but only just. The major
Arabic intellectual centres of the period were probably Baghdad
or Damascus - but hardly Mosul - and as fair as Persian culture
was concerned, the nearest centres were to the east and south in
Shiraz or Isfahan, or far to the east among the Ghaznavids (where
Nasrollâh was still alive and presumably still active). Since we
know that the Seljuks had attracted numerous Persian scholars
westward in their wake from Khorasan and Central Asia and that many
of them were employed in the administration, it is safe to assume
that a court such as Sayf ad-Din's would have been largely
composed of Turks and Persians, with but a handful of Arabs in
high positions. Such a court could not have boasted many members
who were truly capable of understanding the Arabic of Ibn Mukaffa4's
Kallla wa-Dimna. and it may well have been that the Shah himself
was in the same position.
One can only speculate, but it would seem that al-Boharl was
among those drawn westwards in the service of the Seljuks. When
Sayf ad-Din came to power following the death of Zangi in 541/1146,
he rapidly (it must have been rapid, for he ruled only four years)
gained a reputation as a patron of the arts and of learning and
(2)
as a very pious man who had established a madrasa in Mosul; Such
(1) MS YX. 777,f. 5b.
(2) Ibn Hallikan, op.cit., p.441.
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a reputation could well have attracted someone like al-Boharl,
who was a person of some learning and no doubt seeking an outlet
for his talents.
On the other hand, a court of the composition just described
would probably not have been very demanding of its scholars and
artists, for in a period like Sayf ad-Din's most of those at the
court would have prided themselves on accomplishments in the
martial, rather than the fine, arts. The overall tone of
al-Boharl's Kalila va Dimna lends support to this supposition,
for although it is certainly a competent - and even entertaining -
translation, as a work of art it is quite pedestrian when compared
with the Kallla va Dimna-yi Bahramsahi of al-Bohari's contemporary,
Nasrollah.
One of the first things to strike a reader of the Zangid
Kallla va Dimna is its simplicity, a simplicity partly resulting
from its relatively small Arabic content. In addition, the entire
tone of the work, excluding the preface, is colloquial and
probably reflects the Persian of Bokhara, the region whose
dialect would be most familiar to the translator.
It is to be remembered that the Shah ordered the work
translated into 1zaban-i Pari', by which he may have meant the
language of his own court (dar). He probably intended Pari to
be taken in the wider sense, however, i.e. '...a simple style
of New Persian free from Arabic words', as Richard Prye has
described it.^^ The fact that Arabic vocabulary plays such a
(1) Richard N. Prye, 'Development of Persian literature under the
Samanids and Qarakhanids*. Yad-nâma-yi Jan Rypka. Prague,
1967. p.71.
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minor role in al-Bohari's Kalila va Dimna would lend support to
this idea, whereas Nasrollah's version with its extensive use of
Arabic would exemplify Prye's definition of Farsl.By the
end of the eleventh century A.D., Pari (as above defined) was
virtually dead as a literary language while Farsi was daily
gaining strength. Scholars such as Nasrollah perhaps played an
important role in hastening this evolution.
It is when al-Boharl is translating the actual tales and
conversations which are vital to the narrative that he is most
vivid and expressive. One can imagine that he himself had both
heard and related orally many anecdotes, for the greatest charm
of his tales is that they read as though spoken by a master story¬
teller. The choice of words is natural and unforced and he
varies the sentence length, perhaps completely unpremeditatedly,
according to the degree of interest aroused in the reader by the
story-line. Por this reason the conversations seem 'real', which
can be said of none of the other versions studied in this thesis -
with the possible exception of Ahmed Midhat's Hulasa-vi Hiimavun-nama
of the late nineteenth century.
On the other hand, when al-Boharl is dealing with abstract
concepts his Kalila va Dimna takes on a completely new character;
his sentences become long and convoluted and the ideas tend to be
rather muddled.
Arberry has noted that Hocviri, a contemporary of al-Bohârl,
had great difficulty writing such works as the Kasf al-Mahcub
i •
because Persian was not sufficiently developed in so sophisticated
(1) Loc. çit.
- 1 -
a subject as Sufisra to make for ease of expression.^^ Although
the philosophical arguments in Kallla va Dimna are admittedly
simple in comparison, both Nasrollah and al-Bohari were working
with a relatively young prose language and were thus bound to
meet similar obstacles.
Al-Bohari, moreover, was clearly not the master of expression
in complex matters that Nasrollah was. Where Nasrollah's
• •
sentences seem almost naturally to punctuate themselves, al-Bohari's
only occasionally do so, and usually not with such clarity.
Nasrollah always varies the length of his sentences and inserts
Arabic and Persian verse to illustrate his points; al-Bohârî
never includes verse and apparently makes little conscious effort
to vary the weight of sentence elements, occasionally going on
for many lines with repetitious parallel constructions.
The manuscript itself is for the most part quite legible
with only the occasional smearing of ink obscuring the words.
Unfortunately, however, it is defective, as there is a lacuna
of several folios which Karatay apparently failed to notice.
The manuscript must have been defective when placed in its
present binding, which appears to be about two centuries old, for
all the folios are secure and there is no hint of room for
missing ones.
The lacuna only becomes apparent from the text itself, for
the chapter of the Indian Shah Iblad and his Ministers breaks
off in mid-sentence at the end of folio 113b, while folio 114a
begins in mid-sentence in the chapter of the Prince and his
(1) CPL, p.63.
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Friends. Further, the colophon notes that the work consists of
fifteen babs; and while it is not certain which, if any, of the
introductory chapters were considered babs, of the fourteen
non-introductory chapters usually found in Arabic versions only
eleven are represented in this manuscript, two of them
incompletely as noted above. (The three missing chapters are
designated L, M and 0 in the cross-index.) Some Arabic manu¬
scripts contain as many as three additional chapters, however, 30
it is entirely possible that the fifteenth chapter originally in
YY.777 was one of these, the most likely being the chapter of the
.—-Mouse King and His Ministers. As the chapters that must have
been contained in the missing folios are all short, the extent
of the lacuna can be considered fairly small.
Another possibility exists with regard to the missing pages.
Perhaps al-Bohari's translation never included chapters L, M and
0, and he considered the four opening chapters, with the eleven
from the body of the work, to be the fifteen babs he notes in the
colophon. If this were the case, then the only missing folios
would be those from the two defective chapters noted previously
and the manuscript would be nearly complete. Given that YY.777
was bound defectively so many years ago, however, there seems
little likelihood that the missing folios will ever come to light
and solve the mystery.
In spite of the defectiveness of the manuscript, this
translation of Kallla wa-Dimna by al-Bohari is of great interest
(1) Theodor Nöldeke, Die Erzahlung vom Mausekonig und seinen
Ministern. Gottingen, 1879-
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as a rare example of twelfth century Persian prose from an early
Atabeg court. The work itself is surprisingly clear, simple and
unaffected, doubtless reflecting the level of sophistication of
the court for which it was produced. Furthermore, because so few
literary works survived the Mongol invasions, this manuscript as
a unicum is a significant discovery and should be a welcome
contribution to the study of early Persian literature and its
orthography.
Hosayn Va' i z KasifI
• • _J
The supremacy of Nasrollah's Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramsahl
• —
in Persian prose remained virtually unchallenged for nearly three
and a half centuries, and it was only during the reign of the
Timurid Abo '1-OazI Soltan Hosayn b. Mansur, 'Hosayn Baykara',
• • • •
(875/1470-911/1505) that a new and much more florid version of
Kalila wa-Dimna was v/ritten. The author of this version, based
upon Nasrollah's text, was Molla Kamalo 'd-Din Hosayn Va'iz
• • •
Kaşifi Sabzivarl (d. 910/1505), who already enjoyed a reputation
as a gifted and prolific Islamic writer and scholar.
HVandamir, a contemporary of Kaşifi, notes that that author
was accomplished in every field of knowledge and was without
equal in the science of astronomy/astrology. Because of his great
(1) Although the exact chronology is uncertain, other works
written by Kaşifi include: Ahlâk-i MohsinI. Rauzat as-Sohada.
* " • . ^3
Tafsir-i Hosayni. Cavahir at-Tafsir li-Tohfati '1-Amir.
• •
Mahzano '1-Insa'. Sahifa-yi Sahi and Sabh-i Kasifiya.
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learning in religion and his resonant voice, Kaşifi gained fame
as a preacher (va'iz) and teacher in the mosques and madrasas of
several cities in Horasan, most notably Herat. There he would have
come into contact with many of the learned men of his age,
including such notables as Mir 'Ali ŞÎr Nava'I, MÎr-hVand,
HVandamir, Daulatsah SamarkandI and Cami. Kaşifi's own son,
Pahro 'd-DÎn 'Alî, also gained pre-eminence as an author.
Kaşifi dedicated his rendering of the Kalila va Dimna-yi
Bahramsahl to Soltân Hosayn's vizier, Amîr Şayh Nizamo 'd-Daula
wa-'d-Din Ahmad Sohayli, naming the composition the Anvar-i
Sohayll, often translated, perhaps misleadingly, as The Lights of
(2) -
Canopus. In so re-naraing this collection of fables, Kaşifi
was the first writer since their translation into Pahlavi to
abandon the title Kallla and Dimna. He had some Justification,
for the two jackals Kalila and Dimna appear in only two of the
bâbs. De Sacy points out that this change must have been a
reflection of Kaşifi's esteem for the minister and appreciation
(3)of his patronage of the arts.
In spite of the fact that Kaşifi relied heavily upon
(1) HVandamir, o£. cit.. pp.345-46.
(2) Sohayl is the Arabic name for the star Canopus, from which
Şayh Ahmad formed his mahlas. The title Anvar-i Sohayll is,
therefore, a play on words which is totally lost in 'The
Light s of Canopus'. Daulatşah Samarkand! in his Tazkirato
*s—So'ara (ed. Mohammad 'Abbasî. Tehran, 1337 şamsi. pp.575-
79) devotes a section to the praise of Şayh Ahmad Sohayll.
(3) Syl. Meraoire Historique, p.44.
Nasrollah's version while writing his own, the Anvar-i Sohayli
represents a radically different approach to the work, for in
addition to a mere change of name, Kaşifi re-organized the
outline of the work by deleting some stories, adding a great many
more and expanding many of those adopted from Nasrollah's text.
More specifically, he abandoned all the preliminary chapters
(i.e. Ibn Mukaffa''s introduction Qd], the mission of Borzüy to
India fcfj , the biography of Borzuy [e] , and the spurious 'Alî
b. Şah preface jjB] ) and replaced them with a new preface containing
dedications, a recent history of Kalila wa-PimnaT and a table
of contents. The first bab of the Anvar-i Sohavll is divided
into two parts, the first of which is a rather brief history -
composed by Kaşifi - about Kallla wa-Dimna's ancient origins, and
the second the chapter of the Lion and the Bull [V] (the first of
the Kalila and Dimna babs); both parts have been greatly expanded
by the inclusion of new tales.
Except for the re-numbering of a few of the later babs.
Kaşifi has left the remainder of the work essentially as he found
it, but within the individual chapters he has added much new
material and often re-worked the relationship of the individual
tales to one another. Much of this is obvious from the cross-
index.
Another way in which the Anvar-i Sohayli is in striking
contrast to Nasrollah's work is the literary style and the nature
of the material included to support the story line. Kaşifi, in
his own introduction, explains why he felt it necessary to
improve upon Nasrollah:
- İv -
...through the introduction of strange words
and by overstraining the language with the
beauties of Arabic expressions and hyperbole
in metaphors and similes of various kinds,
and exaggeration and prolixity in words and
obscurity of expression, the mind of the reader
is kept back from enjoyment of the meaning of
the book, and from apprehending the pith of
the subject; and the disposition of the reader
also is unable to perform the task of
connecting the beginnings of the story with
the terminations, and of adjusting the
commencements of the discourse with the
conclusions; and this circumstance will
undoubtedly be a cause of disrelish and a
source of ennui both to the reader and the
hearer, especially in this age, so characterized
by fastidiousness, in which the minds of its
children have become nice to such a degree that
they expect to perceive the meaning without
its being decked out on the richly ornamented
bridal-bed, as it were, of language.^^
Kaşifi goes on to note that this valuable work had fallen
into obscurity and disuse - which is much the same comment as
Nasrollah made in the introduction to his version. The Anvar-i
(1) East., pp.8-9.
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Sohayli, Kaşifi continues, is an attempt:
...to bestow fresh adornment on the beauty of
its tales of esoteric meaning, which were
veiled and concealed by the curtain of
obscure words and the wimple of difficult
expressions, by presenting them on the stages
of lucid style and the upper chambers of
becoming metaphors, after a fashion that the
eye of every examiner, without a glance of
penetration or penetration of vision (sic!),
may enjoy a share of the loveliness of those
beauties of the ornamented bridal-chamber of
narrative.^ ^
Whether Kaşifi achieved his stated aims or not is a point
that has been contested for many years, with the majority of
Western scholars pleading the case against; in opposition to this
point of view, however, must be placed the enduring popularity of
the work among Persian readers for over four centuries, a fact
borne out by the large number of manuscripts and published editions
which are to be found. The Anvar-i Sohavll may, in fact, be said
- - - (2)
to have left the Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramsahi in eclipse.
(1) East. pp.10-11.
(2) Manuscripts of the Anvar-i Sohayll are to be found in virtually
every major collection; until the end of the nineteenth century
lithographed copies seem to have appeared regularly in Iran
and India.
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Typical of the views of Western scholars concerning the
Anvar-i Sohavli is that of E.G. Browne, who says that the work
is 'florid and verbose', that 'this wordy and bombastic writer'
has 'embroidered and expanded' the book,^^ and:
...in general it is full of absurd exaggerations,
recondite words, vain epithets, far-fetched
comparisons, and tasteless bombast, and
represents to perfection the worst style of
those florid writers who flourished under the
patronage of the Timurids in North-Eastern
Persia and Transoxania during the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries of our era, and who,
unfortunately, passing with Babar into India,
became models ana exemplars to the bombast-
(2)
loving people of that country.
In the same tenor, Edward B. Eastwick, who completed the
first English translation of the entire Anvar-i Sohayli in 1854,
mentions in his preface (or apologia?) that:
...those very characteristics of style, which
form its chiefest beauties in the eye of
Persian taste, will appear to the European
(1) Edward G. Browne, ^ History of Persian Literature under
Tartar Dominion (A.E^. 1265-1 502) . Cambridge, 1920. p. 504.
(2) LHP, II, pp.352-53.
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reader as ridiculous blemishes. The
undeviating equipoise of bi-propositional
sentences, and oftentimes their length and
intricacy; the hyperbole and sameness of
metaphor, and the rudeness and unskilfulness
of the plots of some of the stories, cannot
but be wearisome and repulsive to the better
and simpler judgement of the West.^^
Eastwick goes on to declare how silly many of the descriptions
appear and says that 'these absurdities are so prominent that
they would probably induce the generality of readers to close the
(2)
book in disgust.
It must also be pointed out, however, that Eastwick later
writes that the work contains 'many beautiful thoughts, many
(3)
striking and original ideas forcibly expressed.'
After noting Eastwick's objections to the work, Arberry
writes:
It would have been more accurate to speak of
the appeal of this book to a debased Persian
taste; for Kashifi's style bears the
unmistakable hallmark of aesthetic corruption,





a generation that had never known JuvainI and
Vassaf as it is now rejected by a public
• •
educated to appreciate older and austerer
, . (1)models.
In a like manner, Rypka adds that Kaşifi 'satisfied the
baroque taste of the Timurid period with his absurdly high-flown
- (2)
Anvar-i Sohayli.' T.W. Arnold concurs, saying that the work
is 'written in a very artificial style, overladen with rhetorical
(3)
ornament, and on this account has been much admired in the east.'
Fortunately, however, not every Western scholar has condemned
the Anvar-i Sohayli; Sir William Jones mentions in A Grammar of
the Persian Language (1771) that Kaşifi's version of Kallla
wa-Dimna is 'the most excellent book in the language' and that it
(4)
contains 'fourteen beautiful chapters.*
Similarly, Sylvestre de Sacy describes at length in the
'Meraoire Historique' of his Arabic edition of Kallla wa-Dimna why
he appreciates the Anvar-i Soha.yll:
j— „ "i „
[Caschefi ne s'est pas contente de supprimer
(1) CPL, p.404.
(2) Rypka. p.223.
(3) T.W. Arnold, 'Kashifi, Husain Wa'iz'. EI.
(4) Sir William Jones, ^ Grammar of the Persian Language. London,
1771. (Facsimile reprint) Menston, England, 19^9. p.xx. One
of the lessons in this grammar is a short tale from the
Anvar-1 Sohayll.
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ou de changer tout ce qui pouvoit arreter un
grand nombre de lecteurs, il a encore ajoute
au merite primitif de l'ouvrage, en y inserant
un grand nombre de vers empruntes de divers
poets, et en employant constamment ce style
mesure et cadence, ce parallelisme des idees
et des expressions, qui, joint a la rime,
constitue la prose poetique des Orientaux, et
qui, ajoutant un charme inexprimable aux
pense'es justes et solides, diminue beaucoup
ce que les idees plus ingenieuses que vraies,
les metaphores outrees, les hyperboles
extravagantes, trop frequentes dans les ecrits
des Persans, ont de rebutant et de ridicule
pour le gout severe et delicat des Europeens.
Quoique le style de Hosainne soit pas exempt
de ces defauts, on lit et on relit avec un
plaisir toujours nouveau son ouvrage, comme
le Gülistan de Saadi.^^
Interestingly, Jones and de Sacy are the only Western
scholars mentioned above who did not live during the present
century, for it should be remarked that such negative judgements
by Westerners as just noted are almost entirely useless and
irrelevant to the purpose of modern literary criticism. It is
presumptuous - if not, indeed, fatuous - for a man of our time,
(1) Syl. M^moire Historique, p.43.
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and particularly one of different cultural origins, to present value
judgements on a work which has for so many centuries held the
affection and admiration of the people for whom it was written.
The task of the student of literature is to accept the
popularity of the work as the basis from which he will proceed
toward an understanding of the qualities which assured it its
wide and continued acceptance, and to use the observations
resulting from such study in an attempt to formulate notions of
the aesthetic underlying the Islamic cultures of the East in
their various manifestations. What this aesthetic may have been,
it is still too early to define; although there seems to be an
essential relationship between the poetry and prose and all the
other products of artistic endeavour of each period. The
unifying and underlying relationship is to be found in that
spiritual awareness in the individual which is inadequately
designated 'a sense of beauty'.
(1) It is rather amazing to find these sentiments echoed by Browne
in his discussion of 'Attar, Sana'i and Rumî, for he writes:
• •
(LHP, p.506)
...in all these matters...native taste must be taken
as the supreme criterion, since it is hardly possible
for a foreigner to judge with the same authority as
a critic of the poet's own blood and speech; and,
though I personally may derive greater pleasure from
the poems of 'Iraqi than from those of Sana'i, I have
no right to elevate such personal preference into a
general dogma.
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Finally, a dissenting view of a modern-day Iranian concerning
the Anvar-i Sohayli is that of *Abdo 'l-'AzIm Karlb, who notes
• '
that the differences between the versions of Nasrollah and
Kaşifi are major ones because:
Kitab-i Anvar-i Sohayli dar zaman-i inhitat-o-
tanazzol-i Farsi insa soda va isti'arat-o-
J> i
tasbihat-i na-hus va takallofatl ki dar an
i - i
ba-kar rafta ast fauko 'l-'ada az kadr-i an
• •
kasta.
First published in its entirety (with Persian text) in London
in 1836, the Anvar-i Sohayll has been printed repeatedly during
the ensuing century and a half. Many of these editions have been
Indian, being produced in Cawnpore, Calcutta, Bombay, Lucknow and
Lahore, but the work has also been published in Berlin and Tehran.
Western translations include those into English by Edward B.
Eastwick (Hertford, 1854) and Arthur N. Wollaston (London, 1904) -
who also made an abridged translation for younger readers,
entitled Tales within Tales (London, 1909) - and that into French
(2)
by G. Gaulman (Paris, 1895).
(1) NasG, p.x.
(2) For further editions and translations see V. Chauvin,
Bibliographie des ouvrages arabes ou relatifs aux Arabes♦
Lifege and Leipzig, 1897. II, p.29. Also H.F. Hofman,
Turkish Literature: a Bio-bibliographical Survey. Utrecht,
1969. Section III, part i, vol. IV, p.40.
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The version principally used in this research has been
that published by the Amir Kabir Press (Tehran, 1336 şamsi) which
is based upon an edition first printed in Bombay in 1270 kamarl
and reprinted in Berlin in 1301 şamsl.
Abu Fazl 'AllamI
The Moghul Emperor Akbar (963/1556-1014/1605) would probably
have agreed with the more outspoken of the later Western critics
of the style of the Anvar-1 Soha.yli, for it is known that he
commissioned at least two new Persian renderings of Kalila
wa-Dimna. The first and more important of these is the 'Iyar-i
Danis. completed in 996/1588 by Şayh Abu Fazl b. Mobarak 'AllamI
y 5 -
(958/1551-1011/1602) who was a noted historian and one of Akbar's
closest advisors. The second is the Pancahyana. a recently
discovered direct translation from the Sanscrit into Persian done
by one Mostafa Halikdad 'Abbasî, apparently a member of Akbar's
• • ^ •
court. As this latter work did not pass by way of the Pahlavi
to Ibn Mukaffa', it is of an entirely different tradition from the
'Iyar-i Danis, which is heavily based upon the Anvar-i Sohayli.
Abu Fazl is most famous for his composition of the three-
volumed Akbar-nama, a copious history of the life and times of
that Emperor, but he is also the author of such diverse works as
the Â'in-i Akbari, a monacat. a preface to the Tarlh-l Alfl (which
(1) The discovery of this work in New Delhi is described by
Tara Chand and S.A.H. Abidi in 'Panchakhyana', Islamic
Culture 34 (1965). pp.29-39.
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is now lost), a translation of the Mahabharata. and various
collections of letters. Scholarship ran in Abu Fazl's family,
for his father was the renowned scholar Şayh Mobarak Nagaurl and
his brother Fayzi a noted poet, but, as with two of his
predecessors in Kalila wa-Dimna translation, Abu Fazl was to die
violently, assassinated at the command of Akbar's son Salim, the
future Şah Cahangir.
In the introduction to his ' I.yar-i Danis, Abu Fazl briefly
•J
relates the history of the book of Kalila wa-Dimna and tells that
when the celebrated Akbar discovered the Anvar-i Sohavli he was
immediately impressed with its beauty and elegance, yet
commissioned another version because:
Agar-çi Anvar-i Sohayli ba-nisbat-i Kalila va
Dimna ma^hur ba-zaban-i ahl-i rüzgar ast amma
hanuz az 'ibarat-i 'Arab-o-isti'arat-i 'Acam
hali nist, bayad ki ba'z-i loğat-i andahta va
daraz-i nak^-ha-yi sohan-i pardahta ba-iibarati
vazih ba-ham-an tartib nigasta ayad ta fa'ida-yi
• «i
an 'am şavad va maksud tamam gardad; ba bar
• •
hokm-i padsah, ki farman-i ilahi ast, kitab-i
mazkur-ra ba-dastur-i Anvâr-i Sohayli tartib
dada âmad, ilkin du bab-ra ki Maulana Hosayn-i
Va'iz az Kallla va Dimna-yi maşhur andahta bud
- - (2)
dar-in kitab avarda sod.
(1)
(2)
Nurul Hasan, 'Abu '1-Fadl 'Allami', EI^.
Abu 8/4-9.
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In his A'In-i Akbari Abu Fazl again discusses his 'Iyar-i
Dania, stating that the Emperor had ordered the new translation
because Kaşifi*s Anvar-i Sohaylî
...is a masterpiece of practical wisdom, but
is full of rhetorical difficulties; and though
Nasrullah-i Mustawfi and Kawlana Husayn-i
Wa'iz have translated it into Persian, their
style abounds in rare metaphors and rare words.
In spite of the foregoing, however, it would seem that Abu
Fazl took on the task of re-writing the revered Anvar-i Sohayli
with some trepidation, for comparison of that work with the
*Iyar-i Danis reveals few positive changes in the work and
numerous deletions. Perhaps Abu Fazl himself felt that it was
most presumptuous for anyone to tamper with the widely-praised
Anvar-i Sohayli and it was only Akbar who wanted a simpler
version. This view receives some support from the discovery that
the Shah, even after the completion of the ' Iyar-i Danis.,
O
commissioned yet another new rendering, this time the above-noted
Pancahyana. and commanded that it, too be 'in plain and simple
5 u
(2)
language'. He had evidently not been pleased with the *Iyar-i
Danis despite his certain respect for Abu Fazl.
One modern Iranian view of the 'Iyar-i Danis is that
(1) Ed. and tr. H. Blochmann. Calcutta 1873; 1927. p.112.
(2) Manuscript of Pancahyana. f.6. Quoted by Tara Chand and
_> u
S.A.H. Abidi, o£. cit., p.33.
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expressed by Mohammad Ca'far Mahcub:
• •
Insa-yi kitab Q-i *Iyar-i Danis! bisyar sada-
vo-motavassit ast va dar an logat-i 'Arabi-yi
moskil kam-tar mi-tavan yaft. 'Ibarat-ha-yi
rakik va dara-yi za'f-i ta'lif, va hata-ha-yi
dasturi-vo-matba'i dar kitab faravan ast va
sabk-i nigaris-i an manand-i digar matn-ha-yi
Parsi ast ki dar Hindustan nigaşta amada ast.
Other than Bahar noting very briefly that Abu Fazl "tahzlbl sâhta
- - (2)
va ''Ivar-i Danis' nam nihada ast". very few native writers of
y
Persian have expressed opinions about the work.
Among Westerners H. Blochmann, in discussing Abu Fazl's style
and personality in writings other than his 1Iyar-i Danis. refers
to his "trustworthiness" and "his marvellous powers of expression",
(3 )
then notes Abu Fazl's fairness and love of truth. Quite the
opposite view is expressed by H. Beveridge, who states that in
editing and translating the Akbar-nama:
...the work has not been very congenial, for
Abu Fazl is not an author for whom one can
feel much sympathy or admiration. He was a
great flatterer and unhesitatingly suppressed
(1) DBKD. p.208.
(2) Sabk, II, p.253.
(3) Blochmann, o£. cit., pp.vii-viii.
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or distorted facts. His style, too, seems - at
least to Western eyes - to be quite detestable,
being full of circumlocutions, and both turgid
and obscure. He is often prolix, and often
unduly concise and darkly allusive. His one
merit - and it is one which he specially claims
for himself - is his laboriousness. He was an
, . (1)unwearied worker....
In addition to revising the text of the Anvar-i Sohayli.
Abu Fazl restores some of those verses found in Nasrollah's
text but which are omitted by Kasifl. As is clear in the cross-
index (Appendix B to this thesis), Abu Fazl begins with an
introduction entirely his own, ignores the chapter recounting
Borzuy's mission to India (^Cj, but adopts Ibn Mukaffa''s preface
QdJ and Borzuy's Biography [Ej from Nasrollah's version. This
last chapter forms the first half of Abu Fazl's bab-i dovvom with
Kaşifi's own preface |]fJ making up the remainder. From this point
the 'Iyar-i Danis closely follows the organization of the Anvar-i
Sohayli, until the final pages where Abu Fazl includes a lengthy
epilogue.
Probably because of its relative simplicity - for Persian
was never more than a second language to India's educated class -
the 'iyar-i Danis found wide acceptance in India, though elsewhere
it never achieved the acclaim accorded to Kasifi's work. Abu
Fazl's rendering was printed in Cawnpore in 1879, 1894 and 1902.
(1) Calcutta, 1897. Unpaginated preface.
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Kul Mes'ud
The earliest Turkish translation of Kallla wa-Dimna is
based upon Nasrollah's Persian rendering and dedicated to Baha
ud-Din Gazi Umur Beg (734/1334-748/1348), the second ruler in the
Aydın Oğlu dynasty of southwest Anatolia. But one of many minor
dynasties holding emirates in pre-Ottoman Anatolia, the Aydın
Oğlu ruled the area including the modern cities of Aydın, Denizli
and Izmir from 707/1308 until 829/1426.^^
In the text of his Kelile ve Dimne the translator styles
himself 'Kul Mes'ud', but gives us no more information; since he
is never mentioned in any other source we can do no more than
speculate on who he might have been and what was his background.
J.H. Mordtmann suggests that he is in fact the same Mes'ud b.
(2)
Ahmed who wrote the Turkish Süheyl-ü-Nevbeh5r; M. Puad
Köprülüzade and Kilisli Rifat both disagree, however, and are
joined by Ananjasz Zajaczkowski in pointing out that the styles
of the two works are so vastly different that they could never
(3)
have been composed by the same author.
(1) Works dealing with this dynasty are the following: Himmet
Akın, Avdın Oğulları Tarihi hakkında bir Arattırma. Ankara,
1946; 1968. M. Puad Köprülüzade, 'Aydın Oğulları Tarihine Ait'.
TM 2(1926). pp.417-26. Mukrimin Halil Yinanc^, 'Aydın: Tarih'. İA.
(2) Quellenwerke des islamischen Schrifttums. Hanover, 1925.
I, pp.11-12.
(3) Kilisli Rifat, 'Notlar ve vesikalar: SÜheyl-ü-Nevbeharfrdair '.
TM 2(1926). p.407. M. Fuad Köprülüzade, 'Kitabiyat
Tenkıd-ü-Tahlilleri'. TM 2(1926). p.487. KulZ, p.191.
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Beyond its having occurred during the lifetime of Umur Beg,
the date of composition of Kul Mes'ud's Kelile ve Dimne is not
known for certain. Zajaczkowski, after Köprüluzade, guesses
that the translation may have been done as early as 730/1330
while Umur Beg's father Mehmed was still reigning - and while
Umur Beg himself would have been a governor in Izmir. The two
scholars base their view on the appearance of the word cuvan
(2)
twice in the manuscript among titles of Umur Beg.
No matter when the translation actually took place, it would
be reasonable to assume that the level of cultural sophistication
at the Aydın O^lu court was not high and that few, if any,
individuals could have appreciated.Persian works or non-Kur'anic
Arabic. Turkish literature, moreover, was virtually non¬
existent during that period. For such people, therefore, Kul
Mes'ud's Kelile ve Dimne would have been almost a first venture
into the world of literature and an opportunity to learn something
of the wonderful and mysterious Persian culture to the east. We
cannot know what reception Kul Mes'ûd and his translation found,
but the work must have contributed much to the infant art of
Turkish literature.
Two manuscript copies of Kelile ve Dimne are known to
exist, one in the Svileymaniye Library in Istanbul (Laleli Bolümü
yazmaları No. 1897, dated 895/1490) and another in the Bodleian
(1) Akin, 0£. cit., pp.31-34.
(2) Köprüluzade, TM 2(1926). pp.7, 488. KulZ. p.191.
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Library in Oxford (Marsh 180, undated).The first of these is
the basis for a study with notes and glossary, concentrating on
(2)
three chapters published in transcription, by Zajaczkowski,
and for a single story published by Fahir lz.^~^ Zajaczkowski•s
text is the one chiefly used in the present research, although
occasional reference has been made to the Bodleian manuscript.
Finally, according to pertsch a Turkish versification of
Kalila wa-Dimna exists in Gotha, apparently completed during
(4) x
the latter half of the eighth Islamic century. Ethe feels
that the Turkish prose original for the work must have been Kul
(5)Mes'ud's Kelile ve Dimne.
'Alî Celebi
As is true of so many of those who produced versions of
Kalila wa-Dimna, virtually nothing is known of the early life of
'Ali Çelebi except that he was born in Filibe (the ancient
Philippopolis, nowadays Plovdiv in Bulgaria) as 'Ala'u 'd-DÎn
'Ali b. Salih. Through a variety of sources it is possible to
• •
(1) The Suleymaniye copy is described in KulZ, pp.191-92, and
the Bodleian copy in PTHP, II, columns 1182-84 - although
Ethe mistakenly labels the work as "Eastern Turkish".
(2) KulZ.
(3) Fahir İz, Eski Türk Edebiyatında Nesir. Istanbul, 1964.
pp.361-68.
(4) Pertsch, III, pp.168-69.
(5) Actes , pp.243-45.
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piece together much of his life although the dates thus found are
frequently suspect.He must have shown promise as a student,
for it is recorded that 'Ali's education was completed under the
tutelage of the highly respected 'Abdü 'l-Vasi' Efendi, a scholar
who had formerly had a most distinguished career as kazi of
Bursa (a post which 'Ali himself would later hold), as kazi-'asker
of Anatolia and, later, as kazi-'asker of Rümili; as a result of
this contact 'Ali Çelebi was given the lakab of 'Vasi' 'Alisi',
- (2)
literally 'Vasi''s 'Ali'. It can be assumed that 'Ali had
been born by the turn of the 10th/*l6th centuries, because records
indicate that 'Abdü 'l-Vasi' retired from his teaching post in
929/1523 in order to spend the remainder of his life (fifteen
years) in Mecca.
(1) Ahmed b. Mustafa Taşköprüzada, Şakâ'iku 'n-Nu'maniyya. (Printed
• • • • ^ .j • •
in margins of Ibn Hallikan's Wafiyatu '1-'Ayan.) Cairo, 1310.
II, p.16. Mecdi Efendi, Saka'iku 'n-Nu'manivve (supplemented
"3 • •
Turkish translation). Istanbul, 1269. pp.486-87. Seyyid
îsma'îl Beliğ Efendi, Guldeste-yi Riyaz-i 'irfan. Hudavendigar,
1302, p.297. Mustafa b. Ahmed 'Alî, Kunhu '1-Ahbar. Unpub-
• • •
lished portion, Suleymaniye Library, Es'ad Efendi No.2162. f.401b.
(2) Several authors have mistakenly rendered this name as the
grammatically meaningless ''Alî Vasi'', these writers being
Ethö (Actes, p.242), Brockelmann (op.cit♦) and Saadet S. Çağatay
in Turk Lehçeleri Örnekleri. Ankara, 1950. p.250.
3
(3) Mehmed Süreyya, Sicill-i 'Osmanl. Istanbul, 1314. p.354.
TaşkÖpruzada, o£. cit. I, p.621. Mecdi Efendi, o£. cit. p.394.
Mustafa 'Alî, op.cit. f.268b. Latîfî, Tezkere-yi Şu'arâ.
• • • -j
Istanbul, 1314. p.354.
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It was probably at the recommendation of 'Abdu *l-Vasi' that
'Ali's first appointment was to a teaching position in the Bayezid
Paşa medrese in Bursa, an unusual post for so young a scholar. He
cannot have remained there for long, however, for he was transferred
first to the Ferhadiyye medrese and then to the Kapluca medrese. both
in Bursa, and it is known that the professor he replaced in the
latter institution, Uskubi İshâk Efendi, had taken up a position in
Edirne by 933/1527.^^ Ten years after that date 'Alî himself
travelled to Edirne in order to teach at the Halebiyye medrese, but
soon transferred his services to the 'atike medrese of the Uc Serefeli
j— _p ^
Mosque nearby where, 'Ali writes in the preface to the Humavun-nama.
(2)
he set about translating the Anvar-i Sohayli into Turkish. It
seems that during the same year 'Ali again accepted an invitation to
teach, this time in one of the medreses of the Fatihiyye Mosque in
Istanbul, and it was there that he was probably first dubbed 'Vasi'
'Alisi* in order to avoid being confused with a fellow-teacher,
Mu'eyyedzade 'Ali b.Şeyh Haccî 'Ali, who came to be known as Eyyub
(3) -'Alisi. Two years later 'Ali again took up residence in Edirne
(1) Mecdi Efendi, ojd. cit. p.468. Latifi, 0£. clt. p.89. SebT,
Heşt Bihist. Istanbul, 1325. p.45.
-J 2
(2) 'Alî, p.11.
(3) Beliğ Efendi states that 'Ali made this move during the
following year, 945/1538, but other sources record that Eyyub
'Alîsi died in 944. Tasköprüzada, op.cit. II,p.21. Mustafa
• • •
'Ali, op.cit.f.402a. Mecdi Efendi, op.cit.p.490. It is also
recorded that the person 'Ali replaced in the medrese took up
the post of kazi of Bursa during that same year. Tasköprüzada,
op.cit. II, p.6. Mecdi Efendi, op.cit. p.477.
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and replaced Sinan Çelebi as professor at the Bayezidiyye medrese
there.
It must have been during this last appointment that 'Alî
presented his completed Humayun-nama to the court of Süleyman,
for according to the eye-witness account given by Ramazanzade
Mehmed Beg to Mustafa b. Ahmed 'Ali,^^ 'Ali Çelebi brought two
completed copies to the Grand Vizier, Lutfl Paşa, stating that
the translation had required twenty years. Lutfi Paşa reputedly
declined the proffered work and chided 'Ali for not having devoted
his efforts to more worthwhile causes; he at last begrudgingly
agreed to accept the two copies, one of which he sent in to
Süleyman and the other he gave away. The Sultan, the story
continues, was so impressed with the Humayun-nama that on the
following day he appointed 'Ali Çelebi to the post of kazi of
Bursa - a most extraordinary re-ward for an author. When Lutfi
Paşa later attempted to persuade the Sultan to reconsider the
appointment, Süleyman stated bluntly that he recognized the author's
qualities even if Lutfi Paşa did not.
That 'Ali's appointment as kazi of Bursa actually took place
is beyond dispute, although Beliğ Efendi states that this event
occurred in 949/1542-3- If the above anecdote is indeed true,
however, the fact that Lutfi Paşa held the post of Grand Vizier
from 946/1539 until 948/1542 casts doubt upon that date.^^
(1) Mustafa 'Ali, op.cit. f.286b. This source incorrectly states,
• •
however, that 'Ali Çelebi was at the Patihiyye at the time.
(2) Lutfi Paşa, Tevarih-i Al-i 'Osman. Istanbul, 1341. pp.370,
374, 386.
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At any rate, there seems little doubt that 'Ali b. Salih died
• •
and was buried in Bursa in 950/1543, apparently leaving no
literary legacy other than his masterly Humâyün-nâma. ^ ^
The circumstances surrounding the composition of the
Humayun-nama merit some investigation. In his own introduction
to the translation, 'Ali states that he had long been interested
in putting the Anvar-i Sohayli into Turkish, but only found an
opportunity to do so when he took up his professorship at the
'atike of the Uş Şerefeli in Edirne. According to Beliğ Efendi's
account of 'Ali's career, hov/ever, his stay at that institution
was so short that he would hardly have had the time to begin
such a weighty venture. Furthermore, the anecdote related above
quotes 'Ali as having said that he was engaged on the Hümavün-nâma
for twenty years, but this statement can be interpreted in a
variety of ways. These discrepancies will probably never be
reconciled.
It would seem likely that 'Ali first conceived of the
project while a student, perhaps independently or perhaps at
the specific suggestion of his professor, 'Abdu '1-Vasi'.
According to both SeKr and Feridun Beg, 'Abdü 'l-Vasi' spent
some years in Herat, during which time he studied under Ahmad
TaftazanI and became sufficiently acquainted with the Sultan
Hosayn Baykarâ to carry a letter of recommendation from that monarch
• •
(1) The date is wrongly given as 905 in Bursalı Mehmed Tahir,
'Oşmanli Mu'ellifleri. Istanbul, 1338. II, p.305.
(2) *Alî. pp.10-12.
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back to Istanbul.^^ Mediaeval Islamic courts being what they
were, it is probable that 'Abdü '1-Vasi' would also have met a
contemporary writer at that court, namely the aged Hosayn Va'iz
• •
Kaşifi, author of the Anvar-i Sohayli. There exists even the
possibility that 'Abdü '1-Vasi' was for a time a student of
Kaşifi and that the Persian author himself imbued the Ottoman with
an enthusiasm for the Anvar-i Sohayli, a fascination which may
have been passed on directly to 'Ali Çelebi. Although such a
meeting between Kaşifi and the young Turkish scholar may never
actually have occurred, the mere fact that 'Ali's future teacher
was a student in Kaşifi's city under people at the same court
must have influenced 'Abdü 1-Vasi''s (and, therefore, 'Ali's) view
of the Anvar-i Sohayli. Kere lie the seeds of 'Ali's long
interest in translating the work.
Sylvestre de Sacy describes 'All's method in the Humayun-nama
thus:
La traduction Turque d'Ali a dû lui couter peu
de peine. Elle est le plus souvent calqu^e
sur la version Persane de Hosain Vaez, dont
elle conserve frdquemment toutes lee
expressions. La plupart des poüsies Persanes
dont Hosa'in Va&z a embelli 1'Anvari Sohaili
se retrouvent dans le Homayoun-nameh. As3ez
souvent n^anmoins le traducteur Turc a
(1) Se hi, op.cit. p.29. Se hi implies that this journey was a
kind of exile. Letters of recommendation from Taftazani and
Hosayn Baykarâ are published by Feridun Beg, Munse'âtü
's-Selatin. Istanbul, 1274-1275. I. PP.359-61. 364-66.
—— -
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supprime les vers Persans dont le sens a
quelque obscurite', et il y a substitue' des
vers Turcs. Les changemens et les
suppressions qu'il a faits, donnent en
ge'neral, sauf un petit norabre d ' exceptions ,
une bonne idde de son gout, et il e'toit digne
assurement de traduire un ecrivain tel que
Hosain. Pour entendre couramment le
Homayoun-nameh. il est indispensable de bien
savoir l'arabe et le persan, et il n'est pas
ndcessaire d'etre trds-avance dans la
connoissance de la langue Turque. Ndamnoins
il seroit k souhaiter qu'on imprimat le
Homayoun-namdh, pour l'usage des personnes
qui apprennent le turc.^^
De Sacy's points are worthy of discussion, for while he
recognizes 'All's talent as a translator, he also implies that
there is not much originality to be found in the Humayun-nama.
Mecdi Efendi, in fact, agrees with this sentiment, for he notes
that 'Ali was fortunate enough to have an original which was itse
ornate and which facilitated 'All's task, while Mecdi himself had
(2)
only the stark Arabic of the ^aka'ik with which to work. It
is true that 'Ali owes much in his version to the Anvar-i Sohayli
but it is also true that he introduces a great amount of new
(1) Syl, Memoire Historique, p.51.
(2) Kecdl Efendi, op.cit., p.487.
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material, thereby supplementing almost every line of Kaşifi's.
Through his application of the trebled grammatical rules of
literary Ottoman and his insertion of key words and phrases,
moreover, 'Ali totally transforms entire sentences of the Anvar-i
Sohayli, alters intricate sac' relationships and also varies
the rhythm.
'Ali Çelebi must have been a keen student of the Anvar-i
Soha.y li and a careful observer of every aspect of Kaşifi's style,
for in his Humayun-nama he applies all of the Persian author's
methods, yet in so doing gives them a Turkish twist and succeeds
in creating a work which is uniquely Ottoman. Do Sacy is correct
in saying that a know-ledge of Persian and Arabic is essential to
an understanding of the text - as, indeed, it is of virtually any
Ottoman text of the period - but in the same way a thorough
grounding in Turkish syntax and style is vital to a total
appreciation of the Humayun-nama, for it is through his complete
mastery of Persian, Arabic and Turkish grammatical systems that
'Ali achieves a freedom and potential for expression perhaps
greater than that of any of his predecessors in Kalila wa-Dinna.
Accompanying this increased potential, however, are numerous
pitfalls with which the simultaneous use of more than one language
abounds, and it was 'Ali's major accomplishment that he managed
to avoid these and to produce a work as great as the Humayun-nama.
It soon became apparent that Sultan Süleyman was not the
only person who appreciated 'All's translation, for manuscript
copies of the Humayun-nama rapidly proliferated as the work became
standard reading for educated Ottomans. Because of its verse
content the work merited treatment during succeeding years in
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various tezkeres, including those of 'Âşık Çelebi, Latifi and
even Kmalizada, all of whom agree that as a writer of prose
'Ali Çelebi was without peer in all of Rum.^^ Later, 'Ata'I
praises the tezkere of Kınalızada by mentioning that it was
inferior only to the Humayun-nama and the Ahlak-i 'Ala'i written
- - (2)
by Kınalızada's own father, also named 'Ali Çelebi.
More recently, however, Turks who' are the products of a
system of education far removed from that of 'Ali Çelebi have been
less enthusiastic about the Humâyün-nâma. In 1311/1893-94, for
example, Pa'ik Reşad was to write that 'Ali's mode of composition
succeeds in delighting in spite of its notoriously old-fashioned
(3}
style. Ömer Rıza Doğrul is much more forceful in his opinions,
for he writes in 1957 that the Hümayun-nama:
...ancak Elsinei Selasede bihakkın mutbahhir
olan kimselerin anlıyabileceği koyu
Osmanlıca ile yazılmış ve buğun ancak ihtisas
sahiplerinin okumağa imkSn bulacakları bir
(4)
mahiyet almıştır.
(1) 'Âşık Çelebi, Mesa'ırü 's-Su'ara. SÜleymaniye Library,
'Âsir Efendi No. 268. F.241a. Latifi, ojD.cit. p.284.
•î> •




(2) 'Atâ'I. Ze.yl-i $aka'ık. istanbul, 1268. p.288.
• — j • •'
(3) Eslâf. istanbul, 1311. p.55
(4) Doğ^, p.5.
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Doğrul's opinions, unfortunately, are probably shared by most
educated Turks today.
Among Westerners, Brockelmann feels that 'Ali writes with
a "luxuriousness of language", while Theodor Menzel finds his
style "pompous and elegant" even though it was:
...regarded as one of the most important
prose-works of the old school, a masterpiece
which could not be equalled and a model of
tasteful style and composition.^^
The HÜmâ.yün-nâma was published in Bulak three times (A.H. 1251,
1252 and 1293) and has been translated on several occasions. The
most famous European rendering is probably the French one begun
by Galland, who wrote two volumes (Paris, 1724), and continued in
three further volumes by Cardonne (Paris, 1778). There is also an
early Spanish translation done by Domingo Garcia y Korrks (Madrid,
1654 and 1658). Translations of the Humayun-nama also exist in
German, Dutch, Hungarian, Russian and modern Greek, as well as
(2)
renderings in Azeri, Kaşgar, Çağatay and Uzbek Turkish.
In this research the Humayun-nama is represented
principally by that version published in Istanbul in A.H.1293*
(1) 'Wasi' 'Alîsi', EI.
(2) Hofman, 0£. cit. pp.43-46.
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'Osmanzada Ta 'ib
In the first quarter of the twelfth Islamic century, perhaps
c. A.D.1705, the Hümâyûn-nâma of 'Alî Çelebi was abridged by
Ahmed 'Osmanzada Ta'ib, under the title Semar ul-Esmar, and
presented to Sultan Ahmed III. The Istanbul family into which
'Osmanzada was born in about 1070/1660 had had a history of
scholarship and his father was secretary and treasurer to several
vakf institutions in the capital, including that of the Suleymaniye.
It is certain that the young Ahmed, because of the status of his
family, would have received the best of educations.^^
His name first appears in the records in 1099/1688 when he
was appointed a müderris with a salary of forty akces at the New
•
Medrese of 'Osman Efendi at the Nişânci Mosque in Kum Kapı, where
———-- — J)
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he was to teach for about seven years. After a short period at
another medrese, 'Osmanzada accepted an invitation from the new
governor of Syria, Kemankeş Mehmed Pa^a, to work as an assistant
in the Kethüda* s office there. The following twenty years were
to be rather unsettled, with the young scholar moving from
medrese to medrese. In 1128/1716 he was offered a prestigious
post at the Ayasofya Medrese and then, almost immediately, a
(1) The biographical material was taken largely from four
sources, although the dates in the last of these are some¬
times suspect: 'Ali Canib, 'Re'is-i Sa'iran, 'Osmanzada Ahmed
Ta'ib Efendi*. TM 2(1926). pp.103-29» Bursalı Mehmed Tahir,
op.cit. II, pp.116-17. Abdulkadir Karahan, 'Osman-zade
Tâib'. tA. Theodor Menzel, 'Qthman-zade, Ahmed Ta'ib'. EI.
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professorship at the Suleymaniye.
He left the SÜleymaniye in 1129/1717 in order to take up
duties as the kazl of Aleppo, but upon being dismissed after
only one year he returned to Istanbul and continued writing.
'Osmanzada's literary and historical talents gradually came
to be recognized and appreciated by Sultan Ahmed III who in
1133/1721, after being presented with a versified history,
bestowed the title Re'is-i Sa'iran upon the author. The following
year 'Osmanzada was further rewarded by being appointed to his
final post, that of kazi of Egypt. He occupied that office only
for about a year, however, before dying in 1136/1724.
In spite of his chequered political and teaching career,
'Osmanzada was a prolific writer who dabbled in a wide variety
of subjects, as a partial list of his book titles indicates, for
amonp; his works are: a divan; Hadikatu 'l-Vuzera (biographies of
—
j
the Grand Viziers); jcmal-i Menakib-i Selatln-i Âl-i 'Osman;
• •
Pihrist-i Sahan-1 Âl-i 'Osman (an abridged version of the
j ~
preceding) ; a müns ' at; Sihhat-abad ; Kitabii * 1-Ahlaki ' 1-Ahmedi
İ> • • • v/ « •
(a translation of Hosayn Va'iz Kaşifi's Ahlak-i MohsinI) and
• • ^ u t •
many others.
'Osraanzada's Semar iil-Esmar is an abridgement and re¬
arrangement of 'Ali Çelebi*s Hümayün-nama♦^ ^ In his new version,
'Osmanzada adds very little to the text, but instead removes
(1) Karahan (loc.cit.) writes that the author of the Humayun-nama
is Kınalızada (!) 'Alî Çelebi, earlier noted as the author
of Ahlak-i 'Ala'i (which, incidentally, is another work
which 'Osmanzada abridged).
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material with the apparent intention of making the moral points
of the tales easier to understand. Further he totally re¬
organizes the work so that the frame stories of all the chapters
occupy the first half of the book and many - but not all - of the
remaining tales are given in the form of an anthology in the
second half.^^ Thus no story in the Semar ül-Esmar runs smoothly
into the next in the traditional Kalila wa-Dimna way. 'Osmanzada
presents instead a series of abbreviated and disconnected stories
from which most of the poetry and much of the sac' and parallelism -
such an integral feature of both the Anvar-i Sohayli and the
HÜmayun-nama - have been removed. This action, he notes in his
(2)
preface, is justified because all the rhetorical beauty and
practical wisdom of the Humayun-nama is difficult to understand
and appreciate because of its wording and length. It is
'Osmanzada's intention to clarify the text by removing most of
the non-essential material and by re-arranging the remainder in
what he presumably felt was a more logical manner.
It must, of course, be recognized that 'Osmanzada wrote
almost two centuries after 'Alî Çelebi and so intended his version
to be read by people with an educational and cultural background
significantly different from that of 'All's contemporary audience.
Because we can assume that 'Osmanzada's style of writing, or re¬
writing, the HÜmayun-nama reflects in some way those changed
conditions, there must have been a large number of educated
Ottomans at that time who were incapable of comprehending the
(1) This is made clear in the cross-index in Appendix B.
(2) Osm, pp.3-4.
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literary works of 'All's generation.
The Semar ul-Esmar was printed in Istanbul in 1256/1835-36
and was thus the first Turkish version of the collection of
fables to be published. It is this printing which has been used
in the present study.
Ahmed Midhat Efendi
The most recent Turkish version of Kalila wa-Dimna studied
in detail here is the Hulasa-yi Humayun-nama completed and
published in Istanbul in 1304/1886-87 by Ahmed Midhat Efendi.
• •
Ahmed, dubbed "the most important author of modern Turkey" by
an admiring J. Oestrup,^^ was born into a poor family in Istanbul
in 1260/1844 and lost his father while still young. His brother,
Hafiz Ağa, had political aspirations and in 1277/1861 attached
himself to the retinue of Midhat Pasa, the family following
behind. Ahmed, after having proved himself a diligent student
in subjects including French, took up a clerical post in Midhat
Pa|a's government in Tuna (Danube) province and soon gained the
governor's approval and was granted the use of the name Midhat.
After running provincial newspapers in Tuna and Baghdad for the
(1) 'Ahmed Midhat'. EI. Other sources used in this intro-\ / • • -■ ■
duction include the following: Kenan Akyüz, 'La
literature moderne de Turquie' in Louis Bazin et al.,
Philologiae Turcicae Fundamenta. Wiesbaden, 1965. II,
pp.494-500, 556-59- Sabri Esat Siyavu^gil, 'Ahmed Midhat
o
Efendi'. ÎA_. Bernard Lewis, 'Ahmad Midhat'. EI .
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Paşa, Ahmed returned to Istanbul to set up his own printing press.
In 1289/1872 the writer was banished to the Isle of Rhodes
after he was seen by Sultan 'Abdii 'l-'Aziz to be working too
closely with the Young Ottomans; but the downfall of the Sultan
four years later enabled Ahmed to return to Istanbul. In the
ensuing years he gained the approval of Sultan 'Abdii 'l-Hamid and
was eventually given a number of important positions, even
representing the government at a congress of Orientalists in
Stockholm.
Aljmed Midhat's downfall came with the Young Turk revolution
in 1908, at which time he was relieved of all his offices and
left with only his writing and some teaching duties. In 1331/1912
he died, leaving behind well over a hundred books of various
genres, most of them novels and collections of stories but also
including works of philosophy, history and ethics.
Oestrup writes that Ahmed Midhat's aims were to preserve
the "pure Ottoman character" of written Turkish and to enable all
Turks to obtain a general education.^^^ Further, the author "hit
on the extremely fortunate idea of introducing the colloquial
speech of the Maddahs (the public narrators) into higher literature
/ p\
by using it in his novels." Kenan Akyüz supports this last
point in particular, for he writes of "son gout intarissable
(3)
pour la conversation".






Akyuz, o£. cit. p.495.
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Hulasa-yı Humayun-nama in that 'Alî Çelebi's work has been
u •
totally re-written in a relatively colloquial style. In this
rendering, Midhat uses only the most common Persian and Arabic
vocabulary and makes full use of the temporal and de-verbal forms
now associated with Turkish. As for Midhat's desire to preserve
pure Ottoman forms, his version of Kalila impresses the reader
the opposite way, for the sac' and parallelism so beloved of the
Ottomans are almost totally absent from this work.
In his preface, Midhat writes that a normal person's
expression of a few words becomes thirty-five or forty in 'Ali
Çelebi. The author continues:
...fazıl Nasrullahın tercume-yi muglakasi
• •
Kitab-ı Kelîle ve Dimnenin şöhret-i
kadîmesini nasll mahve takrib itmiş ise 'Ali
• • • • ^
Çelebi merhumun tercüme-yi muğlakasmın
destgah-ı tab'-u-temsîlde yüz binlerce
• ~~
hatalara duçar idilmesi dahi Hümayun-namenin
şöhretini 'asrımızda o nisbetde nesyen
mensien hükmüne sokmuş....^^^
Midhat then goes on to say how his improved version is more worthy
of the Sultan.
Even though the Hulasa-yi Humayun-nama represents a radical
^ •
departure from the style of 'Alî - and of 'Osmanzada as well - the
work is entertaining and was probably a success in the eyes of
(1) Mid, p.8.
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Ahmed Midhat. It obviously has met with the approval of one
Selahattin Alpay, for in 1972 he published a "new translation" of
the collection of fables which, in fact, consists of nothing more
than Midhat's text in Latin characters with modernized
* -. * O)vocabulary.
Sultan 'Abdü'1-Hamid reportedly suppressed the 1304/1886-87
edition of Midhat's Hulasa-yi Humayun-nama (the edition used in
this research), perhaps because its passages outlining the
(2)
conduct of the ideal monarch were considered inflammatory.
TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEMS EMPLOYED
Because of the wide variety of texts studied in this thesis,
the choice of a system of transliteration has presented a problem,
for not only are three Middle Eastern languages represented, but
several periods in two of those languages had to be dealt with in
detail. In order to facilitate comparison of corresponding
passages in the numerous versions of Kalila wa-Dimna. it has been
deemed necessary to make compromises in the transliteration of
Persian and Arabic consonants so as to allow greater correspondence
among renderings in the three languages.
Turkish
The transcription of Turkish is according to that employed




Kılavuzu (Istanbul, 1946). Slight alterations will occur in the
study of older texts, particularly Kul Mes'ud's Kelile ve Dimne
of the fourteenth century A.D. Modern texts are, of course,
unaltered.
Persian
Persian consonants and long vowels are represented by the
same Roman characters as those in Turkish, but short vowels are
indicated in the following manner: fatha as 'a', zamma as 'o'
and kasra as 'i' - though it is recognized that this system does
not always accurately represent accepted pronunciation of modern
Persian. Another deviation from the norm occurs in the case of
words such as y ar.dc-.jJ , where the orthography is given
precedence over pronunciation and the words are represented as
'tu' and 'dust' respectively. Persian prefixes and suffixes are
distinguished by hyphens, the exceptions being that the '-ân'
plural for animates and inflected verb endings are treated as part
of the original word, e.g. Na-mi-tavanam mo.1da-yi soma-ra ba-dustan-i
ma ba—guyam. . ^ ^ *. j u— ^ . *4 j^_^ ^y ■
In izafa constructions, a 'y' is introduced after words ending in
vowels or vowel sounds, and this has been consistently followed
even when the text shows the izafa construction with a hamza.
Arabic
Most Arabic consonants are treated as those of Turkish or
Persian; the exceptions are e. and ^ which are represented by •t_'
and 'd' respectively. Vowels are treated in the manner usual to
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Vowels have been snown in tne values conventional to tne
transcription of each language, the exception being that the
graphically long 'o' in Persian is always shown as 'u', even in
the case of y , which is represented as 'tu'. The 'hâ-yi rasmiya'
( <»_ ), even when derived from the 'ta marbuta' of Arabic, is
shown as 'a' in Persian and 'a* or •e* in Turkish.
Diphthongs
The diphthongs are represented as follows:
Arabic Persian Turkish
ay ay ey, ay depending upon
consonantal
environment





Proper names are represented according to the language most
appropriate to the person, place or thing; thus Abü Ma'âli
Nasrollah and Ibn Mukaffa4 in a Persian context, but ^Abdullah» . '
b. al-Mukaffa' in an Arabic context. Place names which have an
accepted English form will normally assume that form; thus
'Shiraz' and not 'Şiraz'.
CHAPTER I
ANALYSIS OF THE TALE 0? THE HARE AND THE LION
Whereas succeeding chapters will consider specific stylistic
and grammatical points illustrating this study of the several
versions of Kalila wa-Dimna. it is the purpose of this chapter,
which will be devoted to an analysis of one entire tale in all
the versions, to give an overall impression of the differences
and correspondences between the various texts. The tale here
selected is that of the Hare and the Lion (no.G 14 in the cross-
index in the appendix and part of the Chapter of the Lion and the
Bull) and is told by the jackal Dimna in order to illustrate to
his friend/brother Kalila that one need not use force to influence
those who are more powerful, but that one can achieve his ends
through craft and cunning.
A synopsis of the tale is as follows. Once in a lush and
wooded area the numerous animals were kept in constant terror by
a lion who claimed sovereignty over the territory and each day
went hunting for his meals. One day the animals presented a
plan to the lion whereby they would deliver one of their number
daily as food for him on the condition that he cease his constant
harassment. To this the lion readily agreed and the plan was
duly implemented. All worked well until the day came when it
was the turn of a certain shrewd hare to be taken before the lion.
The hare, of course, devised a stratagem by which he could save
himself; and so, on the appointed day, he dallied on the road
until the customary mealtime of the lion had long passed and
the beast was both very hungry and very angry. When the hare
- 2 -
at last arrived before the lion he apologized profusely, saying
that the hare which he had been conducting to the lion's table
had been stolen along the way by another lion who claimed that
he was the king of the region. Upon hearing this, the first lion
flew into a rage and insisted that the hare lead him to this
upstart. The hare complied and, ushering the lion to the edge
of a deep well, indicated the beast peering up from the surface
of the water. Seeing this, the lion sprang to attack his
reflection at the bottom of the well and thereby perished, freeing
the animals from his tyranny.
The plan of this chapter is that after a brief consideration
of an arbitrarily selected section of the tale in the Arabic
version (represented by the editions of Cheikho, 'Azzam and
Sadir) the corresponding section will be analysed in each of
the remaining versions, taking those of each language in chrono¬
logical order - an exception being made in the case of the
earliest Persian versions, which are virtual contemporaries.
The Persian works considered are those of al-Bohari, Minovi's
edition of Kallla va Dimna-yi Bahram|ahi (with occasional
reference to Karlb's edition of the same) , Kasifl's Anvar-i
Soha.yll, and Abu Pazl's ^Iyar-i Danlş; Turkish works include
that by Kul Mes'ud, 'Alî Çelebi's Humayun-nama. the Semar




In the pocket at the end of this volume of the thesis may
be found parallel transcriptions of the above versions - with
heavy horizontal lines indicating breaks between the sections
discussed. A genealogical chart is available for reference in
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the appendix to this thesis and European translations of several
of the versions are noted in the cross-index, also in the
appendix.
Section One
In the opening section of the tale the language of the
Arabic versions is very simple, stating that a lion lived in a
vast territory which had an abundance of water and many varieties
of wildlife. (The Arabic of Ibn Mukaffa' will not be analysed
in very great detail because the wide variance between surviving
versions would render the effort fruitless.)
Al-Boharl in his A.D. 1149 Persian translation from the
Arabic closely follows Ibn Mukaffa''s narrative, but contributes
much to the description of the setting of the tale. He excels
in the use of adjectives - particularly doubled ones - and
achieves good assonance in the passage with emphasis placed on
the a or -an sound, as in: blşa-yl hus-o-horram va abadan-i
âb-ravan. va saya-yi dirahtan-o-safir-i morgan. va 'alafi-yi
bi-andaza-vo-faravan. It must be pointed out, however, that
al-Bohari is at his best when narrating a story such as this,
and that writing on weightier topics often defeats him.
Turning now to Nasrollah's translation from the Arabic, we
find that he greatly elaborates this part of the tale - so much
so, in fact, that it is hardly recognizable. It must be noted,
too, that any changes which Hasrollah carries out are important
in that all but one of the subsequent Persian and Turkish
versions are based either directly or indirectly on his text.^^
(1) The exception is Ömer Rıza Doğrul's Turkish Kelile ve Dimne
which was done in 1957 and based directly upon Ibn Mukaffa'.
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Typical of Nasrollah's treatment is the manner in which he
delays the introduction of the lion and all other characters
until he has fully described the setting; he thus selects
individual characteristics of the wooded area and dwells upon
each, describing its breezes, its illumination, and the glories
of the trees to be found there - first in prose, and then in
Arabic and Persian verses. He returns to prose in order to
describe the animals and the happiness they might have enjoyed
there but for the presence of the lion.
In his description of the winds and light, Nasrollah sets
up a very pleasing sac* pattern, or parallelism of sentence
elements; the grammatical construction of both sentences is
identical and the balance of the rhythm is maintained by using
words of similar length ana form. Perhaps this can best be
illustrated by writing the sentences in the following manner,















va hazar sipihr hayran
The balanced but unrhymed structure of the first pair of
lines above can be described in Persian or Arabic as moraccaz.
whereas the second pair of lines can be described as belonging
to the class of sac'-l motavazin because it is balanced and its
final words rhyme. As only the first of the four lines contains
a finite verb, all four clauses are dependent on it.
In the lines which follow, the whole picture which
Nasrollah has created finds reinforcement in Arabic ana Persian
verses which describe laughter, scented mists, quicksilver,
verdigris and gems.
Nasrollah next introduces the fauna, but has again altered
the mode of expression by employing unbalanced and unrhymed
prose, which in Persian and Arabic is labelled 'ârl - or naked -
prose. Although unbalanced ana unrhymed, this sentence maintains
a pleasant flow, partly, perhaps, because of the pair of doubled
nouns, cira-hVar-o-ab and hisb-o-rahat.
That the next Persian version, the Anvar-i Sohayli by
Kaşifi, is based upon Nasrollah's text rapidly becomes evident,
for in this passage, as in most others, Kaşifi has adopted much
material directly from his predecessor. Kaşifi here begins by
assigning a specific location to the story, in this instance
Baghdad, as he so frequently does when Nasrollah's text has not
provided one. Other settings favoured by Kaşifi are Aleppo,
India, Kashmir and China, with his own native Khorasan never
being mentioned - presumably because he felt that the tales
would command greater interest if set in exotic, though genuine,
locations.
Through the simple expedient of adding a finite verb, bud.
to the first line of the story (the line preceding the four
clauses discussed above), Kaşifi entirely changes the balance
of the first sentence, making the relative clauses dependent
upon the now independent clause of the first line. In addition,
he alters the verbs in the first two relative clauses by
replacing kardabüd (nearly equal in metrical weight to
gardanlda) with şahti and by changing; the pluperfect gardanlda
o
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to tne continuous gardanldl.
He thus breaks up tne exactly parallel (moraccaz) rhythm
of tnese two clauses, making the first slightly shorter, and
provides each with rhyming verbs similar in tense. In the second
of these relatives, by substituting riyahin-as for an and dlda
for ru, Kaşifi at once creates a more complex picture and breaks
up the perhaps monotonous grammatical parallelism of Nasrollah;
at the same time he retains enough of Nasrollah's parallel
structure to preserve an attractive rhythm and flow.
In the next pair of clauses Kaşifi again works changes
which heighten the imagery, for gol-'izar both conjures up a
more striking picture and lengthens the clause better to
accommodate the increased length of the preceding and following
lines. Kaşifi's version of the last of these lines is far more
complex than Nasrollah's and correspondingly more intriguing.
The -an sound is important in the second half of this clause
(... az an sitaragan noh falak sar-gardan), and here sar-gardan
has two possible meanings: the major one being 'astonished',
'amazed' or 'giddy', with the secondary one 'wandering' or
• straying'.
At this point Kaşifi ignores Nasrollah's Arabic verse and
substitutes a Persian verse of his own composition.
By expanding and enlarging upon the reasons for the happiness
of all the creatures, Kaşifi improves the already easy and
appealing rhythm of Nasrollah's original. In the first sentence
there is a satisfying rhyme between marğzar and bis.yar - both the
poetic rhyme of -ar and the near syntactical rhyme produced by
the similarity in stress. The next sentence contains two pairs
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of phrases, all of which are based entirely upon lzafa constr¬
uctions; as a result of all the nouns in the first pair
terminating in vowel sounds, two lovely strings of izafa are
created, the final words of which are hava and faza. which
rhyme both poetically and syntactically. The second pair of
phrases plays upon the fact that kasrat. vos'at and nl'mat are
again both poetic and syntactic rhymes. Of these four phrases,
the first is longest, the second shorter and the third shortest.
In this way Kaşifi varies the rhythm by making the fourth
phrase midway in length between the second and third.
In composing the 'Ivar-i Danig. the successor to the
Anvar-i Sohayli. Abu Fazl largely deletes and paraphrases
Kaşifi. In the opening lines of this tale it is possible to
see to what extent this is true, for Kagifl's first lines are
reduced to a single declarative sentence, followed by another
introducing the animals and describing rather briefly the
reasons for their well-being. As that description is skilfully
written, it is worth examining, for in ba-vasta-yi dil-pazirl-yi
hava ya bisyarî-yi ab va farahî-yi ni'mat the X and y sounds1 '
o
are stressed due to all the izâfas being based upon words which
are near syntactical rhymes (-paziri. blsyarl and farahi), all
of which end in the I sound.
Among the Turkish versions, Kul Mes'ud's is a direct
translation from the Kallla va Dimna-yj Bahrâmşahl and it is
the earliest. Although in general faithful to the Persian,
Kes'ud restores the introduction of the lion to the first line
of the tale, thereby ignoring Nasrollah's innovative re-arrangement
of the narrative.
- e -
An early impression is that the word order of the first
few clauses is not ♦natural' - perhaps so that Mes'ud can both
effect the lion's introduction and place the phrase bir yazıda
ve gemende in a position immediately preceding the clauses
dependent upon it. Further reading reveals, however, that
throughout his work Mes'ud is largely adopting Nasrollah's word
order and writing only a few lines in what is now regarded as
normal word order for Turkish. As this Kelile ve Dimne is
among the first prose works in Turkish (and therefore composed
at a time when there were relatively few literary conventions)
it may be assumed that Kul Mes'ud was engaged in pioneering
work and struggling to establish a truly Turkish means of
expression. For this effort he is deserving of praise.
It is interesting that in the first line Mes'ud translates
Nasrollah's mar£zarl (a Persian word which probably would have
been understood by Kes'ud's contemporaries) with a pair of
words, yazı and çemen. only one of which is Turkish in origin.
In the first two relative clauses of the same sentence,
Mes'ud follows the Persian original quite closely, but in the
second pair he brings in new material, adding a singing
nightingale (hezar destan) to the 'thousand stars' in the first
of these clauses and in the second ignoring Nasrollah's
•thousand heavens' and introducing the freshness of flowers
(çiçeklerden tazelik). In addition, the verbs ending each of
the four clauses terminate in -mis idi.
—r *—
(i) Yunus Emre uses merğzar in his Bahariye. (Abdül Baki
Gölpinarli, »d. istanbul, 1943. Vol. I, p.185.)
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Whereas Mes'ud does, as usual, spare his readers the Arabic
verses included by Nasrollah, he translates several of the
images of the Persian poetry into a Turkish verse, the metre of
which is entirely quantitive. This typifies Kul Kes'üd's
treatment of Nasrollah's Arabic and Persian verse throughout
his Kelîle ve Djnne.
In the last few lines of this section, Mes'ud expands and
pads the narrative, apparently feeling that neither the happy
situation of the animals nor the reasons for it have been
sufficiently explained, but in listing the advantages of the
setting for the tale he makes little attempt to embellish his
writing with alliteration, assonance, parallelism or pleasing
rhythm.
'Ali Çelebi based his Humayün-nama on the Anvar-i Sohayll
of Kaşifi and a comparison of the two works makes the power and
skill of both writers apparent. 'Alî clearly is not the mere
translator he is so often accused of being, for in his version
he has enriched and enlarged upon what is almost universally
acknowledged a masterpiece of Persian prose. Although drawing
heavily upon the Anvar-i Sohayll for much of his vocabulary and
imagery, 'All expands and builds upon them so that in many
respects he creates an entirely new work.
'Alî makes changes in the first sentence of this section
which alters its entire tone, for by introducing ahbarlnda to
offset nevahîsinde he effects a rhyme with both mer&zar and the
predicate var; and the rhythmic balance is maintained by the
paired rhymes of the epithets applied thereto in succeeding
lines: 'anber/mu'attar and Kevser/perver.
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In the next set of lines, where Kaşifi has but one
approximately parallel pair of clauses, 'Alî produces four
closely interrelated ones. The first two are obviously
parallel in a moraccaz fashion:
haki 'abir-u-'anber gibi mu'attar
ve nesîmi Tesnîm-u-Kevser gibi rühperver
The second pair, though not so closely related, nonetheless
contains words which are very similar in form and stress, so
that 'aks-i envar-u-ezhari is near 'aded-i 'uyun-u-enhari: both
clauses contain ablatives, and the verbs kamaşmış and aşmış
• O O O
rhyme. In addition, the two pairs of epithets in the last clause
produce a staccato rhythm through their excellent assonance.
'Alî alters Kaşifi's imagery and overall meaning in the










The first of these changes is rather subtle, for 'Alî replaces
the adjective gol-'izar (or gül-'izar. meaning 'rosy-cheeked')
with the similar-sounding noun gulzar ('rose garden') which is
placed in a genitive construction with gah, thereby changing
both the emphasis and the import of the line. Secondly,
Kasifî's noun hosn ('goodness' or 'beauty') is deleted in favour
of nazzare ('a body of observers') which is put into construction
• •
with sitareler. thus almost including the reader among the
nazzare.
• •
Kaşifî's Persian poem is, for the most part, translated
into Turkish, employing the same metre and even adopting the
final line in its entirety.
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The highly-polished lines ending this section in the
Anvar-i Sohayli become, if anything, even more refined in the
Ottoman. The first sentence achieves a much better internal
balance through the inclusion of the symmetrical and
alliterative pair vuhus-i bisyar and siba'-yi bi-sumar. which
are offset by the following locative and predicate. The four
phrases which follow and give the reason for the happy situation
are masterfully constructed, for the qualitative noun in each
-case ends in -et. the first two being of the fa*alat form and
the second pair being fa*lat or fl'lat. In addition, 'All
employs Kaşifi's hava and feza. and in the last of the phrases
has qualified ni'met with bi-hisab. which recalls £b in the
•
previous phrase. This section ends with tutmislardx. which is
• —1
similar in form to the above itmişlerdi.
-J
The next Ottoman Turkish version was 'Osmanzada Ta'ib's
Semar ül-Esmar. which was based upon the Humayun-nama of 'All
Çelebi. As it was 'Oşmanzada's purpose to write a moral guide
rather than a literary masterpiece, it will be noted that he
has deleted and culled passages from 'Alî on quite a large scale,
going far beyond Abu Pazl's abridgement of Kaşifi. In this
passage beginning the tale of the Hare and the Lion 'Osmanzada
cuts the narrative down to what seem to be its bare essentials.
About the only notable stylistic points are that in his simple,
declarative sentences he has borrowed several epithets directly
from 'All, and that he changes tutmı^lardı to the doubled
tavattun-u-karar itmişler idi.
» * • 3
The Hulaşa-yı Hümayun-nama of Ahmed Midhat is, as the title
L/ • • #
implies, also based upon 'Ali's work, but Ahmed's intentions are
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far different from 'Osmanzada's in that the former wishes to
bring the language up to date - for much had changed in Ottoman
literature during the intervening three centuries - and aims to
entertain a wider group of readers, with moral precepts being
apparently rather secondary. Be this as it may, Ahmed cuts the
story down even further than did 'Oşmanzada Ta'ib, for he does
not immediately mention the presence of animals in his guzel
bir orman.
Section Two
Returning now to the Arabic in order to continue the
narrative, we find Ibn Mukaffa* going into rather greater
detail than he did in the previous section, mentioning that the
wuhus were denied the many benefits of the region because of
the tyranny of the lion, then describing the animals' agreement
among themselves and their proposal to the lion.
Al-Bohari in his Persian version elaborates upon the Arabic
to describe in somewhat finer detail the conference among the
animals, to note that they acted with humility before the lion
(... bar vay sana hVândand .. .) , and to give a colourful
description of how both parties were put at a disadvantage by
the state of affairs. Al-Bohari then creates a melodious
sentence with a parallel predicate: Va ma dar in kar andlsa'i
karda-Im va tadbiri sâhta-im kl ....
At the end of the proposal to the lion, this translation
is unique in having the animals seek the lion's assurance that
he will not break the covenant, although Kaşifi later adds that
the vohuş would not allow their part of the bargain to be broken.
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Nasrollah now introduces the lion into the narrative for
the first time, making the beast's presence a surprise to the
reader, as it rather suddenly negates the advantages of the
region which have just been described.
Looking to the first sentence and an hama mon-a^^as bud,
the use of hama following aji is more effective than if it had
preceded an, which would have been the more usual order.
A few lines further on, in their plea to the lion, the
animals exclaim: Tu har ruz pas az ranc-i bisyar-o-masakkat-i
-> • •
faravan. az ma yakl sikar mi-tavanl sikast. va ma payvasta dar
bala va tu dar takapu'I-vo-talab. Nasrollah here plays on
• •
several sounds, two at a time, these being -ar in bisyar and
şikar. -van in faravan and tavanl. and -ast in sikast and
payvasta. These pairs, and the parallelism in the last ten
words, help the flow of the line by subconsciously linking
portions of the sentence in the reader's mind. Also, the use
of sikastan in place of the more common kardan or giriftan is
very effective.
In tora dar an faragat va mara amn-o-rahat basad there
again occurs a very effective use of sac1 and near-parallelism
with basad serving both phrases, and in the last line of this
section the use of two rather gutteral Arabic words (ta'arroz
and movazzaf) balances the two clauses which are otherwise made
• •
up of 'softer' Arabic and Persian elements.
In introducing the protagonists of the tale, Nasrollah is
far more terse than any of his successors, for he devotes but a
single short sentence to the lion and the plight of the smaller
animals. In the Anvar-i Soha.yli. on the other hand, Kaşifi
- 14 -
considers three clauses more appropriate to the situation and
begins with a main clause in which the prepositional phrase is
balanced by the well-proportioned adjectival pair şîrî-yi tond-
huy-i bala-juy. which are themselves neatly balanced, evocative
and assonant. The two relative clauses which follow both end
in past continuous verbs and are metrically equal to each other.
In the next sentence where Nasrollah, in effect, uses
compound verbs, Kaşifi again writes a pair of very descriptive
and rhythmical, but non-parallel, complex clauses, each of
which contains a past participle as well as a past-tense verb.
Kaşifi's rendering of the animals' plea to the lion draws
heavily upon Nasrollâh's already elegant version, and again
transforms it into a highly ornate and resonant passage. The
four clauses contain the final-word rhyme-scheme A-B-A-B, with
the additional internal rhyme in the second clause of ranc-i
faravan and maşakkat-i bi-payan and the parallelism and rhyme
between kas-a-kas-i bala in the third, and takapu-yi 'ana of
the fourth.
The Anvar-i Sohayli version of the lament, in addition,
sounds more 'believable' - if one can apply such a term to so
ornate a literary work - in that the beasts first plead their
sincerity and devotion to the lion and then go on to relate that
the lion expends a great amount of effort in trying to secure
his meals, but that he may not always be successful. Nasrollah's
text allows for no doubt about the lion's record. Interestingly,
Kaşifi has followed what is now an accepted rhetorical device
in winning over an opponent or would-be opponent, in that he
paves the way for the proposal by showing how some agreement
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would be of benefit for all concerned.
By making but a few modifications to Nasrollâh's sentence
beginning with aknun. Kaşifi has been able to refine the flow
and increase the parallelism of the last two lines (beginning
with tora and ma-ra).
In the conditional sentence wnich follows, Kaşifi begins
by relying heavily upon Nasrollah but then moves off on an
entirely new tack. The result is four interconnected clausec-
which are a pleasure to read.TJ The rhyme-scheme for these
clauses is A-A-C-C, based upon the verbs and their inflected
endings. Internally, none of these clauses is actually
parallel to any other, but there are sufficient similarities to
maintain both a measured flow and the reader's interest.
Kaşifi has employed in the first of these lines the fifth form
of the Arabic tri-literal root oV1 , just as Nasrollah had, but
rather than use it as a verbal noun with kardan he has made the
lion into a mota*arriz ('molester' or 'hinderer') so that he
could couple na-savl and na-sazl.
In the *Iyâr-i Daniş of Abu Fazl we again find that Kaşifî's
work is culled and altered, but in this section this is true to
a far lesser degree than in the first passage examined. In the
lines introducing the lion and describing his undesirable
qualities, Abu Fazl does little more than substitute the Persian
ru and talh for the Arabic lika and monağğaş, remove na-mobarak.
and then replace ki. har ruz with gah gah, perhaps in an attempt
to alter the rhythm. The next sentence, though maintaining
approximately the same grammatical structure, again substitutes
Persian for Arabic elements, while simultaneously introducing
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more Arabic in the entirely new element ba-zaban-i ilhae and
«-/ •
transposing izhar to zahir.
The next set of lines (up to the actual proposal) have
essentially the same relationship to one another that the
equivalent lines of Kaşifi have, but with the Arabic word
maşakkat deleted, and certain other Arabic elements exchanged
• •
for yet more Arabic ones, such as mihnat for 'ana and ba'is
for mucab. The last sentence in this section contains further
examples of Abu Fazl's deletion, substitution and restructuring,
although the sentence is still recognizable as having been based
on Kaşifi.
In spite of Abu Fazl's reworking these lines and decreasing
the number of sac' relationships, the passage reads very
smoothly and melodiously.
Turning to the Turkish versions, because Kul Mes'ud has
already introduced the lion he is able to expand upon the
beast's cruelty at the point where Nasrollah is first noting
the lion's presence and this enlargement, though broadly based
on Nasrollah's words, contains much original material. For
example, rather than say that 'the blessings and tranquility
(of that location) were rendered misery' (an hama ni'mat-o-
asayiş monağğas bud). Mes'ud writes 'those blessings did not
give their favour to them and not a single day was without
anxiety' (fil ni 'met bulara pasni vermez idi. ve gönül
tarlıgmdan bir gün hali olmazardı). Hes'ud's use of the
•
negative aorist is strangely more foreboding than Nasrollah's
simple past tense.
In this section Mes'ud continues to follow Nasrollah's
word order almost exactly, but he does add to the narrative on
occasion, as in the first clause of the plea of the animals
where he used delim as well as çok in rendering bisvar and
faravan. Nasrollah's parallelism in the next clause is put to
good use by Mes'ud in beginning his clauses with the same
effect (Biz hemişe senün/Sen hemise bizi). In the last clause
o J
Mes'ud employs two verbs in the -ip form, yelüb yortub. and
later in the passage uses the same two verbs in their
infinitive form, yelmek ve yormak.
The next few lines are a straight translation with
Nasrollah's har ruz clause being expanded for explanatory
purposes.
In the HÛmayun-nama 'Ali Çelebi uses four clauses to
introduce the tyrannical lion and to describe the effect he has
upon the other animals, whereas Kaşifi employs only three. From
these four, the words preceding the verbs in "A", "B" and "D"
rhyme with one another - hun-hVar. aşikar and şikar - and these
v u j o
in turn rhyme with izhar two clauses below. Although 'Ali
works numerous changes (such as dropping the pair tond-huy-i
v
bala-cuy) while adopting others ideas in_ toto. he has not
really improved upon the original in this instance but has,
nonetheless, done a masterful translation of the work.
(1) The use of nl'met in the Turkish is an argument for
favouring Karib's reading of Nasrollah at this point
over Minovl's, for the latter rendition does not include
the word.
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The impassioned speech of the animals is largely translated,
but some interesting points do occur. Lines "A" and "C" of the
printed edition both begin and end with biz. so that one is
tempted to assume that the final "word" in each case must be
-iz, but it is almost certain that the printed text has biz
four times. Perhaps this is indeed the way 'Alî writes the
lines and is being innovative. Be that as it may, 'Alî alters
somewhat the tone of the animals' address as it is found in
Kasifî, for they speak to the lion about himself in the third
person rather than the second. It may be that this mode of
address is more polite, especially in a complaint.
Another change in the Humayun-nama is that ra'îyat-o-hasam
becomes huddami-vu-hasemi. probably to take advantage of the
alliteration, possible in Turkish but not in Persian, produced
by the similar pronunciation in Turkish of the letters "H" and
u
"H"
By slightly expanding Kaşifî'e next sentence, 'Alî is able
to create more complete parallelism in the second and third
clauses through prefixing huzur-u- to feragat; thus he creates
a more attractive effect.
'Osmanzada Ta'ib displays more inventiveness in this
section than he did in the first, for here he introduces
numerous changes in vocabulary, presumably with a much more
general readership in mind. 'Alî's first sentence, in which
the lion is introduced, becomes two sentences; nevahî is
exchanged for havali. da'lm for her gün. and the whole has been
condensed.
His next sentence is closely based upn the Humayun-nama
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but modernised in the same manner, so that while it may be
clearer to the wider readership which 'Osmanzada had in mind,
it is not nearly as interesting as the original because of the
loss of parallelism in verbal elements. It is difficult to
understand what he is trying to achieve by substituting
constructions such as 'arz-i 'ubudiyet-u-inkiyad and huzur-x
• •
sire for 'ubudlyet-ü-inkiyad izhar idıib and sir katina. which
^ • • J) •
add nothing to the clarity and sacrifice the rhythm of the
original.
The following lines are adopted almost in their entirety,
except that where 'Alî has the lion addressed in the third
person, 'Osmanzada has him in the second singular. In
addition, 'Osmanzada replaces the Persian construction (and
Turkish suffix) hengam-x castda with a totally Arabic
expression, 'ala 's-seher.
Ahmed Midhat in the Kulasa-yx Humayun-nama concentrates
• • u •
his introduction and setting of the tale into this passage,
for this is where the basic plot is set. The development
towards a more Turkish form of the language - a movement that
was to accelerate in subsequent years - can be clearly observed
here, for this section contains no Arabic constructions and
only a single Persian one (ba-kur'a). In addition, the
movement of the sentences is modern, with little or no concern
for sac' . and the vocabulary would offer little difficulty for
an educated Turk of today. Indeed, Salaheddin Alpay recently
romanized Midhat*s Hulasa. altered a few expressions and




In this section the Arabic texts note simply that the
lion agreed to the proposal which was duly implemented and
continued to operate until the hare presented his plan to his
fellow-wuhus. who accepted it. All the conversations in the
Arabic are in direct speech.
The Persian of al-Bohari expands the story in order to
explain more precisely the working of the agreement. Each of
the three clauses which al-Bohari creates contains paired
words (gart-o-payman. payman-o-kaul and ayman-o-sakin) which is
very characteristic of his style, for throughout the work he
rarely allows an abstract noun to stand alone, and in such pairs
one of the words is usually Arabic in origin.
As one might expect, he prefixes mi- to past-tense verbs
(forming mi-bordand and mi-gastand) to indicate that the
action went on continuously in the past. The verb of the next
sentence is simple past, rasid. to show that the lot fell to
the hare; but the tense is altered in the following by the
addition of a prefix, so that we have bay-amad - perhaps to
indicate that this action of the hare was sudden and out of
the ordinary. In the same sentence bar is used where nowadays
one would expect ba-.
Al-Bohari again employs doubling in the next line, first
doubling the predicates and secondly the epithets bala-vo-
(1) Salaheddin Alpay. Kelile ve Dinme. Istanbul, 1972.
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mihnat. and produces an appealing and balanced sentence. The
animals1 query (Xn-c az ma dar-ml-hVahl cl-st?). though quite
simple, is attractive - perhaps because of its cadence and
probable intonation, and because it is a 'periodic' sentence
(that is, one in which the main thought and intention of the
sentence is reserved to the end) so that the eventual arrival
of ci-st carries some surprise.
"5
The hare's reply to this contains two examples of
al-Boharl's use of the subjunctive, one preceded by ba- and one
without any prefix. Thus: ta dirtar ba-ravam. and kl an-c
3"
sikallda-am pis baram.
Nasrollah's translation of this section is fairly brief,
omitting the hare's description of his stratagem. He adopts
the Arabic kur* a instead of substituting in the manner of
al-Boharl. Agreeable alliteration and assonance in caur-i
In cabbar-i hun-hVar combine with the play on -az in şoma-ra
az and baz to make the hare's suggestion to his fellow-animals
amusing in tone.
Kaşifi in the Anvar-i Sohayli. after adopting the first
sentence in its entirety, considerably expands Nasrollah's
text, this expansion consisting of three very melodious clauses,
the first and third of which end with verbs having the termination
-and! and the second -adî. so that a much more interesting
picture is given of the animals' condition.
The sentence in which the hare is first mentioned is also
the occasion for the first use of metaphor in this tale when
Kaşifi writes: Zamana u-ra hadaf-i tlr-i bala saht. His use
of metaphor in this way is one of the qualities which has
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certainly contributed to hie popularity in the East - and
perhaps diminished it among Western Orientalists.
The hare's declaration to the other animals here is a
slightly abridged version of Nasrollah, consisting of two
clauses approximately equal in length. The effect of this
reduction is that the line is now somewhat shorter than the
clauses which precede it, so that the rhythm of the entire
passage is better balanced.
In the 1Iyar-i Danis. Abu Fazl uses Kaşifi's opening lines
with but minor alterations, but later culls considerably in the
description of the lottery, and Kaşifi's four well-balanced
clauses are transformed into three rather uneven ones. He
next deletes the metaphor about the arrow of calamity, while
adopting the remainder of the sentence.
The hare's request contains evidence that Abu Fazl worked
with a copy of Nasrollah's text beside him as well - not that
the point is disputed - for here he has restored the term
— y — — —
hun-h ar which Kaşifi had dropped from the line. Beyond this
simplification there are other substitutions of more common
words in this passage: for example mosamahati is changed to
ta'hir. caur to sitam; earlier vohus had become candari. and
o • 3T
below mozayaka nist becomes kabul kardan.
In the last line of this section, Abu Fazl alters the
story to a small degree by implying that the hare already had
some standing in the community, for the text reads: ^un bar
daniş-i u i * tlmad dastand. sohan-i u-ra kabul kardand.* —5 3 u »
Kul Mes'ud continues to put Nasrollah's words into a
• •
Turkish setting, simpler examples of which are riza dad
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becoming razî oldu and moddati becoming bir müddet. In the
II I V Msentence Bir Run kur a-ve-nevbet tavşana geldi kim h an icun
melike vara there are several interesting points. Firstly,
the word order of the sentence is entirely Persian, for one
could easily translate word for word: Ruzi kor'a-vo-naubat
- - -
. V -
ba-har-gus araad ki bara-yi h an ba-malik rasanad♦ Secondly,
KJ Zt KJ
although in the wrong order the verbs are of a form which one
could expect today. Thirdly, Mes'ud introduces the near
synonym nevbet to reinforce kor'a in a pair. (Al-Bohari,
incidentally, also uses naubat. but as a translation of kor'a.
not a companion.)
In the hare's request to his friends, Kul Mes'ud again
employs Persian word order, for everything between Eger and
kurtaram (with the exception of his original clause ve_ biraz
vakt sehl dutarsahuz) would appear to be derived directly from
Nasrollah's text. Mes'ud's sentence does, however, have
several positive qualities; for example, the first two verbs
(müsamaha eylersenüz^ ^ and sehl dutarsanuz) have parallel aorist
conditional endings and employ Arabic masdars. Later in the
same sentence Mes'ud achieves excellent alliteration and
assonance in kan-yeyici can alıcı zalimun çevrinden kurtaram.
• • •
In the same way that Mes'ud feels that a noun is necessary
in the first sentence of the section, so does 'All, for he
inserts ka£a in this line. Later the sentence beginning with
(1) Kul Mes'ud's use öf musamahatl here tends to confirm the
• •
readings of Karib and Âmoli in this passage. Minovi
favours tavakkpfI.
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İttifak is very well balanced and melodious. 'Alî next adds a
Persian poem - apparently of his own composition - given as
being from the hare.
The next sentence, describing the thoughts of the hare about
a solution, is most effective and expressive. 'All's bold
treatment of Kaşifî's text in such passages indicates how
confident he was of his own abilities and of his control over
language. Here his play upon the -uş sound in har-gus-i pur-hu>;
03 TT
and the sac' rhyme ana assonance in ser-i tahayyüri. zanu-yı
tefekküre and mikdar-ı tedebbür. based upon words of both
syntactical and poetic rhyme, display 'Ali's masterful hand. In
addition, the inclusion of the hare's self-doubts makes the
Humayün-nama' s version of this passage seem much more alive than
that of the other texts.
'Ali continues his expansion in the ensuing lines with a
very effective pair of clauses which, for all practical purposes









This responds to Kagifi's az caur-1 in cabbar. but goes so much
further.
In the final line of this section, minnetler eyldiler and
himmetler eyldjler reinforce the unity of the sentence.
'Osmanzada depends strictly upon 'Ali in this passage, for
most of his text is adopted almost unaltered from the
Humayun-nama - but without the section about the hare's worries.
Ahmed Midhat recasts the passage into a modern form, using
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-erek and -mekden sonra clauses, showing little regard for sac'
or syntactical balance and largely avoiding Arabic and Persian
words and constructions.
Section Four
The Arabic narrative continues in a simple and essentially
unadorned style. It is noted that the hare has delayed beyond
the lion's normal meal-time, so that both hunger and anger have
grown in the beast ana he has begun to pace about.
Al-Bohari translates Ibn Mukaffa' quite faithfully, adding
little material to the narrative. In his first sentence the
three verbs are past tense, but the first (ba-mulid). which
describes the hare's actions of that moment, is preceded by ba-
for emphasis, whereas the second (bordandi) is written with a
final ~± to indicate continuous action over a long period. The
third of these verbs (dar-gozast) is simple past and without
qualification. The two verbs of the next sentence are also in
the past tense: the first (bar-hast) is without a prefix and
so is outwardly a simple past, but as al-Bohari never writes
bar ba-hast (although using the word as though written that way)
O
it can be assumed that he conceived of the verb as belonging to
a special category, probably a category which included all verbs
preceded by prepositions; the second verb (miv-amad) is used to
indicate past continuous action within fixed time limits.
Making hism the subject of the second clause in the
VJ Z>
succeeding sentence, va hism dar vay kar kard. is an excellent
device to enliven the text, especially when the word again
springs up in the following line.
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Nasrollâh, too, follows the Arabic fairly closely, but
moulds his Persian with a skill far greater than al-Boharl's,
as in his ahista narm narm ruy ba-su-vi |Ir nihad. His
description of the lion's discomfort and rage is deftly
furnished with parallelism of both grammatical and verbal forms
and with well-drawn idiomatic expressions.
In the Anvar-i Sohavll version of this section Kaşifi
accepts Nasrollah's language in many lines, but alters the
narrative pace somewhat by describing the lion's hunger a few
lines earlier. He later adds a Persian verse and then three
well-constructed clauses describing the hare's perception,
employing alliteration in &ayat-i fta£ab and rhyme between &a£ab
and mi-talabad.
Abu Fazl works selectively on this section of the Anvar-i
Sohayll. changing Kaşifi's kovvat-1 sabo * î-yi sir dar harakat
amada to the simpler gazabat-j sir dar conbas amad (apparently
i
inspired by pazab. several lines later in Kaşifi's text), and
deleting the poetry. He does, however, greatly improve upon
Kaşifi's Ahista pis amad va salam kard by lengthening both
clauses to create Har-gus ahista ahista pis amad va az ru-yi
v -» -J
niyaz salam kard. which conjures up a much fuller picture of
the hare and his approach to the lion.
While initially continuing to employ Nasrollah's word
order, Kul Mes'ud provides some intriguing innovations in this
section. First he replaces Nasrollah's ahista narm narm with
•
anul ahul (modern Turkish inil inil. meaning 'sorrowfully') and
thus turns about the narrative, implying that the hare was not
as confident as other texts would have it. Second, Mes'ud
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composes a rather elaborate sac* pattern made up of a single
clause followed by four dependent clauses; of the latter, 'A'
and 'C' are introduced by soylekim. and 'A' and 'B' end with
the verbs bindürmis and belurmlş respectively and the shorter
clauses 'C' and 'D' terminate with akmls and dutmis. thus
forming both poetic and syntactical rhymes.
'Alî Çelebi's Humayün-nama in this section is clearly the
most developed of all the versions, departing from Kaşifi's
text to create a complicated network of sac' patterns which
deserve notice. Following the clause Har-gus sol kadar
v7 ~ 3" t> •









As the words galeyan and heyecan are similar in form, rhyme and
number of letters, this clause may be termed sac'-i motavazl.
The next clause is an example of sac'-i motarraf because
cus and hurus. though rhymes, are not of the same form:
hişra-i vuhusdan j ebr gibi cuş
bebr gibi huruş'a ağaz itdi
Although the following clauses may be similarly plotted, it
is technically not possible to label them according to Perso-













u gıriv-i ba-nehib guş-i gav-i zemine
sem'-i şir-i gerduna yetdi
This last sentence, particularly, contains very good parallelism
of elements and rhyme between mehlb and nehlb.
'All next includes a bayt in Turkish and follows this with
a return to translation of Kasifi. Interestingly, the positions£
of narm narm and ahista are reversed when they occur in the
Humayun-nama. these appearing several lines apart in both texts.
Neither 'Osraanzada nor Ahmed Midhat devotes more than a
• •
few lines to this section, supplying only those points vital to
the narrative.
Section Five
The Arabic carries on with the long-awaited arrival of the
hare and his angry reception by the lion. In response to a
demand for an explanation the hare relates his fabricated story
about the second lion, which angers the real lion so much that
he demands to be ushered before his rival.
Al-Bohari greatly expands the narrative in this section,
accomplishing this through the addition of colloquial, but
standard (as opposed to dialect), Persian conversations. The
text is liberally sprinkled with doubled elements (and in one
instance the trebled bîşa-vo-bar-o-bum) and chains of short
words speed up the pace and set up a rapid staccato rhythm which
is in keeping with the lion's agitation.
Nasrollah elaborates the Arabic only slightly here and
relies less upon sac* patterns than he normally does, probably
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because a greater percentage of the narrative is necessarily in
the form of excited conversation. With the same end in mind,
perhaps, Nasrollah relies less upon Arabic vocabulary in this
section and keeps the pace rapid and uncomplicated.
The same is generally true of Kaşifi's treatment of this
passage - with the exception that he maintains his use of
weighty Arabic terms. Interestingly, he has both lions speaking
poetry, for the lion who has allegedly waylaid the hare says in
a misra': Na-sanida'i ma&ar tu ki har sîr-o-bisa'i? - which
^ 3
seems to allude to a well-known aphorism (much like asking in
English 'Have you not heard of a stitch in time?'). Later the
real lion waxes eloquent in two bayt s of poetry. As an
excellent addition to the narrative, Kaşifi gives the hare an
extra speech in which he colourfully goads the lion into action
against the supposed foe by painting a picture of the real lion
as the victor.
In the beginning of this section Abu Fazl wavers from the
story-line of Kaşifi by elaborating several references. In the
first line, for example, the lion specifically asks why the
bozprgan among the animals had broken their pledge. This
necessitates a short answer before the hare can return to a
slightly expanded narrative. The remainder of this section is
abridged by Abu Fazl in his usual manner, with both pieces of
poetry being removed.
In the Turkish, Kul Mes'ud largely translates Nasrollah's
• •
words directly into Turkish in the first half of this section,
but culls a considerable amount from the latter half. A minor
exception occurs in the first part where Nasrollah writes ftiza-yi
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malik ast. which Mes'ud alters to the stronger Melik gidasin
almagıl! Here he uses the -gil imperative ending which one would
expect in a work of this period.
'Ali Çelebi's Humayun-nama opens this section with the
rippling cadence of Ne tusdan gelürsin ve hal-i vuhusdan ne
bilursin? Later the lion is given such rhyming lines as: Ey şum
v-ey haysum-i meysus and bu bise benum'sikargahum ve saydi
vazjfe-yi dergahum. The last speech of the hare is enchanting
with its rhymes and measured phrases. Although largely faithful
to Kaşifi's text in this section, 'Ali in many instances finds
inspiration in it and goes on to enlarge upon it and enrich it
immeasurably.
With only one exception, in this passage 'Osmanzada adopts
lines virtually entire from 'All and in so doing he hastens the
pace of the story to a speed approaching that of the Arabic
original. This may well be an improvement in the telling of the
story, but it also represents the sacrifice of some alluring
imagery.
Ahmed Midhat's Hulasa in this section seems hardly to be
based on 'All's text at all, so great is the difference between
them. Again there can be little doubt but that this is a
comparatively recent text, for the sac'-less sentences are long
and contain few Persian izafas.
Section Six
In the final section the Arabic relates hov/ the hare took
the lion to the brink of the well and said that this was the
place. When the lion looked down he could see two figures,
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apparently the new lion and the hare he had stolen. Not
doubting the hare's word the lion jumped in to do battle, and
perished. As always, the Arabic of this section is simple,
unadorned and straightforward.
Al-Bohari here elaborates the narrative slightly, but in
general closely follows the Arabic. Nasrollah slows the pace by
writing a rather elaborate description of the fine qualities of
the well in Persian prose and Arabic verse, the first verse he
has included since early in the tale. Later he describes the
drowning of the lion in fine melodramatic lines which in
Minovi's edition are rhymed and alliterative (va gautl hVard va
nafs-i hun-hYar-o-can-i mordar ba-malik sipard) . though Karlb's
version is made simpler (and more accurate?) by omitting nafs-i
hun-hVar va and mordar.
K/
After the lion has perished, Nasrollah adds several lines
describing the triumphant return of the hare to his friends and
how they lived happily ever after, and brings the tale to a
close with Arabic verse.
Kaşifi, as expected, elaborates this section to an even
greater degree. Initially he expresses some sympathy for the
lion being thus deceived, calling him a gir-i sada-dil. and goes
on to describe the clarity of the well's water, adding a third
clause to Nasrollah's two and likening its surface to a mirror
from China. The remainder of the section is composed in the
usual manner, with most of Nasrollah's post-script included and
the Arabic verse deleted in favour of a Persian bayt.
Abu Fazl accepts most of what Kaşifi has provided - with
the exception of the post-script - and his chief concern in
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this section is to simplify the words. It is interesting that
Kasifl's çun atina-yi Cin becomes cun a'ina-yi Hajabl in the
5 3 3 .
'Iyâr-i Daniş. perhaps because to a native of India Aleppo is
—»
far more exotic and enchanting than China ever could be.
Returning to the Turkish, Mes'ud continues his translation
in the Persian order and does not supplement the narrative
except by writing Turkish poems to replace both of Nasrollah's
Arabic ones, but where Nasrollah introduces his last bayt with
va in bayt-ra virad sahtand (or ml-goftand in Karib) Mes'ud adds
an element with işbu beyti sevinub eyitdiler.
'Ali Çelebi concludes the tale essentially by transposing
the Anvar-i Sohayli into Turkish words, adding new epithets and
expanding the occasional phrase. Kaşifi's final Persian poem is
adopted verbatim with a Turkish bayt appended to it.
Both 'Osmanzada and Ahmed Midhat bring their versions to a
close in the same manner in which they recounted the tale, for
the former adopts large amounts of the Humayun-nama verbatim and
abridges or simplifies other sections. Ahmed Midhat again sets
• •
the entire narrative into his own words in a style that largely
ignores parallel clauses and repetitive elements.
Coneluslons
If by 'translation' one means the making of a work of
literature in one language available to the readers of another,
only three of the versions of Kallla wa-Dimna discussed here
could be considered translations, those being the Persian of
al-Boharl and Nasrollah and the Turkish of Kul Mes'ud; the other
versions axe attempts to bring the work into line with current
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taste and literary practice and to restate it in the modern idiom.
Although both al-Boharl and Nasrollah have been inventive,
Nasrollah in particular introduces an imaginative quality which
had hitherto been chiefly associated with poetry, the verses
which he adds merely heightening this impression. In effect, he
elaborates the text to an unprecedented degree by organising the
narrative and by structuring word and sentence patterns, creating
a work of both immediate and lasting literary value. Al-Bohari's
u
translation, on the other hand, while very readable and enter¬
taining, nonetheless lacks the extra dimension necessary to make
a work of literature a classic. The major importance of his
work nowadays is perhaps that it provides a glimpse of the
accepted level of literary achievement in an Atabeg court and,
through Nasrollah's version, allows us to make comparisons with
the contemporary Ghaznavid court. Further, the samples of
colloquial speech in al-Boharl's translation can probably be
regarded as a fair reflection of the spoken language among the
educated people of his day.
Kaşifi's Anvar-i Sohayli represents a refinement of both
Nasrollah's version and of his literary style, for Kaşifi is very
much a product of the same literary tradition as Nasrollah, the
differences in the two styles being largely ones of degree, for
by Kaşifi's time (an interval of some three and a half centuries)
Nasrollah's Kalila va Dimna was no longer sufficiently complex -
or even intriguing - to command a wide readership. By reworking
and elaborating the collection of fables Kaşifi reinvigorated
them, allowing Kallla va Dimna to regain and retain its lost
popularity.
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Abu Fazl's 'Iyar-1 Danjş represents a toning down of the
qualities displayed in the Anvar-i Sohayll. and a return to
simpler syntax and vocabulary - even though many of Kaşifi's
passages are adopted in their entirety. It is perhaps a general
realization of this fact which has prevented the 'Iyar-i Panis
O
from gaining a foothold in any region except India; indeed,
nowadays it is difficult to find either manuscript or printed
versions of the work in Iranian collections, whereas the Anvar-i
Sohavll is quite readily available in tne sub-continent.
In Kul îrîes'ud's version we see one of the first examples of
an extended prose work in Turkish, and because the author is
attempting to express concepts entirely new to the medium he is
required, in a sense, to create a Turkish syntax to match. That
Kul Mes'ud sought his models in Persian is reflected in the word
order he employs, yet for the most part his intentions are clear.
The Humayun-nama. among the works studied in this thesis,
is in a category of its own since the people for whom it was
written would certainly, as members of the Ottoman educated class,
have been capable of appreciating Kaşifi's Persian original. If,
then, this new version were to attract a following, 'Alî Çelebi
would be obliged somehow to create something which would have
greater appeal to his contemporaries than the ftnvar-i Sohayli
itself, and the formula for such success lay in a more extended
and even more refined application of those stylistic features
which are so basic to Kaşifi's work. The Humayun-nama thus came
to be adorned with more intensive sac' patterning, even greater
use of simile and metaphor and new aphorisms and passages in
verse. While 'All's text contains a high percentage of elements
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in a Persian izafa relationship, the basic ordering of these
and other groupings within clauses and sentences is clearly
Turkish and thereby in strong contrast with Kul Mes'ud's
arrangement.
Because 'Osmanzada usually abridges and only occasionally
creates, the Semar ul-Esmar. like the 'Iyar-i Danls. in many
respects represents a retreat from its predecessor's literary
achievements. As almost every aspect of 'Ali's style undergoes
some dismantling and little is offered to take its place, the
resulting version could hardly have been destined to succeed.
On the other hand, Ahmed Midhat's work is not a mere precis but
• •
is, rather, a totally new rendering of 'All's text. With its
lack of concern for sac'. parallelism and repetition, with a
relatively small percentage of Persian izafa constructions and
with a sentence structure representative of late nineteenth-
century Turkish in almost every respect, the Hulasa-yi Humayun-nama
v 0
is so different from its original that 'Alî would probably not
recognize it and, indeed, perhaps not even understand it.
In conclusion, many aspects of the Btylistic development of
literary Persian and Turkish are immediately apparent in this
. comparative Btudy of the tale of the Kare and the Lion. A wide
variety of texts representing many periods here demonstrate the
numerous ways in which their authors treated the same narrative,
and can be looked upon as being indicative of what was considered




THE SENTENCE. ITS ELEMENTS AND STRUCTURE
■ r — 1 ■
The foregoing chapter was devoted to the study of an
entire tale, that of the Hare and the Lion, with reference to
a wide variety of features at levels ranging from single words
to the story as a whole. The object of the present chapter is
to look more closely at individual sentences in all the versions
of Kalila wa-Dimna and at the grammatical units from which those
sentences are constructed. It is important that an analysis of
literary style begin with a study of such basic units, for it
is at this level that the entire style of the work is determined
and its character fixed. The successful employment of such
rhetorical features as sac' , parallelism, rhythm and variation
of pace, moreover, depends entirely upon the proper structuring
of sentences, because that is the level at which those features
succeed or fail. Conversely, it is the skilful manipulation
of rhetorical forms which makes possible the long and elaborate
sentence structures with which the Anvar-i Sohayli and the
Humayun-nama abound.
It must be recognized, however, that it would be far
beyond the scope of this analysis to engage in writing grammars
of Persian and Turkish, or to explore the minutiae of syntax,
conjugations and declensions. The intention is rather to make
selective observations about the relationship between grammatical
usage and stylistics. Further, the terms 'word', 'phrase',
'clause' and 'sentence' ('simple', 'complex' and so forth) will
be used according to their traditional definitions, without
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reference to the various endeavours of scholars of linguistics
in recent years to redefine the terras in a more satisfactory
way. It did not seem useful to our present purpose to dwell
on these controversies, especially as the classical definitions
are entirely adequate.
In addition to influencing such factors as pace and flow,
the nature of the sentences which an author employs determines
the suitability of his text for the application of rhetorical
devices. In the realm of sentence types (i.e. simple, compound,
complex, compound-complex), it is obvious that the more
elaborate and interesting the sentence is, the greater the
degree of flexibility it offers to a literary master of the
calibre of Kaşifi or 4Ali Çelebi. Al-Bohari, by comparison,
displays a marked preference for the simpler kinds of sentence
and, through his unskilled use, indicates how inexperienced and
uncomfortable he is when writing sentences of greater length
and complexity. Similarly, Kul Mes'ud was obliged by his
unfamiliarity with complex sentence structure in written Turkish
to turn to Nasrollah's Persian text for his techniques of
presentation. Of the remaining authors all but Abu Fazl and
'Osrnanzada (for neither of whom sufficient evidence exists in
these texts) demonstrate much greater facility in the writing
of long, involved and potentially tangled sentences; their skill
in summoning to their use rhetorical, grammatical and lexical
devices is clearly evident, enabling them to avoid the pitfalls




Excluding Kul Mes'ud's translation (an exception which
will be discussed presently), as seen in these versions of
Kalila wa-Dimna both Persian and Turkish exhibit a strong
conservatism in the field of word and element order, for there
is hardly any change in this basic aspect of the languages
over the centuries represented here. Any stylistic development
in these languages, therefore, takes place within these
limitations.
In Persian sentences the standard element order follows
this sequence: (1) expression of time, (2) subject, (3) indirect
object, (4) expression of place, (5) direct object, (6) modifier
of verb and (7) verb. Although all manner of priorities can
and frequently do alter this sequence, the four Persian versions
by and large follow this pattern and any stylistic development
occurs within the various categories of sentence elements, the
tendency being toward elaboration and expansion rather than
transmutation.
An example of this is the practice, common in classical
Persian and in all of the Persian texts studied here, of the
placing of adjectives and adjectival elements after the verb
in sentences which introduce people or places, so violating the




Here the descriptive grouping bisyar-mal is placed on the
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•wrong' side of the verb, which is usually of the 'there is'
or 'there was' form, but in a manner long accepted in literature
and among orators and story-tellers. By the time the verb is
reached, such sentences are grammatically complete, yet they
continue by supplying further information about the subject.
Since this 'violation' of order is so common, it would
be worth-while to look at the way in which individual Persian
authors approach it. Nasrollah's sentence above is very simple
in that it merely indicates the existence of a wealthy merchant.
Although its meaning is absolutely clear, bisyar-mal is
technically ambiguous since it neither governs nor is itself
governed. Kaşifi elaborates Nasrollah's simple yet effective
sentence by introducing a series of well-balanced adjectival
phrases in place of bisyar-mal;
Bazargani bud manazil-i barr-o-bahr paymuda
va akalim-i şark-o-ğarb-ra tay karda, va
• •
sard-o-garm-i rüzgar dida va talh-o-şirin-i
ayyam bisyar c^aşida.
(Kas 62/5-6)
While grammatically like its predecessor, this well-reasoned
sentence is much more effective in conveying the idea of wealth
and authority. Simultaneously the numerous rhymes (both poetic
(1) C.S. Mundy, writing in BSOAS 17/2 (1955). PP»303-4, about
the Devrik Cümle school of modern Turkish literature,
calls this kind of sentence a 'sentence-plus'.
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and syntactical) and other parallel features whet the appetite
of the reader or listener for further examples of ornate and
imaginative writing in the tale which follows that sentence.
Somewhat surprisingly, perhaps, al-Bohari's use of the
device is closer to Kaşifi's in this respect, for he introduces
the same merchant in this manner:
Dar vilayati ki an-ra Dastabad guyand
bazarganl buda-ast, hama rüzgar dar cam'-i
daniş-o-mal ba-sar borda va az har du
bahra'i vafir ba-dast avarda.
(Zan 20b/15-l6)
The construction here is essentially the same as is to be
found in Kaşifi's sentence. The greater elaborateness of al-
Bohari's sentence as compared with that of Nasrollah can
perhaps be explained by the former author's general favouring
of devices frequently associated with oral story-tellers.
Another example of elaboration v/ithin the existing
grammatical frame is seen in the following pair of excerpts
from the tale of the Two Ducks and the Turtle:




Âvarda-and ki dar ab-giri ki ab-aş az
safa-yi zamir cun ayina-yi safi 'aks-pazir
• • •
budi va ba-'ozubat-o-latafat az 'ayno '1-hayat
• •




In this instance, Kaşifi's insertion of a doubled relative
clause has given the opening lines of the tale a flavour far
removed from that given by Nasrollah, yet the basic sentence
remains intact. By making additions of this sort, Kaşifi
never allows a noun employed in the description of a setting
to pass without elaboration.
Another way in which Kaşifi elaborates within the existing
framework is by increasing the number of elements fulfilling
any given function, as when he changes Nasrollah's mazmun-i
zamir-i u (NasM 100/7) to maknun-i zamir-o-mahzun-i hatir-i u
—
-& ^—; —
(Kas 124/6). Similarly, in Nasrollah we find:
Va nîz puşida na-hVahad mand ki sohan-ir S w \j
man az mahz-i safakat-o-amanat ravad va
• •




Va niz puşida nist ki sohan az mahz-i




In both instances above, Kaşifi fills what he apparently saw
to be stylistic lacunae in Nasrollah's version with words and
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phrases suggested by that text; in so doing, Kaşifi creates
passages which possess much better balance and greater interest.
In addition to a mere increase in the amount of included
material, there is in the Anvar-i Sohayli far greater attention
paid to rationalization of the internal organization of
sentences so that sac' and the parallelism of phrases and
clauses comes to be of the first importance, with exactly
reduplicated elements in the structure frequently removed so
as to facilitate the flow and to increase the cohesion between
parallel parts. Kaşifi's text, as shown in the previous chapter
and the above excerpts, always boasts a tight structure with
the relationship between each word and clause carefully worked
out, regard being given not only to meaning but also to rhyme,
rhythm, euphony, element lengths, nature of word formation and
so on. In short, every aspect of language to which a poet
would normally be expected to give attention is also exploited
by Kaşifi. In comparison, al-Bohari gives relatively little
consideration to such points, while Nasrollah and Abu Fazl
occupy a middle ground betv/een al-Bohari and Kaşifi.
Perhaps more important than any other stylistic feature
of the prose in the Anvar-i Soha.yli is the poetic dimension
which Kaşifi gives to every facet, for he marries the two media
and produces an elegance far removed from al-Bohari's plainness
and much more graceful and refined than Nasrollah's less
sprightly prose. It is in this manner that the sentence has
developed within the existing framework of word/element order
and brought that structure to a greater effectiveness.
While accepted Turkish element order nowadays follows
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the sequence "(1) subject, (2) expression of time,
(3) expression of place, (4) indirect object, (5) direct
object, (6) modifier of the verb, (7) verb",^^ it apparently
was not immediately obvious to Turkish writers that they would
be justified in following that pattern. Among the Turkish
authors studied here, there at first appears to be a much
greater degree of variation in word/element order (especially
between Kul Mes'ud and his successors in translation) than is
to be found among Persian authors. It must be remembered,
however, that Kul t'es'ud wrote at a time when virtually no
Turkish literary tradition was in existence, especially in the
area of prose composition. It was his task to create a literary
style out of almost nothing and so he turned, almost inevitably,
to the highly-respected Nasrollah for guidance. The resulting
Turkish translation is, for the most part, utterly subservient
to the element order of the Persian text, a point particularly
noticeable in the area of relative clauses.
Although it is almost certain that in a Turkish conversation
Mes'ud would have followed the basic rule of that language,
namely that all modifiers precede the lexical item being
modified, it is possible that he never considered actually
writing relative clauses in that manner, especially since such
clauses in Persian and Arabic normally follow. An example
of the same line in Nasrollah and three Turkish versions is
(1) G.L. Lev/is, Turkish Grammar. Oxford, 1967, p.240.
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the following:
[jVa zağ]} şikayat bar şağal bord ki dust-i
u bud.
(NasK 85/14-15)
[Ve za£] bir gagala şikayet eyledi kim
ol zağın dostıyidi.
(Kul 19/26)
Ve jzağj dostlarından bir şağala halin
hikayet, ve düşraen-i bed-kar-u-bed-sigaldan
şikayet idub...
(Ali 155/14-15)
Fakat [karga] bu babda diğer komsusu cakalın
da re'yini istifsara gitdi.
(Mid 125/9-10)
Of the three Turkish authors' treatment of the same idea,
only the versions of 'Ali Çelebi and Ahmed Midhat 'read' like^
• •
Turkish, Kul Mes'ud's reading instead like a strange brand of
Persian. Turkish prose literature was soon to establish a
tradition and standards, however, for within two centuries of
Kul Mes'ud's translation, 'Alî Çelebi and others were writing
works which would be held in high esteem for generations.
With the exception of Mes'ud's relative clauses and
phrases, Turkish sentences changed over the years in essentially
the same manner as did Persian, in that word/element order
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remained largely static while the major change took place in
the area of elaboration within the existing frame. 'Ali Çelebi
represents the zenith in rhymed prose among the Turkish Kalila
wa-Dimna authors just as Kaşifi does among the Persians, for
'Ali proves to be equally keen in his application of the
principles of poetry to narrative prose - as the large number
of examples from the tale of the Hare and the Lion attest.
'Osmanzada, like Abu Fazl, pares down the amount of prose
composed by his predecessor and, in the same manner, sacrifices
for the sake of brevity much material which had been pain¬
stakingly rhymed and balanced. In so doing, however, he does
not alter the ordering of the elements, but only the number of
them in use.
Among the Turkish versions we are fortunate in having
the nineteenth-century Hulasa-.yi Humayun-nama of Ahmed Midhat
\j » • •
Efendi, which in general provides a great contrast in style,
but not in element order; although he had many more temporal
verb forms with which to compose, Midhat's element pattern
remains essentially the same as that of his predecessors.
In both Persian and Turkish, therefore, we find that word
order has remained constant over the centuries v/hile the degree
of sentence elaboration has not. Only Kul Mes'ud, who follows
the only model available to him5writes in a manner which
differs from his fellows. We may conclude that the ordering
of elements has not been an important factor in the stylistic
development of Persian' and Turkish as literary language.
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The verb phrase
Throughout the long period of literary development
represented in these Kalila wa-Dimna texts, verbal elements
within texts have undergone remarkably little change. So
minor is their development, in fact, that if one discounts
vocabulary a speaker of modern Persian would have no difficulty
in understanding the verbs and participles found in any of
these Persian texts; the same is true of a twentieth-century
Turk comprehending any of these Ottoman texts, although Kul
föes'ud does include the occasional archaic verb ending such as
-gil or -ven which would cause momentary confusion. Conversely,
a Persian speaker of Kasrollah's time or a Turkish contemporary
of t'es'ud would have little difficulty with modern verb structure,
although the Turk would find the temporal clauses of the present-
day language to be beyond his experience. In all of these
texts, therefore, the verbal element of the sentence adheres
closely to the pattern of tense and mood found in the grammars
of Persian and Turkish today and almost all the changes which
have occurred have been stylistic rather than grammatical.
Al-Bohari, for example, favours the full infinitive after
impersonal verbs such as ba.yistan and sa.yistan, although he
"3
does occasionally use the shorter form:
Ka-ra piş-i simorğ bayad raftan va ahval
J •
bar vay 'arz kardan.
(Zan 42b/3)




In comparison with the other Persian authors, moreover,
al-Bohari employs a disproportionate number of ba- prefixes
with past tense verbs, so that the intensive force they might
otherwise have had is greatly weakened:
In ba-kard va ba-goft va ba-hoft. Çun
sa'ati ba-bud zan-i kafşgar baz amad.
(Zan 28b/7-8)
In addition to making the mono-syllabic verbs bi-syllabic (thus
giving an orator increased scope for effects), the series of
ba- prefixes acts almost conjunctively.
The three remaining Persian authors prefer the short
infinitive after impersonal verbs, but Nasrollah generally
includes more past tense verbs with ba- than either Kaşifi or
Abu Fazl, though fewer than al-Bohari:' ^
u
Agar hal ^onin başad, mara dil az can-i
şirin bar bayad girift va ba-ranc-i
gorsnagi balki bar talhi-yi marg dil
ba-bayad nihad.
(NasK 86/16-17)
Va agar hal ba-din minval başad, mara dil az




Agar çonin başad, az can-i çirin dil
bayad girift va bar talhi-yi marg can
bayad nihad.
(Abu 67/8)
Similarly, the Turkish authors differ to the same minor
degree in their use of verbal elements. Kes'ud, for example,
at times uses singular verbs with plural human subjects, as:
Ve bugün oşbundan balıkçılar geçerdi,
biri birine eydür kim...
(Kul 20/19-20)
Furthermore, he employs verb endings v/hich were largely out o
use by the time of *Ali Çelebi:
Taytuy eyitdi: Bu masalı içitmi^ven,
velakin korkmağıl, yerün beklegil!
• •
(Kul 41/7-8)
Neither of these points, however, is of more than passing
interest in a study concerned solely with literary style.
In Persian there is effectively only one form of the
participle used with verbal force in a sentence, that being
the past participle -a. This general grammatical statement i
as one might expect, applicable to all four Persian versions
Kalila wa-Dimna studied here. Examples of its employment
Manand-i sovari ki bar asp nişinad,




Âvarda-and ki ğuki dar pahlu-yi mari
vatan şahta bud va dar civar-i an zalim-i
• •
— V— —
hun-h ar hana girifta.
O V O
(Kas 154/16-17)
Âvarda-and ki zaği dar kamar-i kuhi
hana şahta bud va dar ^igaf-i sangi
aşyana dagt.
(Abu 66/11-12)
The second and third of these quotations introduce tales
and it should be noted that both of then begin v/ith a past
participle with an impersonal third person plural ending.
Without exception, every tale in all four versions begins in
this manner and all attributed poems or proverbs are also
introduced in the same way. One would expect exactly the same
sort of treatment in the Persian of today.
Ahmed Midhat is the only one of the Ottoman authors to
• •
make consistent use of the wide variety of conjunctive verbal
forms available to the modern writer of Turkish. Temporal
clauses in the three early versions are represented by -ip,
-icek, -ince and iken, the first being by far the most common;
almost entirely missing from those texts, however, are the very
useful -meli, -erek, -cesine and other deverbal forms. Apart
from its lack of ornament, the features which most distinguish
Ahmed Midhat's Hulasa-yx Humayun-nama from the renderings of
• t w t
all his predecessors is his inclusion of such a wide variety
of these temporal clauses.
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Although he only rarely employs any other temporal clauses,
Kul Kes'ud makes frequent, if haphazard, use of the -ip form,
for on one occasion he writes:
Su bağası derdden inledi ve gözinden
yas akıdub eyitdi...
(Kul 40/5)
but on another occasion writes:
...pes enesin, anı götüresin, ucasın
şoylekim ademiler gözinden dolunmayasın.
(Kul 22/15-17)
'Ali, too, frequently uses this ending, as in:
Sayyadun biri anı ol halde gorüb mürde
# •




and on occasion uses the iken element:
Bu mesel mazmunmdan ma'lum oldı ki
melik Şetrebe babında şitab idüb fursat-u-
kudret var iken tiğ-ı ab-darla can-ı
• •
haksarına ateş-i demar vurub hırman-ı
.i u»
'ümrin bad-ı fenaya vermek gerek.
(Ali 174/4-6)
Ahmed Kidhat, on the other hand, uses the -meli, -erek and
• •
-cesine suffixes in addition to all the above forms:
Ancak yengeç yenileceği mahale takarrüb
• • •
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Cavaben "bir hile tertib itmek lazim
gelince anı oyle bir yolda tertib itmelidir
ki kendine zarur gelmek emkanmın onunu
kat'iyen kapamalıdır. Ve illa hile yapayım
• • • •
derken kendisi helak olan balıkçın gibi
• ^
olursun" diyerek bir balıklın hikayesini
ber vech-i ati takrir başladı.
(Mid 125/15-126/3)
These relatively modern temporal clause suffixes, therefore,
are the sole grammatical developments in verbal structure which
affect the style of Ottoman Turkish; as they are found only in
the occasional sentence, however, they cannot be considered to
have been of major significance in the field of Turkish grammar.
Likewise, one can see remarkable grammatical stability in the
structure of both Persian and Turkish during the period covered
here, and there certainly v/as no change which could affect style
to any appreciable degree.
The noun phrase
The noun phrase, like the verb phrase and the sentence as
a whole, survives in a form which reflects the innate conservatism
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of grammar, for all of the Persian and Turkish versions maintain
the same forms and rules throughout the long period under
discussion. Virtually unaltered in all the renderings are the
pronominal prefixes and suffixes, particles and demonstratives,
the only real change being that Ottoman Turkish adopts the
Persian izafa in all its forms and employs the Persian device
alongside, and on equal terms with, its own constructions.
The izafa is employed in exactly the same manner in all
the Persian renderings of Kalila wa-Dimna, in that it modifies
the noun by indicating possession or by connecting it with
adjectives. In either case the modifying element normally
follows the noun described and the relationship is denoted by
an unwritten kasra. In the opposite manner, Turkish modifiers
normally precede the word described, adjectives being
uninflected but genitive possession being indicated by a suffix
on one or both words. The Turkish versions all use this method
of describing nouns.
Even Kul îles'ud, who was earlier shown to follow closely
the word order set by Nasrollah, especially in the area of
relative clauses, follows the Turkish practice v/ith such
modifiers and only occasionally resorts to Persian izafas. An
example of Kes'ud's unusual style in this respect is the following
excerpt from his text:
Getürmişlerdür kim bir az sermayelu
bazirgan varidi, diledi kim sefer eyleye.
Anun yüz batman demüri varidi, bir dost
evinde emanet kodı, gitdi.
(Kul 48/13-15)
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In this pair of sentences bir az sermayelu bazirgan. yüz
batman demur. anun...demüri and bir dost evinde all follow a
strictly Turkish pattern. By the time of 'Ali Çelebi, however,
the Persian izafa had won acceptance in Ottoman Turkish to such
a degree that both the Persian and the Turkish forms are found in the
Humayun-nama in almost equal force. It is this phenomenon in
Ottoman style which gives Turkish such expressive potential - and
which, simultaneously, can render it almost incomprehensible in
the hands of a careless writer. This capacity for flexibility is
shown in this passage from the Humayun-nama:
Amma bu suret bana damengirdür ki rüzigar-a
dirazdur ki ana mezid-i takrib-ü-i'tibarla
ihtisas virdüm, ve rayet-i terbiyet-ü-
takviyetin evc-i asmana irgürdüm...
(Ali 179/14-16)
This simultaneous employment in Ottoman of Persian and
Turkish forms was to continue until the twentieth century and
can be found in the versions of 'Osmanzada and Ahmed Midhat.
Entirely unaltered in both languages are the pronominal (or
personal) suffixes and the particles (such as bi-, ba-, na-, -i_,
-dar and -ana in Persian and -sxz, -li, -lik, -cik and -daş in
Turkish). Similarly, the demonstratives in Persian have not
evolved in any way, although in Turkish ol and sol have each lost
a letter, becoming o_ and şu.
Stylistically, therefore, the most significant change in
Persian and Turkish noun phrases has been the borrowing by the
latter language of the former's izafa, a device which was to
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remain a foreign and highly un-Turkish element in spite of
its extensive use. The fact that it was never really accepted
in non-literary Turkish and has not survived - except in isolated
instances - in the language of today, lends weight to the opinion
that the izafa is a stylistic accretion, not a new form in
Turkish grammar - although one could reasonably say that Ottoman
grammar is quite separate from Turkish grammar.
Arabic/Persian vocabulary content
The renderings of Kalila wa-Dimna vary greatly according
to the amount of foreign vocabulary which the authors include
in their prose. In the Persian texts this would refer to the
employment of Arabic words and in the Turkish to the use of
Arabic or Persian words.
Of all the eight versions, the one containing the lowest
proportion of foreign vocabulary is the Persian translation
by al-Bohari which uses remarkably few Arabic words. This
stands in strong contrast to its contemporary Kalila va Dimna-yi
Bahramşahi in which Arabic words abound. Although Kaşifi later
notes that many of the Arabic words used by Nasrollah are
awkward and unusual, Bahar feels that it is this text which is
responsible for the introduction of many new Arabic v/ords into
(1)
common usage in Persian literature. The difference between
these two early works is explained by their prospective
(1) Kas, p.7. Sabk, II, pp.262 -70.
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audiences, for Nasrollah wrote at and for a very well-educated
court, while al-Bohari directed his version toward people of
limited education and literary experience.
Kaşifi, too, uses a high proportion of Arabic words - so
many, in fact, that Abu Fazl was commissioned by Akbar to
remove or simplify many of them. The Arabic words found in
the Anvar-i Sohayli, however, are generally much closer than
Nasrollah's to those in use in modern Persian and, as such,
seem more 'natural' from a twentieth-century point of view.
Although this in itself is not a valid basis for judgement, it
is indicative of which A.rabic words had found a general
acceptance in literary Persian by the time of Kaşifi.
Kul Mes'ud, the earliest of the Turkish writers, employs
a much higher proportion of Turkish words than his three
successors for he, too, was writing in a society where few
people were well-versed in foreign languages. Exactly the
reverse is true both of 'Ali Çelebi's audience and of his
Humayun-nama, for he draws upon essentially the same range of
Persian and Arabic vocabulary as does Kaşifi, largely confining
his use of Turkish words to verbs and post-positions.
While 'Osmanzada for the most part follows 'All's lead
in the matter of vocabulary, simplifying only a few words,
Ahmed Midhat completely renovates the text so that the words
• •
he uses reflect more realistically those in the active
vocabulary of educated Turks of the late nineteenth century.
Thus there are many more Turkish words of all parts of speech
and the proportion of Persian and Arabic is greatly reduced.
Selection of words, like the choice of sentence structure,
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is important in prose literature of the type studied here, for
words are the basic elements of such features as rhythm and
rhyme. Like sentence structure, however, it is not the words
themselves which have changed over the centuries, but only the
use to which the various authors have chosen to put them.
Prom this brief survey it can be seen that throughout
the period under discussion there were no important innovations
in the syntax of Persian or Turkish. In all areas of language
the structure of sentence and sentence elements remains
remarkably similar to that which prevailed early in their
respective literary histories. This being the case, the
transformations which have altered the entire character of
Persian and Turkish over the same period must have been due to
the cumulative effect of a succession of authors each developing
his own individual style. It is the nature of this stylistic





With regard to the use of such rhetorical features as simile,
metaphor, allusion, sac'. repetition etc., there is a clearly
discernable pattern of development and decline among the versions
of Kallla wa-Dimna here studied. Of the Persian works, that by
al-Bohari represents the earliest and least sophisticated use of
such features - in spite of the fact that it was contemporary
with Nasrollah's work. In the Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramsahi a
. — . 5
much wider and. more imaginative use of these features may be
observed. Kaşifi augments this growth of rhetoric and develops
it to its limits in Persian, but his successor Abu Fazl reverses
the trend by deleting much from the Anvâr-i Sohaylî.
The same general model also applies to the Turkish versions
of the work. Kul Rîes'ud rarely reaches beyond Nasrollah's text,
• •
whereas 'Alî Çelebi usually enlarges upon the Anvar-i Sohaylî.
reinforcing these features to such a degree that the Humayun-nama
represents the pinnacle of rhetorical development among the
Arabic, Persian and Turkish versions studied here. Traditional
rhetorical content declines with 'Osmanzada, who carries over
little from 'Ali's text and creates almost none himself, and it
becomes practically non-existent in Ahmed Midhat's version, which
• •
in many respects reads like the traditionally unornamented Aesop's
Fables of Western European languages.
This pattern of rise and fall in the use of rhetoric reflects
changes in Middle Eastern education over the same period. Thus
al-Boharî writes for a minor, and probably poorly-educated, court,
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whereas Nasrollah writes at the influential, prestigious and
doubtless better-educated court of Bahrarnşah, in which Arabic
works would be widely read along with the relatively small amount
of Persian literature then in existence. Kaşifi writes for the
i>
court of Hosayn Baykara, at whicn there was a very strong
• •
tradition in Persian literature but a declining one in Arabic.
Akbar Şah, for whom Abu Fazl writes, is known to have commissioned
simplifications of several Persian literary works, twice
including versions of Kallla va Dimna. which no doubt reflects
the fact that for many in his realm Persian was a second, or even
a third, language.
On the Turkish side, the standard of education at the Aydm
Oglu court in Kul îdes'ud's time must have been very low, with
virtually no Turkish literary tradition and rather feeble Arabic
and Persian ones. At the opposite extreme, 'Alî Çelebi writes
during the reign of Süleyman I, at which time the level of
instruction among the educated was extremely high, especially in
Turkish and Persian literature.
By the time of 'Osmanzada, both the Ottoman Empire and its
education were in decline so that, in general, there was less
appreciation of the traditional rhetorical features associated
with a high level of sophistication. The last Turkish author,
Ahmed Midhat, lived in the age of the 'Young Ottomans', stronger
• •
ties with Western Europe (and a near worship of its culture) and
more nearly universal education; it would have been impossible
for him to write in anything but a style far removed from the
traditional high Ottoman and more in step with his own age.
Although the foregoing summary includes sweeping generalizations
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about each author's age, on the whole it presents an accurate
picture of the degrees and types of sophistication of the readers
for whom each author wrote. The rhetorical features treated in
this chapter mirror these writers' assessments of their respect¬
ive audiences.
A. Sac*
Probably the one dominant characteristic of both Persian
and Ottoman Turkish prose writing is the use of rhyme to indicate
parallelism in the creation and development of the exposition.
There is no observable pattern in this rhyming of syntactical
elements, and the attempts by native writers to classify such
sac4 constructions as morassa4. motawazl. motarraf and motawazin
• • •
should be regarded as entirely artificial in the context of prose
writing. This topic forms a part of the 4ilm al-badl4 and here
is treated with the same attitude as the other tropes of rhetoric
with which it deals; proceding from the observation of the passages
of artistic value, these theorists characteristically attempt
to reduce the trope to formulae which were hardly ever regarded
as patterns to be imitated by men of talent in their writing.
Whereas rhyme provides an index of relationship between the
elements of the statement, it can be seen that its true purpose
is to regulate the reading of the passage into rhythmical com¬
ponents and in this way to establish a variable pace which
ideally would accord with the content. In this respect it must
be apparent that those classifications of sac4 as offered by the
native rhetoricians are entirely artificial and that the
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application of them would, in great measure, invalidate the
use of this device in its proper function of parsing the phrase.
Sac* has, as a complement to the above, the further employment
as an indicator of the syntactical relationship of the various
elements in the sentence; this may be between a subject and a
predicate, a noun and an adjective, and a series of predicates
in a compound sentence provided with only one finite verb.
These are, of course, merely the most frequent circumstances in
which rhyme is used, for in prose of this type the possibilities
for rhyme axe nearly as wide as they are in poetry and serve
the same purposes.
Strictly speaking, a sac* relationship between words,
phrases, clauses etc., demands the presence of rhyme, kafiya.
In the rhetoric of Arabic, two sorts of rhyme are recognised:
the first is the 'poetic rhyme', kafiya-yi si'rl. which closely
resembles the Western concept of rhyme and is based upon words
ending with the same group of sounds, such as gurub and mahbub.
vakil and salsabll. The second kind of rhyme is 'syntactical',
kafiya-yi nahvi. and occurs between words of similar form which
• •
may or may not be in poetic rhyme, such as mo*attar and munauvar.
• •
harb and zarb. ma* tuf and mazlum. and barabar and sarasar.
• • •
(Many, however, would disqualify the last pair on the ground that
they are not found in Arabic, maintaining that only words that
can be designated by the Arabic paradigm fa*ala would be
admissible.)
Another related device which aids in the parsing of a clause
or sentence is izdivaç. the pairing of similar words or phrases.
This usually occurs between elements containing either poetic or
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syntactical rhyme, or displaying similarities of sound or
spelling. Examples would be s Nuç) bî-nîs nîst. or Mard-i
bi-savab mard-i bi-savab başad. The term izdivaç is also applied
to pairs which are visually similar when written, that is, having
the same basic shape and differing only through the presence or
absence of diacritical points. Examples of this second sort of
izdivaç are gafil and 'akil. mal and ma'al.
Although the use of sac* predates the Islamic era by some
centuries (Ibn Hi^am notes that it was one of the most important
elements of composition during the Jahiliyya period^several
centuries were to elapse after the rise of Islam before the form
would definitely establish itself in polite literature. Although
the earliest examples of sac* in Islam are to be found in the
Kur'an itself, Cahiz and others relate that the Prophet rebuked
• •
(2)
a follower who had addressed him using sac*. It is probably
for this reason that the device fell from general favour during
the first centuries of Islam, though there are known instances
of its use by various individuals in the Hutba. private corres-
pondence and the like.
Throughout the second and, especially, the third centuries
of Islam, the use of sac* gradually regained some of its former
popularity and respectability among Arabs and is found with
increasing frequency in literature, private letters, tales and
oratory. Coincidentally, Ibn Mukaffa* is often considered one
of the first Islamic authors to make free use of the form,
though his employment of sac' in Kalila wa-Dimna is sparing in
comparison with that of later writers.
As sac* is merely the application of certain poetic principles
(1) Slra^ I, p.194. Hatibi, p.72.
(2) Hatibi, p.73. Sabk. II, pp.231-32.
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to prose writing, it had probably long been known to the
Persians, with their national predeliction for poetry. Its wider
use in formal literature, however, was likely inspired initially
by Arabic examples, taking root and flourishing on its own in
Persian until it reached a point far beyond anything known in
Arabic.
It is generally accepted that the first Persian - or Darl -
author to recognize the potential of sac* and to adorn his
Persian prose with it was the Hanbali theologian HVaca 'Abdollah
Ansari Hlravl (A.D. 1005 - 1088), who composed numerous religious
works ranging from Arabic treatises (such as Manazil as-Sufiva)
• •
to books of prayer in his native Dari.^^ In the latter works
Ansari appeals to his readers with a very persuasive style. His
Monacat. for example, is a subtle blend of balanced sac* sentences
with poetry and proverbs - which Rypka notes must have influenced
- (2)Sa'dl, and probably also Nasrollah a century later.
♦
The pattern and scale of Ansari's rhyming is surprisingly
complex for a pioneering work, because he not only rhymes single
syllables of terminating verbs in clauses, but bases his sac' on
two and even three syllables in both verbal and non-verbal
elements of the sentence. This technique enables him to fore¬
ground words and ideas in a manner never before available to
writers of Persian.
In Ansari, therefore, we find sac' of a sophistication and
concentration not to be seen again in Persian literature for a
(1) Sabk. •, II, p.240. Hatibi, pp.90-91.
(2) Rypka. p.235.
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considerable time. Throughout the remainder of the fifth
Islamic century, sac' was largely confined to the formalized
introductions of such Persian works as Nizam al-Molk*s Saiypr
al-Moluk and the HVan al-Ihvan and Cami' al-Hikmatayn of Nasir-i
u v-» • •
Hosrau; the rhymes, too, were restricted mainly to single
syllables at the end of verbs, thus producing a high frequency
of -ast rhymes.
.—■Once Ansari has broken the barrier, the use of sac* in
Persian prose moves from strength to strength so that during
succeeding centuries rhyming becomes an essential element and
*... appears rather as something quite inevitable than as a
decorative necessity, because without it the sentence would be
less comprehensible than it already is.'^^ It İb, of course,
its parsing properties which make it increasingly important in
such works as Nasrollah's Kallla va Dimna. Sa'd ad-Din
Varavlni's Marzoban-nama. Mohammad 'Aufl's Cavami' al-Hikavat
• •
Jovayni's Tarlh-i Cahan-gosay. culminating in the Gollstan of
Sa'dl, the Tarlh-l Vassaf and Kaşifi*s Anvar-i Sohavlî. With
the last two works the art of sac * seems to have reached its
aesthetic and practical limits, for from here on its use falls
into a gradual decline from which it never recovers.
In many ways the rise and fall of sac * in Ottoman prose
writings parallels the Persian experience - as well it should,
for Ottoman literature was largely dependent upon inspiration
from Persian during its formative years. As many of the first
Turkish prose works were translations of such Persian ones as
(1) Rvpkaj p . 110.
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Naşrollâh's Kalîla va Dimna and the Karzoban-nâma. it is only
natural that the Turkish writers involved should try to carry
into their own language the rhyming device already established
in Persian prose. Their success in doing so is in large part
due to the fact that Ottoman and pre-Ottoman Turkish with its
high Arabic and Persian vocabulary content and system of
inflection is ideally suited to sac*.
A further influence upon Ottoman prose was Fuzulî, a
contemporary of Kaşifi at the same court, who in his Ravzat
ııl-Süheda and Şikayet-nama displays great imagination in creating
intricate and involved patterns of rhyme. Among the Ottomans
such authors as Cevdet Paşa, Nargisi and 'Alî Çelebi bring
Turkish sac* to its highest point of intricacy and elegance.
As with Persian, soon after this culmination Ottoman sac * begins
a slow but steady decline as it, too, has reached the practical
limits of its development.
The art of sac* is not without its Western critics, just as
we have seen the case to be with the Anvar-i Sohayll. Rypka,
quoted recently, implies his distaste for the device;^^
F. Krenkow more than implies his dislike, however, for he writes:
-... everything is sacrificed for the jingling
rhymes. This exuberance of sad.1' may be due
to the bad taste of the Persians who from
'Abbasid times increasingly took a larger share
in Arabic letters; the disease seems to spread
gradually towards the West and has become one
(1) p. 110.
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of the main causes why so much of Muhammadan
literature, whether Arabic, Persian, Turkish
or any other language under their influence,
does not appeal to European taste. ^ ^
In the Zangid translation of Kallla va Dimna the sophisti¬
cation of sac* patterning is approximately a century behind what
one could reasonably expect in a prose work of A.D. 1149, in
-that sac* is restricted mostly to the dibaca and introductory
chapters and used only to a limited extent in the main body of
the text, as will be noted later. Secondly, outside the dibaca
rhymes are usually on a single syllable and for the most part
based upon verbs which terminate clauses; this is a point beyond
which Ansarl had progressed a century or more earlier.
As has been intimated, al-Bohari expends his greatest
rhetorical effort in the adornment of the dibaca, and is largely
successful In this endeavour as the following lines from folio 1b
testify. (Clauses are numbered for later convenience and bear
no relation to line numbers in the manuscript.)
(1) Sipas-o-hamd-o-sana an padgah-ra kî pargar-i kodrat
gird-i nokta-yi irâdat gardan kard.
•
(2) va dar-yâftan-i calal-o-*azmat-i hVad-ra az didan-i
dida-yi har talibi nihan kard.
(3) ta har-k ba-kam-i talab dar maydan-i ma'rlfat-i ü
ba-gitaft,
(4) az nihayat-i ma*arif-i û ba-coz hastî hîş nigan
na-yâft,
(5) va har-ki dar-In daryâ kastî-yi fikrat-râ pis rânad,
(1) P. Krenkowj •Sadj'1. El.
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(6) az carâ'ld-i hayrat coz kasa'ld-i haarat na-hYânad:
(7) zat-i caraal-i u az taaauvor-i havatir-o-fikr dur,
—
•
(8) va afham-o-auham az taklîf-i sifat-i u mahcur:
#
(9) tîr-i tadkîk-i modakkîkan az nlsana-yi olühîyat-i u
• • • • •
ba-da8t-i koda baz-daata,
_ >
(10) va tamâsîl-i aşk-i vahdanîyat-i u dar sîna-yi
movahhidan ba-kalam-i tahannon-o-tasdîk-o-tahkîk
• • • • — r •
ba-gasta;
(11) 'aca'ib-i san'-i u gardan-ka^an-i zalalat-râ
ba-kamand-i istidlal ba-bargah-i ma'rifat-i u
kaglda.
(12) va 8ina-yi movahhidân dar hocra-yi tauhîd-i u bar
— » » • •
fars-i yakîn aramida.-i> •
The most noticeable aspect of the foregoing passage is that
it consists of paired clauses roughly equal to each other in
length and containing rhyming final verbs. Next one sees that
there is a considerable amount of internal rhyming in most of the
clauses and a degree of parallelism between paired clauses as well
as between pairs of paired clauses. Looking more closely we
notice the following sac* relationships:-
The first pair of clauses are approximately equal in length
and weight, and are 'joined' by an identical verb, kard. plus
rhyming verbal nouns, gardan and nihan. There are also secondary
rhymes between kodrat. iradat and 'azmat. (In the transcribed
• •
text the first rhyme ih a series has been underscored once, the
second twice, etc.) In addition to the above-noted sac*, each
clause is split in approximately the same place by a noun and
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accompanying post-positional -ra.
In clauses three and four there is a secondary rhyme between
ma*rifat and nihayat. The fifth and sixth share little except
the verb rhyme although there are rhymes, both poetic and
syntactical within clause six. In organisation, parallelism may
be observed between clauses three and five, and clauses four and
six.
The eighth clause contains a pair that is both syntactically
and poetically rhymed - an example of izdivaç - and in the
seventh the pair tasauvor and havatir are close enough in form to
give the impression of a poetic rhyme. The organisation of these
two clauses is roughly parallel.
In clauses nine to twelve we note the same kinds of relation¬
ships, but with the additional unifying factor of two Arabic
triliteral8, d-k-k and w-h-d. appearing in several forms through-
• • •
out these clauses. Likewise, there are numerous cases of
alliteration and assonance in the twelve clauses, which support
the other unifying factors.
The overall effect is refreshing and engaging, and indicates
that al-Boharl was capable of composing acceptable sac' when he
wished, although the quality does not really approach that of
Ansarl's rhymed prose, nor that of his contemporary Nasrollah.
• •
Whereas al-Bohari embellishes each line of his dibaca with
rhyme, in the main body of the text he uses the device very
sparingly. Often the words of King Dabi^lim (or 'Dislam' as the
manuscript styles him) to Bidpay ('Bidya') are in sac'. as are
occasionally the pronouncements of kings within the stories.
Thus the chapter of the Lion and the Bull begins with Dabislim
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addressing Bidpay:
Basi pand-ha-yi hub ma-ra ba-dadî, va basl dar-ha-yi
hikmat bar mâ go $/kdi. Az tu dar mî-hVaham kî az bahr-i
• — *
ma masalî zanî va manandî payda koni dar miyân-i dü
dust-i yağana ki bad-guy dar miyan-i îşan rah yabad, va
du8ti-yi îsan doşmanî gardanad, va nazdîkî-yi îsan-ra
duri konad.
(Zan 20b/10-12; 40/4-7)
The philosopher replies in kind:
Dir ast ta har dusti ki du-ruy-vo-sohan-çin dar vay
rah yaft 'adavat gardad, va har Bafa'î ki nammâm dast
dar vay avard tîra gardad.
(Zan 20b/13-14; 40/9,10)
and then continues in unadorned prose to relate the story which
serves as the frame for the entire chapter.
In both of the above quotations rhyme is confined to the
final syllable of the verb ending each clause, thus representing
the least advanced form of sacr: given the overall style of the
work, however, anything more elaborate would probably have seemed
out of place.
Another circumstance for which al-Bohari deems the use of
sac' appropriate is when a king within a tale is philosophizing
or commanding, as occurs in a passage where the lion-king
addresses Dimna:
Ba-dan mağrur na-bayad gaftan va in hal-ra bar za'f haml
na-bayad kardan; kî bad-i saht bar giyahî-yi hVord
ba-gozarad va ba-ziyan nay-avarad, amma şun ba-dirahtî-yi
bozorg rasad az bon-o-bîh bar-kaşad. Va ham-^onîn
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To this Dimna replies, initially talking about their circumstances
in unadorned prose, and then turning to sac * to say:
Agar farmayad, ba-ravam va u-ra (Şanzaba-râ) plş-i
hodavand ba-hidmat bav-avaram, ta kamar-i bandagi bar
sj — ■
miyan bandad va dast az astin-i çakarî blrun arad va
farman bar-dar va motl* bovad.
(Zan 26b/13-15)
A further example of the lion-king changing to sac' occurs near
the end of the chapter about Dimna's trial when the lion-king
learns of the jackal's perfidy, and:
... ba-fannud kî Dimna-ra basta dar zandan ba-gozarand va
dar zandan ba-zarand. ta az gorsnagl-vo-tl^nagj ba-mirad
va har-k hal-i vay binad pand glrad.
(Zan 59a/l4-15)
It is interesting to observe how al-Boharl uses this rather
subtle device of changing 'registers' (i.e. altering the style
and level of expression)^^ to accord with the dignity or gravity
of the speaker and his utterance. (This same means of change of
registers, incidentally, is used by Shakespeare several centuries
later.) One wonders how much al-Bohari was actually aware of his
employment of the technique.
An instance of al-Bohari using sac* very effectively in
\j " '■
short, clipped clauses is seen in the following stinging attack
(1) Chapman, p.11.
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by Kalila upon Dimna:
Ay faşal-amiz-0-nayrang-angiz, ba-nigar kî çi na-sazâvar-
karî kardî va şi bozorg şuri angihtî.! Na pindarara kî
ancam-i in kar situda ayad, bal kî naçar în mo'amalat-i
tu tora ruzi ba-gazayad.
(Zan 44a/1-3)
The last category in which we find sac * in this version of
Kalîla va Dimna is the quotation of proverbs or aphorisms, as
follows:








Amma har-k tan-i asanî gozînad, hîc morâd-o-kam na-yabad-
o-na-binad; va har-k az ranc ba-tarsad. ba-ganc na-rasad.
(Zan 23b/15-16)
In such sage sayings the colloquial nature of this version is
immediately obvious, for they sound as though they were current
during al-Boharî's time and were merely recorded by him. Such
inclusions add greatly to the enjoyment of reading his translation.
Nasrollah's version of Kalîla va Dimna
•
__________
Because it is rather the exception than the rule to find
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clauses linked by rhymed final verbs in the Kalila va Dimna-yi
Bahramsahi. the initial impression of a reader might be that
Nasrollah does not use sac1. The sac' which he utilizes, however,
is frequently of a rather subtle form, based upon poetic and
syntactical rhyming betv/een words or groups of words within the
clause, which gives individual clauses a greater tension and air
of completeness. An example of Nasrollah's more subtle style
_mr_iwould be the following excerpt which contains no rhymed verbs
to announce parallel clauses, yet displays two sorts of sac':
Va an-ki ğaflat bar* ahval-i va.y galib va 'acz dar af'âl-i
vay zahir bud, hayran-o-sar-gardan va madhüş-o-pây-ka^ân
şap-o-rast mi-raft va dar faraz-o-naslb ml-dovid ta
giriftar sod.
(NasM 92/12-13)
The first rhyme is between the exactly balanced (and parallel)
phrases beginning in bar and dar respectively, and is
simultaneously poetic and syntactical because of ahval and af'al
being Arabic words of the same form. The next words, &alib and
zahir. rhyme only in a syntactical sense, whereas three of the
following four adverbs share the -an termination, rhyming
according to an a-a-b-a pattern.
Interestingly, this same pattern of three out of four being
in rhyme is a fairly common one in this text, as:
Çun nakş-i vaki'a-vo-surat-i hadisa payda amad, dar an
• • • -W ■" IT—
gafil-o-cahil va durbln-o-'akil yaksan başand ...
(NasM 90/7-8)
Not all quadruple elements in this version are related in the
above fashion, for Nasrollah frequently puts such groups into an
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a-b-c-b relationship, as:






or with a purely syntactical a-b-c-b rhyme:
Va gofta-and ki şun padişah yakî-ra az hidmatkaran dar
hormat-o-çah va tab' -o-mal dar mokabala-vo-movazana-.yi
• • "—
hVîş did, zud az dast bar bayad daşt va illâ hVad az pay
dar ayad.
(NasM 89/16-90/2)
The same rhyme scheme occurs here:
... va agar ba-hilaf-i an kari ittifak oftad, bari karm-o-
hamiyyat va mardanagi-vo-sahamat-i u mat'un na-gardad, va
• ——— #
ba sa'adat-i gahadat u-ra savab-i mocahadat faraham ayad.
(NasM 85/2-4)
but in this instance the sac' relationship is extended to words
in the following clause both in terms of a simple poetic rhyme
and a syntactical one between sa'adat. şahadat and sahâmat.
Or, in such groupings, occasionally all four elements rhyme, in
the following case syntactically:




On the other hand, Nasrollah obviously does not see any
obligation to give all such groupings of four items an extra-
syntactical homogeneity;
Diriğ Şanzaba ba şandan *akl-o-ka.yasat va ra'y-o-honar
(NasM 123/13)
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Kaşifi did not tolerate such laxity and consequently altered the
same passage to read:
Diriğ az Satraba ba çandan 'akl-o-hirad va ra'y-o-honar!J
• \J 1
(Kas 164/14)
Nasrollah does, of course, use the more common form of sac * -
the rhyming of final verbs in clauses - as well as the internal
variety described above. This is illustrated by the following
passage.
Goftand: Niku ra;y-ist. lakin nakl bl-ma'unat-o-
mozahlrat-i tu momkin nist.
Goft: Diriğ na-daram, amma moddat girad va sa'at ta sa/at
sayyadan bay-ayand va forsat fayit gavad.
Bisyar tazarro' nomudand va minnat-ha tahammol kardand
— •
ta bar an karar-dad, ki har ruz şand mahi ba-bordi va bar
bala*I ki dar an havali bud ba-h'ordi. Va digaran dar an
tahvil ta'cil-o-mosara'at nomudand va ba yak-i dlgar pis-
• ~ ■ -S
dast-o-mosabakat mi-kardand, va hVad dar şaşra-i *ibrat
dar sahv-o-ğaflat-i işan mi-nigarist.
(NasM 84/1-6)
In this selection are samples of several styles of rhyme, all
based upon principles already discussed. (Although some may
object to seeing çasm, a Persian word, labelled as being in
syntactical rhyme with the Arabic sahv. in this sentence they can
hardly be anything else.)
Thus we see in Nasrollah a decline in the frequency of end-
of-clause rhymes and a simultaneous rise in the occurrence of
rhymed elements within individual clauses. He is far more
conscious of the possibilities of syntactical rhyme than is
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al-Boharl, apparently regarding it on its own as the equal of
poetic rhyme and the two in combination as the supreme rhyme.
Conversely, where al-Boharl uses sac* to indicate the register
of the narrative or of a speaker, it would appear that Nasrollâh
applies the device with little thought given to this possibility.
All in all, however, Nasrollah's employment of sac* is imaginative,
erudite, low-keyed and a delight to read.
Hosayn Va*iz Kasifl's Anvar-i Sohayll
• • ' -3 - — ■ - ■ -■ " '
In striking contrast to Nasrollah's subtlety in the craft
of sac* is the near-brashness of Kaşifi, who rarely allows a
clause of the Anvar-i Sohayll to escape unrhymed. This character¬
istic, rather than upsetting the fine balance and detracting from
the work, is entirely in keeping with the rest of Kaşifi's style,
so that the overall impression he gives is that of a writer
exercising total control over his text and moulding that text to
its best advantage. In so doing, he leaves little doubt that he
is a true master of the art of ornate language and possesses a
formidable command of both Persian and Arabic.
An example of the thoroughness of Kaşifi's sac' patterning
is this address by Dimna to the lion-king which warns that
continued friendship with the bull Şanzaba could be dangerous for
the lion:
Ra^y-i sa'ib-o-tadbTr-i dorost ân-ast, ki şün dust!
asar-i dogmani zahir gardad, va az hidmat-kari navaht-i
mihtari moşâhida oftad, fi^1-hal atraf-i kar-i hVad-ra
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faraham arand, va daman az movafakat-o-morafakat-i isan
dar-^in^an] <1> va bis-tar az an-ki hasm foreat-i <^a^t
yabad, bara-yi u şamî-yi mohayya sazanad; va ba vocud-i
an-ki dandan ba adami ı^osâhib-i kadîmi başad va az u
anva'-yi fava^id-o-manafi' ba-vay rasad t çun dard girift
coz ba-kal* az ranc-i u şafa na-tavan yaft^ va ta'aml ki
ba-dil ma vatahallal va momidd-i madda-yi hayat-ast çun
fasid gaşt coz ba-dafV az mazarrat-i u halasi na-tavan
yâft.
(Kas 122/5-11)
In this selection, all but two of the clauses are paired by
virtue of final-verb rhyme and at least a measure of parallelism
in which many of the parallel elements are either in rhyme or
nearly in rhyme. As with Nasrollah, rhymes are often syntactical
as well as poetic, such as movafakat and morafakat in the above
• •
passage, and at times words merely scan in the same manner though
they may not be of the same form, as is true of mosahib. fava^id
• •
and manafi1 above.
As Rypka noted above, sac' serves a greater function in some
works of Persian literature than the mere pleasant rhyming of
words; it also acts as a self-punctuation device for prose.
Perhaps nowhere is this latter function more evident than in the
Anvar-i Sohavli. for the reading of much of the work is largely
dependent upon rhyme and parallelism of elements to indicate a
path through what might otherwise be a maze of words. This is
certainly the case with the above passage as it is with the
following:
Du rafik ki yaki Salim nam daşt va digarî Ganim dar rahi
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mi-raftand, va ba-morafakat-i yak-digar manazil-o-marâhil
• -
kat' ml-kardand. Gozar-i işan bar daman-i kuhî oftâd, ki
kolla-yaş ba sabz hing-i falak 'inan dar 'inan dâstî, va
kamar-as ba sath montakato'l-boruc rikâb dar rikâb bastî;
r_. :ır ' ~ ,
va dar pa-^yi an kuh çaşma-yi abî bud ba-safâ şün
rohsara-yi taza-ruyan-i gol-'izar. va ba-halavat şun
sohan-i şakar-laban-i ^irin-goftar. Dar pîş-i çaşma
hauzi-yi bozorg-sahta, va girdagird-i an dirahtan-i
saya-dar sar dar sar avarda.
(Kas 77/10-15)
Once one has determined the end-of-clause rhymes in this
section, parallelisms between clauses and rhymes within clauses
rapidly develop into a pattern which, in turn, determines the
rhythm and flow of its reading. This done, there can be little
doubt about the punctuation and parsing of the whole. Such prose
is satisfying because it has a certain aura of inevitability about
it; having read the clause beginning ...ki kolla-vas.... for
example, it would not only be surprising if a similar one did not
follow, it would also be almost disappointing. The same may be
said of the clause pair following ...casma-vi abl bud.... To
this style of writing, sac' is much more than ornament: it is a
vital part of the entire syntactical framework and a device without
which the Anvâr-i Sohaylî could never have been conceived.
Kaşifi, too, makes wide-ranging use of syntactical rhyme in
his writing, examples of which from the above section are manazil
and marâhil. bâ sabz and ba sath. 'inan dar 'inan and rikab dar
• • •
rikâb. The following lines also display this form of rhyme in a
group of quadrupled elements, related in an a-a-b-a rhyme as
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Nasrollah is wont to do. (Here again Dimna is warning the lion-
king about Şanzaba's supposed treachery.)
...şi agar ba-zat-i hVis mokavamat na-tavanad. ba-
madad gari-yi cam'I az yaran kar-i hVad-ra pis barad yâ
ba-zark-o-makr va dastan-o-gadr naks-ha bar angizad.
(Kas 121/16-17)
This represents an expansion of Naşrollâh's text, however:
. ..ci agar ba-zat-i hVIs mokavamat na-tavanad kard, yaran
girad va ba-zark-o-makr-o-şa'vada dast ba-kar konad.
(NasM 97/14-15)
Because Kaşifi uses sac' so frequently and so concentratedly,
it is difficult to determine whether or not he uses the device
to distinguish registers in the way al-Bohari does. The passages
which generally merit the most elaborate sac ' treatment in the
Anvar-i Sohayll are those which describe places (as in the first
lines of the tale of the Hare and the Lion or in the segment from
the story of Salim and Ganim above), wise and just kings, or holy
men. It is probably by coincidence and not design, however, that
such passages receive greater attention, since description
probably lends itself far more readily to this style than does
almost any other kind of passage.
Among the Persian writers discussed in this research, it is
clearly Kaşifi who elevates the art of sac* to its highest point,
both in terms of the degree to which it is applied and of the
imagination and creativity with which it is conceived. Kaşifi
had an extremely wide stock of Persian and Arabic words and forms
with which to work and thus a nearly limitless amount of raw
material was at his command. Abü Fail, working under royal command
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to simplify the Anvar-i Sohayll. must have felt severely hampered
in this respect, for the greatly diminished body of vocabulary
available to him would have restricted even the most inventive
of prosodists.
The 'Ivar-i Dani^ of Abu Fazl
In company with other rhetorical features found in abundance
in the Anvar-i Sohavli. the application of sac' in the 'iyar-i
Danis suffers greatly from Akbar Sah's penchant for simplicity.
It is generally less a matter of Abu Fazl composing rhyming words,
phrases etc., than it is a question of how much he chooses to
preserve from Kaşifi. There are passages in wnich Abu Fazl
changes only the occasional word and, on the other hand, passages
which are greatly shortened or which disappear altogether. The
overall impression of the work is that Abu Fazl carried out his
patron's command with a great deal of misgiving, for he must have
realised that such a delicately-balanced and finely-tuned text as
the Anvar-i Sohayli could only be emasculated by the process of
simplification which was demanded of him, and that no work of
enduring appeal could possibly result.
The rather prosaic Agar gonîn basad ... (Abu 67/8) is Abu
Fazl's rendering of Kaşifî's gracefully balanced and rhymed
Va agar hal ba-dln minval basad ... (Kas 105/3-4). Another
• s
example of the removal of rhymes within a clause is the following:
Va çun baz amadi, digaran dar nakl-o-tahvll ta'cil-> • •
kardandi, va bar yak-digar pis-dasti costandi.
(Kas 106/1-2)
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Va şun baz amadî, dîgaran kuşi^-i raftan kardandî. va
bar yak-dîgar pîs-dasti costandi.
(Abu 68/1)
Whereas Abu Pazl's version is certainly acceptable, when it is
compared with Kaşifi's reading it is altogether forgotten.
Nasrollah's 'original' of the first part of the above passage is,
by the way, Va digaran dar an tahvil ta* cîl-o-mosara' at nomudand . .
h(NasM 84/4-5)
As there is so little original sac*. or even reworking of
the device, in the 'Iyar-i Dani^. further discussion of Abu Pazl's
sac' style would be pointless.
Kul Mes<ud's Turkish Kelile ve Dimne
It has already been noted how Kul Kes'ud's version of Kellle
ve Dimne is, for the most part, a close translation of Nasrollah's
v/ork, and how its word order tends to follow that of the Persian
in preference to 'normal' Turkish word order. Secondly, in
Turkish, syntactical relationships between words are indicated
to a large extent by terminal agglutination. These two factors,
plus Mes'ud's apparent intention to rhyme, are important in
determining the type and amount of sac* in this early Turkish text.
In the following text several kinds of sac' will be apparent:
Dimne eyitdi: Getürmişlerdur kim bir beg var idi Beharbih
adlu. ve anun bir 'avratı vardı yavlak oldu; yüzi ay.
•
kaşlari yay, eneği ak, bürcegl gül-bigi miş, gÖrk-ü-cemal
içinde bî-nihayet ve salâh-u-mesturlik içinde gayet.
3 # # ^
tuzi cok. lutfi artuk.
(Kul 66/7-10)
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This section displays complex rhymes and parallelisms, beginning
with an identity between the verbs of the first two parallel
clauses and an implied identity with those of the following
clauses. Within the clauses, too, there are several rhymes, as
between ay and yay. between enegl and burcegl (and bigi?), and
between cok and artuk. In addition to the rhymes the passage
3 r •
contains numerous parallel elements of an ingenious nature.
Cii Clearly the organisation of this translation has been very well
thought-out.
The high frequency of -di and idi in Turkish makes rhyming
of verbs much easier than it otherwise would be. For example:
Senzebe eyitdi: Getürmislerdur kim bir kurt, bir zağ,
bir şagal arslanun tapusinde olurlardı. ve bularun yeri
ve odası bir ulu karvan yolina yakın idi. Bir bazirganun
bir devesi ol y'örede kaimisıdı, pes otlak isteyü ol
bi|eye vardıkim arslanun durağı andayidl. Çun arslanı
gordı varub tapu kalmakdan artuk çare bulmadı.
• • • •
(Kul 36/26-31)
In a sense, then, there is a far greater amount of sac* in
Kul Mes'ud's work than in Nasrollah's, for the latter is rather
• •
sparing in his use of end-of-clause rhymes. Where Nasrollah
does employ this kind of sac *. however, Mes'ud generally tries
to follow him by pairing the same clauses and creating, where
practicable, similar parallel elements.
Most of Mes'ud's poetic word rhymes (as opposed to
agglutinative termination rhymes) are between Persian or Arabic
words, whereas Turkish words - especially verbs - tend to be
rhymed according to cadence. (it would be technically incorrect
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to label such rhymes among Turkish words as 'syntactical'.)
Examples of this latter type of rhyme would be eyledi and
evitdi. bindürmis and belürmis.
y
If one thinks of Kul Mes'ud as a pioneer in Turkish letters -
which he was - it may be surprising to find so much sac * and
such complex organisation in his prose as is in evidence. If,
on the other hand, one looks upon him as a Muslim writing in the
Islamic tradition a full two centuries after Nasrollah, it is
much easier to understand why, and how, he writes with such an
experienced hand. Yet, for Turkish narrative prose he represents
but a beginning, for another two centuries were to elapse before
'Alî Çelebi ( who had probably never heard of Kul Mes'ud) would
write the definitive Ottoman version of Kelile ve Dimne.
'Ali b. Salih's Humayun-nama
• • .. . ■ ■ ... . ..
With regard to sac'. the Humayun-nama occupies approximately
the same position in Turkish literature that the Anvar-i Sohayli
does in Persian, that is, each is looked upon as being among the
works representing the highest achievement in sac' in either
language. In neither case is this esteem misplaced, for both
works abound in rhymes of a wide variety applied with adroitness
and ingenuity.
It was noted earlier that Kaşifi's sac' composition was
greatly enhanced by his wide knowledge of two languages.
Similarly, 'Alî Çelebi was a master of Arabic ana Persian - and
well-versed in Turkish into the bargain. Thus the vocabulary he
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had at his command was truly vast and the possibilities for
rhyme incalculable.
'All's skill and versatility are apparent in the following
passage (which is the equivalent of the first passage given for
Kaşifi earlier, although 'Alî has changed about much of the
imagery):
Re">y-i sa^ib-ii-tedbir-i durustih fa'idesi budur ki çun
bir dostden eser-i 'adavet. ve bir hidmetkardan '_alam_et-i
hinayet göreler, hemandem etraf-l karların ferahem kılub
■ - • •
ru-yı mürafakat-u-muvafakatı andan dondureler; ve hasm
• •— v .
anların nar-l demarla hanumanlarm göyundir medîn anlar
anıfr ab-i bevarla hayati ocağin söyündireler: dendan ba
vûcud ki adamın kadimi hamdemi, ve tahsil-i menafi'de
• • •
ekser-i a'zanin mukaddemi dir, cun ma'lul ola kal'dan
—. ' ^
ğayri-yle deva kılmazlar; ve ta'amı ki bedel-i ima
• •
yetahallal ve meded-i madde-yi hayatı dır, ^un mi'dede
fasid ola, def'den gayriyi reva görmezler.
(Ali 179/21-180/4)
While this passage is obviously based upon that in the Anvar-i
Sohayli. the only rhyme common to both is that between murafakat
and muvafakat. Beyond this, and rhyming verbs in similar positions,
all sac' relationships are 'All's alone and are resourcefully
composed. In contrast to Kul Mes'ud, relatively few rhymes are
based upon agglutinative elements in verbs, while those which
are so founded are based upon a more complex rhyme than the
simple -di or idi element. Towards the end of the passage there
is a further play on words (though it is not sac' in the strictest
sense) between meded-i and mi'dede. which offers amusement to
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the reader.
In almost every line of the Hümavun-nama one finds that
'Ali has extended Kaşifi's imagery and increased the number and
sorts of sac * relationships. Compare, for example, the following
passage with the corresponding section of the Anvar-i Sohayli
transcribed a few pages above:
Revayet iderler ki iki refik, ki birine Salim derlerdi
ve birisine ftanlm, bir tarika giderlerdi ve muvafakat-ü-
— • • " —~ ~ - •
mürafakatle merahil-u-menazil kat' iderlexdi. Nagûh
• • * • • " ~
esna-yi rahda bir kuha erdiler ki kullesi hing-i asmanla
—
• ^
'inan der 'inan. ve kemeri tevsen-i sehabla rikab ender
rikab idi; ol kuh dameninde bir çeşme g'ördiler ki safada
resk-i ruhsare-yi taze-ruyan, ve halavetde gayret-i
seker-güftar-u-şîrin-leban idi. Çeşme onunda bir havz-i
'azim düzelmiş, ve girdagirdinde serte ser serv-ü-sanavber
ve çinar-u-'ar'ar dizelmiş; etrafi elvan-i ezharla
mulevven, ve eknafı enva'-i escarla müzeyyen.
(Ali 119/4-12)
While the above text obviously owes much to Kaşifi, it also
firmly establishes 'Alî Çelebi in his own right as an author of
great stature. Here he achieves much more than amere translation
of Kaşifi's text, for he alters syntactical relationships in
virtually every line and creates striking new rhymes where none
exists in the Persian; he finds rhymes for 'inan and rikab and
partners for mtlrafakat and halavet. totally restructures two
• •
clauses by the addition of resk and gayret. furnishes rhyming
species of tree for Kaşifi's final clause, and lastly crowns the
whole with a brilliant pair of clauses in which parallel elements
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are totally in rhyme and in which six of the eight words are of
the af*al form - and are excellently alliterative.
As the above two passages amply testify, sac* is of the
utmost importance in the Huraayun-nama for determining the rhythm,
which in turn indicates where pauses and stresses ought to be
placed, and which ultimately acts to parse the sentence. Thus
sac * serves as much more than mere ornamentation in such
literature; it is, in effect, the skeleton about which the entire
sentence is constructed. There can be little doubt but that 'Alî
is a master of the art of sac'.
The final quotation in this section is again parallel to one
which has already been given in the discussion of Kaşifi's sac'
and concerns the use of the a-a-b-a rhyme scheme with four
parallel words. 'All here alters this relationship slightly and
ends with imagery totally different from Kaşifi's:
... eger kendü bi-nefsihi mukabeleden 'aciz ise,
mu'avinler muzahereti-yle cok nesneye kadir dır, ve sihr-
• ^ • • •
u-mekr ve destan-u-ğadrda sajnî-yi Sam ve Şamirî-yi
sahir dir.
(Ali 179/7-8)
In the above foursome the rhyme scheme is a-b-c-b, even though
sihr is very close to being in syntactical rhyme v/ith mekr_ and
gadr♦ By including sihr in this list, 'Alî is allowing Dimna to
include possibilities of a far more sinister nature to the king.
'Alî adds near-rhyme to the first two clauses by using three
words which are closely-related Arabic forms, namely mukabele.
mu'avin and muzaheret.
A perusal of any passage of the Humayun-nama would provide
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an abundance of examples showing not only 'All's extreme
proficiency in the art of sac'. but also his extreme reliance
upon it, for without the device works like the Anvar-i Sohayli
and the Hümayun-nama could never have been contemplated - and
probably would not have been worth contemplating anyway. After
'Ali*8 time, the art of sac' in Ottoman letters enters a long
period of gradual decline from which it never recovers.
'Osmanzada Ta'ib and Ahmed Midhat
• •
The Semar ül-Esmar of 'Osmanzada Ta'ib is, like the Persian
'Iyar-i Danis. an abridgement of its illustrious predecessor,
neither containing much that its original lacked, but lacking very
much contained in the original. As the apparent aim of
'Osmanzada is to dispose of the tales in as rapid and precise
a manner as possible, 'frills' like sac' and parallelism are
largely sacrificed.
Ahmed Midhat writes his Hulasa-vi Humayun-nama in a late-
• • o •
nineteenth-century style of Turkish which is designed to appeal
to a wide readership interested in Western European literary
models. In such a work the inclusion of sac' is virtually
unthinkable.
B. SIMILE/METAPHOR
Simile is one of the most common features in rhetoric, being
based upon the comparison of qualities between the subject of the
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statement and a referent which exhibits these properties to a
marked degree. The intention of this device is to transfer the
characteristics of one object or circumstance to another, so that
the reader or listener comes to think of the subject and referent
as one. 'Ilm al-bayan in its technical definition of simile
(tasbih) reads:
Tasbih is an expression of correspondence between
5
the properties [öf two things or concepts] in
rhetoric. ^^
Further, the three elements necessary in tasbih are the tarafan
J •
(subject and referent), the wach (common factor or quality) and
(2)
the adat (particle of comparison). In this the use of the
particle of comparison is virtually the only factor differentiating
it from the metaphor (isti'ara), the definition of which is
included in the following statement:
Macaz (a trope) may be mufarad (simple) or
murakkab (complex), mufarad being the correct
employment of a word in some sense other than
its original one in discourse, but with some
indication that it is not the basic meaning which
is intended; . . ♦ jj.sti*araj is (the same but] with
some association of similarity [between the
( \
subject and referent] .
) TalhiSj p.238. , j 'Js-
) Talhls. p.243.
v •
) Talhis^ Pp.293-95- ilJSJl ^ C.İ *S}lL
x / ■£, ✓ o ^ ; ^ ^ ' 3 X J » ' J
-txj j ^ J J U jjS' JB A1 pM
j -..V f~' ' °''1 ' ' '
• d—j—^ d 9X-*J |did* I • « • dJj J\j\ ^ wlP d_l_< jB
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Some modern writers on stylistics in the V.'est have opined that
while the simile merely •adds' the elements of description
together, metaphor 'multiplies ... and fuses' them;^^ while
this view is very much a simplification, it contains a large
amount of truth.
The single remaining section of bayan. not so frequently
found in prose literature, is kinaya (allusion or metonymy)
which is thus described:
Kinaya is an expression which has an intended
secondary meaning, although its basic meaning
(2)
may also be true.
Allusion differs little from metaphor, except that the correspondence
between the description and the described is made by the reader
rather than the author. For this reason, allusion can only be
effective when the reader and writer share the same general
cultural experience.
All such figures of speech cam be regarded as variations
of the principle of comparison noted above for, indeed, when one
seeks to explain metaphor or allusion he is inevitably obliged
to reduce it to the terms of the basic simile. The banality in
Middle Eastern literature of a statement such as 'He was (like)
a lion in battle' would be relieved somewhat if changed to read
'He was (like) a swirling whirlwind* or 'He was (like) a river
in spate.' Still, such forms of simile/metaphor are common, and
(1) Turner. P.131.
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can achieve distinction only by the way modifications are
introduced into them. Thus, 'The swirling whirlwind which carries
away the courage of the opponent and the flood which sweeps away
the reputedly invincible foe' is far more successful in conjuring
up images and creating atmosphere than are the unelaborated
metaphors.
Each age and society shapes its rhetorical style according
to its own tastes and unique experience, so that the quantity
and nature of the metaphors it calls into service can provide
much information about that society and its view of itself. As
Middle Eastern writers usually look to nature for their imagery,
often seeking its most awesome extremes, and frequently concern
themselves with near-superhuman conquests over powerful enemies,
the imagery underlying the above examples when expanded displays
some of the most characteristic features of Islamic prose style.
In any language there are metaphors which are so expressive
and useful that they have taken root in the active vocabulary of
much of the population. After an extended period of wide use
such a figure can be considered 'dead' because it is employed
so commonly that those who come in contact witn it no longer
consider, however fleetingly, the images it represents. (Nowadays
the colloquial 'he blew his stack', which means 'he became suddenly
and violently angry', is practically a dead metaphor since it is
only rarely that a user of the expression considers exploding
boilers.)
Terence Hawkes prefers to label live metaphors as 'deviant',
in that as long as a figure of speech is seen as 'deviating'
from 'normal' language it maintains a descriptive energy.
(1) Hawkes. Pp. 73-4.
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Hawkes agrees, however, that it is very difficult to define or
quantify standard speech. J.R. Firth suggests that •colocation',
the frequent occurrence of certain words in proximity to others,
can be a guide to the normality of an expression.^^^ In Britain,
for example, 'boot' often 'colocates' very near 'Wellington',
and in Persian literature angoşt is frequently to be found in
■j
the vicinity of ta'accob. This system of determining the
freshness of a metaphor is not entirely accurate, for there are
other factors - such as vividness of imagery, assonance, rhyme,
etc. - which affect the active life of a trope.
In any language, too, there is a large grey area in which
metaphorical idioms, long ago normalised, still bring images to
mind. For example, in Persian the following idioms are common:
râh yaftan; ba-bad dadan; zaban bar-gosadan; ba-cang avardan;
3 ' o
ba-cav avardan; casm dastan; dast daraz kardan etc. While these**
S"3 3
are all no doubt metaphorical in origin, Persian writing abounds
with these and similar expressions which are probably not
considered tropes by their users. Such figures are easily
resuscitated through the addition of elements, such as nah^lr-i
hikmat ba-can/?:-i danls avardan. and can still be used to good
• _>
effect.
Among the Persian texts examined, the translation by
al-Bohari clearly displays the most limited, and therefore the
least effective, use of simile/metaphor within the main body of
the work, although his introductory dedication does, as one
might expect, boast a far higher and more imaginative concentration
(1) Firth. Pp.194ff.
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of such figures. This stands in striking contrast to the
contemporary Nasrollah who makes extensive use of simile and
metaphor throughout his text. In addition, it is remarkable to
observe that not once in the Zangid translation does al-Boharl
describe tangibles (people, places, things) in terms of figures
of speech, but instead invokes tropes only to portray abstracts
and, in the introduction, allegorical viey/s of the universe.
The greatest proportion of al-Boharl's tropes are built upon
the assigning of abstract qualities to everyday objects or
occurrences:





Atiş-i hasad dar dil-i u ba-cusid, va aftab-i rahat-i u3 i '





...ba-ravam...ba-hidmat bay-avaram ta kamar-i bandagi
bar miyan bandad va dast az astîn-i çakar! birun arad ...
(Zan 26b/13-l4)
Other metaphors involve giving new properties to parts of the
body, as:
Va ta har-k In dastan ba-hVanad va ba-danad, gus ba-har
w i





...va az çaşma-yi dil-i u ab-i salah zayad.
(Zan 48b/19)
and inevitably:
Ango|t-i ta'accob ba-dandan-i tahayyor ba-girift.
(Zan 11 a/5)
Hands feature prominently, too:






...ta dast-i kusi| az astin-i honar ba-dar arad.
(Zan 24a/17-18)
Sometimes abstract nouns are given material qualities,
Na-bayad ki makr-i tu tora zir-i pa-yi h'ad ba-kubad.
(Zan 46a/15)




Despite tne obvious appeal of many of these metaphors, had
al-Eohari made more extensive use of such devices, applied them to
concrete subjects as well, and combined more imaginative tropes
with his already (at times) refreshingly simple style, his work
would probably have enjoyed more recognition and a greater
readership. On tne other hand, it is in the initial pages of his
dibaca that al-Boharl marshals his greatest efforts, for it is
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only here that he displays real ingenuity and inspiration or
extends any of the imagery beyond a single phrase or clause.
Thus we find:
Sipas-o-hamd-o-sana an padşah-ra ki pargar-i kodrat gird-i
nokta-yi iradat gardan kard.
• «
(Zan 1b/2)
...va har ki dar-In darya kaştî-yi fikrat-ra piş ranad,
az cara*id-i hayrat coz kasa'id-i hasrat na-hVanad.
• » • • *
(Zan 1 b/5)
...tir-i tadkik-i modakkikan az nişana-yi oluhîyat-i u
• « • • •
ba-dast-i kods baz-daşta.
(Zan1b/7)
...va sina-yi movahhidan dar hocra-yi tauhîd-i u bar
• • 9 •
farş-i yakin aramida.
(Zan1b/9-10)
An example of an extended, and consequently far more effective,
metaphor is the following, also from the dibaca:
...va aflak-i daurani-ra az 'adam dar vocud avard va
ayvan-i hocra-yi hass-i mokariban kard, ki ba-'ibarat-i
• ^ • 9 •
'arş yad karda şod va andar in ayvan-i nik-gun-i davazda-
borc bar-afraşt va haft sipah-salar-i bozorg-ra
ba-hirasat-i in ayvan firu daşt va sad hazar az darari-
• •
vo-kavakib ba-farman-bari-vo-şakari-yi işan bar gomaşt,
va şahâr taba'i'-ra bar vach-i nakibi ba-pay kard, har
... — — — y
yaki kamandi dar dast girifta va dida nihada ta h ad
sipah-salaran şi farmayand.
(Zan1b/12-17)
The rather elaborate imagery of this greatly-extended metaphor
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continues until appeals are made to individual heavenly bodies,
as:
Ay Zahl, dast-i idbar dar daman-i folan bî-şara zan; ...yâ
Mostarl, kolah-i ikbal bar sar-i folan sahib nih; ay
• • m
Mirrih, tlg-i kahr bar gardan-i folan bar-i Hoday-i gardan
afraz bay-azma'I; ay 'otarid, dar-i fitnat-o-dirayat-o-
• •
'amal-o-kifayat bar hatir-i folan ba-gosa'I...
" . i
(Zan2a/2-4)
This resourceful personification of celestial figures results in
a highly entertaining passage which enlivens both the astro¬
logical symbols invoked and the text itself.
Later in the preface we find a series of similes in which
al-Bohari recalls the accepted qualities of certain legendary
and historical figures (including Camşid, Afrasiyab, Rostam,
Nuslrvan, Sahban, etc.) in this manner:
Pas cun Hakk - 'azza va-'ala - in adami-ra ba-in sifat-i
• • • •
kamal va ba-hisal-i carnal ba-didar avard va kolah-i
^
•
ma'rifat-o-asnay bar sar-i vay nihad, va har gahl şahsî-
ra dar holla cilva gardanad, ^onan-k Camşid-ra ba-cahan-
banî mahsus kard, ki dar sabat-i mamalik-o-kamal-i daulat-
o-camal-i moşâhadat ba-vay masal zanand; va Afrasiyab-ra
ba-ra*y-o-tadbir-o-kar-sinasi markum kard ta ahval-i u^ ♦ •
nîz dar-in bab masal gast...
(Zan 3b/7-10)
(It is interesting that Afrasiyab should appear in this list, for
he is not a hero of the Iranians, but rather of the 'Turanians'.)
A few pages later these same names and their attendant
virtues appear in the text, but in this instance the qualities are
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applied to Ibn Zangî, under whose patronage al-Boharl was
writing. This use of simile and allusion comes quite unexpectedly
and creates a vivid picture of an idealized Ibn Zangi:
...kî marg-i Malik-i Camsidi, va ra'y-i AfrasiyabI, va
soca'at-i RostamI, va 'adl-i Nuşîrvani, va fasahat-i
« •
Sahbani, va hilm-i Ahnafi. va sahavat-i Hatiml...
. .
(Zan 4b/14-15)
Far more imaginative and ingenious are the similes and
metaphors of Nasrollah, most of which passed into later revisions
and translations to enliven the Persian versions of Kaşifi and
Abu Fazl, the Turkish versions of Kul Kes'ud, 'Alî Çelebi and,
in many instances, 'Osmanzada Ta'ib; it is because of this
survival of Nasrollah's tropes that the remaining works will be
dealt with together.
The most common pattern for the development of metaphors
in these texts is that where Nasrollah introduces a fairly simple
figure into his version. Kaşifi accepts this, but elaborates it
with one or more parallel figures, often woven into an intricate
sac' pattern. Abu Fazl, in simplifying the Anvar-i Sohaylî.
removes many non-essential elements, thereby reducing the number
of metaphors and at the same time drastically altering or
abandoning the sac' relationship. Kul Mes'ud usually translates
the trope directly into Turkish and only occasionally adds
reinforcing material, whereas 'Alî most frequently revises and
greatly supplements Kaşifî's text, elevating the work to its
most elaborate and ingenious levels. From then on, these figures
decline, as 'Osmanzada normally deletes much of 'Ali's text,
forfeiting most of the metaphors, and Ahmed Midhat rarely accepts
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any of 'All's tropes, preferring to write his own for the rare
occasions they are employed.
This sequence of development may be observed by tracing the
progress of this image in the lines immediately preceding the
tale of the Hare and the Lion:
Ci kamin-i ğadr ki az ma'man gosayand cay-gir-tar oftad,
conan-ki hargus ba-hilat sir-ra halak kard.
(NasM 86/4-5)
Anun içün kim sol aldamaklik bususinx eminlik yerinden
* ^ • •
açacak, yavlak yer eyleyici ve assılu dusuci olur.




Va çun sahm-i gadri az kamin-i dusti gosayand, cay-
gir-tar ayad. Iıîagar na-sanida'i ki ğadr-i an hargus ki
dar sir ba-çi nau' mo'assir amad, va çun az makr-i
u gafil bud ba-vocud-i hirad-o-kiyasat dar varta-yi
halakat oftad?
(Kas 110/15-18)
Va tir-i (makri) ki az kaman-i dusti goçayana cay-gir
ayad. Na-sanîda'i ki harguç ba-rah-i dustî amada sir-ra




Zira her tir-i ğadr ki keman-i gaflet ve kemîn-i
sadakatdan güsad bula ziyade cay-gir olur. Isitmedunmi
ol harguçun tîr-i mekr-u-tezviri helak-i şirde nice te'sir
itml|dür; çun anun mekrinden gafil idi ba vücud ki ehl-i
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feraset ve sahıb-ı kiyaset idi, magak-i helake duşdi.
• •
(Ali 164/18-21)
Pend-i her tir-i gadir ki keman-i gaflet ve kemîn-i
sadakatdan gûsad bulsa, ziyade cay-gîr olur.
• • $
(Osm 107/4-5)
In this passage the concise and descriptive metaphor of
Nasrollah's text passes into five other versions and is a source
of inspiration to their authors. Kul Mes'ud, though dropping the
word 'arrow* from his translation, accepts Nasrollah's metaphor,
expands slightly upon it and creates parallel verb phrases based
upon the -ici suffix.
Kaşifi amplifies this trope, for by changing ma'man ('a place
of security') to kamln ('an ambush') and assigning to it the
abstract epithet dustj. he immediately makes the image more
complex and expressive. Later in the passage he creates another
metaphor, varta-vi halakat (which rhymes pleasingly with the
preceding phrase hlrad-o-kivasat).
Abu Fazl accepts much of Kaşifi's reworking of the text but
makes many modifications, changing gadri to makri and kamln to
kaman (the more usual companion of tir), then creates his own
metaohor. ba-rah-i dusti. and in the end dismantles Kasifi's
final trope.
'Ali Şelebi develops this passage to its maximum. Metaphors
proliferate now, with tir nudging out Kaşifi's sahm and two
rhyming figures, keman-i gaflet and kamin-i sadakat replacing the
• •
single one, kamln-i dusti; furthermore, 'Alî repeats the arrow
metaphor to good effect in the next line (where Kaşifi uses no
tropes) and sets up a staccato rhythm through a series of rhymes
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in tir, tezvir, sir and te * sir. all of which rhyme with cav-glr
in the previous line. After altering the position of the Anvar-i
Sohavli's -asat rhymes (to ahl-i feraset and sahib-i kiyaset).
• •
the Huraavun-nama exchanges varta-ti halakat for the rhyming, and
equally evocative, roagak-i helak.
An example of the development of a place description is the
following from the tale of the Crab and the Crane:
Lakin dar in nazdiki abgiri mi-danam, ki ab-a^ ba-safa
parda-dar-tar az girya-yi 'asik ast, va ğammaz-tar az^ m
sobh-i sadik; dana-yi rig dar ka'r-i an ba-tavan somârad,
• • • • •
va bayza-yi mahi az firaz-i an ba-tavan did.
Iza 'alat-ha 's-saba abdat la-ha hubukan
i—; ;
Mitla • 1-cawasini maskulan hawasi-ha.
5 — »
La yablugu 's-samaku 'l-mahsuru gayata-ha
• •
Li -bu'di ma bayna kasi-ha wa-dani-ha.
• •
(NasM 83/12-16)
. . ,ki dax in nazdiki abgiri mi-danam ki ab-as ba-safa ba
sobh-i sadik dam-i barabari mi-zanad, va dar nomudan-i
• • • •
'aks-i sovar bar a'ina-yi giti-nomay sabakat mi-girad;
• •
dana-yi rig dar ka'r-i an tavan somarad, va bayza-yi
mahi dar cauf-i an tavan did; va ba in-hama na gauvas-i
•
fahm ba-ka'r-as tavanad rasid, va na sabbah-i vahm
. ■>
sahi1-i an-ra tavanad did; va dar dida-yi dam hie
•
sayyadi bar an abgir nay-oftada-ast, va mahi-yi g/adir





... ki dar In nazdikî abglrl-st dil-kas, ki canivaran-râ
dar anca ba-dosvarl gozar oftad, adamî-zad kay tavanad
rasîd?
(Abu 67/17-18)
The Turkish versions render this:
Vellkin o^bu yakinda bir gol bilürven, kim anun durluğl*
'asik gozinden durırakdur, ve safiliği subhi sadikdan'^ • • • • • •
rusenırakdur; soylekim anuh dibinde daneleri saymağa
• ^ •
yarar, ve balık yumurdasinx gormege yarar.
(Kul 20/35-21/2)
...ki bu nevahide bir ğadir-i kebir ve bir abgîr-i
ayine-nazir vardır, ki ğayet-i safada çesme-yi hursidden
. . 3 3 K i
ziyade, ve nihayet-i safvetde cam-i Cemşidden güşadedır;
kemal-i safasmdan ka'rinda dane-yi rig 'add olunur, ve
• •
beyza-yı mahi cevfinde bir-bir g'orunur; ve bu cümle ile ne
ğavvas-i vehm ka'rina yetişmek müyesser, ve ne sebbah-ı
fehm sahiline erişmek mutasavverdir; hic bir sayyadın
dest-i sesti ol abglre ermemisdir, ve ol ğadirin mahîleri
zencir-i abdan gayri kayd-ü-bend görmemüsdur.
• S
Abgîrî be-san-i derya'ist
Ne ki derya bi-ser-ü-pay'1st.
(Ali 157/18-25)
In this selection Nasrollah employs Arabic verse to recount
the wonders of the imaginary lake, a device to which he frequently
has recourse but which is, for the most part, ignored by his
successors. On a very few occasions Kul Mes'ud carries over
some of Nasrollah's Arabic verses into his own version and at
times expands upon an idea contained in the Arabic, but none of
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the other authors appears to pay any attention to the poetry.
This is most likely a result of the changes which had taken
place in education over the centuries, for by Kaşifi's age the
number of Persians who would be in a position to appreciate the
Arabic must have been fairly low. It is true that Kaşifi includes
occasional lines of Arabic, but in virtually all cases these are
short and of a nature which most readers would recognize, i.e.
quotations from the Kur'an or hadith and proverbial sayings.
• #
The same pattern of development that we noticed in the
previous section applies here as well, for again we see Kul Mes'üd
putting Nasrollah's metaphors into Turkish, and again we find
Kaşifi considerably extending the number and degree of the
tropes. In addition, Kaşifi personalizes the two abstract nouns
fahm and vahm. making the former a diver and the latter a
swimmer neither of whom can reach the extremities of the body
of water, and creates some very good rhymes, rhythms and parallel
structures. 'Ali, as we would expect, works upon the Anvar-i
Sohayli and carries the elaboration of this passage even further,
although in this instance he largely discards Kaşifi's opening
lines in favour of totally new ones.
Abu Fazl simplifies the text considerably here, dropping
every metaphor and using only the most familiar vocabulary.
'Osmanzada does not include this tale in his version and Ahmed
Midhat merely states: 'Şurada buyuk bir nehir vardır.'
For comparison, the Arabic version reads thus:





And the Zangid Persian version:
...ki bar sar-i in kuh ca'i mi-danam hus-o-pakiza, va
ab-ha-yi ravan, va giya-vo-sabza-vo-rnargzar-i bi-andaza,
az rah dur va az gozar-i adamiyan bar-kanara.
(Zan 31a/1)
Although al-Boharl's translation contains much moreV
U»
description than the Arabic, none of this is even vaguely meta¬
phorical or extra-dimensional. Only Nasrollah, Kaşifi, Kul
• ^ •
Mes'ud and 'Ali have chosen to employ tropes.
There are numerous instances when Kaşifi uses a metaphorical
expression where Nasrollah and Kul Mes'ud use none, as in this
• •
introduction of the snake in the tale of the Snake and the Crow:
Va dar an havali surah-i mari bud.
• *
(NasM 81/10)
Ve anun yöresinde bir zift yılan yerlenmiş idi.
(Kul 19/23-24)
Here Nasrollah merely states that there was a snake living
nearby, while Mes'ud decides that it ought to be a black snake
(zift yılan) and in so doing brings the sense closer to the
Arabic aswad. though it is doubtful that he had an Arabic text
to work with. In neither version above do we find any use of
metaphor.
Va dar havali-yi an surah, mari bud ki ab-i dahan-aş




In this sequence Kaşifi is the first to use tropes in
introducing the snake, and he organizes them according to a
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moraccaz pattern. Abu Fazl does not accept Kapifl's lead in this
matter, but instead reverts to a description very close to
Nasrollah's:
Va nazdiki-yi an surah, mari bud.
c *
(Abu 66/12)
'Alî Çelebi's version is in contrast to that of Abu Fazl,
however:
Ve ol surah civarında bir mar-i ejder-kirdar, ki ab-i
V
dehani zehr-i helak-u-memat, ve lu'ab-i bun-i dendani
mubtil-i mizac-i beka-vu-hayat idi, tavattun itmişdi.
• • • • • 3
(Ali 155/9)
It has been noted that Kaşifi interspersed numerous new
6
tales in the text of Nasrollah. In such stories, where he had
no basic framework supplied by his predecessor and so was free
to create his own, Kaşifi in general makes even greater use of
metaphor and personification of abstracts than he does in the
rest of the text. The tale of the Hare, the Wolf and the Fox
(which does not occur in Ibn Mukaffa' or Nasrollah) provides an
• •
example. Here the hare is introduced sleeping:
...va h ab-i ğaflat hama atraf-i u-ra firu girifta.
(Kas 107/22)
Abu Fazl accepts the metaphor and slightly reorganizes the
grammatical structure of the clause:
...va hVab-i ğaflat az har taraf u-ra girifta bud.
* •
(Abu 69/6)
'Ali, however, enriches the trope:
...ve hayl-i hVab cemi'-yi fcevanibirî] ihata itmiş.
vs* ' m # 3
(Ali 160/23)
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The same hare later describes to the wolf how succulent the
fox is:
...conan pindaram ki guşt-a^s az tari-vo-tazagl masaba-yi
ab-i hayat-ast, va hun-as az sirini-vo-tazagi momasil-i




There is a play on the term masaba here, because it can mean
•manner, likeness' (as does momasil). but can also mean 'an urn'
or 'the middle of a well'.
These metaphors are omitted by Abu Fazl, but are taken into
the Huaayun-nama, though with some alterations:
...gümanllm bu dur ki anun lahmı letafetde mu'adil-i ab-i
• •
hayat dur, ve şahmi halavetde mumasil-i serbet-i nebat dur.
• -1 • • •
(Ali 161/11-12)
The narrator of the tale (Kalila) describes the fox in quite
another way, however:
...ki dar firîbandagi Şaytan-ra dars va ba-nayrang-sazl-
vo-naks-bazi vahm-o-hayal-ra sabak dadi.
(Kas 108/12-13)
This is expanded slightly by 'Ali, but ignored by Abu Fail:




Later the wolf forces the hare to pay the fox a visit in
order to convince him that a holy man (in fact the wolf) is
desirous of meeting him:
Hargus goft: Az moddat-i dir-baz dar arzu-yi saraf-i
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molakat mi-basam, va ba-vasita-yi mavani'-yi ruzgar-i
gaddar va havadis-i zamana-yi bi-vafa-yi na-paydar
• ~~
az an sa'adat mahrum mî-manam. ...banda-yi hakir-ra
• • •
vasila şahta ta dida-yi dil ba-camal-i cahan-aray





The florid and prolix similes of these lines are extreme
examples of the sort of language used in the ta'arrof
(formulaic politeness) of present-day Iran and, because such
language might well be used in similar circumstances by educated
people of Kaşifi's time, emphasize the relationship of the hare
to the fox and the trick that is being attempted. The fox,
however, is apparently not convinced.
Rubah az safha-yi in kalam naks-i hila firu hVand va
• • • 6 • ^
dar mâr'at-i in kalamat surat-i raakri mo'ayana did.
Ba hVad goft: Salah dar an-ast ki ba Isan ham ba-taur-i
"
• • ±> .
isan soluk konam va ham az sarbat-i îşan dar halk-i
i i i . .
isan rizam.
(Kas 109/8-10)
In this tale, therefore, Kaşifi has many times availed him¬
self of the devices of simile and metaphor, thus providing the
story with a whole new level upon which it may be enjoyed and
appreciated. It is interesting that in stories which Kaşifi has
introduced into the work already imbued with many tropes, 'Ali
does not deem it necessary to supplement the imagery of the tale
in his usual manner and is largely content with putting the
imagery of the Anvar-i Sohayli into Turkish. (It is for this
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reason that the Humayun-nama has not been quoted in the most
recent passages.) Occasionally, however, he does insert pieces
of original Persian or Turkish verse containing new tropes.
Abu Fazl normally deletes the tropes of Kaşifi or greatly
abridges them, and only rarely does he introduce new ones. Thus
the pattern of rhetorical features reaching their Persian zenith
in the Anvar-i Sohayll is preserved.
In much the same way, the Humayun-nama again represents the
summit among the Turkish versions of Kalila wa-Dimna. for 'All's
successors do not even begin to approach him. 'Osmanzada is
content to copy only a few tropes from 'Alî and to develop only
a very few of his own; and Ahmed Midhat writes a version that is
essentially devoid of such features and so is far removed from
its original.
C. REPETITION
To Western taste, one of the most objectionable features of
Middle Eastern prose is the constant repetition and reiteration
which seems to add nothing to the meaning or the effect. For
example, An toccar-i bozorg;var-o-hVaca-yl narndar could easily
dispense with the second element with no loss in precision of
meaning; what would be lost, however, is the balanced phrase, and
this must be regarded as having an importance to the author in his
construction of the statement.
It may be said that one of the principal impediments to the
appreciation by foreigners of this prose style is the attitude
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that there must be one-for-one translation according to the
system by which they originally learned the languages. Through
servile attention to the words rather than the ideas, translators
of the Anvar-i Sohayli like Eastwick and V/ollaston contribute
a false impression of the original.
Without actually having read parallel sections of the texts
of Kalila wa-Dimna under consideration, one might expect the
trend in such repetition of elements to follow that of the
application of other rhetorical elements already discussed,
whereby al-Bohari would display hardly any reduplication,
\~J
Nasrollah and Kul Mes'ud would have more, Kaşifi and *Ali would
• •
make more use of it than anyone else, and finally the device would
enter a long decline. The resolution of the matter is not nearly
so simple, however, for there are numerous factors to be
considered.
Repetition, especially of adjectives, has long been a
stylistic feature used by oral story-tellers, probably for these
reasons: (a) the device delineates characters quickly and
effectively; (b) it offers reinforcement and reiteration,
which is of importance when conditions are noisy or unsettled
and so ability to hear or concentrate is impaired; (c) while
proceeding with the actual narrative, a narrator can usually be
thinking of synonyms with a minimum of effort; (d) an adjective
pair coupled with a noun serves as an excellent mnemonic device;
(e) repetition is a word-lengthener which allows the story¬
teller more 'verbal space' in which to work with intonation,
gestures and facial expression (thus 'the big bad wolf' offers
the speaker a far better opportunity for 'extra-verbal'expression
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than does the shorter 'the wolf' or 'the bad wolf^; (f) finally,
the device allows for alliteration, rhyme and the like - as in
'the wily wicked wizard'.
Such oral techniques inevitably influenced early written
narrative style in the Middle East and are evident in Islamic
prose from the earliest times. The style of implementation of
repetition has not remained static, however, as a study of these
texts reveals.
It has been noted that al-Bohari's version of Kalila wa-Pimna
————— ■
often seems only a few steps removed from the colloquial oral
style of narrative. Further support for this view comes from a
study of his use of repetition, particularly of adjectives, for
it seems quite likely that he conceived of his work as being
principally one to be read aloud in gatherings rather than to
oneself alone by a window.
An example of al-Bohari's use of this device is the
following excerpt from the beginning of the chapter of the
Investigation into Dimna's Conduct, where King Dabi^lim begins
questioning Bidpay in words packed with repeated elements:
Ka-ra az lafz-o-goftar-i tu in fa'ida-vo-hasil gaşt kî
ba-danistim kî bisyar dustî-yi pa.ydar-o-mo 'addab karar
girifta, az bad-guy-i dû-rü.y-vo-du-zaban ba-ziyan amada-




Although the above passage is exceptional in Its concentration of
doubled elements, it is nonetheless representative of the manner
in which al-Boharî employs this device.
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Another passage in which doubled words occur in al-Boharl
i8 the following, where Kalila is berating Dimna for having
allowed circumstances to lead to the death of Şanzaba:
Aknun, ay Dimna, in masal-i tu ast, ki na az adab-i
hVad-at sud hastva na pand-at sud ml-darad. Va ba in
hama du afat-i digar ast: yaki sar-andaruni va dovvom
na-ziraki. Va az-in har du hallat-i bad-o-^aslat-i




Since little of substance is added to the overall meaning of
the passage, the pairing here again is purely for the purpose of
establishing and maintaining a rhythm and balance which carries
the plot along almost effortlessly.
In both of the above passages almost all the doubling is
between single words, whether simple or compound, with only one
case each of repetition between an izafa group and an entire
clause. Although one would find a slightly higher proportion of
reduplication involving Izafa groupings, the incidences of
doubling in the entire translation could be ranked in the same
order, with doubled single words rapidly taking an unassailable
lead. As the percentage of singles is greatly reduced in
Nasrollah and Kul Kes'ud, and further diminished in Kaşifi and
. . ■>
*Ali, one might postulate that sophistication in the use of this
device lies in the camouflaging of the reduplication by couching
it within a greater number of words.
The far simpler, but still effective, repetition of single
words which one finds in the Zangid translation offers further
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evidence of the colloquialness of its nature, and its nearness to
oral narrative. Indeed, far from attempting to disguise such
pairing, al-Bohari (or at least, his calligrapher) at times uses
an orthographic device, a harnza over the conjunctive vav. to
emphasize the relationship of the words. In the second of the
above passages, for example, a hamza-vav connects tarar and
sar-andarun. though why sada-vo-ablah does not merit similar
emphasis is not clear. Other pairs which do merit the special
conjunction in the manuscript are:






..har du-ra gorsna-vo-barahna mi-dast...
..dar-in ruzgar-i tanhay-vo-bi-kasi...
..va imruz dar kar-ha tafakkor-o~ihtiyat kardan
• •
auli-tar az... (Zan 51b/18)
. ..şayad ki ba-dan kana'at konad-o-riza dihad ...(Zan 22b/5)3 •
In all the above instances the hamza-vav connects two equivalent
or similar ideas, but the form is also used to unite items having
other relationships as well:
...dar hal-i muş-o-baz nazar koni...
• ^ •
...dastan-i rahib-o-rasu...
...ki hayr-i tu-vo-ma dar vay başad...













On occasion the hamza-vav is used to connect repeated clauses
thus:
...az hana-vo-'iyal gafil gast-6-îsan-ra faramus kard.
v t> !> 6
(Zan 82b/9)
The use of the hamza-vav is an interesting and apparently
unique method of indicating close relationships between words,
phrases, etc., coupled by a conjunction. It would seem that the
device appears in the manuscript with al-Bohari's approval since
the copy is a unicum and was presented to Ibn Zangi by al-Bohari
himself.
Now let us turn to Nasrollah and his use of repetition.
As noted earlier, he relies less upon the doubling of single
words and more upon doubled clauses. The following excerpt from
Nasrollah occurs before the tale of the Two Partners, one of
whom is intelligent, the other ignorant, and it is in the words
of Kalila as before:
Va kar-i tu hamin mizac darad, va hargiz pand na-pazlrl
va *izat-i nasihan dar guş na-gozari. Va har ayna dar
sar-i in istibdad-o-israr savi va az in zark-o-sa'vaza,
A i '
vakti pasiman gardi ki bis sud na-darad, va zaban-i hirad
, J O LJ
dar gus-i tu hVanad ki tarakta ar-ra'ya bi-'r-ra'vvi.
i "
Lahti-yi post-i dast ha'i va ru-yi sina hirasi conan-ki
an zirak*d mogaffal kard va sud na-dast.
(NasM 117/7-10)
In this passage, almost all the reduplication manifests
itself in the form of repetitive clauses, a method which "is far
more subtle than the doubling of single words employed by al-
Bohari. Here Nasrollah allows only two pairs of single words,
<-* •
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and the two pairs are in turn paired with each other, thus
forming a quadruple. (In the section on sac' earlier, it was
noted how Nasrollah sometimes deals with quadrupled single
words.)
Another rather subtle means of repetition favoured by
Nasrollah is the inclusion of Arabic, usually in the form of a
proverb, a line from the Kur7an. or verse. Similarly, he
occasionally includes Persian aphorisms or verse to reinforce
his ideas. Bahar notes that Nasrollah is the first Persian
writer of a non-historical or non-religious work to employ this
device, but that many others would follow his lead.^^ In this
instance Nasrollah has selected a witty and punning Arabic
proverb to support Kalila's argument.
Next we come to Kaşifi's rendering of this same passage,
again in the words of Kalila:
Man bab-i nasihat-ra bar tu masdud na-mi-gardanam, vali
• 9
az in rai-tarsam ki bina-yi kar-i hVad bar zark-o-hila
^ • •
_ _ y Y — — —
nihada'i va h ad-ra'y-o-h ad-kami pisa girifta. Bi'sa
v 3
'l-isti'dadu 'l-istibdad. Vakti ki paşiman şavi sud
na-darad, va har cand post-i dast ha'i va ru-yi sina
harasi fa'ida na-darad: va mohimml ki asas-i an mobtana
i
bar makr-o-gadr basad, 'akibat-i an ba-vahamat va
J . ^
hatimat-i an ba-sa'amat miy-ancamad; çonan-ki an şarik-i
zirak-ra oftad, vabal-i hlla-yi u halka-yi dam-i bala
• • •
soda ba-halk-a| dar aviht; va şıarlk-i ğafil ba-barakat-i
rasti-vo-sada-dili ba-morad rasid.
(Kas 152/5-10)
(1) Sabk ? II, p.270.
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Kaşifi clearly represents a further development of the
methods of duplication chosen by Nasrollah, for nearly every
idea expressed in the above passage finds its mirror image in
some form. Virtually everything is doubled and, for this reason,
reduplication has not been indicated by underlining in this or
the following passages. In striking contrast to al-Bohari,
however, almost all the repetition manifests itself in entire
clauses rather than in doubled single words, although Kaşifi
does use simpler repetition as well. Another reduplication in
this text occurs in the form of the almost totally rhymed and
balanced 'akibat-i an ba-vahamat and hatimat-i an ba-sa'amat.
• w V/
In the Anvar-i Sohavli also there is a line of Arabic,
different from that in Nasrollah's text but doubtless inspired
by the word istibaad appearing in the same Persian sentence. The
Arabic aphorism which Ka|ifi selected or composed is a refreshing
jingle containing two words syntactically and poetically in
rhyme with each other - and one which would present little
difficulty to a native Persian speaker whose Arabic was weak.
The following is Abu Pazl's version of the same passage:
Man dar-i nasihat kardan baz na-miy-ayam, likin andişa-yi
• •
man an-ast ki tu kar-i hVad bar farib nihada'I va ruzgar-i
v ~ ~ — — V — — v —
h ad ba-hila mi-gozarani va ba-h ad-kami-vo-h ad-ra'yi
giriftari. Vakti pasiman hVahi sod ki pagimani, sud
na-dasta basad, va har cand post-i dast ha'i va ru-yi
3 3 ' i i "
sina harasi fa'ida na-dihad; har kari ki bar makr-o-hila
^ 3 •
ast, 'akibat-i an ziyan-i zadagi-vo-harabî ast; conan-ci




In this passage Abu Fazl carries over much of Kaşifi's
repetition, but simultaneously culls much material and simplifies
the vocabulary. Gone, too, are all the Arabic aphorisms, a
feature deemed essential by both Nasrollah and Kaşifi. The
i
repetition which has survived in this version is mostly at the
more sophisticated level of clauses, although paired single
words also remain.
Because the degree and.style of repetition is probably more
strongly determined than are other rhetorical features by the
text from which a translation is made, it is not surprising to
find that the Turkish experience İ6 again largely parallel to
the Persian in this respect:
Ve senin isinin dakı mizacı vardır kim sen hergiz
^ •
ogüt kabul kilmazsm ve Ögütçilerin sozih
• •
kulağına koymazsın. Lacirem osbu fitne-vü-su'bede
• • * $
soni peşiman olasın, ve sonragi pesimanlik hîc
assı kılmaya. Soylekim ol bir zlrek kişi ol
• • • ^ •*
gafil ortağina fitne eyledi, hic assı kılmadı.ti • • •
(Kul 44/31-45/1)
Thus Kul Mes'ud's text above does not differ markedly from
Nasrollah's in this respect, except that he does not include a
line of Arabic and has deleted the pair of clauses concerning the
biting of the back of one's hand and the beating of one's breast.
In only one instance has Mes'ud doubled a single word, fitne-vu-
su*bede. and this occurs in the same position as in Nasroliah's
"5" •
version,
'Ali Çelebi, on the other hand, does not shorten this
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passage in any way:
Ben menafi'-yi nasihatimi senden diriğ itmezim,
emma ne fa'ide ki sen esas-i karını mekr-u-hîle
üzere bina kilursm, ve efkarında istiklal-u-
• •
istibdadı pisnihad idib turursm. Bi'sa 'l-isti'dadu
wa-'1- istibdad. Bir vakt nadim olasın ki nedamet
fa'ide vermeye, ve taslarla dogünüb nahun-l
melametle ru-yı sineni haras idesin sudmend olmay-.
Her kimse ki teb'at-ı mekrden endişe itmeyib,
hile-vü-gadrı kendüye pise eyleye 'akıbeti vahamete
ve hatimeti se'me yetişe, ve ahirü 'l-emr girdab-ı
t» 5 w ^
nedamet -ıi-garkab-ı melamete düşe; nite ki serik-i
'akil düsdi, ve hibale-yi hilesi halkına halka.-yı
• 6 • • ••••




The Humayun-nama here represents an expansion of Kaşifi's
text, with all the amplification carried out according to the
theory expressed earlier, namely that reduplication becomes
increasingly sophisticated by relying less upon single words
and more upon clauses. Furthermore, in both Kaşifi and 'Alî
the repeated clauses are more frequently parallel in construction
and rich in sac' relationships than are those in preceding
versions. 'Ali has retained the Arabic sentence contained in
the Anvar-i Sohayll. but in a slightly altered form - although
in the case of either work the printed version here transcribed
may represent an aberration from the author's original text.
'Osmanzada alters the entire organisation of the Hümayun-
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nama so that the equivalent passage of the Semar ul-Bsmar quoted
below is not in the words of a chiding Kallla to a repentant
Dimna, but rather those of a general narrator to the reader:
Bu meseli iraddan murad budur ki kimine ahbabın
kelamın sem'-i kabulla istima' itmeye kendu helakine
sa'y itmiş olur (beyt):
Ana der'akıl olanlar hiredmend
Ki gus-ı hus ile isğa fide) pend.
i t> *—
Her kimse ki teb'at-ı mekrden endîşe itmeyib hile-
^
•
vu-ğadrı kendüye pise eyleye 'akıbeti vahamete ve
hatimeti se'me yetişir; ve ahiru '1-emr girdab-ı
^ . t> i u
melamete dusüb ğarkab-i nedamet olur, hikayet olinur
ki. . .
(Osm 114/10-14)
The first half of this section is largely original to
'Osmanzada and includes a form of repetition frequently used by
his predecessors, namely the inclusion of verse; the second half
clearly reflects the Huroayun-nama. including all its repetition.
At no time in this passage does 'Osmanzada use single word
reduplications not found in 'All's text. Although the quantity
of repetition represented here has decreased, the degree is
roughly in proportion to the reduction in size of the overall
text, so that one senses that 'Osmanzada recognized the purpose
and usefulness of reiteration.
Ahmed Midhat Efendi also reorganizes the narrative, though
• •
only to a minor degree, so that in the follov/ing it is partly
Kalila and partly a narrator speaking:
Kelile bu hikayeye söyleyerek <(<Isle benimde sana
• b
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nasihat dinletdirmeğe çalısmaklığlm ihtimal ki bu
• • b 5 .
kusa olduğu gibi banada zararlı olur isede ne
• b
yapayım ki sana sadakatim olduğundan bir dürlu.
• •
kendimi zabt edemiyorum diye, her halde nezd-i
• » m
mülukda hidmet edenlerin böyle yalanlar ve tolanlar
iyle sunu bunu belaya uğratmaları, asla mustahsen
b • •
bir sey olmıyacağını anlatmakta devam eyledi.b •
Hele isi gücü hile ve hud'adan 'ibaret olan
entriğanların 'akibeti mutlaka kendi ziyanlarına
• •
müncer olacağı hakkında bir hikaye-yi pur~'ibret
şoyledi ki sudur: ...
(Mid 174/14-175/6)
The Hulasa-vi HÜmavun-nama here displays little of the clause
repetition which is so prevalent in the Humayun-nama itself, but
rather states ideas in the concise manner more in keeping with
the style of late nineteenth-century Istanbul society. There are
several instances in this passage of single words being duplicated,
but in the case of yalanlar ve tolanlar and sunu bunu the pairs
consist of words which are almost obligatorily paired by writers
even today. The only remaining doubling here, hile ve hud'a. is
more in keeping with the traditions of high Ottoman prose style.
Of incidental interest is Midhat's use of the Italian entriğan.
the use of which in these circumstances is definitely not in
keeping with Ottoman tradition.
The pattern of development in the use of reiteration in the
two literatures thus parallels to some extent the experience of
sac' and of simile/metaphor, but the 'downfall' of this particular
device is not so easily traced in the text here examined. The
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•earliest* text, that of al-Boharl, relies chiefly on the
doubling of single words - usually adjectives - and only slightly
upon clause doubling. This is a simple method reminiscent of the
story-telling tradition. More sophisticated is the use of
increased clause repetition favoured first by Nasrollah and Kul
• •
Mes'ud and brought to its peak by Kaşifi and 'Alî Celebi. After
the Anvar-i Sohayli and the Humayün-nama. the use of the device
tends to 'blur' in that while it continues to be employed and
appreciated, it is not applied with the same imagination and
originality as before. One can follow the art of reiteration in
Turkish literature almost down to the present century and find
that clause-oriented repetition has deteriorated, but that based
on single words is still to some degree in general use.
CONCLUSION
Among the four Persian and four Turkish versions of Kalila
wa-Dimna studied here there is discernable a clear pattern of
development and decline in the use of the various rhetorical
features. The Zangid translation, while for the most part
enjoyable to read, Is the least sophisticated of the texts.
Al-Bohari's use of sac' is rudimentary when compared with later
versions, his simile/metaphor is restricted, and his technique
of repetition is rather simple, closely approximating that of
oral story-tellers.
The immediate impression given by the Kalila va Dimna-yi
Bahramsahj. is that of a product of much greater scholarship and
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erudition, for Nasrollah makes skilful use of both poetic and
syntactical rhyme, his range of simile/metaphor is wide and
imaginative, and his more subtle use of reiteration is based to
a greater extent upon whole clauses as opposed to single words.
Kaşifi in his turn follows the same direction of development
as Nasrollah, and proceeds to the zenith of rhetorical exuberance
Abu Fazl , in his 'Iyar-i Danis. represents a retreat from what
Akbar Sah regarded as the rhetorical excesses of Kaşifi, and is
engaged more in deleting than in creating, thus initiating the
long process of decline.
The development of the Turkish versions of Kalila wa-Dirnna
runs roughly parallel to the Persian, with the Kelile ve Dimne
of Kul lies'ud, the Humayun-nama of 'Ali Çelebi and the SJ,mar
ül-Esmar of 'Osmanzada being the equivalent of the works of
Nasrollah, Kaşifi and Abu Fazl. Just as the 'Iyar-i Danis
initiates the decline in Persian, so does the S-'mar ül-Esmar in
Turkish. The Hulasa-yi Humayun-nama of Ahmed Kidhat shows how
• • •
far traditional high Ottoman literary values had declined by
1886 and how a new form of Turkish literature was gaining strength
by building both on the ruins of Ottoman letters and on a
perception of Western European literature.
The various Persian and Turkish versions thus develop and
decline in a fashion parallel to one another, but also parallel
to the changing styles in education at the time of each of the
authors. That this should have been the case is, in the light




The particular composition of 'tales within tales' (to
borrow the title of Wollaston•s book) which makes up the work
collectively known as Kalila wa-Dimna has lent itself to a wide
variety of purposes by an equally numerous succession of authors;
for its amusing stories of animals and men have captured the
imagination of generations of children and adults in many cultures,
and many have been guided and influenced by the moral precepts
which it expounds.
Obviously, no-one would go to the trouble of revising and
reworking an entire book of this length unless he (or his patron)
were convinced that (a) existing versions were somehow inadequate
and (b) the work had sufficient intrinsic worth to merit renewed
attention. Most of the writerd studied here, indeed, make some
statement to this effect, noting that so-and-so's wording is
obscure and no longer considered worth the effort of reading,
that either too much or too little material is included, or that
the work is poorly organized. Each revisor has set out to rectify
these real or alleged shortcomings, and in so doing has placed
his own individual stamp upon the work.
In this chapter we shall be looking at some of the stylistic
features which make up the story-telling technique of each of
the works, first noting the narrative pace and arrangement of
tales, then comparing specific versions.
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A. NARRATIVE PACE
The basic plot and outline for the versions of Kallla wa-
Dimna studied in this thesis have been received directly or in¬
directly from Ibn Mukaffa''s Arabic version - although it will be
seen in the next section how 'Osmanzada takes it upon himself to
reorganize the text in so individual a manner that many of the
generalizations in this section cannot apply to his Semar ül-Esmâr.
Thus, 'Osmanzada aside, all the versions have essentially the
same framework into which the chapters and individual fables are
fitted, deriving directly from Ibn Mukaffa''s organization.
Further, the Arabic supplies, within each tale and frame story,
the plot and its sequence, the moral to be gleaned and the proper
timing for its statement. It is by comparison with Ibn Mukaffa''s
version that we may determine how successive authors alter its
'basic' narrative flow.
An author has numerous devices at his disposal with which he
may consciously or unconsciously vary the pace of his narration;
for the purposes of discussion we may divide these devices into
two categories, namely syntactical and extra-syntactical. Among
those categorized as syntactical (many of which were analyzed in
preceding chapters) can be included (1) sentence and clause
length, (2) vocabulary choice, (3) use of direct or indirect
speech, (4) degree of colloquialness of direct speech, and (5)
the employment of sac' and parallelism.
(1) Sentence and clause length.
A very common means in literature of speeding or slowing
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the progress of the narrative is variation in the length of
sentences and clauses. In general, the longer and more
complicated such groupings are, the slower the resulting pace,
whereas the greater the variation between long and short, complex
and simple, the easier the reading becomes. In a philosophical
discussion or elaborate description one would expect to find long
clauses, while short clipped ones would be more usual in the
denouement of an exciting - tale.
In each of these versions of the fables we find that this
device has been used to some degree, although it is probably most
noticeable in the case of al-Bohari, whose work is closest to
the style of a story-teller. In his translation, the sentences
are simplest and shortest when the story is reaching its climax,
longest and most involved when discussing abstract moral
principles, and of medium length and complexity at most other
times. Throughout most of his text al-Bohari maintains a fairly
even balance of long and short sentences and thereby achieves a
regular, easy pace; his philosophizing, however, almost invariably
slows down considerably due to the preponderance of an unbroken
sequence of involved sentences.
An example of his use of short sentences, some of which he
connects with va, is the following, where a barber's wife tricks
her husband into believing he has cut off her nose:
Dar hal zan-k hVad-ra bazr ml-zad va ba hâk
ba-ğaltld va bang-o-firyad-o-nafîr bar-avard va
goft, "Âh bini, âh bini!" va bar mard çandan!
taşni* ba-kard ki andaza na-bud. Nafir-o-ma^ğala
ba-gü^-i hVîş-o-payvand-i zan ba-rasîd. Comla
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cam* amadand va mard-i haccam-ra ba-giriftand va
pîş-i kazî bordand.
(Zan 29a/3-5)
Here the pace is hastened by the preponderance of short words
and small subject-predicate groupings which are easily and quickly
understood.
In another passage Dimna's discourse to the lion-king
becomes somewhat convoluted and confused when he philosophizes
about the duties of a king:
Pad^ah bayad ki hakk-i danayan firu na-gozarad va
ba-zirakan ba-nazar-i hakarat na-nigarad, ki halk
• »t • •
dar-în ma'na bar du tabaka-and: goruhî-ra sar-
• •
kaşî-vo-tondî dar tab' bovad, va masal-i îşan şun
masal-i mar bovad kî agar kasi pay bar vay nihad
va mar vay-ra ba-nigarad, dar 'akl na-bovad kî
ba-dan i'timad dîgar-bara pay bar vay nihad,
kî agar an bar na-gazîd va tab'-i hVad pusida
daşt momkin bovad kî in bar tab'-i hVad baz
nomayad va ba-gîrad-o-ba-gazayad ...
(Zan 25a/12-16)
It is obvious what al-Boharî is intending to say, but his
manner of expressing the idea is clumsy and circuitous. As a
result, the pace of the narrative in such a passage is seriously
retarded and far more restricted than the content would demand.
The remaining versions in both languages, though relying
less upon shortened sentences and sentence elements than does
al-Bohari's translation, nevertheless employ the device to a
degree. In both Ka|ifî and 'Alî, for example, the inclusion
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of fewer ornate descriptions and lengthy parallel elements serves
to shorten the sentence and to hasten the narrative at the
desired times. A sample from Kaşifi is the following, again
selected from the tale in which the nose of the barber's wife
is cut off:
Zan hVad-ra bay-afkand va avaz bar-kaşld ki
Binî! Haccam raotahayyir şod va akriba-vo-
hamsayagan dar-amada, zan-ra ba cama-yi hun-
aluda-vo-bînî-borida dîdand. Zaban-i malamat
bar ostad gosadand va an bîçara hayran mand,
na rü-yi ikrab daşt va na zaban-i inkar.
Amma, çun sobh-i cahan-afruz parda-yi zolmat
• • •
az piş pardaht va ayina-yi gîti-noma-yi aftab
çun cam-i Camşîd dorohsan şod (bayt)
Bar-afraht rayat sipahdar-i şark
Şah-i ğarb dar bahr-i hun gaşt gark




Missing from this passage is much of the embellishment which
typifies the style of the Anvar-i Sohayll. but still present are
such flourishes as repetition, poetry and an abruptly and
surprisingly ornate sentence describing the coming of dawn.
*Ali modifies this passage somewhat to read;
Nâgâh zen feryâd eyledi ve "Meded, burnum!"
diyü kendusin yerden yere urdu. Haccam mütehayyir
• •
kaldı. Akraba-vu-hemsâyeler haccâmun evine
• •
cem' oldılar, zeni hûn-âlüde-vü-bînl-burlde1 W
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gordiler. Haccâma zebân-ı melâmeti dirâz ve
envâ'-yı itâle-vü-esnâf-ı serzenişe âğâz itdiler.
01 biçâre hayran kaldı, ne inkâr mecali var ve
• •
ne ıkrâr idecek hâli var. Çün şehre-yi rûz-ı
cihân-efrüz verâ-yı perde-yi zulmetden numâyân
ve âylne-yi gltl-nümâ-yı hurşıd câm-ı Cemşıd
gibi dirahşân oldu (beyt)
Çu subh oldı vu yuz gösterdi hurşld
Felek aldı eline câm-ı Cemsıd
akrabâ-yı zen cem' olub haccâmı kâ&ıye iltdiler.
• • •
(Ali 146/5-13)
In accepting many of Kaşifi's readings here, 'Alî writes
sentences which are shorter and less grandiose than his usual
ones, yet in several instances he enlarges upon the Persian so
that the overall pace is rather slower than that of the Anvar-i
Sohayli. It is evident, however, that both Kaşifi and 'All
Çelebi recognize the device of abbreviated sentence elements
which results in the hastening of the narrative, a device which
is employed in varying degrees by all the authors studied herein.
(2) Vocabulary choice.
In the same way that the complexity and length of clauses
and sentences can regulate pace, so also can the ease or
difficulty with which individual words are read. Among these
versions there are fewer uncommon Arabic words and a greater
concentration of short everyday words employed when the plot
demands speed, as in the three passages above. Simultaneously,
there is a definite movement away from such lengthy elements as
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causative verbs and passive constructions. In the tale of the
Lion and the Hare, for example, sections five and six of the
transcription in none of the renderings include any words
which might cause difficulty or hesitation due to obscurity or
length, while in contrast the early sections contain numerous
words of this kind, which would serve to slow the reader. One
would not expect to find a concentration of words of Arabic
derivation as monauvar. mocavarat. mota'arriz. movazzaf. tahavon.
mozayakat. mokasat or mosamahat in the denouement of a story,
• • • •
yet all are found in the first sections of the tale of the Hare
and the Lion in Nasrollah's version.
In the following passage from the same tale, however,
Nasrollah is seen to use fewer, shorter and more common Arabic
words.
Şir u-ra dar bar girift va ba-cah firu nigarist.
Hayal-i hVad va az an-i harguş ba-dld. Ü-ra ba-
mm Y _ _ _ V
gozast va h ad-ra dar şah afgand, va ğauti h ord
va naf8-i hun-hVar-o-can-i mordar ba-malik
sipord.
(NasM 87/11-13)
Succeeding versions hardly elaborate this passage at all, so
that even after the text has passed through the hands of 'Alî
Çelebi it contains no words to challenge the reader and the
narrative moves rapidly in the manner the story demands.
Şir harguşı duşuna alub, şaha nazar itdi.
Kendünün ve ol harguşun suretin suda görüb
hayal itdi ki ol şîr-i bed-fa'al ve ol
harguş dır ki kendüye irsal olınmışdur.
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Fi ''l-hal harguşı koyub kendüsin ol çah-ı
aba atdı ve bir iki ğuta-iyle nefs-i le'imin
zebaniye-yi zebane-yi cahime teslim itdi.
(Ali 167/21-25)
(3) The use of direct or indirect speech.
While it could be argued that the entire book of Kalila
wa-Dimna is in direct speech, in effect it is not, for each new
story-teller in the text becomes the new narrator. (It is
interesting, incidentally, that thieves and simpletons are able
to narrate tales with the same skill and erudition as kings and
philosophers.) In itself, the employment of direct or indirect
speech is neutral in influencing pace since both devices offer
essentially the same possibilities for variation as does normal
narrative. Direct speech, very much the more prevalent of the
two in all versions, offers the author an extra means of
accelerating the narration, since a character is allowed to
speak in much shorter sentences than are normally expected in
prose.
Al-Boharl makes particularly effective use of this device,
for passages such as the following fairly race along, eased by
direct quotation of informal speech. (Here a clever businessman
has falsely accused his simple partner of thievery before a
judge.)
Hakim az ân mard-i sada cavâb hVast.
goft: "Habar na-dâraml" va "Agâh nlstam!" Ân
tarrar goft kî: "Âhir dânî kî coz man-o-tü
.
hîç kas-i dîgar na-danast." Kaiî mohtâl-râ
• •
goft: "Gova darl?" Tarrâr goft: "Dâram."
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[Kazîj goft: "Bay-ar." (Tarrar, goft: "Ân
• •
diraht kî zar dar zîr-i u bud az bahr-i man
u
govahi dihad." Davar-ra in sohan şigift amad.
Goft: "Ay 'acab! Diraht govahi çiguna dihad?"




As we can safely presume that the foregoing conversation is quite
near to the everyday speech of al-Bohari's contemporaries, its
appearance in a text would certainly serve to enliven the narrative.
A similar example occurs in Nasrollah's text at the point
in the story where Dimna visits the lion-king after an extended
absence.
Though relatively plain by the standards of the Humayun-
nama, by the time this passage has been elaborated by 'Alî
Çelebi it is more complex, yet still easily flowing.
Şir goft: "Ruz-ha-st ki na-dida-am. Hayr
ast?" fü İrana] goft: "Hayr başad." ŞÎr
az cay ba-şsod, ba-porsid ki: "Çizî hadis
şoda-ast?" 'Dimna' goft: "Ari."fıfarmud




Çir eyitdi: "Hayli müddetdür ki görünmezsin.
Hayr mudur?" Dimne itdi: "Melik devletinde
ümiddür ki hayr ola." Şir eyitdi: "Çehrende
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eser-i gam ve besreride jeng-i elem var.
— Â
Hikmet nedür?" Dimne eyitdi: (beyt)
"Eger ci ğussaya hikmet gerekdür
• • •
Velîkin kıssaya halvet gerekdür.
• • • ^
Al-hikmatu 'arusun turldu '1-bayta halivan."
(Ali 168/14-18)
By the use of verse and parallelism 'Alî has exchanged one
device (Nasrollah's near-colloquiality and single-word responses)
for another which also serves to hasten the narrative.
Another factor which can enliven pace is the deliberate
alternation of direct and indirect speech. Especially in the
more ornate works, a simple two or three word quotation provides
excellent contrast in an environment of complex and highly
rhymed clauses. Frequently, however, Kaşifi and 'Ali Çelebi
put very ornate and complicated sac' sentences into directly
quoted conversations, showing that neither author believed that
direct speech must necessarily be informal. An example of this
is the following excerpt from a conversation between the lion
and Dimna:
ŞÎr goft: Sol}anân-i tü dar dil-i man cây
girift, va ^}olus-i monâsahat-i tu-ra danistam.
• • •
Fa-amma în-surat dâmangîr-i man ast ki ü-râ
bar-dâşta-am va 'alam-i takrlb-o-tamşiyat-i
ü-ra bar-afraşta; va dar macâlis-o-mahâfil
ü-râ sana-hâ gofta va zikr-i hirad-o-diyânat
va ihlas - o-amanat-i u bar zabân randa.
Agar hilaf-i an rava dâram, ba-tanâkoi-i kaul-
« . .
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o-hiffat-i zat-o-rakakat-i ra'y mansub gardam,
va sohan-i man dar hatir-ha bl-kadr savad.
w o . .i
(Kas 121/22-122/2)
These lines are clearly far' removed from the one and two-word
sentences quoted earlier and at the same time are not as
grandiose as their own 'translation' in the Hiimayun-nama.
(4) The degree of colloquiality in direct speech.
Because colloquial speech is, by definition, closer to
everyday language, its application to narrative prose can have
the effect of heightening interest and speeding the pace. The
Kallla wa-Dimna authors most inclined to use this device are
al-Bohari and Ahmed Kidhat (who represent, interestingly, both
• •
the 'earliest' and the most recent of the authors); the
conversational sections of each of their texts come alive through
the colloquialisms and must have been particularly appealing to
their contemporaries. Thus we find in al-Bohari's text a
female duck addressing her mate:
"Huş kî ma-ra vakt-i haya kardan amada-ast.
Ma-ra caygahl-yi hasin-o-harlz ba-dast avar
• • •
ta haya niham va bac^a bar-avaram ba dill ayman-
-o-sakin."
(Zan 41b/17-19)
In a later tale a merchant who has entrusted some iron to an
acquaintance and then requests its return, receives instead
the reply:
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"Âhan-i tu ba-guşa-yi hana nihada bud, muçan
v
ba-h ordand."
Mard-i bazargan goft: "Sipas an Hoday-ra kî
to-ra az an muşan nigah dast!"
(Zan 47a/13-14)
On his way out the merchant silently abducts the other man's
son. Later the merchant is asked:
"Ay biradar, hiç ca'i pisarî-yi kuçak az an-i
man dldl?"
(Bazargan' goft: "In sa'at bazî didam kî az
hava dar-parld va kudakî-ra bar-girift va
ba-bord. Magar pisar-i tu bud."
Mard-i ha'in avaz bar-dast ki: "Ay 'acab!
Hargaz ki dlda-ast bazi ki kudak robayad!"
Hodavand-i ahan goft kî: "Dar şahrî ki muşan-i
u sad man ahan ba-hVorand, 'acab ma-dar kî
bazan-i u pîl robayand."
(Zan 47a/17-47b/2)
The style of the above direct quotations, conveying to contemporary
readers a light-hearted familiarity, certainly speeds the pace
of the narrative in a manner which non-colloquial indirect
speech could not achieve. The same can be noted in the following
lines from Ahmed Midhat's version of the same tale.
• •
Ertesi gun dostunun ziyafetine vardıkda
herifi nalan ve giryan görmekle sebebini
sordukda "Âh birader! Bir oğlumu ğaybetdim.
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Şu kiyafetde bu kıbalda idi" deyince, tacir
"Vay! 0 senin oğlun mu idi? Ben bu kıbalda
bir çocuk gördüm ki bir çaylak pençesine
takarak ber hava eylemişidi" dedi isede, dostu
• • • ^
bu söze kanar mı? Herif "Canım birader! Bu
nasıl lakırdı? Bir okka gelmeyen çaylak on
• • • • ^ •
onbes okkalık çocuğu kaldırıb getüre bilür mü?"
deyince, tacir "Evet! Yüz dirhem gelmeyen
bir fare, yüz batman timuru nasıl yer ise
• •
çaylak da çocuğu öyle götürür" dedi.
(Mid 186/8-187/1)
While both al-Boharî and Ahmed Midhat show themselves to be
masters of this style, the other authors do not generally allow
themselves to slip into colloquial speech.
(5) The employment of sac* and parallelism.
Parallel and rhymed sentences, as has already been noted,
can be extremely effective in controlling the pace of a text,
for the use of sac' may create anything from a halting rhythm
to a rapid staccato. Sac* and parallelism need not be composed
in large cumbersome sentences, but may be written into sentences
of any length capable of evoking a whole spectrum of moods and
feelings. The authors who use these forms to their greatest
advantage are, of course, Kaçifî and 'Alî Çelebi, but most of
the writers use them to some effect.
The following extract from the Humayun-nama sets up a
steady pace through simple radif parallelism in which the
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final verbs of clauses have similar endings:
Savab oldur ki evc-i havaya çıkasın ve
• •
abadanlıklar mukabelesinde temaşa idıib
hamlarına bakasın; her kanda ki bir piraye
• •
gore sin kapub havaya kalkasm, amma bir
• • •
vechle ki 'uyundan ğa'ib olmayasın.
(Ali 139/23-160/2)
More complicated examples of sac' and parallelism occur in this
passage of 'All's:
~ Dimne vehm itdi ki eger bu kelam sem'-i
Şetrebeye vasıl ola, der hal bera^t-i
sahat-i zimmetin zamîr-i şîre ruşen kıla ve
anuh mekr-ü-hîlesi nihan-hane-yi hafadan
W V
'arsa-yı zuhura gele. [Dimne1 eyitdi: "Ey
• •
melik, re'y-i mezbur tarîk-i hazmdan dur,
• •
ve menhec-i ihtiyatdan be-ğayet mehcurdur.
• •
Bir kelam raadamki kalbde tura, kale gelmeye,
• • •
daHre-yi ihtiyarda dahildür, amma ba'de




Through its combination of rhymes (e.g. upon -et. -ir and
-ür), radlf parallelism at the end of clauses and plays upon
ihtiyar and iktidar and upon the syntactically-rhymed opposites
dahil and haric. the above passage creates its own lilting
rhythm and pace. Indeed, without such relationships the reading
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of the lines would be considerably slowed and perhaps even
ambiguous. Similarly, the elaborate description of the
fictitious lake in chapter three, pages 98 to 99 of this thesis,
shows how the authors of several versions viewed the need for
description and its effect upon the narrative pace at that point
in the story; both Nasrollah and Mes'ud expand the Arabic
(perhaps to what they felt were its reasonable limits) through
sac* and parallelism, but Kaşifi and *Ali in turn apply the same
means and more than double the amount of material. It is
probably the case that such augmentation of the tale is feasible
only because the existence and application of such forms as
rhyme and parallelism made it possible, or perhaps even necessary.
The importance of sac * is thus established in the determination
of narrative pace.
In addition to these syntactical devices capable of
regulating narrative pace are such extra-syntactical ones as
(1) the amount, nature and timing of description, (2) the
inclusion of philosophizing and moralizing, (3) the inclusion
of entire new tales or extended similes, (4) the exclusion of
entire tales or extended similes, and (5) the quotation of
hadlth. lines from the Kurgan, and poetry.
• •
(1) The amount, nature and timing of description.
In deciding how thoroughly or elaborately he will enter
into description, an author necessarily influences the progress
of the narrative. It was noted earlier (in chapter one), for
example, how Nasrollah frequently describes a setting in great
detail before introducing any characters - and in this he is
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generally followed by his successors in translation. Whereas
Ibn Mukaffa' might say only that there was a fish in a lake,
Nasrollah would describe in several intensively-rhymed clauses
the clarity, freshness and deepness of the lake, and note only
briefly the presence of the fish. In so doing he lengthens the
introduction of the tale and helps to create the mood he desires.
Although al-Boharl generally uses two or three adjectives for
every one in the Arabic, he usually devotes about the same
amount of space to description as does Ibn Mukaffa'.
An example of such a progression of amplification in
description is the following series of opening passages
representing the same story, that of the Bird and the Apes, in
several versions. Ibn Mukaffa' states the matter quite simply:
Za'amu anna cama'atan mina '1-kiradati kanu
sakinina fi cabalin fa-^ltamasu fi laylatin












According to expectation, however, Nasrollah describes the
circumstances in much greater detail:
Âvarda-and kî cama'ati az buzinagan dar kuhi
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budand. Çun sah-i sayyaragan ba-ofk-i
mağribi hiramid va camal-i cihan-aray-ra
ba-nikab-i zalam ba-puşanîd, sipah-i zang
ba-ğaybat-i u bar laşkar-i Rum çira gaşt va
şabi çun kar-i 'asi ruz-i mahşar dar-amad;
bad-i samal 'inan goşada va rikab girân karda
bar buzinagan şabihun avard.
(NasM 116/16-19)
Kaşifi now brings the passage to its zenith in Persian:
Âvarda-and ki cama'atî buzinagan dar kuhî
ma'va daştand va ba-mîva-ha-vo-giyah-ha-yi an
rüzgar mi-gozaranidand. Kaza-ra şabi,
siyah-tar az dil-i gonahkaran va tîra-tar az
darun-i tabah-ruzgaran, laşkar-i sarma bar
îsan tahtan avard va az sadmat-i sarsar-i
b u . .
zamharîr asar-i hun dar tan-i îşan fosordan
ağaz kard. (nazm)
Zi sarma dar tamanna şîr-i gardun
Ki sazad bar tan-i hVad puşt varun.
Ba bostan morğ-ra na'l andar atiş
v — —
Ki h os bar bab-zan gardad bar atis.
(Kas 150/22-151/3)
With the exception of al-Bohari, the Persian writers of the
above passages amplify the imagery and augment the amount of
descriptive detail. In so doing, they oblige the reader to
assimilate 'extra* information, or material not vital to the
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advancement of the narrative. Were this presented inartistically,
the entire progress of the tale could be jeopardized and the pace
greatly retarded, but through their adroit application of sac *
and parallelism Nasrollâh, Kaşifi and later 'Alî Çelebi are able
to enliven the plot with imaginative hyperbole and to add a
poetic dimension to their prose, thereby heightening the readers'
enjoyment and increasing the tension of the story.
There can be little doubt that such additions have their
effects upon narrative pace, for it is evident that the greater
the amount of material, the more time is consumed in reading and
the greater the resulting delay in the progress of the narrative.
Such protraction of the text would probably not be noticed,
however, by a reader who appreciated deft and ingenious
manipulation of language, imagery and allusion, and the fact that
the renderings of these three men won immediate and widespread
acclaim would attest that readers who approved of this style
were sufficiently numerous during the lifetimes of the authors
to ensure popularity for the work and renown for the writer.
Succeeding authors generally reduce the amount of
description, thereby speeding the narrative simply because
there is less material in their texts. At the extreme in this
respect is Ahmed Midhat who, as might be expected, describes
• •
concisely and only to the degree demanded by the furtherance of
the plot.
Ibn Mukaffa', al-Boharl and Ahmed Midhat are especially
• u • •
sparing in their description at those times when the plot demands
a rapid pace, whereas Nasrollah and his immediate successors
can in such instances be expected to write multi-claused
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descriptions, albeit not of the complexity of those early in
a tale. An example of this tendency is found in the tale of
the Hare and the Lion towards the end, where the Arabic describes
the well into which the lion eventually leaps merely as clear
and deep; Nasrollah and his followers, in contrast, wax
considerably more verbose in their description of the well's
properties before proceeding with the account of the lion's
fate.
(2) Inclusion of philosophizing and moralizing.
As the raison d'etre of Kallla wa-Dimna is, theoretically,
to teach by example, it is not surprising that the narrative
should be broken at times by the recitation of homilies, usually
with one character either warning or reproaching another. Such
sermons frequently give rise to the telling of new tales or
explain one already told, and thus are quite basic to the
structure of the work.
Of all the authors, al-Boharl is the least successful in
maintaining the pace during extended periods of moralizing
although, as previously noted, he is quite adept at introducing
short and pithy proverbs into the text. (This latter aspect
will be looked at in greater detail in Section C of this
chapter.) Al-Bohari's aptitude clearly lies in story-telling
rather than in philosophizing, for when he deals with a section
demanding seriousness his prose becomes turgid and h~avy and
his sentences so clumsy that he occasionally seems to lose his
train of thought. An example of such relative prolixity and
aimlessne88 in the Zangid manuscript is this quotation, in the
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words of Dimna ana addressed to Kallla:
In sohan ki goftı şanidam va ma'lüm gaşt.
Amma, ba-dân-k na har kasi-râ kî ba-dar-gâh-i
moluk nazdık gardad ğarafc hVorad, va asayiş
bovad kı sikam ba-har-ç bar-konî sir gardad.
Amma nazdlkl-yi dar-gâh-i molük az bahr-i ân
bovad kî düstan çadmâna gardad va doşmanan
dijam şavand, ki bar şikam ihtisar kardan
kâr-i dün-himmatân bovad, çün sag-i gorsna ki
08tohVan yabad ba-dân hazar şadî konad; amma
ân-k bozorg-himmat bovad ba-har pâygâhl firü
nay-ayad va ba-har andaki rifeâ na-dihad, çün
şlr ki hargaz âhang-i nahcır-i küçak na-konad
va çangal coz bar sayd-i bozorg na-goçâyad.
Va nîz ki çün dün-himmatl-yi sag ma'lüm
şoda-ast, tâ hazar bâr dom ba-conbânad pâra-yi
nân ba-vay na-dihad, va pil ki bar manisi-yi ü
ma'lüm ast çün hvord pîş-i vay âvarand tâ




Although al-Boharî's intention is clear, his prose does not
approach the lucidity and directness found in his story-telling;
in consequence, the narrative pace in this passage falters
considerably.
At the opposite extreme are the Anvar-i Sohayli and the
Humayun-nama. in which long moralizing passages are so well-
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written and enlivened by sac' and metaphors that the narrative
continues to flow with relative, ease. In comparison with the
Zangid text, rhyme and parallelism accelerate and animate the
following excerpt from Kaşifi, in which Kalila is berating
Dimna:
Hidmatkârân-i kâfi va câkarân-i kâr-gozâr va
u -h —
molaziman-i mohimm-şinas zib-o-zinat-i bargah-i
molük-and; amma tu ml-hVahi ki digaran az
molazamat-i şir bar taraf başand, va tu
mo'tamadun 'alayhi va moşarun ilayhi başi va
takarrob-i an-hazrat bar tu monhasir basad.
• • • • *
Va in ma'na az gayat-i na-dani va fart-i
bi-hiradl-st, ci salatin ba-hic ciz-o-hîc kas'I . I ■ 5
mokayyad na-tavanand bud; va martaba-yi
saltanat masaba-yi hosn-o-camal-ast conan-ki
mahbub-i dil-aviz-ra har çand ;âsik (bis-tar)
# J O ♦ ^
başad calvat-o-hosn-i u-ra zohür-i ziyadat
bovad, soltan-ra niz har çand hadim-o-molazim




In spite of the potential tedium of the topic, these lines
create a momentum of their own which carries the narrative
along with ease. The same is true of the following list of
qualities from the Humayun-nama which takes up Kallla's lecture
to Dimna exactly where the above excerpt from Kaşifi leaves off:
Bu sevda-yı ham ki 'arsa-yı dimağunda makam
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itmişdür emaret-i nihayet-i belahetdür ve
'alamet-i ğayet-i sefaletdür, niteki hükema
buyurmışlardur ki 'aiamet-i humk beş nesnedür:
gayrun mazarretinden kendüye menfe'at tasavvur
kılmak, ve bi-riyazat-ü-'ibadet sevab-ı
• • ~~
ahiret rica itmek, ve husunet-ü-husumet ile
mu'aşakat-i nisaya mübaşeret itmek, ve rahat-
2 • J 0
ü-huzurla daka'ik-ı 'uluma vukuf-u-'asur kasd
• • 0 •
— itmek, ve naks-ı hukuk-u-buğz-u-'ukukla nasdan
»•0 0 0 0 0
sadakat tevakkuf itmek.
• • • •
- (Ali 217/16-23)
Here again a potentially dull list has, in the hands of 'All
Çelebi, become an absorbing and rhythmic passage through the
application of sac' and is further proof of the ability of
skilled writers like Kaşifi and 'All to maintain the desired
pace under any circumstances.
(3) Inclusion of entire new tales or extended similes.
The insertion of extra tales and extended similes frequently
requires a rearrangement of the 'host' story's plot so as to
accommodate the newcomer. Such an addition, unless particularly
exciting, of course has the effect of slowing the actual pace
of the original story, though a skilful inclusion can act as a
catalyst which improves the story's overall pace. In the
forthcoming section of this chapter it shall be noted how two
authors in particular, Kaşifi and Ahmed Midhat, have availed
themselves of this possibility.
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(4) Exclusion of entire tales or extended similes.
The deletion of a tale or simile, especially a lifeless and
dull one, should result in a hastening of the pace of the
narrative. The author who has dispensed with the most material
is 'Osmanzada, as will also be shown in a subsequent section of
this chapter.
(5) Quotation of hadlth, lines from the Kur*an. and poetry.
• •
With the exception of al-Bohari and Ahmed Midhat, all the
. .
authors studied here make use of such quotation as shall be
detailed in Section C of this chapter. Such inclusions
inevitably have their effect upon pace, depending on their
character.
B. ARRANGEMENT OF TALES
The sequence of tales in the various renderings of Kalila
wa-Dimna is in general determined less by the individual author
than by the specific work upon which he bases his own version.
As shall be seen, both Kaşifi and 'Osmanzada Ta'ib work major
changes in the text - albeit with completely different purposes
in mind - while several other authors make more minor ones, but
in all but one of these instances the alterations are carried
out in the 'spirit' of the work and so, in a sense, are not really
important. (For convenience, Appendix B to this thesis contains
a cross-index to tales in the various editions.)
In most of the versions of Kalila wa-Dimna the ordering of
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the chapters and tales is approximately the sane. At the chapter
level there is general agreement among Arabic manuscripts about
the sequence for the major portion of the book, that is, for the
first eight or nine of the seventeen chapters; some disagreement
exists, however, about the arrangement of the final chapters,
which occupy a much smaller proportion of the book than the
earlier ones. Such variations are possible because the only thread
binding the chapters (other than the bab of the Lion and the Bull
and the bab of the Investigation of Dimna's Conduct) is the
initial questioning in each chapter of Bidpay by Dabsalim about
a moral pointand the philosopher's eventual reply. Such
chapters can easily be shuffled about with no loss of continuity.
It would seem that the ordering of chapters in the Persian
versions is largely determined by the particular Arabic rendering
upon which they are directly or indirectly based. Thus
chapters in the latter portion of al-Boharl's translation are
in a different sequence from those in Nasrollah's, whereas Kaşifi,
Abu Fazl and all the Turkish authors except 'Osmanzada derive
the ordering of their versions from the Kallla va Dimna-vi
Bahramsahi and so their arrangement of chapters generally agrees
with that of Nasrollah.
Within each chapter there is almost total agreement among
versions about which tales to include and in what order - again
ignoring 'Osmanzada for the moment - so that no matter where in
the book a chapter lies, it probably contains the same tales in
the same order as the equivalent chapter in another version.
There are exceptions, however, and they are as follows:
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(1) Kaşifi has considerably expanded most of the chapters
through the inclusion of numerous tales not previously found in
versions of Kalila wa-Dimna. These additional fables Kaşifi
merely sandwiches between existing stories so that no material
is lost, but in a manner which necessitates some alteration to
the frame story so as to allow for smooth transition. Abu Fazl,
'Ali Çelebi, 'Osmanzada and Ahmed Midhat have for the most part
accepted these additions; indeed, from this group it was probably
only Abu Pazl who even realized that the tales in question
originate with Kaşifi, for there is no evidence that any of the
other writers had a copy of Nasrollah or Ibn Mukaffa' to use for
• •
comparison.
(2) 'Osmanzada totally restructures the Hümayun-nama in his
Semar ul-Esmar in such a way that the entire system of 'tales
within tales' is sacrificed and replaced with what may be termed
an anthology of unrelated fables interspersed with moral
commentary. By so doing, 'Osmanzada completely destroys the
once unique format of Kallla wa-Dimna ana robs it of its whole
being.
'Osnanzada's method is first to supply an introduction, then
to recount all the frame stories (including that of Kallla,
Dimna^Şanzaba and the Lion) in the order of the chapters in 'All's
text and in words largely culled from the same source. This
portion occupies about half of the work. The second half consists
of a rapid recitation of forty of the secondary stories from most
of the chapters and again is for the most part in 'All's words.
Clearly, of all the modifications in arrangements of tales
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carried out by these authors, this action by 'Osmanzada is the
most far-reaching and the most disastrous, for in his attempt
to enliven the work and make it a more viable base for moral
education he has deprived it of its greatest charm, the ability
(or obligation) of one character to say to another words to the
effect of "Your plight reminds me of that of the lion in the
tale of the ..." There can be little wonder that 'Osmanzada's
Semar ul-Esmar never achieved great popularity.
(3) Ahmed Midhat, too, appends several short and entertaining
• •
tales (bearing such titles as 'Misyoner ve Berhemen', 'Kimyager*,
'Tilki ve Duşmenleri' and 'Kurt ile Kuzular') to existing
• •
chapters, much as Nasrollah does but not as frequently. As these
new tales, too, are in the 'spirit' of the work they may be
deemed acceptable additions. Yost of Midhat's stories are also
to be found in Salâhaddin Alpay's 1972 modernization of the
Hulasa-vi Humayun-nama.
^ •
(4) In the chapter of the King ana the Bird Fanza, Nasrollah
introduces a fairly short tale in verse about a woman named Zâl
and her daughter Mahsitî (N3). This fable is not Nasrollah's
own, however, but is borrowed from Sana'i's Hadikatu'l-Haklka
• • • • •
and it may have been a memory of this which prompted Vassaf to
• •
criticize Nasrollah for a tendency to plagiarize.^^ Kaşifi




(5) Editions of this work are not written without bowdlerizations.
The Sadir Arabic edition of Kalila wa-Dimnaf an 1876 Arabic
edition published by the Dominican Fathers of Mosul, and Karlb's
first edition (NasA) of the Kallla Zâ Dimna-vi BahrâmsâhI are
particularly prone to substitution of more subdued tales for those
which might be considered risque. In the case of Sadir, such
substitution (or selection of a suitable manuscript) is perhaps
understandable as it was always meant to be a school text, but
it is strange that Karlb apparently expurgates his first edition
and leaves his later editions alone. It is conceivable, though
unlikely, that different manuscripts are to blame.
(6) Some stories are inexplicably missing from several versions.
An example is G5 in the cross-index, which concerns a man fleeing
from a wolf. This tale is found in the Arabic editions of
'Azzâra, Sylvestre de Sacy and Sadir, but not in Cheikho or any
of the extant Persian versions.
C. INCLUSION OF EXTERNAL ELEMENTS
Listed among those stylistic features affecting narrative
pace is the inclusion of what may be termed 'external elements'
within the text. Such features as the insertion of poetry,
quotations from or allusions to the Kur'an or hadlth. and the
• •
incorporation of proverbs are generally considered to be among
those external elements which can have an enormous influence on
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the reading of a text. Because a phrase, sentence or poem of
this nature is either familiar to a reader or seems as though it
ought to be, their skilful inclusion, unless carried to excess,
serves to ease the pace and lighten what may otherwise be a
dragging passage. They are, in a sense, like recurring themes
in a symphony heard for the first time, for those themes rapidly
become familiar, offer a sense of security in entirely new
passages and act to unify the whole.
Historically, this collection of animal fables has played
an important role in Islamic literatures with regard to the
entire concept of incorporating a wide range of external elements;
although other authors had previously made use of this device
to support specific points being argued, Maliko 'Ş-Sofara Bahar
notes that Nasrollah was the first to adorn his prose with
'arguments' ('mostadallat') from poetry, the Kur'an. hadlth and
• •
proverbs, for purely aesthetic reasons. Other writers, however,
were quick to follow Nasrollah's lead.^^
Inclusion of poetry.
Among the Persian and Turkish authors studied in this
thesis, all but al-Bohari and Ahmed Midhat incorporate poetry
• •
into their prose. As Ibn Mukaffa' had not done so, it may not
have occurred to al-Boharl that it was an option open to him;
all of the others, who were influenced directly or indirectly
by Nasrollah, probably could not have conceived of Kallla
wa-Dimna in any other form but poetically adorned - at least
until the time of Ahmed Midhat.
(1) Bahar, Sabk. II, 270.
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Nasrollah makes wide-ranging use of poetry in his Kallla va
Dimna-yj BahrâmsâhI through the inclusion of both Arabic and Persian
verses, some of which are apparently original though many others
are obviously borrowed from earlier poets. His propensity for
incorporating the verse of others has long been recognized and has
been a source of dismay to at least one of his readers. The latter
was Vassâf, who was quoted earlier in this thesis and who likened
his own feelings towards Nasrollah to those of Abu ^l-Farac Rur.i
towards Kas'ud-i Sa'd-i Salman when Abu '1-Farac wrote that he knew
of an individual of very high repute who had been credited with
the composition of two divans. and that although his own (i.e. Abu
""l-Parac's) verse might contain certain grammatical errors, at
least he had written it himself.
On the other hand, the opinion that Nasrollah is deserving
of censure for his various borrowings is not a universal one,
for there exist at least two manuscript versions of a work
completed less than one century after the composition of the
Kallla va Dimna-yi Bahramsahl by one Fazlollah b. 'Osman b.
Mohammad al-Asfizari and entitled Tarcoma-yi Abyat-i Kallla va
- - (2) - -
Dimna or garh-i As* ar-i Kalila. In this study, Asfizari both
(1) Vassaf, p.629. The printed text mistakenly writes Abu
• •
'l-Farac's lakab as Rumi.
(2) The first of the manuscripts is in the British Library (Add.5965)
and is described by Rieu in his Catalogue of the Persian
Manuscripts in the British Museum, p.746. The remaining copy
is to be found in the Maclis Library of Tehran and is discussed
by Hasan Hasanzada Xmoli in the introduction to his edition of
• •
Kallla va Dimna (Tehran, N.D.), pp.24-32.
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translates the Arabic verses included in Nasrollah's text and
notes their probable origins, attributing individual bayts to
such Arabic poets as al-Mutanabbî, Abu Tammam, Ibn Hallikân, Abu
Hilal 'Askarî, Salih b. *Abdu '1-Kuddus and Abu îl-'Ala' '1-Ma'arrI,
• • •
to name but a few. Although Asfizari, who does not deal with
Persian verse, has ample opportunity in which to criticize
Nasrollah for the inclusion of the fruits of other people's
labours without giving them due credit, he does not do so much
as hint that Nasrollah's actions deserve condemnation. It may
indeed be the case that Nasrollah felt that the borrowed poetry
he included was widely enough known that no introduction - which
would in any case have been stylistically awkward - was necessary.
Hasan Hasanzada Amoli has recorded in the introduction and
• •
footnotes to his edition of Kalila va Dimna the results of his
extensive research into the Arabic and Persian verse which
Nasrollah includes and, with the aid of Asfizari's work, has
succeeded in ascribing much of the verse.^^ He notes that among
the Persians who are anonymously honoured by Nasrollah are
Sanayi, Mohtarl Gaznavl and, coincidentally, both Abu H-Farac
Runi and Mas'ud-i Sa'd-i Salman. Sana'i, it may be recalled, is
the author of a versified tale of a woman named Zal and her
daughter Mahsiti, a story which Nasrollah includes almost in its
entirety in the chapter of the King and the Bird Panza. Of all
the editions of the Kallla va Dimna-yi Bahram|ahi. it is only that
of Amoli in which Nasrollah is recorded as giving credit tu
(1) Op. Cit., pp.10 and 12-32 in introduction, also in
footnotes throughout the text.
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Sana'i within the text for the composition of this tale.^1^
Even if such matching of the efforts of earlier poets with
work included by Nasrollah were impossible, there are other
indications that the poetry in question was not written expressly
for this text. Chief among these is the fact that the incorpor¬
ated verse has little or no direct connection with the plot of
the tale in which it is placed. More specifically, in a passage
concerning, for example, the lush setting for a story, Nasrollah
can be expected to insert a line or two of Persian or Arabic
verse which, in fact, could describe virtually any ideally
luxurious and verdant location and would thus be suitable for
almost any of the stories in the work, for there are no slums in
Kalila va Dimna. Such is the case in the tale of the Hare and
the Lion, in the introduction to which Nasrollah includes both
- - (2)
an Arabic verse (which Amoli attributes to A'sa ) and a
Persian one of indeterminate authorship. After a prose description
of the setting and its breezes, fragrances, illumination and
star-like blossoms, the two poems are presented together with
no intervening material thus:
Yudahiku 'ş-samsa min-ha kaukabun sarikun
• :> b "5 •
Mu* azzarun bl-'amlmi ''n-nabti muktahllu.
Sahab, gu"1!, yakut riht bar mina,
Naslra, gu'I, şingarf blht bar zangar;
Bohar-i çasm-i hava vo bahur-i ru-yi zamin
u 3 ^
Zi-çaşm-i daya-yi bağ ast o ru-yi baçça-yi har.
(NasM 86/8-10)
(1) Op. çit., p.383.
(2) 0£. çit., p.126.
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The above two verses describe the idealized beauty of buds
and blooms and of mists and vapours, but in such a way that the
description could apply equally well to almost any lush region
in the world. Because both verses develop points made in the
passage preceding the poetry, however, one might postulate that
those aspects which Nasrollah chooses to emphasize in his prose
sections are to some extent determined by the nature of the
verse which he had in mind at the time of writing. In this sense,
then, the verse may play a more important role in influencing
the direction of composition than it might at first appear.
Beyond this possible stimulus, however, the verse which Nasrollah
incorporates never imparts information vital to the narrative
nor does it describe specifics, this holding true whether it is
Arabic or Persian and whether it describes people, places or
circumstance s.
Prom a narrowly informational point of view, therefore,
it might be argued that the verse included by Nasrollah serves
no function other than the mere filling out of the text. The
opposite view, that the poetry plays several vital roles in the
work, may also be argued, and with greater force. Firstly, the
poem itself should afford pleasure, regardless of its content.
Secondly, a poem can, as shown above, play upon certain aspects
of preceding prose passages, thereby emphasizing them and also
heightening the moods or feelings. Finally, almost any break
or change of form in a long narrative serves to lighten the
pace and rescue the text from potential monotony, this being
true for a reader as well as for a listener. To the reader, the
poetry offers a visual interstice in the text which signals a
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caesura and a shift in grammar, as well as a change from long
and perhaps rambling sentences to a short, fixed syntactical
unit. For the listener, in addition to much of this the advent
of a piece of verse is often signalled by a change in the
reader's tone of voice, and perhaps also his accent, and leads
to a moment of more grandiloquent reading.
The distribution of verse in the Kalila va Dimna-yi
Bahramsahi is, on the other hand, very uneven, so that some
pages are liberally sprinkled with poetry while others have none.
Arabic and Persian verses, furthermore, are frequently placed
end to end (as in the tale of the Hare and the Lion) or with
only a tiny amount of prose intervening, and the resultant block
of non-specific verse somewhat hinders the progress of the
narrative.
By the time Kaşifi began composing his own version of
Kallla va Dimna. three and a half centuries had elapsed since
the completion of the Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramsahi and the
device of poetic inclusion pioneered by Nasrollah had long been
accepted practice in Persian narrative prose; it would have been
inconceivable that Kaşifi should have done anything but increase
the amount of verse in his modernization of the work. In setting
about this task, Kaşifi would immediately perceive that, for a
variety of reasons, the verse of his predecessor would be
acceptable neither to himself nor to his readers. Firstly,
Kasrollah's Arabic verse would have been beyond the ability of
many of the new readers and would therefore have considerably
dulled the pace of the new version. Secondly, perhaps noticing
that Nasrollah's largely appropriated verse frequently was not
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employed at the most effective points in the narrative, Kaşifi
may have felt that specially-composed verse could be used to
much greater purpose. Thirdly, the large-scale borrowing of
poetry from others without giving due credit may have been a
practice which did not meet with Kaşifi's approval. Lastly, and
probably most importantly, it is quite likely that Kâşifi
desired an opportunity to display his own poetic craftsmanship
and felt that this collection of fables would provide an
excellent platform.
In spite of the fact that he includes thousands of lines of
verse in the Anvar-i Sohavli. the charge of plagiarism has never,
as far as in known, been levelled against Kaşifi. It would seem
that on the relatively few occasions that he incorporates the
poetry of others he gives them credit, as in this excerpt from
the first pages of the chapter of the Lion and the Bull:
...çonan-ki plr-I ma'navl dar Kitab-i 1,'asnavl
farmuda: (bayt)
Mal-ra gar bahr-i din basl hamul
-J •
Ni'ma malun salihun goft-as Rasul.
• • ^
(Kas 63/5-6)
Although the same universality of application of the verses
of the 'Kallla va Dimna-yi Bahramsahl is to be found among some
of the Persian verses of the Anvar-i Sohayll. most of Ka^ifl's
poetry is written expressly for the prose passage in which it
appears. Such verse, therefore, performs all the functions of
Nasrollah's poetry discussed earlier but also serves to lend
emphasis to various points already made in the narrative and to
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prepare the way for further topics or modes of description.
Such is the case in the following passage where the Lion-King
is assuring the newly-arrived Sanzaba of his protection and
good faith:
Şir farmud ki: Ham inca makam kon ta az
safakat-o-ikram va marhamat-o-in'am-i ma
~> • •
nasibi tamam yabi, ki abvab-i 'atifat bar
ru-yi mocaviran-i diyar-i hVad goşuda-Im va
ma'ida-yi por-fa^ida-yi ri'ayat bara-yi
molaziman-i astan-i hVad kaşida. (Nazm)
—Bar-in mamlakat gar ba-gardi basî,
Zi-ma dar şikayat na bini kasi;
Dar avval ba-karî ki niyyat konam,
Kazar dar salah-i ra'iyyat konam.
• • •
Gav vazifa-yi do'a-vo-sana ba-takdira rasanida,
• ■" •
kamar-i hidmat ba-tau'-vo-rağbat bar miyan
bast. Va sir niz u-ra rotba-yi takarrob
i
arzani daşta, ruz ba-ruz ba-hVad nazdik
mî-gardanîd va dar i'zaz-o-ihtirara-i u
mobalağa-vo-itnab mi-nomud; va dar zamn-i an
ruy ba-tafahhos-i hal-o-tahkîk-i kar avarda,
• • • • • •
andaza-yi ra'y-o-hirad va mikdar-i tamylz-o-
tacriba-yi u ba-şinaht. Şahsi did ba-kamal-i
kayasat ma'ruf, ba-fahm-o-firasat mausuf; har
çand ahlak-i u-ra bîş-tar azmud i'timad-aş
bar vofur-i daniş-i u ziyada gaşt. (Nazm)







In this passage the poetry forms an integral part of the
narrative with the verse further developing ideas and trains of
thought found in the preceding prose. Each of the two sets of
verse continues a theme, the first proclaiming in the lion's
words Şanzaba's safety and freedom within the kingdom, and the
second describing those fine qualities which the lion observed,
and would eventually come to respect, in the bull. Thus not
only does the verse carry on the thought of the preceding prose,
but it maintains the tenor of the passage, for the subject remains
the same and the verbs do not vary their tense, mood or number.
In this manner Kaşifi has bound his poetry to the text to a much
greater degree than Nasrollah could achieve with borrowed verse.
Another example of Kaşifi's integration of poetry into
the narrative is the following description of a sparrow-hawk:
Bar sar-i kuhi ... başa'i makam daşt ki dar
vakt-i sayd kardan şun bark az guşa birun
castî va şa'ika-var hirman-i can-i morğan-i
za'If-bal-ra pak ba-suhtl. (Bayt)
Gahi k-u panca bar morgan goşudi
Agar pancah budi, dar-robudî.
(Kas 98/18-21)
In this passage, too, the poetry is in the same mood and to some
extent in the same style as the prose, giving information
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specific to a sparrow-hawk in the singular and not describing
almost any predator as one would expect of Nasrollah's verse.
In addition, Kaşifi here includes a pun on the words 'claw'
(panca) and 'fifty' (pancah). a play which adds to the reader's
overall enjoyment of the text.
At times, Kaşifi uses the poetic device to repeat and stress
sentiments already expressed in the prose, as in the following
excerpt from a passage in which Dimna admonishes Şanzaba about
the alleged dangers surrounding his continued friendship with
the lion-king:
'Arz az irad-i in afsana an-ast, ki hie
dosman-ra agar-çi ba-ğayat hakir başad hVarb J # , O v
na-bayad dast, ki az suzan-i hVord kamat-i5 « •
kari ayad ki niza-yi daraz-kad dar an 'aciz
ba-manad; va cozva-yi atiş agar~şi dar nazar
andak nomayad har şi ba vay molaki gardad
ba-suzad. Va hokama gofta-and ki dusti-yi
hazar tan dar mokabala-yi doşmani-yi yak şahs
nay-ayad. (Bayt)
Dusti-ra hazar şahs kam ast;
Doşmani-ra yaki bovad bisyar.
(Kas 146/3-8)
Although there is probably no way of knowing whether this
bayt is original to Kaşifi, it nonetheless lends excellent
emphasis to Dimna's theme by means of repetition.
For a study of Kaşifi's incorporation of verse in the
Anvar-i Sohayli. an instructive tale is that of the Gardener's
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friendship with the Bear (G29), a tale not found in any version
Kalila wa-Dimna preceding that of Kaşifi. There is clear
evidence in this story that for Kaşifi it was the prose which
suggested the topics for the verse, in contrast with Nasrollah's
rendering in which the prose often seems to have been inspired
by the available verse. This short fable begins with elaborate
descriptions of the various fruits to be found in the garden
which is the setting for the tale; many of these are described
singly, first in prose then in verse, and the following passage
enumerates the glories of the quince:
Va bih-i paşmina-puş cun sufiyan-i şab-hîz ba
rohsara-yi zard sar az pancara-yi hanakah-i
ibda' birun-avarda va ru-yi gard-alud-as dil-i
dard-alud-i 'aşikan-ra az raihr-i mah va şa'n
intibah-dada. (Bayt)
Bih zard zi-mihr ast o man az mihr-am zard;
— v-
U az mah-o-mihr o man zi-mihr-i mah-i h is.
u ^
(Kas 160/13-16)
After so decribing the various fruits in the garden, Kaşifi
notes in the following manner that the gardener had devoted so
much of his life to the care and maintenance of the garden that
he remained absolutely friendless in his old age:
Pir-i dihkan-ra ba-har dirahti şandan payvand
bud ki barg-i pidar-o-ğam-i farzand na-daşt
va ruzgarî ba tanha'î dar an bag ml-gozaranld.
Hasilo ^l-amr az vahşat-i tanha^i ba tang
amad va az dahsat-i infirad-o-bi-yarl ba-gayat
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malul şod. (Misra')
Gol-o-bonafşa hama hast o yar nist, şi sud?
(Kas 161/7-10)
Kaşifi continues the tale by relating how the gardener
formed a strong, but eventually disastrous, friendship with a
bear. Throughout the story, poetry is summoned to reinforce
and illuminate the points raised in the prose sections and is
presented in such quantities and with such aptness that it is
almost inconceivable that Kaşifi could have appropriated the
verse of others.
Because Kaşifi is the author of both prose and verse
sections of the Anvar-i Sohayll. he retained a much greater
degree of freedom than did Naşrollâh, who was apparently obliged
on many occasions to gear his prose to the verse available to
him. As far as the reader is concerned, however, the functions
of the poetry in both texts are the same, those functions being
to reinforce and perhaps clarify the prose, and to offer a simple
change of pace. It is a measure of Kaşifi's genius that he
accomplished this task so effectively.
A further difference between these two Persian versions is
that where Nasrollah includes a great many Arabic verses, the
Anvâr-i Sohayll contains virtually none, in keeping with Kaşifî's
apparent design of avoiding all but the simplest Arabic
constructions.
Through the amount of verse it employs, the 'Ivar-1 Danis
of Abu Pazl again indicates how much it reduces the quantity
*
of Kaşifi's more complex rhetorical features, for in his version
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Abu Pazl chooses to retain only a small number of his predecessor's
verses and introduces but a few lines of his own. Because his
prose is generally far less complex than Kaşifi's, it does not
demand the same high degree of concentration from readers; as a
consequence, the 'I.var-i Danis does not require the same amount
of poetic 'relief' that the Anvar-i Sohayli does and might even
be destroyed by the inclusion of large quantities of verse which
could only dilute an already thin text.
Among the Turkish versions, Kul Mes'ud's rendering
incorporates much less verse than does Nasrollah's, although much
of what he does include is clearly inspired by the earlier Persian
text. By far the greatest proportion of Mes'ud's poetry is in
Turkish, but the occasional line of Persian or Arabic is to be
found in the text. In keeping with Kul Mes'ud's apparent intention
of lowering the esoteric level of the work, many of the ideas
expressed in Nasrollah's verse undergo considerable simplification
in their Turkish translation. The following Turkish poem, for
example, is quite remote from Nasrollah's original two ba.yts:
Ma-ngar tu ba-dan ki zu-fonun ayad mard,
Dar 'ahd nigah kon ki şun ayad mard.
Az 'ohda-yi 'ahd agar birun ayad mard,
Az har gi goman bari fozun ayad mard.
(NasA 148/8-9)^
01 ki|i kim gendu kavlim siya,
(1) Only NasA supplies the first ba.yt. Other editions give the
second ba.yt alone.
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Âdemiler anı hayvandan saya.
(Kul 33/15-16)
Here the Turkish version carries essentially the same message as
the Persian, only in a more concise and earthy manner.
The following passage from Nasrollah's tale of the
Treacherous Heron, in which the conniving fowl is finally
defeated by a crab, contains two verses, one Arabic and the
other Persian, which together inspire two bayts in the Turkish:
Wa-inna hayata 21-roar"' i ba' da 'aduwih
Wa-in kana yauman v/ahidan la-katirun
Dami ab-hVordan pas az bad-sigal
Bih az 'omr-i haftad-o-hastad sal.
(NasA 123/1-2; NasK 88/8-9)^
Cümle halka işbu ölüm hak durur
" . - . .
Dost düşman olası mutlak durur.
Düşmanından sonra erün dirliği
Bir g'ünise, dahi ol gec ^okdurur.
(Kul 22/3-6)
The manner in which Mes'üd has dealt with verse from the
Persian text in the two examples above is representative of the
way he reworks much of the poetry which he elects to retain in
(1) Kinovi (NasM 85/9-10) gives the Persian bayt thus:
Mara sarbati az pas-i bad-sigal,
Bovad hus-tar az 'omr-i haftad sal.
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his rendering. Most frequently the Persian or Arabic verse acts
solely as a rough guide to the theme of the resultant Turkish
verse. If Mes'ud is indeed the author of the Turkish poetry in
his rendering - as it would seem that he is - it is interesting
that the surrounding prose had only marginally more influence on
his verse than it did on Nasrollah's. Kes'ud had as much
opportunity as Kaşifi did to bring the verse into closer union
with the narrative, yet he took little advantage of it and seemed
to find greater inspiration in Nasrollah's verse. A partial
reason for this might be that Mes'ud was too much aware of working
in the shadow of a revered master, but this explanation weakens
in the face of the first of the above two examples.
'Ali Çelebi, as is his wont when working with other aspects
of the text, generally expands the amount of verse found in the
Anvar-i Soha.yli. Usually 'Ali adopts Kaşifi's verse exactly as he
receives it, but frequently translates the Persian into Turkish or
even writes an entirely new Turkish verse only loosely based upon
the earlier text. It is also quite usual for him to insert new
poetry, either Persian or Turkish, where Kaşifi has none.
De Sacy offers the following explanation for 'Ali's mode of
work:
La plupart des poesies Persanes dont Hosa'in
Vaez a embelli l'Anvari Sohaili se retrouvent
dans le Homayoun-nameh. Assez souvent nlanmoins
le traducteur Turc a supprim^ les vers Persans
dont le sens a quelque obscurite, et il y a
substitu^ des vers Turcs. Le changements et
les suppressions qu'il a faits, donnent en
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general, sauf un petit nombre d'exceptions, urıe
bonne idee de son gout, et il £toit digne assur^ment
de traduire un ecrivain tel que Hosaln.^^
In this observation about the relationship between the verse
of the two works de Sacy is largely correct, although one might
dispute his opinion that 'Ali substituted Turkish verse because
the sense of the Persian was unclear. The differences in
clarity between these corresponding Persian and Turkish bayts.
for example, is not great:
Amraa zi-Hoda omid-var-am k-u-ra
c/
-i tu binam ba-morad-i dil-i hVig.
(Kas 112/10)
HÜdadan uraaram kim nagehanı
Muradamca gorem pençende anı.
(Ali 167/13-14)
Be this as it may, the function of poetry in the Humayun-
nama is exactly that of the Anvar-i Sohayli. in that a simple
line of verse in such elaborate works can act as an excellent,
yet germane, diversion from the complexities of the prose. Like
Kagifi, 'Ali uses poetry to support his points and to lend
emphasis to his statements. Frequently he inserts verse in
passages where Kagifi had only prose, as in the following




Sohani ki az dahan va tiri ki az kaman birün
vj
amad, na an ba-dast ayad va na in ba-|ast.
(Kas 122/21-22)
'Alî translates this elaborately patterned sentence in the same
tenor, then appends his own verse:
Bir kelam ki dehandan ve bir tir ki kemandan
şika, ne ol deste gelir ve ne bu seste.
(Mesnevi)
Çün ağızdan çıka soz, dönmez ayruk,
Giru doner mi yadan atılan ok?
Kafesden murğ-1 vahşi k-ide pervaz,
• D
Tutulmaz eylesen bin hile ağaz.
• •
(Ali 180/15-18)
Such an addition to the text is entirely in keeping with
the manner in which Kaşifi employs verse in the Anvar-1 Sohayll
and, equally, is representative of the poetic additions which
'All makes in his Humayun-nama. 'All's prose translation in
the above passage, however, is not among his most imaginative.
'Alî (£elebi does offer occasional surprises to anyone
comparing his rendering with Kaşifi's, and an example is to be
found on pages 229-232 of the Humayun-nama in the tale of the
Gardener's Friendship with the Bear, which has recently been
discussed. The surprise in this instance is one of omission
rather than commission, for in contrast with Kasifl's liberal
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incorporation of poetry in this story, 'All is so restrained
that he omits most of the verse. Kore specifically, where
Kaşifi supplements with poetry his descriptions of the varieties
of fruit which grow in the garden, 'Ali includes no verse at all
and only in the case of one fruit (the orange) does he give
even a brief prose synopsis of what the Persian verse contains.
It is only half way through the tale that 'Ali begins to include
poetry, beginning with Kaşifi*s misra':
Gol-o-bonafsa hama hast o yar nist, şi sud?
(Kas 161/10; Ali 230/25-231/1)
Prom this point in the tale, 'All begins to include most of
Kaşifi's poetry although he adds none of his own and, in one
instance, gives only one bayt of a five-bayt masnavi found in
the Anvar-i SohaylI (Ali 231/10-11; Kas 161/16-20). The effect
of these omissions is by no means disastrous, but merely results
in a slight imbalance in the tale.
Y»'ith the exception of such infrequent ana insignificant
occurrences, 'All employs poetry as a rhetorical feature in
the same manner that Kaşifi does, only more intensely. The
Turkish author's tendency is toward elaboration and expansion
of the Anvar-i Sohayli whenever practical (if such a word may be
applied to literature of this sort) and avoidance of Arabic
poetry.
Neither 'Osmanzada not* Ahmed Midhat figures largely in this
~~
• •
discussion of poetic inclusion, since the former deletes the
overwhelming majority of 'All's verses and only occasionally
brings in a new poem, while the latter excludes all poetry from
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his Hulasa-yı Humayun-nama. It seems likely that many, if not
KJ
all, of 'Osmanzada's 'new' poems find their origin in the material
deleted from the Humavun-nama. although only a thorough indexing
of all the yerse in 'Ali's text could show this for certain.
Inclusion of passages from the Kur''an and hadlth•
Quotation from the Kur'an and from hadith can fulfil most of
the functions of poetry, but simultaneously performs the
additional office of furnishing religious authority for moral
points being made and giving the entire work a greater credibility.
In this way the potentially frivolous-seeming collection of
animal tales is rendered immediately more acceptable in the eyes
of the religious community and given a kind of legitimacy which
it would otherwise lack. Such inclusions, moreover, come as
second nature to a pious writer whose entire cultural experience
is bound up in religious literature and institutions.
In Persian and Turkish versions of Kallla wa-Dirana the
widest incorporation of such quotations is made, as one might
expect, by Nasrollah, Kaşifi and *Alî Çelebi; at the opposite
end of the scale is Ahmed Midhat who, again not surprisingly,
• •
includes none at all.
Mohammad al-Bohari's rendering of the fables contains only
minute quantities of such material, strictly circumspect in its
uses. Most of al-Bohari's chapters terminate on a briefly
religious note, with the concluding words of several being
insa'llâh ta* âlı. Some chapters end rather more elaborately,
however, with







The first of these formulae is to be found exactly reproduced
three times in the Ku^ an (22:6; 41:39; 46:33) and in closely
variant forms thirty times, while the latter formula is probably
from hadith.
At one point in his text, al-Bohari instructs readers in
the use of Kalila va Dimna. concluding:
Pas har kasi hikmat-i avval-i in kitab
na-danista ba-digari ravad, ba-hama hal
ranc-i u haba'an mansuran basad.
= i
(Zan 11 b/18-19)
Although the grammatical case of the paired Arabic words in
this passage does not exactly fit the Persian syntax, this very
strangeness sets the words off sufficiently for one to recognize
that this must be a reference to the Kur"' an. The suspicion is
confirmed when one finds that 25:23 in the Kur'an reads:
Wa-kadirauna ila ma 'amilu min 'amalin
fa-ca'alna-hu haba^an manturan.
With the exception of the standard formulae following the
mention of a respected person's name, this is the entire extent
of al-Bol}ari' s religious quotation in Arabic. At several points
in the text he quotes the 'paygambaran' or the 'nabiyan' in
Persian, but this is done in exactly the style and tone in which
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he gives proverbs spoken by the 'bozorgan' or the 'hokama' and,
as such, may be dismissed.
Nasrollah, Kaşifi, 'Ali Çelebi and, to a lesser extent,
Kul Mes'üd, make much greater use of this device, with Nasrollah
• •
including more religious material than any of the others. This
is entirely in keeping with his apparent expectation of a high
standard of competence in Arabic among his readers, for he
presents a large number of quotations from the mere obscure
hadlth, fully confident that all would be understood. Neither
Kul Mes'ud nor Kaşifi, on the other hand, dared make such an
• ^
assumption, so they include only quotations from the Kur "'an (which
any Muslim could be expected to know) and the more familiar or
more easily recognizable hadith. Kul Mes'ud, in fact, seems to
• •
ignore almost completely Nasrollah's religious inclusions,
offering instead material of his own choosing which he inserts
with little regard for locations chosen by Nasrollah.
Similarly, both Kaşifi and 'Alî Çelebi ignore the quotations
from the Kur? an and hadith employed by Nasrollah. Instead,
• • •
Kaşifi selects his own passages - mostly kur^anic - which he
places at much less frequent intervals in the text. 'Ali Çelebi
generally follows Kaşifi's lead in this and only rarely introduces
new material. Because the amount and length of such quotation
in the Anvar-i Sohayli and the Humayun-nama is less, there seems
to be better integration into the text than Nasrollah was able to
achieve and as a result a greater feeling of aptness.
Both Abu Fazl and 'Osmanzada further reduce the number of
religious quotations, adding virtually none of their own. Although
this is not surprising in the case of the former, one would expect
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'Osmanzada, whose aim is to stress the moral values to be gleaned
from the collection of fables, to stress the religious aspects
of the text. It is probable that he recognized that only a small
percentage of his readers would be able to cope with much Arabic.
In the general scheme of any of these renderings, religious
quotations really have only a minor role to play and are far
outbalanced by the amount and importance of verse.
Inclusion of proverbs and aphorisms.
In a sense, aphorisms and proverbs are an integral part of
Kalila wa-Dimna for almost all of the tales are homilies based
upon extended and elaborated aphorisms. At another level, however,
they are short, concise statements of folk-wisdom and as such can
be rhetorical devices having exactly the same functions in the
text as verse and, to a lesser extent, religious quotation.
Whether ancient or newly-composed, proverbs and aphorisms must
present encapsulated wisdom in a form which sounds as though it
has been in active circulation for centuries.
As was noted in the earlier section on sac * and parallelism,
it is in the field of proverbs that al-Bohari comes into his own,
for his employment of such 'quotations' serves exactly the same
function that poetry does for other authors. The Zangid author
liberally sprinkles his text with such aphorisms as:
'iyal-i |ayista-vo-parsa har du cahan-ast
va arayiş-i dil-o-can ast.
(Zan 83a/7)




Doşman a<?ar-ci hakir bovad, ma-dar; ki dar
* ^ . .
vay hilati-vo-şara'I bovad.
(Zan 41 b/1 2)
Zar-ra ba-atiş azmudan, va mardom-ra ba-suziyan,
va şahar-pay-ra ba-bar-i giran; va zan-ra
ba-hiş hal na-tavan danast.
(Zan 84a/3-4)
The effect of such aphorisms, when skilfully applied, is to
lighten the text and ease the pace; in addition they can form an
excellent introduction to new tales or furnish a transition during
the course of the narrative. Al-Bohari occasionally includes
gnomic passages which are so long and involved, however, that
they more than counteract their own advantages.
Nasrollah employs far fewer of these aphorisms than does
al-Bohari, using instead poetry and religious inclusions to the
same effect. Kaşifi includes more of them and puts many into
verse; it was noted earlier in this thesis that he wrote:
Va hokama gofta-and ki dustl-yi hazar tan dar
mokabala-yi doşmani-yi yak şahs nay-ayad.
(Bayt)
Dusti-ra hazar şahs kam ast;
Doşmani-ra yaki bovad bisyar.
(Kas 146/6-8)
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Although it would seem that in this instance the verse
was composed by Kaşifi, there is no way of being certain; a
passage such as this, however, indicates how he thought of
proverbs and poetry as being very close in both form and function.
'Ali Çelebi adopts most of Kaşifi's aphorisms, either
directly in Persian or in translation into Turkish.
Occasionally he introduces Kaşifi's proverbs in this manner:




'Ali does also add his own aphorisms to the text, but the number
of these is very limited.
In keeping with their treatment of all other non-original
inclusions, Abu Fazl and 'Osmanzada considerably reduce the
number of proverbs, while Ahmed Kidhat pares the remainder
• •
practically to nothing.
D. SPECIFIC COMPARISON OF VERSIONS
In this section we will be looking more closely at individual
versions in roughly chronological order and comparing them with
other renderings, most particularly their immediate predecessors.
Because its complete transcription is included at the end of the
thesis, numerous references will be made to the tale of the Hare
and the Lion which was discussed in an earlier chapter.
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Al-Bohari and Ibn Mukaffa*
The technique of al-Boharl is a simple one which differs
from that of Ibn Mukaffa' more in degree than in basic style.
Where Ibn Mukaffa' is satisfied, in his description of places,
with noting that a lion lived in a lush land having an abundance
of water and beasts, al-3ohari feels that more adjectives are
required and thus regales his reader with:
... dar bisa-yi hus-o-horram va abadan-i
ab-ravan va saya-yi dirahtan-o-safir-i morgan




Here al-Boharl has made a point of adding details (albeit
very general ones) in a series of rhymed and melodic attributes;
a few lines later he again fills in details in the account of
the meeting of the vohuş, in which the Arabic




An dad-o-dam comla gird amadand va tadbiri
ba-kardand va makri ba-sinahtand va ba-yak
cam' ittifak kardand; va pls-i sir amadand va*
b i
— v—




Again al-Bohari has furnished particulars not to be found in
the Arabic (at least not in any of the published versions) and
has created a greater feeling of tension and interest in the
affairs of the animals.
As these passages are representative of a very high pro¬
portion of the two texts, it would seem that al-Bohari's general
plan for the Arabic version'which he translates is to elaborate
—It by means of multiplication and intensification, rather than
by renovation and reorganization. Al-Bohari, furthermore,
maintains in his version the overall impression of grammatical
simplicity which one finds in the Arabic. The two versions are
similar also in that they rely much more heavily upon direct
quotation than indirect and that neither includes poetry, hadith
or quotations from the Kuran.
As has been noted earlier, al-Boharl often calls upon what
are either established proverbs or lines of his own composed in
the best style of aphorisms. Thus the words . . .va gofta-and...
or ...va bozorgan gofta-and... or ... va hokama gofta-and...
appear with a frequency which Ibn Mukaffa' probably would not
have appreciated. This invocation of folk-wisdom is another
mark of the Zangid translation's nearness to oral style.
Nasrollah and Ibn Mukaffa'
• •
The Kallla va Dimna-yi Bahramsahl immediately strikes the
reader as a version much more complex than the Arabic, and this
impression is borne out by a study of the tale of the Hare and
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the Lion. Prom the outset of that story Nasrollah elaborates
almost all aspects of the Arabic; Ibn Mukaffa''s simple
description of the region, for example, becomes a series of
balanced, rhymed clauses, followed by Arabic and then Persian
verse - all of which is, of course, pleasurable to read or
listen to, but at the same time acts to draw out the narrative.
In addition, Nasrollah delays the introduction of the tyrannical
lion until after he has delineated the idyllic scene, thereby
creating a degree of suspense and surprise early in the story.
Nasrollah's frequent invocation throughout the text of
lines of poetry in two languages contrasts with Ibn Mukaffa''s
reliance solely upon his own Arabic prose to communicate the
story. At one point in his rendition, Nasrollah even includes
an entire versified story (borrowed from Sana-I) which he
employs for the illustration of moral values in the same way
he does stories 'original' to the collection.
Beyond the incorporation of poetry, Nasrollah makes free
use of Arabic sentences from a wide variety of sources, these
normally being inserted in the text without introduction or
explanation. Ibn Mukaffa', on the other hand, includes only
material which has a direct bearing on the narrative and there¬
fore produces a version which is far narrower in outlook and less
challenging than Nasrollah's Persian.
Nasrollah and al-Bohari
Although each is based directly upon Ibn Mukaffa''s Arabic,
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there are pronounced differences between the Persian trans¬
lations of Nasrollah and al-Qohari. The former work, clearly
the result of inspired scholarship, merits all the praise which
it has received over the years, for it is a work which is at
the same time beautiful and intellectually challenging. The
Zangid rendition, while often a joy to read, is not nearly as
demanding of its readers since, with the exception of occasional
vague references to passages in the Kur'an, al-Bohari quotes
nothing more taxing than the proverbs recently noted, and even
these are usually thoroughly announced. In contrast, the
Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramsahi requires from its readers a degree
of erudition, both because of the relatively lofty and difficult
Arabic vocabulary it employs and because of the numerous
references, quotations and allusions it contains, which Nasrollah
normally includes without preparing the reader.
Furthermore, the Chaznavid version makes much wider and
more imaginative use of available sentence structures, in that
Nasrollah mixes complex sentences with compound and simple ones
in such a way as to create variety in reading. While certainly
employing all three of these sorts of sentence, al-Bohari tends
to cluster them so that, especially in serious sections, one
comes across seemingly vast pockets of complex sentences
unrelieved by short or simple ones. When a story is being related,
however, the almost conversational use of language causes the
Zangid version to move much more rapidly than Nasrollah's more
ornate text.
As the product of a much greater talent and genius,
Nasrollah's version has had an influence upon Persian letters
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much more far-reaching than a text such as al-Bohari's could
hope to exert. The immediate fame and long-terra popularity
which the Ghaznavid work enjoyed enabled it to influence writers
for many centuries and to be responsible for a broadening of
Persian literary vocabulary, examples of which are given by
Bahar.One could hardly conceive of al-Bohari's rendition
being so positive a force in the development of a language.
Kul Ke s * ud and I-'asrollah
• •
Because literary Turkish was at a very low level of
development in the middle of the fourteenth century A.D., it
is almost inevitable that Kul Mes'ud's Kelile ve Dimne should be
.»
heavily dependent upon Kaşrollâh's Persian work as a stylistic
model. It was earlier demonstrated how similar Kes'ud's word
order is to that of the Persian original, even though this order
largely conflicts with what must have been the accepted succession
of sentence elements in the Turkish of that period.
While Kul Mes'ud was, no doubt, a conscientious translator
engaged in pioneering efforts in literary Turkish, he was
nevertheless so dependent upon Nasrollah's text that virtually
every phrase of the Persian finds its equivalent in the Turkish
version. There are cases, as in the initial lines of the tale
of the Hare and the Lion, where Kes'ud alters the content to
some degree, but such instances are brief and are few in number.
(1) Sabk, II, 262 -70.
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It is apparent, moreover, that Kes'ud did not expect that his
readers would be well-versed in Persian or Arabic, for in almost
all the numerous instances where Nasrollah includes Persian
verse or lines of Arabic, Mes'ud either translates the passage
into Turkish or deletes it altogether, the latter expedient being
the more frequently used. In addition, Kes'ud is often not as
subtle in his references as is his Persian predecessor, which
again implies that he expected a lower degree of sophistication
among his readership.
If all other factors could be equal, the almost total lack
of foreign poetry and prose in the Turkish version should act
to hasten the narrative pace. The dominance of Persian word
order nearly cancels out this prospect, however, because such
non-Turkish arrangement of elements must lead to diminished
clarity and, therefore, to retarded progress in the reading.
To translate anything into Turkish prose during the mid-
fourteenth century A.D. certainly required much self-confidence
in the translator, and this would be especially true of a work
as highly esteemed as the Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramsahl. Mes'ud
:>
may have been intimidated by this vast respect for the work,
for he does not display anything approaching that authority
and control over the text so brilliantly exercised by 'Ali Çelebi
two centuries later. It is probably due to Kul Mes'ud's lack
of independence and general unwillingness to create whole new
passages that his translation of Kalila wa-Dimna is largely





The Anvar-i Sohayli represents an intensification of many
of the qualities found in the Kallla va Dimna-yi Bahramsahl.
for Kaşifi saw in the earlier work both an excellent foundation
upon which to construct his own far more elaborate version and
an invaluable example for further creativity. More specifically,
Kaşifi can be counted on to accept most of Nasrollah's imagery,
but to expand and multiply it in a manner corresponding to the
form in v/hich the earlier author sets it out. Although to this
extent his debt of gratitude to the Ghaznavid rendering is high,
Kaşifi transcended that text and created a work which is almost
unequalled in Persian letters in its craft and invention.
The abundance of sac * and parallelism in the Anvar-i
Sohavli punctuates and clarifies Kaşifi's prose to the extent
that it invests him with the capacity, or even obligation, to
weave the delicate and intricate verbal patterns which are so
much in evidence on every page and make Nasrollah*s version
look plain by comparison. In filling out this newly-created
structure, Kaşifi does not merely transfer existing sentences to
the new frame in such a way that what previously may have been
two sentences, each containing two clauses, becomes a single
four-claused sentence; instead he augments each sentence with
new adjectives and adjectival phrases, additional imagery and
fresh allusions, so that each of the original clause pairs
becomes four, or six, well-balanced clauses united by a complex
scheme of poetic or syntactical rhymes. In spite of this greater
complexity which Kasifl gives the text, his astute use of both
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sac' and parallelism simultaneously systematizes the whole, thus
achieving far greater clarity and precision while leaving less
scope for unintentional ambiguity.
Kaşifi obviously expects his readers to be well-versed in
literature and religion, for his Anvar-i Sphayli is replete
with references and allusions to historical , mythical and
religious figures and events, a knowledge of which is vital to
a satisfactory comprehension and appreciation of the language
and meaning of the work. In this regard, he is even more
demanding of his readers than is Nasrollah. In contrast, however,
the general decline among Eastern Persians in their standard of
erudition in the field of Arabic language and literature (by
that time the art of Persian letters was burgeoning on its ov/n)
is reflected in Kaşifi's sparing use of that language, for he
deletes virtually all of Nasrollah's Arabic material and
substitutes either Persian verse and aphorisms or well-known
verses from the Kur"an and easily-translated Arabic proverbs.
Furthermore, the Arabic vocabulary within Kaşifi's Persian text,
though wide-ranging, is not nearly as unconventional to literary
Persian as is much of Nasrollah's vocabulary. From these
standpoints, therefore, the Anvar-i Sohayll represents at the
same time a simplification of its predecessor and a more
complicated version.
In addition to the extra material contained in each tale,
Kaşifi enlists entire new stories to supplement those found in
Nasrollah. (The extent to which this occurs is clearly set
out in the cross-index to tales in the appendix to this thesis.)
The frame story frequently undergoes alteration in order to
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accommodate these new tales and sometimes, as in the chapter of
the Goldsmith and the Traveller (S), is modified even to the
extent that the Anvar-i Sohavli version only loosely resembles
its 'original' in the Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramsahi. New tales,
however, are of a style entirely appropriate to the overall work
and in keeping with those which Kaşifi inherited; in the view of
a twentieth-century Western reader, the ingrafted stories are
generally more entertaining and imaginative than the original
material.
Furthermore, Kaşifi dispenses with the introductory chapters
found in Ibn Mukaffa' and Nasrollah, including the two chapters
• •
specifically by or about Borzüy, the semi-historical figure who
reputedly brought from India the work which would later become
Kalila wa-Dimna. Gone, too, is the 'Ali b. Şah preface found in
several of the manuscripts of Ibn Mukaffa''s text and of
Nasrollah*s rendering. In place of all these chapters Kaşifi
• ^
composes his own personal introduction and launches into an
entirely new and rather lengthy preface (which he calls chapter
one) which concerns the mythical king Homayun Fal and introduces
Dabşalim and Bidpay.
The effect of Kaşifi's complete rewriting of the intro¬
ductory section is to rationalize what was previously an
amorphous collection of sometimes redundant or contradictory,
and frequently tedious, material. Instead of being obliged to
wade through a series of prefaces by almost as many authors, the
reader of the Anvar-i Sohayli is introduced to the traditions of
Kalila wa-Dimna in a manner and at a rate controlled entirely by
Kaşifi. As a result of this logical progression early in the
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text, there is a much greater feeling of unity about the entire
work instead of the inescapable impression given by the earlier
versions that these fables and their opening passages have been
collected from numerous sources by many people and frequently
re-translated over a period of centuries.
One might well wonder how Kaşifi could have been so bold
and presumptuous as to bring about these drastic organizational
alterations in the widely-accepted and highly-esteemed Kalila
va Dimna-yi Bahramşahi. The answer probably lies in the fact
that Kaşifi was already an author and scholar of sufficient
repute not to have been unduly distressed if critics should decry
his innovation. For him the Anvar-i Sohayli was but one, and
by comparison a rather frivolous one, in the long list of his
works on a variety of topics, almost all of which were scholarly.
There probably would not have been many among his contemporaries,
moreover, who would have been in a position to detect his
alterations since, as Kaşifi implies in his preface, few people
of his age could any longer be interested in reading the somewhat
outmoded Nasrollah text. These two factors combined with Kaşifi*s
apparently overwhelming self-confidence to make such changes in
the text possible.
In company with this rationalization of the introductory
chapters, Kasifl's universal application of sac* and parallelism
results also in an entire restructuring and unification of the
main body of the text. The nature of the verse, aphorisms and
the like which he includes, moreover, supports this overall
continuity and consistency in a way that Nasrollah*s wider-
ranging incorporation of such textual supplements cannot match.
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In this sense, Kaşifi gives the entire work an overall
homogeneity and stability which it had never before possessed,
at least in Islamic languages.
The Anvar-i Sohayli. furthermore, is organized in such a
way as to bestow a certain aura of predictability, for once a
multi-claused sentence has commenced, the reader subconsciously
begins to calculate its rhythm and note its rhymes. Next he
starts to anticipate succeeding clauses and finds himself
inwardly speculating about how Kaşifi will complete the rhymes
and other elements in the structure. By thus making the reader
eager to proceed in the text, Kaşifi imbues the Anvar-i Sohayli
with a movement and tension not to be found in its predecessors.
It is probably the above factors as much as the sheer
beauty and elegance of Kaşifi's imagery and vocabulary which
have caused the Anvar-i Sohayli to all but eclipse the earlier
version by Nasrollah.
Abu Fazl and Hosayn Va*iz Kaşifi
• • J
From its very conception, the 1 Iyar-i Dar,iş was never
intended to be anything other than a simplified version of the
Anvar-i Sohayli. one tailor-made for readers in the Indian sub¬
continent whose first language was not likely to be Persian.
It was with this in mind that the Moghul Akbar Şah ordered a
favourite court scholar, Abu Fazl, to produce this new version
in a form free from difficult vocabulary and unnecessary phrases.
While Abu Fazl may be considered a brilliant writer of
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chronicles, as his renowned Akbar-nama attests, his abridgement
of the Anvar-i Sohavli bears witness that he was not entirely
successful as a simplifier of highly ornate literary texts.
It must be granted that the *Iyar-i Danis attained a certain
popularity among those for whom it was primarily intended, which
may be all that Abu Fazl had hoped for, but it was only among that
limited group that it found acceptance. As literature, the text
does not approach the grace and elegance of its original,
though it is doubtful that anyone could have produced a work of
lasting value by approaching the problem of simplification in
the way Abu Fazl did, and this is particularly true when the
original text still exists in wide circulation for comparison.
The method chosen by Abu Fa£l (or ordered by Akbar?) is
to follow Kaşifi*s text line by line and, usually, to simplify
any given sentence by removing one or more of the parallel
clauses and replacing potentially difficult vocabulary with
more common words. In addition, many of those sentences
concerned solely with description, frequently among Kaşifi's
finest, are altogether deleted and forgotten. As a result, much
of the sac* and parallelism of the original is lost and the
majority of Kaşifi*s splendidly poetic turns of phrase are
rendered trite and mediocre. The whole, in fact, gives the same
impression that a Shakespeare play might if transposed for non-
native speakers of English into editions employing a vocabulary
of no more than, for example, one thousand words.
The *Ivar-i Danis might have achieved much greater success
had Abu Fazl, instead of writing a mere pre'cis, assimilated
each story in the original and then composed an entirely new
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and independent text to convey that tale. In such an event the
result may well have stood on its own alongside the Anvar-i
Sohayli as a major version of Kalila wa-Dimna instead of being
looked upon merely as an inadequate abridgement of a virtually
uncondensable literary work.
Part of Abu Fazl's stated aim is to restore those intro¬
ductory passages of the Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramsahi which
Kaşifi does not include. Before proceeding to Kaşifi's
introduction, therefore, he partially achieves his aim by
incorporating Ibn Mukaffa''s preface and most of Borzuy's
biography; he ignores the chapter describing the mission of
Borzüy to India, perhaps because it is rendered superfluous
by the introduction composed by Kaşifi. (Probably out of
respect for Akbar's father, Abu Fazl changes the name of the
mythical monarch from Homayun Fal to Hocasta Ray in this latter
introduction.) Within the main body of the text the 1Iyar-i
Daniş follows the organization of the Anvar-i Sohayli completely,
accepting Kaşifi's additional tales and resultant re-plotting
of certain frame stories.
Though it is not possible to cite specific evidence for this
view, an impression one receives while reading the *Iyar-i Danis
is that Abu Fazl set about composing his version with much
misgiving, fully aware that such a scheme for simplification
could hardly meet with success. As a man of letters, it is
entirely possible that he would never have embarked upon this
venture had it not been that it was his king and patron who had
commanded him to do so. (As evidence that it wa3 Akbar himself,
and not Abu Fazl, who longed for an unclaborated version of
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Kalila wa-Dimna. there exists in Nev; Delhi the manuscript of
another simplified Persian version of the woi'k commissioned by
(1)
Akbar, but translated directly from Sanscrit.) As a result of
such uncertainty, Abu Fazl does not appear to have had nearly
the confidence that Kaşifi and 'Ali Çelebi display.
In spite of the foregoing, the 'Iyar-i Danis is a very
readable work with numerous good qualities. It is only when
one compares it with Kaşifi's text that it becomes obvious what
Abu Fazl's readers are missing. His sentences, for the most part,
are clear and well-constructed, although one does meet with the
occasional grammatical error. The narrative pace in this version
is at times uneven, but generally rapid, because of the vast
amount of material which Abu Fazl has removed.
'Ali Celebi and Hosayn Va'iz KasifI
ZJ • • J
A comparison of corresponding passages in the Anvar-i
Sohayll and the Humayun-nama immediately indicates how close
a relationship exists between the two texts, with the latter, of
course, based upon the former. Clearly, both Kâşifi and 'Alı
Çelebi are formidable writers whose literary efforts were to be
highly influential in Persian and Turkish letters respectively
over a period of several centuries, for each man in a sense
represents the zenith of the ornate rhymed prose composition which
(1) Cf. Chand, Dr. Tara, and Dr. S.A.H. Abidi} 'Panchâkhyâna'.
Islamic Culture 34(1965), PP-?9-39«
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was to be admired and emulated by many generations of scholars.
With respect to external organization, virtually no
differences exist between the two works, for 'Alî has followed
Kaşifi's structure throughout by including only those chapters
which the Persian does and accepting within chapters his
augmentation of tales and requisite alterations in some plots.
(It is unlikely, in fact, that 'Ali was aware that Kaşifi had
wrought many such changes, for he had probably never read Ibn
Mukaffa', Nasrollah or Kul Nes'ud.) Internally, too, there is
• • •
a very close correspondence between the two renderings, so that
most of Kaşifi's lines have their equivalent in Turkish. Given
all these similarites between the renderings, the differences
must lie within the individual lines.
Both 'Ali Çelebi and Abu Fazl must have approached the
Anvar-i Sohayll in much the same way, carefully studying each
sentence in order to determine how it, as an independent entity,
could be improved; whereas Abu Fazl sought to delete from, cull
and popularize Kaşifi's work, 'Alî Çelebi's intention was to use
the original as a foundation upon which he could build and
exercise his own literary abilities. Whereas 'Ali entirely
accepted Kaşifi's premise and method but felt he could improve
upon them, Abu Fazl apparently rejected and wished to mitigate
them. By applying himself to the project in this manner and
drawing upon the literary resources of three languages, 'Ali
succeeded in composing a work which in most passages is at least
the equal of the Anvar-i Sohayli and, from the standpoint of
sac', parallelism, rhythm and imagery is frequently its superior.
The question inevitably arises as to why 'Ali Çelebi
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wrote the Humayun-naaa. During his lifetime, copies of the
Anvar-i Sohayli proliferated throughout the Islamic world and
most probably had been read in the Persian original and admired
as an outstanding literary achievement by the very people for
whom 'Ali was contemplating writing the Hınavün-naaa. This
being the case, why would 'Ali even consider the possibility
of devoting himself to such potentially profitless labours?
Technically speaking, the Humavun-nama is a translation into
Turkish, yet its Persian content is so great that anyone capable
of reading 'Ali's version could easily assimilate Kaşifi's
text as well; translation per se could not, therefore, have been
the motivating factor. 'Ali's intention could not have been to
plagiarize, either, for he fully credits - and praises - the
Anvâr-i Sohayli in his preface, undoubtedly realizing that others
would have read that work as well.
Fortunately, the one remaining possibility which might
explain why 'Ali wrote his version is completely borne out by
the nature of the text which he produced. Simply stated, 'Ali
loved language and enjoyed working with words, with sounds, with
forms. The text of the Anvar-i Sohayl? offered excellent
inspiration and, simultaneously, perfect ground for his further
efforts. As a result, every page of the Humayun-nama proclaims
'Ali's enthusiasm for his chosen task and broadcasts his
competence. A further measure of his success is the degree to
which the Humayun-nama displaced the Anvar-i Sohayli among
Western Turks and the rapidity and strength of its acceptance
as standard reading among scholars.
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By applying the same techniques of sac', parallelism,
imagery, allusion, inclusion of poetry and proverbs, quotations
from the Kur*an and hadith. etc., that Kaşifi does, 'All
• • O
generally increases the number of clauses and lengthens the
sentences found in the Persian original. The ease and skill
with which he accomplishes this, however, makes the additional
length pass almost unnoticed by the reader. In spite of this
augmentation of phrases and clauses, moreover, the greater
precision inherent in Turkish grammar frequently leads to
greater overall clarity of meaning than is found in the Anvar-i
Sohayli (although it may be argued that in some instances
Kaşifi's ambiguities are intentional).
With regard to the inclusion of poetry, 'Ali normally
follows one of several courses. Most frequently he places the
Persian poetry found in the Anvar-i Sohayli directly into his
text without a translation, but often he translates these into
Turkish first; in either instance he may supplement or extend
Kaşifi's lines in either Persian or Turkish. At times he
abandons altogether the Persian poetry of the original text,
either including a totally different Turkish verse or writing
nothing in its stead. Lastly, 'Ali often inserts a Persian or
Turkish verse where Kaşifi has none.
Unless in verse or in Arabic, proverbs are normally trans¬
lated into Turkish. Arabic quotations, whether from the Kur^n
or hadith are relatively few and are never translated, although
'All occasionally replaces them with other Arabic quotations or
deletes them altogether.
As in the Anvar-i Sohayll, the narrative of the Humayun-nama
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flows freely and is only rarely allov.ed to flag. Because of
the richness of language and imagery, moreover, either version
can be enjoyed and appreciated on a number of levels, depending
upon the reader's inclinations and the amount of time he is
willing and able to devote - and it must be realized that time
is one commodity which Islamic scholars of that era frequently
had in abundance. Almost every passage, particularly of the
Humayun-nama, invites the minute consideration and diligent
examination of those who appreciate elaborate rhymed prose,
while the same passages hold an equal appeal, though at a
different level, for the casual listener.
An immediate and unmistakable impression conveyed by the
Humayun-narr.a is that 'Ali Çelebi is strongly confident of his
own literary abilities and the value of his rendering, for he
is obviously in complete control of the text, moulding and shapi
it to match his own purposes. In a sense, however, it is
extraordinary that he should have had such self-assurance, for
Kaşifi and his Anvar-i Sohayli were both eulogized among Islamic
litterati as representing the pinnacle of accomplishment in
ornate rhymed prose. 'Ali, in contrast, was apparently totally
unknown in the literary world and yet sought to challenge Kaşifi
acknowledged supremacy in the field. Perhaps only a Turk who
was far removed from the Persian-speaking world proper could
have had the audacity to attempt the re-writing of such a
revered work - excluding, of course, any writers commanded to do
so by Moghul emperors.- Be this as it may, 'Ali Çelebi's
confidence and self-assurance are obvious throughout his text.
In the Humayun-nama we thus find ornate rhymed prose in
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Ottoman Turkish literature having reached its summit, at least
among versions of Kalila wa-Dimna. for the two future versions
demonstrate how tastes were to change.
*Ali Celebi and Kul Mes'ud
—• •
Because Kul I.tes'ud's Kelxle ve Dimne is based directly
upon the Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramgahi and 'Ali Çelebi's
Humayun-nama is likewise an offshoot of the Anvar-i Sohayli. it
might seem safe to postulate that the same kinds of differences
should exist between the two Turkish versions as between the
two Persian. This assumption would be, in fact, largely correct
though not entirely so, for while 'Ali Çelebi wrote for a
readership at least as sophisticated as Kaşifi's, Kul Kes'ud
translated and transposed the text he received in order to bring
it within the reach of an audience less well educated and less
critical than was Kasrollah's. Moreover, as 'Ali was in complete
agreement with Kaşifi's mode of rendering the work and sought to
refine the Anvâr-i Sohayli by a more intensive application of
the Persian author's own methods, the Humayun-nama is an extended
development of Kalila wa-Dimna. whereas it is probable that
Mes'ud had no idea that he might actually modify the work as
well as translate it. In effect, therefore, the intellectual
gap which separates the two Turkish versions is wider than that
dividing the two Persian ones.
Stylistically, Mes'ud's translation has a very 'un-Turkish'
ring about it, for in spite of the high percentage of Turkish
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vocabulary he employs, his v/ord order is almost entirely
patterned upon that of Nasrollah's Persian rendering.
Conversely, 'Alî has in his text a far higher concentration of
comparatively obscux-e Arabic and Persian words (frequently
identical to those Kaşifi uses) yet his basic word order - and
therefore his thought pattern - is Turkish. In a sense, then,
while Mes'ud largely translates words, 'Ali translates ideas,
and judging by this apparent paradox it would seem that word
order (or element order) is of much greater importance in
determining the 'Turkishness' of an utterance than is choice of
vocabulary.
Because Kul Mes'ud severely restricts the amount of poetry,
quotation from hadith. etc., which he incorporates, his Kelile
ve Dirane appears comparatively parochial and cheerless in its
approach to external elements while the Humayun-nama seems
almost to luxuriate in such inclusions. Similarly, the material
which 'All incorporates is apt to be in any of the three languages
whereas Kul Mes'ud generally allows only Tui'kish verse, although
one does find the occasional Arabic inclusion.
In overall organization and arrangement of tales, the two
Turkish versions are almost identical to their respective
Persian origxnals; but at the level of the sentence, where
Mes'ud frequently reduces and condenses Nasrollah's text, 'Ali's
tendency is to increase and elaborate the various clauses and
phrases wherever practicable. The Humayun-nama is, accordingly,
infinitely more complex than the earlier Turkish work, containing
a rich and imaginative array of distinct or implied relationships
between the various elements; sentences in Kul Kes'ud's version,
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on the other hand, embody relatively few internal bonds beyond
the obvious syntactical ones.
Because the Humayun-nama is so much more complex and
carefully considered, 'Ali is able to control the pace with a
degree of precision undreamed of by Mes'ud, for 'Ali brings a
much wider variety of elements into play, thus providing for
himself a vast spectrum of devices with which to hone each
line to his specifications. In spite of (or perhaps because of)
this greater complexity, moreover, the Humayun-nama is in
almost all instances a clearer text to read and understand, in
contrast with Mes'ud's frequently turgid and awkward prose.
The two works do have similarities as well. Both, for
example, normally employ the essentially Arabic or Persian
formula in direct speech, i.e. 'Dimr.a eyitdi ki. . . 1 . although
'Ali occasionally uses instead the more basically Turkish 'diyu
söyledi' at the end of the quotation. Furthermore, neither
work fully avails itself of the wide variety of verbal suffixes
which one commonly finds collected within single sentences in
twentieth-century Turkish. Both writers, in addition, use
Persian izaf a constructions as well as Turkish to indicate
genitive or adjectival relationships among elements.
From almost any point of view, however, the Humayun-nama
is far more sophisticated and enduring as a work of literature
than Kul Mes'ud's Kelile ve Dimne ever could be, for there is
an aura of craftsmanship, genius, sensitivity and even
excitement on each page of 'Ali's translation which is almost
totally absent from the earlier version.
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'Osraanzada Ta-ib and 'Ali Celebi
•' m
The Semar ül-Esmar by 'Osmanzada Ta'ib is heavily
dependent upon the Hümayun-nama. from which virtually all its
sentences are culled. In adapting 'All's version, 'Osmanzada
almost entirely restructures the basic outline of the work: and
in so doing largely destroys the raison d'etre of the collection,
for no longer does one story progress easily and reasonably to
the next. Instead, all the frame stories are heaped together
in the first half of the book and many of the remaining non-
frame stories are relegated to the second half to fend for
themselves as a series of unrelated tales. While 'Osmanzâda's
sincere hope was apparently that this total re-shuffling would
allow for the easier and more complete extraction of morals
from each tale, each story loses much of its efficacy when
presented in isolation from its old environment as merely one
in a long series of independent tales.
Within individual tales, moreover, 'Osmanzada deletes
much of 'All's prose and verse so that what remains is little
more than a meagre shadow of the Humayun-nama. Rather than
through mere replacement of vocabulary, this transformation is
usually carried out more by removing whole sentences and clauses,
then, so as to preserve continuity, summarizing vital material
from rejected sentences in a single phrase or clause.
Besides the usually brief transitional passage between
the various tales which stresses the moral to be gleaned, it
is only rarely that 'Osmanzada adds material to the story. Such
transitions are occasionally ornamented with poetry, frequently
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selected from rejected portions of 'Ali's text. Beyond this
total reorganization of tales and reduction in the quantity of
textual material, however, there is little which 'Osmanzada's
text offers a reader that is not to be found in the older
Humayun-nama.
<Osmanzada Ta' ib and Abu Fazl
In so far as each is an abridgement of its great predecessor,
'Osmanzada Ta'ib's Semar ul-Esmar is in many respects the
Ottoman Turkish equivalent of Abu Fazl's Persian 'Iyar-i Danis.
Fundamental differences do exist between the two works, however,
for the 'Iyar-i Danis was completed within a few generations of
its original by an Indian scholar far removed from the Anvar-i
Sohayli's native Herat and in the Koghul Empire, who modified
that book according to his Emperor's express instructions. The
Semar ül-Esmar. on the other hand, was composed nearly two
centuries after the Humayun-nama by an Ottoman Turk writing for
fellow Ottomans and, apparently, of his own volition. The
Indian's intention was to simplify the whole work (for people
to whom Persian was not a first language) by replacing difficult
words and phrases, by reducing sentence length and by deleting
entire sentences. 'Osmanzada also simplifies the Humayun-nama
(for people less well versed in Arabic and Persian than 'Ali
Çelebi's readers) through the deletion of much material and
extensive reorganization, but generally he engages in relatively
little popularization of vocabulary of the sort Abu Fail
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carries out.
Anyone who has read and appreciated either 'parent work'
cannot but be frustrated and saddened by the amount of culling
which both Abu Fazl and 'Osmanzada deem necessary. Most of the
resulting passages carry the story-line sufficiently to support
the plot but have none of the lasting artistic grace and grandeur
of their predecessors.
Ahmed Midhat and 'Ali Celebi
• •
As a translation of 'Alî Çelebi's mid-sixteenth-century
work into late-nineteenth-century Turkish, Ahmed Midhat Efendi's
• •
Hulasa-yı Humayun-nama is a remarkable work for, in spite of
o •
a more universal education, by the latter period there were
relatively few Ottoman Turks well enough versed in the classical
languages (i.e. Arabic and Persian) fully to understand and
appreciate even the most straightforward passages in the
HÜımavun-nama. It was probably a recognition of this problem
and a realization that Kalila wa-Dimna was intrinsically too
fine a work to suffer this increasing neglect which prompted
Midhat to transform 'Ali Çelebi's version into the idiom of the
day and so bring the work within the reach of a much broader
readership than the Humayun-nama was ever designed for. Midhat's
rendering is entirely of his own composition in which hardly a
phrase from 'All's version survives, and so complete is Midhat's
mm \\ mm mm mm
transformation that the Hulasa-yi Humayun-nama represents the
^ •
greatest break with its original of any of the known Persian
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or Turkish derivatives of the Kalila va Dimna-vi Bahrain sahi
until this century. Indeed',- the break between the texts of
'Ali and Midhat is perhaps even greater than that between
Nasrollah and 'Alî.
Stylistically, the Hulasa-yi Humayun-nama is very close
to the literary Turkish of present-day Republican Turkey,
although its use of Arabic and Persian vocabulary, phrases and
-izafas - minimal by 'All's standards - definitely marks the
work as pre-dating the Republican period. Within Midhat's
sentences, the word and element order is also generally that
followed by modern writers in that each element assumes an
almost 'conversational* size, weight and position in the sentence,
with almost no regard given to such concepts as sac' and paralleli
and very little to rhythm, assonance and alliteration. Further¬
more, instead of using the somewhat tiring formula, often
repeated in earlier Turkish versions, of 'Kelile eyitdi' or
'Kellle dedi', which is clearly derived from the Persian 'Kallla
goft' and is not 'natural' to Turkish, Midhat varies the manner
of direct quotation and so is more apt to write:
Kelile bu hikayeyi söyleyerek arkadaşı Dimneye
'...' diye nasihat verdi.
• •
(Mid 133/10-14)
In order to prove that Midhat follows 'All's example as well,
however, the above passage is immediately followed by 'Dimne
dedi ki...•,
Midhat follows very closely the plot and general
outline of 'Ali Çelebi's version, yet creates a work which
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reads in a totally different manner and has clearly been
influenced by contemporary Western European novelists. Gone
is all of 'All's poetry; gone, too, are all the Arabic
quotations and most of the esoteric allusions to mythical and
historical figures and events. Midhat's removal of sac',
combined with his apparent lack of interest in parallelism and
traditional ideas of balance, also set the work apart from
the Humayun-nama, for no longer must nouns be supported by a
corps of epithets. No longer do sentences punctuate themselves
automatically by virtue of rhyme and rhythm, but instead depend
completely upon the same case endings and verbal suffixes
that twentieth-century Turkish uses.
Because Midhat almost always keeps the text clear and
straightforward, yet frequently varies the length, order and
weight of sentence elements, the pace of the Hulasa-yi
v-> •
Humayun-nama rarely flags. His willingness to use colloquial
exclamations of surprise and other informal-sounding sentences
at key moments serves to re-inforce the rapid pace demanded at
certain times and, as he omits much of 'Ali's elaborate
description, the text exists on a much different intellectual
level from its predecessor's and does not demand anything like
the prosodic skill and dexterity of 'All's version in order to
maintain the momentum of the narrative.
That Ahmed Midhat was already an established writer when
• •
he composed this work seems obvious from the text, for he
appears to have supreme confidence in himself and in his
authority to re-work the Hiimayun-nama. even deeming it within
his warrant to supplement the revered work by introducing
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several new tales of his own. In short, Midhat invests much
of himself into his new version of Kallla wa-Dimna and so
creates a highly entertaining work, skilfully tailored for
his late-nineteenth-century contemporaries, yet it is with
sadness that one realizes that never again will a work with
the power and eloquence of the Humayun-nama find an appreciative
audience among the general public.
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CONCLUSION
In the introduction, style was defined as the conscious use
of the features of language to evoke in a reader the desired
response to thoughts or feelings. As such, style is an
intensely personal phenomenon which reveals much about the
author, his audience and, frequently, his patron, for all of
these in some way determine the nature of a work of art.
Another valid definition of style could be that individuality of
a work of literary intention which marks it as separate from the
normal usages of language at a given time. Among the eight
Persian and Turkish authors discussed here who wrote versions of
Kalila wa-Dimna there exists the widest possible range of
abilities, backgrounds and circumstances and each rendering
reflects these to a very high degree.
Ultimately, of course, style is determined by the basic
structure of a language which, for all practical purposes, is
identical to its grammar. Yet style is much more than this, for
while it has been shovm that over the period of literary history
covered here remarkably few changes have occurred in Persian or
in Turkish grammar, each of the eight works displays many
features unique to itself. A study of grammar alone, therefore,
is not a sufficient guide to style in literature.
Let us postulate several stages of development applicable
to a language or cultural group beginning its literary life in
the shadow of a more advanced culture. The first stage is a
period of imitation when the developing language has no literary
history or tradition, but recognizes that the nearby culture is
producing and appreciating literature. Next, the developing
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language enters the innovative stage. By this time the authors
and their audiences have gained adequate experience in
literature to discriminate between good and bad, but while
feeling sufficiently confident to extend the ideas they have
gleaned from the more experienced culture, yet they are not
ready to break the bond between the two languages. Finally, a
developing culture acquires sufficient self-confidence to embark
upon literary invention. The influence of the older culture is
now no longer dominant and authors and audiences alike are
discriminating enough in their taste, expectations and
experience to be ready to assert themselves in terms of their
own language and culture.
The imitative stage.
In any developing cultural group there will be those who,
through contact with a superior culture, recognize that they
themselves lack both a literature and the requisite background
for its development. If there is a great enough number of such
people they may feel the desire to transfer acceptable literary
works from the dominant culture into their own, and there is no
more logical way to do this than by translation. Initially
these translations will be extremely servile; the author/
translator either will recognize that in the eyes of his
audience or patron he does not have the authority to deviate
from the original, or he will not realize that he in fact has
the opportunity for innovation. Further, the task of such an
author merely to transfer a work into his own tongue would be
too great to permit him to undertake anything more demanding.
His language may never before have been used to treat such
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relatively complex ideas in a literary fashion and it will be
the task of the writer/translator to develop the necessary forms
and to pioneer a style.
Kul Mes;üd certainly was in this position when he set out
to translate Nasrollah's Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahrâmşâhı in the
raid-fourteenth century A.D., for Anatolian Turks as yet had
nothing which the educated classes regarded .as literature other
than second-hand Arabic and Persian works. From a historical
point of view it was fortunate for the destiny of the language
that Mes ud and his Turkish contemporaries decided to develop a
Turkish literature; for had they, like the Saljuk and the Zangid
Turks before them, chosen to adopt an established foreign tongue
(i.e. Persian) for their literature, the development of the
Ottoman language might have been seriously retarded. As it was,
hov/ever, Kul Mes ud and his fellows translated into Turkish such
Persian narrative prose works as Kalila va Dirana and the
Marzoban-nâraa and laid the foundations for further linguistic
growth. Later, Turks such as Şeyhi would write works based upon
the Persian model, like Husrev-u-Sirln, a book clearly inspired
U -J
by Persian literary experience, but not a direct translation of
Nizami's work.
The Zangid al-Bohari was, to a degree, in the same position
as Kul Mes'üd, for although the former was writing in as
established language (one which had re-developed in the shadow
of Arabic) his host dynasty's literary experience - and perhaps
his own also - was strictly limited. Thus he, too, was largely
dependent upon Us Arabic original and wrote, for the most part,
in a pedestrian Persian style.
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The innovative stage.
With the passing of years a developing literary culture may
acquire enough experience and a sufficient body of v/riting for
its authors to go a step further in literary development and
create original works based entirely on the principles and
methods of the superior culture. At this stage one would expect
much originality and unique application of the established
patterns, yet all the while the author, his patrons and his
audience would be insecure about how his productions compared
with those of the dominant culture. Only rarely would an author
attempt to take the initiative, for such invention probably
would not meet with the approval of the literary public.
'Ali Çelebi, in translating the Anvir-i Sohayli, is
representative of this stage for, ingenious and inspired as he
was, his entire Humayun-nâma is within those limits and
principles which Kâşifi set for himself - perhaps never
expecting that these criteria would be followed so closely or
prosecuted so elegantly by any other author. To 'Ali Çelebi and
all his Ottoman contemporaries, "Culture" resided in the Persian
language and the literary activities of the major Persian courts
of the day, and the best that writers on the shores of the
Bosphorus could do would be to try to introduce some flavour of
it into their own Turkish experience. cAli thus followed in
the master's footsteps, yet in so doing he created a work which
was as brilliant as its original and uniquely Ottoman.
To a much lesser extent, Nasrollâh also falls into this*
«
category, for although he was extremely inventive in his own
way, he still felt it necessary to lend authority to his
rendering through frequent references to the Kur**an, the hadith
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and to numerous Arabic poets. At the same time, his mode of
invoking these was novel and ingenious and was to be followed by
generations of Persian - and also Turkish - writers.
The inventive stage.
When a literary culture has reached this stage of
development it no longer looks outside itself for its inspiration,
having acquired its own standards and its own methods. 'While the
literature of the former 'parent' culture may still be read,
interest will be centered almost entirely in its classics rather
than its modern works and a thorough grounding in the foreign
language is no longer a prerequisite for success in one's own.
By the time this stage is reached, therefore, the culture's
timidity and self-deprecation have given way to a feeling of
independence and even self-complacency.
Among our authors, Hosayn Kâşifi best represents this stage,
for although he was translating a work obviously foreign in
origin, he gave that v/ork a flavour v/hich was entirely Persian,
making only the merest gesture of acknowledgement to Arabic.
His own inventiveness i6 unquestioned and, to judge by the
immediate fame and popularity which the Anvâr-i Sohayli achieved,
such qualities were expected and perhaps even demanded by his
contemporaries.
Despite his use of Arabic quotation which placed him in the
previous category, Nasrollah belongs in this one as well, for he
created a unique literary work which was to inspire others for
many centuries. Even his greatest critic Vassaf, writes in a
style which owes much to Nasrollâh's earlier efforts.
Among the Ottomans it would probably be fitting to place
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Ahmed Midhat in this group, for when he wrote his Humayun-nama,
Persian was considered solely as a classical language and had a
modern literature which few Ottomans even knew about. As a
result, Midhat promotes many purely Ottoman ideas and patterns
in his work and displays little concern for Persian ideals.
Simultaneously, however, Midhat may be considered as belonging
to an earlier stage as far as European languages - especially
French - are concerned, for the Ottoman language was under
attack from within by those who felt that it should 'modernize',
i.e. become more like the Turkish conception of contemporary
European literary style; as a result, his version at times shows
Western influence in such areas as informality and
colloquialness.
It is difficult to categorize the remaining two authors,
Abu Fazl and ' Oşmanzâda Ta^ib, for neither did more than abridge
and simplify versions already existing in their own languages.
In a sense, Abu Fazl wrote in conditions like those of al-Bohâri,* u '
for Persian was merely a second language for many of those for
whom he wrote; but any similarity ends there, for Abü Fazl's
Moghul patrons were far more sophisticated than al-Bohari's
intended audience could possibly have been.
Although their basic education would still have included
the study of Persian, albeit as an extra-curricular subject, to
the people for whom 4Osmanzada wrote that language was almost
daily becoming more foreign and its influence over Ottoman
literary life was waning. 'Osmanzada, in a sense, represents
that decline of Persian, for his re-organization and abridgement
of the HÜmâyûn-nâma most probably would not have been countenanced
by 'Ali Çelebi's generation but seems to have gone un-noticed
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by his own. Because of these ambiguities, however, the
classification of Abu Fazl and ^Osmanzada remains unsatisfactory.
By the nature of his work, each author represented here is
shown to be a product of his particular educational system and
of the priorities which prevailed in his society. The principle
stylistic features of Persian - intricate sac', parallelism and
carefully regulated rhythm - are discernable in Nasrollah and
reach the peak of their complexity and elaboration in the
Anvar-i Sohayli" of Kaşifi, written during the period when
Persian letters were at their most confident and inventive.
Indeed, it is Kaşifi who manipulates the text with the greatest
exuberance of conscious mastery of language, showing far less
deference than does Nasrollah toward Arabic literary tradition.
This waning of the influence of Arabic on Persian literature is
a reflection of the corresponding decline in emphasis on Arabic
in education and in public life.
Abu Fazl, while not writing in the mainstream of Persian
literary tradition, may nevertheless be considered as
representative of later developments in Persian literature, for
the Indian audience for whom he wrote was in its own way as far
removed from the contemporary Persian cultural milieu and
educational traditions as were later generations of Persians.
The simplifications, therefore, which v/ere deemed necessary for
the Indians because of their cultural and educational differences
would later be brought about in the literature of Iran itself
due to its changing cultural environment..
In these four renderings of Kalila wa-Dimna, there is thus
a pattern of rise and decline in the level of stylistic
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organization and ornamentation of narrative prose, this
fluctuation being entirely dependent upon the cultural
sophistication of the author and of the audience being addressed.
A similar pattern may be observed in the development of
style in Turkish literature, although there exists at least one
major difference between the Persian and the Ottoman experiences.
Whereas the rise in sophistication in Persian letters signalled
a simultaneous decrease in dependence upon Arabic models,
Ottoman prose at its most sophisticated followed directly the
trends initiated by the Persian; for even when Ottoman Turkish
literature was at the zenith of its stylistic expression, the
education of any man of cultural pretensions was based upon the
instilling of a sound knowledge of Arabic and Persian - but
hardly ever Turkish - classics. As a result, virtually all
authors sought their inspiration in those classics from the East.
And so it was with 4Ali Çelebi, whose Humayun-nana clearly could
never have existed without its Persian model despite the
tremendous amount of creative and ingenious effort which he must
have brought to bear upon the work. Among the four Turkish
versions, indeed, a real sense of independence from Persian
literature can be noted only in Ahmed Midhat's Hulasa-yi
Humayun-nama, however much the beginnings of this trend may also
be discerned in the work of 40smSnzada.
It might be possible to determine the extent to which these
Persian and Turkish authors have contributed to the development
of the modern idiom, even though on the surface it would appear
that both languages have wholly and resolutely renounced the
literary assumptions from which such works arose. This
influence - admittedly difficult to identify with any precision -
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would probably reside in the notion of elegance and dignity of
expression and could most easily be discerned in those instances
which call for a higher degree of formality. What can be
affirmed with certainty, however, is that literature, like the
language in which it is embodied, undergoes an organic
development in which the constant change of form is merely the
modifying aspect of a continual and enduring essence. Although
Kaşifi and *Ali Çelebi may not be read today with the same
delight as in their own period, yet each has contributed a
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NOTES TO THE CROSS-INDEX
It is the intention of this set of tables to clarify
relationships between the various Arabic, Persian and Turkish
prose renderings of Kalila wa-Dimna (and, secondarily, English
translations of the fables) and to facilitate comparison of
equivalent passages within those versions. As specific details
of many stories vary from text to text, the English titles can
only be approximate; in tale G28, for example, one version
gives to a turtle the role played in other renderings by a frog.
The first five columns in the tables represent various
editions of Ibn Mukaffa''s Arabic translation; the next eight
are Persian, followed in turn by seven Turkish works. The last
five columns represent English translations. An asterisk next
to the chapter letter or tale number indicates that there will
be some comment or additional information in these notes; a
hyphen in place of a page/folio number shows that the tale or
chapter does not exist in that particular edition or version.
A The introductions here are, for the most part, works
original to the author in question and not translations
of a predecessor's. Ibn Mukaffa^'s preface appears below
and is designated D.
B ^Ali b. Şah, alias Bahnud b. Sahvân, is an unknown person
who, apparently, wrote an independent preface to the
collection of tales. See A.F.L. Beeston, "The "^Ali Ibn
Shah" Preface to Kalilah wa Dimnah.' Oriens 7(195*0 •
pp.81-84.
D5 This tale was apparently deemed too indelicate to appear
- 229 -
in Sad and so has been drastically altered.
E7 A footnote in Kna, p.79> reads: "I have in this place
considerably abridged the original, which offers a tedious
display of anatomical observation neither instructive nor
amusing."
F This preface is original to Kaşifi, though he obviously
draws upon material found in the preface to previous
versions as well as upon other sources.
G This is the major chapter in which the two jackals, Kalîla
and Dimna, appear; Dimna also appears in the following
one .
G5 Sayyid Ahmad Horasâni in 'Yak bahs dar bâra-yi Kalila-yi
Bahrâmşâhi' (Dânis 2(1330) pp.337-^6) gives this story in
Arabic along with his own Persian translation.
G8 E.G. Browne (LHP II, pp.351-53) reproduces this tale from
Ibn Mukaffa'1 s Arabic, Nasrollâh's and Kâsifı's Persian
• 1 •
and John of Capua's Latin.
G21 Sir William Jones, in his A Grammar of the Persian
Language (London, 1771; Menston, England, 19^9)» includes
this tale in Persian (pp.105-9) and in English translation
(pp.109-19). It is this translation which is reproduced
by Eastwick.
H This chapter almost certainly originated with Ibn Mukaffa'.
See KF, pp.xxviii-xxix; B^ I, p.298.
I Several Arabic versions of this chapter are presented in
translation and discussed by W. Norman Brown in 'A
comparative translation of the Arabic Kalila wa-Dimna,
chapter VI. ' Journal of the American Oriental Society
^2(1922), pp.215-50. The individual tales appear as
- 230 -
follows: 11, p.218; I*f, p.228; 15, p.230; l6, p.231.
J6 Kâşifi presents this tale in verse and 'Ali Celebi follows
suit in Turkish.
L1 A.J. Arberry (CPL, pp.95-97) translates and compares the
versions of Ibn Mukaffa' and Nasrollih, including this
tale and the next.
M An abbreviated version of Kul Mes'üd's Turkish rendering
of this chapter is included by Fahir İz in his Eski Turk
Edebiyatında Nesir (Istanbul, 196*0 on pp.361-68.
N3 Nasrollâh includes this story in verse, apparently
borrowing it from Sana 'i.
R1 There is much variation in the names of the characters
in the frame story to this chapter.
S1 Kâşifi considerably expands this frame story to facilitate
J
the inclusion of more sub-tales.
V Mohammad Ca'far Mahcub (DBKD, pp.2^8-50) includes a
» ' -
Persian translation of this and the following chapter.
W DBKD: W, p.251; W1, p.251; W2, p.259; W3, p.263. See
also Theodor Noldeke, Die Erzâhlung vom Mausekonig und
seinen Ministern. Gottingen, 1897.
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APPENDIX C
EDITION OF MOHAMMAD B. 'ABDULLAH AL-BOHARI'
PERSIAN KALÎLA VA DIMNA
- 232 -
INTRODUCTION
In Safar 5^ / June 11^9 Mohammad b. 'Abdollâh al-Bohârî
• • SJ
presented a manuscript copy of his Persian Kalila va Dimna to the
court of Sayfo ">d-Din Gazi b. 'Imado "d-Din Zangi b. Ak Sonkor
(5^1/11^6-5^/11^9)» the second Atabeg ruler of Mosul. This
prose translation of, 'Abdullah b. Mukaffa''s Arabic Kalila
wa-Dimna had been carried out at the express command of the
monarch (who died within months of its completion) because there
were many at his court who were unable to appreciate the Arabic
original.
It is doubtful that any copies of al-Bohari's manuscript
were, ever made, for nowhere is the work mentioned in any source,
contemporary or otherwise. The records concentrate instead on
Abu Ma£ali Nasrollah's Kalila va Dimna-yi Bahramsahx, completed
several years previously in the Ghaznavid court of Bahrarasah
(555/1160-582/1186), a work which would have totally eclipsed
al-Bohari's translation among the scholars of the day. While
the Ghaznavid version is written in an inspired and highly
ornate style quite outstanding for its period, the Zangid
rendering is unadorned, conversational and clearly provincial.
The high Arabic content of Nasrollah's translation, moreover,
stands in striking contrast to al-Bohari's use of only a few,
generally more common, Arabic words.
The manuscript used in this edition, full details of which
are given in the introduction to the thesis, is currently in the
library of the Topkapi Museum in Istanbul, catalogued Y.Y.777
and dated 5'*V11^9 as noted above. Given the dates of Sayfo
'd-Din's short reign and the nature of the work, there is little
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doubt that it is a unicum and, therefore, the copy presented to
the Atabeg court. Its importance is severalfold, for it is a
unique example of straightforward and un-ornamented provincial
Persian prose reflecting the translator's background in Bokhara,
the dialect of which was presumably that most familiar to him.
The style of the work displays many of the characteristics one
would expect to find in an orator or a story-teller, since the
tales read as though being spoken to an audience. It is this
simplicity and ease of expression which - especially when
compared with Nasrollah's elaborate and intellectually demanding
text - serves as some indicator of the lack of sophistication of
the Atabeg court.
Finally, the date of the manuscript gives the work a
special importance; it is the earliest extant manuscript of
Kalila wa-Dimna in any Islamic language, including Arabic. The
manuscript employed by ^Abdu " 1-V/ahhab 'Azzim in his edition of
the Arabic rendering is dated 618/1221-22 and is considered the
oldest of its kind. Moctaba. Minovi also used the oldest
manuscript he knew as the basis for his edition of Nasrollah's
translation; that copy is dated 551/1156-57- The manuscript of
al-Bohâri's Kalıla va Dimna is older than either of these and,
as al-Bohârı adhered much more closely to the Arabic original
than did Nasrollâh, it can be of great assistance in any attempt
to determine more closely the exact nature of Ibn Mukaffa'"'6 own
text which has become seriously corrupted over the years.
The edition.
With the exception of the regularization of such letters as
, j (both of which the MS occasionally gives three dots),
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ç , JÇ and ^ (the latter only in instances where the MS
writes j ), this edition follows the spellings and calligraphic
foibles of the MS as closely as possible. The following letters
and signs, therefore, are written only when and as the MS does:
the zâl-i mo '• cam
hamza over alif
hamza, yâ and alif-yâ appearing at the end of
words terminating in a vov/el or vowel
- sound.
Uncertain readings are placed between parentheses ( ),
while elements added by the editor to make sense of the text
have been placed between square brackets ' j .
In the notes to the text (found at the end), numbers such
as '7/12' would indicate that the entry applies to line twelve
of the seventh page of the text, the page number referring to
the Arabic script numeral at the foot of each page of the text.
In addition, • (f.20b/l5)' at the end of as entry indicates the
location in the MS of the passage under discussion.
A table of contents for the edition may be found in the
cross-index to the thesis, pp.220-27; there the column headed
'ZanG' indicates page numbers in this edition, the number
referred to being the Arabic numeral at the foot of each page.
Abbreviations used in the notes are the same as those
employed in the rest of the thesis, but the following additional
works have also been used:
Alptekin, Coşkun, 'The Reign Of Zangi, 521-5^1/1127-11^6.' Ph.D.
thesis, School of Oriental and African Studies, University
of London, 1971*
al-Basa, Hasan, Al-Alkabu ?1-Islamiyya. Cairo, 1957^
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Clauson, Sir Gerard, An Etymological Dictionary of Pre-
Thirteenth-Century Turkish. Oxford, 1972.
Hava, Rev. J.G., An Arabic-Enpolish Dictionary. Beirut, 1915-





jX; ?Luj»^ 1) JLUij' j [oj-Şy>X^ jjtSr
,^U>1J/^'i VV.i-Xs^r^









-w^9^ ir^W ^>j t>j^J lo.fAL>^ I
p?) i^^&X~ 51;^
'J t A^VjU,5 fr )j><»J 1>A lylM^ilL^>-^?>l/
Topkapi MS Y.Y.777 f.20b
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y^M : İ I
uf A>K_Ş?£^*£»
; "' " -' <J>,
,'! i t vr-
>v' <İS !
mü
Topkapı MS Y.Y.777 f.11?b
>>•, 4'3',, ■ 'f&
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fUJ\ JjUJI r*^J\ LV-» ejS"
c*̂ bill b^4t ipLûLx_baJl jr-1° ~ I ^ j ^ b II bi . I{J «11
diM eJ=S rU^\ fL^\ ^ r^\ Jj
^/l O^wi A, ,1 » 1 ^ L< dJj wlJ ^ <41.9 J «J—fij ^ (^"~
J •» ✓ • '* " > * 7 ^ >9" 9 s * S*
6j\ al—5İ t_ât U>^ d_,L.aM dJLH I
(f.1a)
ije , «M yilS â as._ til ^LJI J)L»-
«1_Ü: L_>. ojt âj~£u oJ^ d^sÛ^ ^ o
^ ■ 11 ° 11 ' ' -J p "" i* I ■* ■ '■ 1^
.i v^jij ai_. JU^ji
o^-^- ûM-fi
eJI d L- .■ i ftLi* JIJ ^b^b 10
j'\~< »H v/LW ^jŞjljJ*Jb 9 jjjLijl ^j^Lb» j\ ^ I




~»j)\ aJJ* t ~
*ai>—*-> JJ> \z.j Js J&jz <j^ \j dL^jL y J—o. ^
vîJ^A İJ «JjjS' ^jL|—' ^JV_L> jSb d —L> »4 »4 ^ ^ -J->■ t-T i >» y J^-^* ^ }
^_>s>/ L9^Lu__»a C>IjL|^< ^ 05^jl_^« JJ, .a ^ J v. «l io
^». c^x>. 3' LA^ ^ % \J^ Cx JJ j o'^ 5
j j J j j ^j-ûj j} ^ JIA->. li^ J jü^^_>J c^j-*m.>- ju1^39
JJ y" -i i" <4J ^ Oj-Û>^ dJİ^ «4—« «-L» jj^J j} *»" | .. ■• ^ oli-<ö m j^
«4 ^ ^> L .5,/ *4 » ^ 'd-u-w J "4 C .*-* ^ J->J ^O^KmS' J-oLtal ^ A." - »4 jlj
LI*5^«. d> d^S^V^ «XL*» ^ <4 «—^cJX^ jj Jj5 ^ ^dûL^VÜÜ» ^.i^t >y y
• <3 -U—o^ ^ ^5 ^ *d^>_»~>- jJ ^ J,—->J—o *d-l-x— y d yl 10
J ^L_J
j d^L>V_>-\^ \^ ^İ3 j jr-yj j LL~c ^jLju V." t .«1*> C- j LZ^-aSjj j Xj j^^y ^ vUx_-4 lA/^"
^ J J» »it ^ *4 vlJ^Ls^ ^ Li * «■»^yû U ^ lo C^l^'
jjjf ^ >-4-i ^ j -U* d Jj> «4^ ^^ C/^lxJO ^ *4^ ^jL £ •* *d^x> j
0^' Ll~**^>y lj C-j-fi) J CU-il^sl ^ d Jjlj J J-J 15
KZ^j\S jj jjLw^ 'l5-^W 3 {Sji <jV/^ s-^£ •* (SJ^J J J Ll^l J J^5
dJ-#J y (CİjS O-J ıjU^S ^j jjt Jj> â^j JJ I^ç^LJd ^
C/1>^ >jJ^ l5^ ^** ^^ li« ^ ^ wLvLid->* Lı» dL^u< j^> ij 4 jL^j
Jy>- d jL*.w^ ^li\> ^ »4-5 l^3-> ^ ^İ5 ^ ^\j ^ L>w lj$" j . A
j—^ ljöl>- 'd^>»>- J »4^" Od->- O^ ^ •** *d^>w>- 20
^CUawL b d jl_^> J j5 j L<n5 (f.23.) ^ ^ ^-" ^
— -X^mj \*jS d^ ■L-y ^ JJ d->- C^ C^-û> ^ j
• Ci4 (j-^ O"—*^ ^ J ^ Ll.."» X c J->*j
«__ ^ ^ X d^ y
^ ^-5 ^-jjJ i Qrf —« ^5^ • AJ qjXS J-*» JJ (Jl^ dv^* ^ 1_£—• lj> 25
- \ -
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y J y otitis ıj\ # 3^7 ü"*£ 7 7* Û^
û^ T3 J J—-**"
d\_j~~ fj\ . fj\ JJJ Jj jl v^J L-^I3 edJ5^L_-^ ^ ^
« ^Lmi^J 4 j*) o^-*« L-«,ft.l >- * d.L9 ^ .j-v
• ^V_**< ^ ^w-L>»—«a»^ c->^ c ■'»>4^ cl^sVLxJ y ^JIa_>- jjz~*M -j
jj j*)llwv» dL-u( y J-*I* yj3 -O^ d^>* tlx^v" '■^ »A l-» 1 lo . ^çw o.
Jjî ^»*»1 (j^-^ J O^ -Z5—** û JjljJ 43—• J
— l/ er-- VJ5—*
- ' v- > <" ■ ' " ' " *" * " ' ' 3 '
« a-—j| —b-H *—->^> o~^* 0^^>ww
J- 10
^ J dJL~ 1^1 £^f -İ-® ^ 1 «7 .AT3' <7 *a^—* A] y JSt X*J~* 'J ü*~^*J
'j ijj^-t* c\~ ys* y J£ uPj*' Jy*r y x A J7 7Â*"*< <jy
Jj\ O^J w__^->* \~£> \z •)^ 4^. ^—a ^ ^X* ^.7*"^* O ^ ^ .4 *"*
O y—^ (j^ 4^ ^l-*->-^ l^i *J£ jjOj-A>u-4 O y$ y 4aj ^Û-jo j J
d «4_** ^.. »A,!. „• d^" d •fej du-«^ (j^W4^ j J 4^1-aj ^ 4^j -L 4J -a <| r
• d 4J "A,/ .A 1 J Jj I ■*,< Lwu ^ ^JJO ^ d j-o^ ^ 4J ^^ X*" ^-^-«o J
J_^j
4jO^-ûl> ^ ^ j -a « (^-S-* J «4^ ^ k ^ jj^ 4j. ^ ^ «4 ^ J >• *d. «A^ d^"
4jio-/ ^jLcoj 4> d^j ^Lw^ ^<d. -a d^ y^ y ^4^ 4^L»-»3 y^jyj c^
j^^4& Li jLc^j O^ « 'd^yj "4 I J *â X-/ <Ju y 20
f-A? 3^ -> J>~ ^ 3^ -4 'j ( ) (f.2b) ( )
J I J-£- L-»A«* dJL- d_—A_ft \^S ^jloJîi ^ -L»» Jyy, J>
o^" .4^ ' j^«LJ L »4L^.u ^ d^ ^ *d^L dL^ 7^ • 4wwL ^ ^xjyxi
4^ —-a ^JLa_« y »d »4 *1 ,a J X~*- 3' ^ ^ 4j X~^~ ^ 4j^ Xt~^ X A ^
7 ^j d Xu^i \jZ &£ *djL L^a' i 4_^j^JL>- dJ^j# 3 dLj^ 2^
• LI^-J^ 7 -k' ^ c5>i J ^ dJ I: j V&J 4^b 4j>^-
^>* ^ »4 L"■ Aj >—^O C . * /1 L>w ^ ^ La5 j j *} Jljju 'dJiîLv d^" y
3jb j j j 1 a; 4^1 ^ jj\ ju 3U ^
— r —
- 2kj> -
. 'jj>- j j->- lyU L_Juo l_.
^ tfl t ■ .r ''^1.1» l,/ ijj J 'ijl J ' _V^ ViL# \_*->- jL^ 1 ( ğ ) J jl ^ I '
Ci >J 3^ -L» ^ d l^< I IJ o j i* .< £*■" ^ *^.1-.' J £^-t-/ d—->*— -•Î
^ «J «I ^ ^l>- ^ -i; £—— J d tO"v * XJ'jj ^ • ^ ,1.'^-'




6*j y * d-*
: y jj\ K^J^S- jj ^ jjS- y ^ 0%J J
ku ^ ^ JJ^ «3 J^" OjLXJ OIj rl . ^ • jl_^j - -* I ^ J
c*J 0* b 3 I dJL^
£ 6-1: Jk* £**> lAJ y by -> " ^wu> LI:.*-.' *» J • <L/ d^ ^ -' ^V-JLA |ji ^ ^ ^





J ( _ki^.) oU,a « <i at jLjJ Cx r ^53-°—'5 ca-.lt it I -Jj ^ q -
<j at^5 ^Jlt jj j^Sz ) J=v—^ (3^0-^ £ a-®1 t-iz^-ju j±*~£> fJVt- ^,-1 y>
—■n 'i" • v • ■» ^ | ^ ^Jlt j a jjîj J j^ /l" >- 1 ^ 1~1_. f 1 -•- I i l.i i y I " --— I
o\—<1—«-® '• Ü3J*—* LS""—°"b fUi-*j fj?3-> 3 d®^-" c^""" 3 iSX^- 3 J®^
• day ^ L5 yj>j ^jL»w —.*. *■' j d al- ta*v^ i_jj— • a-j i I ^ ^ a
^ySt } C J^Uat ^Lk, ^5—'J ) (f.3a) <pj~® J < C_S0-^ }
'jli—s _> IO—I J j' CU-i- . l_-lOjl J J 2 dla (_jL>w (j'l<y ) ■ dj-a) Lî'^
cu^.a _j ' ^j'j- C^~"-*~JJ LîW; j' *^-^b 3 '■\~irSt£ LS^-^ j' cs'-f-'b 3 ' J^~ 3
a—9I-;—. j-\— j 3/ ^ -* 1 —* X 3' l5>-* J ' ^ *^i 3'
. I—&L^a (_^l->>/ Ja j lb;>^ ı_î^v J 'l-j-»-A>- *Lv-
jL^—' O—_&l^_>- ^Jl~t '^(jt d—*a ^ ^ d ■ ■ • I a_' ^ jjj ^ ^ d • •• ^ ^ aL^- ^
« fci.Lil^— j * 1 ay t" - aL j d *^- ^ L ^ d—>> I a I t a ■.< I a^S— d at lj * *^ j\
? ^ O— j*/ djy- 1^ d- yi _j • ca—l aJ a y - l^l aJ a )b—a
aJ ûb j 3 ^ LÎ (a" ^ c ^-*-^' ^ 3 ' ^ 0"t*v O^ J 3
x. jj ûb 'j *^~t^j x^ ' Jx*~ ö 3 ^ «'J ^ 3' Kx^i jj * tjjyr x.
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â *** ^ Od jJ a$ j-& V ^ " (3^^ '^LA J \jr~* v' 6J^ ^ l5 ^yr* <SJ
Û 0^~~J *"*">V «J-»- ^ dJ^k>- jJt wLi^ J^/Xj ^ wLÛ>^^_>» }
J t dU>> La# L.i»^ J »1 '*.>. i <3 C o ' "**• <3^ ^ ^ J V ** i^^ ^-o LZ-*-*w J V-L !>->• # J^j
^}L«ı ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ <3 j^ I. ■* j^->- jjL>w ^uî^ıi
dJ d-j ~Ö ^ ^Jl->fc_^o ^ J * 63j-n—-o ^ .Jjl f"~f*"* ^ «JjL—
• jV: u1^ "9 J-r <*-•* t-: ^ ^ J> OS JJ
J *3 9
^ <3 <X/ j Jj^ j^jJ £ X o c- JM" <§ f* y-~ J>®-~—• o' -*< ^ i
I —i y -9 ^ AÜİ^ J J djİ^"' ■* jl,^. > ^ûllö j J jj V U» ^
jSty^. Jyj ^ UL-^Şj^A l5~""* "X>^ ■ 1 «—-® • d^**» ^ . S\ 9 J^J '10
j ' • fcLu ^ ,j^ 3 d-kJ jL
j . e—cJl _j eu~^l £—^ >—<• o-^ 3 e--~ ' °^k;l Cr^ LT-^ 3
jj\ (jL»^ ^1 ^ j-& j -ut L L5—« j\ C^*j\ ûl^W —*—• ^ *j'.J—«-0
<_S>d ^ ^ J (f.3b) Jj' J l^jLsO 3y^o ^ ^yi-X*- Jli—« JJ
ijj j _j v*L«»- jJ }->■ duL--" 1* ■Jwfc.k } j ^ e. 1^ O-^ ^ 13
. jjL ^-L ^3 JJ 3 £*■ 3 3 J J -r" û -«" Jj' (51* J 4jl>i*l~ 1 ^
J k j' 1^- _>—» j <-^-— jî* ^ j' *' -V ^ u, ■ ■>.'k ,_^t; <1— ^ 3
\jf3-> j o;'oVf «lâf. I, ^^i. _j â^y âj^ —ola;L j â^l jl ^ £X>
lt-^ O^' ^ >—' Jj j' 01 ^ jj j ty'>i->-
tS*j-~ ^j 3^ 3 -L"'>^" aj—; -*—* f>—■ ) j3J ^—-^L LtJL_;^ı; C3J 3 20
• J «I d y/X^> • J^yj ^1 d^yl> ^1 Ly«l • !'■■< .^L>J J
J—a__i
j\ â__; Oy Jd- JLadky J JU^ Uyli-3 ^yL 'j (_>;' — X* _} _>* — ^j-V- (j^
dX*- <1 k J J lj ^yA>wy J - jl I 1 i Ç) J-1II ^_y « I-'■ ■ J ^ 1 " ■dj P y> J Jjjl
JL liiJL» js Clykj J <3 ^ ^JP y/X>\—y« \îiy\-*->- ^Ly I 23
^ JrH 3 LÎ^>i J ♦ 3mj J* ■* <Syi C. J-feV ■*■../» Jkj»- j oJj3
C-A l>vw \j ■ ■ * J j < KZmS Jj -* i—.L I^J J 3 Jlj> I ly 3^ ^j5j—yl ^wr U„-„
• • k> tyy CyA l>wy jl J^y ^l_A3vyî 4—t- L>v^ ^ jA) ly •• 3j> f3~^ 3~* <SJ^ J ^ J
Ü<£ 3 13^ 3^ J—-' ■• (_^ * -V^-J Ljd uk;' 3 J 3S- J âl _ly Jjk y3. y 3
— O —
- 2^5 -
— 3 ) «*' J^J3s<
• J *■*'^^-1—-® O""""*
*. J^C* *l>i ^ c^' ^ Cv«r \j ^ jj td-^OL; y d~>- V^a5 j ıJ 3
edjLw J j «J ^j jj—j^ Ll^ ^ J • «J-1 ^ ^ ^ W ^ J~<m ^ * •*
v /Ijis^ j ^ L y d—*~ +j ^ j 'Lx; «.'^> ^ j j ^ ^l>- ^ 5
♦ J3 <Js< ' r-
J~d
l9 ^<ûj dj j Jj ^jLw^ d. a* *) y •J^-' J*** ^ ^JV>C" *l>^>
L5 J-^j 3 - ^ J O—aA ^ju •!> «X« d^" ^JLc- j\j^<j* 1 ^1 ^ ^ 1 »y
^ -J j d-jV^ ^AI^T ı—*~j\—"* 3 • d~*« J ^ jL ^**> ^ d*^^-> '10
j lt*j (f.ba) ^ j ; -l*u~ j v±J^ j 3 ^
3 — J jl^ ' 3 J 3 J 3 e—*tL_JL~ t ^ <ıLlj_^ y ol/5'
du J J *) *d -J J ^f-*" ^ d—»o j O5^ d3 y~<S> y L_5 ^-w_>- J d5^(jL>- 1 ^
^-fi-İ3 ^ ^ J^" J jjLw^ d »>* Vj^JÎ. C»> Luu L9 J-^*-1 d—** J ^ | 0^/öJ-w 1
d jlo ^ ılljL». 3 3 d— I çJb j Jjj3 dr^^ ^ Cs,^ jjUJ v^!îj J -J 15
► c— ; jl tj >>- d jU J d-~ ' J ^ J d—>. y \yjt y , d-<- j j} Ij^>
dl>- J . d-~ y j\ d^ >L>j d jU J d- ' ^ y Jj~~ y d— j 3^ 3 V J
J • d^w—» y j\ ^ Jy-Aj* d j d**» t ^lL*> y *Jy*» y C*-« ^ ^-< j <jVjA_**
y J Jy) d-jUoJ fjf-ı yh-f Jy-*Z J& V /"? " >• y->- k ^ y ] Jy^l J J£> JS> Vval—*
• CT^ JJt3s>i *>3-~ ^ IwO " ■< q y->~ \y£> 20
^yLj yJt L y KZ^£ JyÂ <!•- * jLv^>- I y dl^ d5 j^CÛu y d^<t £ yjs d^L^- ^jj j\
d*j [j^ vJ^ dJ-1. &-* ^ tdSj d>Vj4—-olj y d-^ ^jj j}
' J^ «J.I' tîLc. >■ j\ yj y J^" (J^ÜLu^a J^u» ^ . J^" 1 J-X ^1 1 JLt
£ j-3* d->- ^ J ^ J <_J_nj-i—^ ^9 j . a ' ^ ^l t" >o d m.^,1 . I*a M ı_ jli -" j
c3~~"^ j j3^ j3* j~<* j x j j #dx -Xj ^l>> ^ j # jl J 25
id^L. <5d^ y ■ JCj33^"İ dT"^^ j * ^ v^»»<4> ^ ^-j]$:
jlj ^ y& ^ JI J-> ^ ^l»- ^ ^ jj d^ ^
d J—* J^" J * d^ulw y C^wü jS y (J^*J izjS y ^yJk^H, j\ ^ * j\ J




\j y C ^y-^ y ^y—^Jp [*~~'*-"' *" l~ ' '* ^^ ^
-»
ij t *"- y -9 lj y y ^ A.* <>' y* C^A" y 0-*«^ J yx.*.* C-fc** ^ wLxa^ .i-o J ^ I 11tl - - l^i
• 1^5J Cj**£ f' **y*~ ^ -J"-"~* J ^ f[|y>C-*~ I ^ i J Viu
ji <U,J , j^y-^ ^ ^ j J (1 • ^"b) *» J y I *•* *'^' J ^ ol^ y j y
alî j o> L~ 1 js> <sVS ^JL ^1 3 o-~ j J Jy* J^- LS* J ' b «-L* ^
JLi^ jj (jL j ^ c j\ j (_A^ ) • j&-£ j Li Li oJI <15^ j j^Lij-
- ^ '
^ 1 j *iL j -ijI j (Jl*^ O" ^ viJL>* * ^ 1 *< * K| ,t L1 v> 1» j LI j-> 1^6
• o-V^->; -iil_>: ^ LJ
aJIx- ' «İjIo^ Çyt ^ ^y "*^ y^ y «Jj J»*» I, ■* ^^5^ y^~
'li
^ L>v—<• —"° t J-* «Jw i «X3 «Jjly>- ^ v -jS" jl
jl 1, > i3^ y—~* (y^^""0*"*1 «7 djV_»>^cv (3^ *? 1^-• «L^-î-
t j ih—j* tjy^cû—j* I *Xfy—A L ^Jlx- JjW villo C **->■ y I—,\Zs\ JX-»» yy^—^M
i J JjjJ ^ ( A3 ^->J ^ * 4y&-~£> ^ i*»j " •** t ^ yA ç ]o C ^ X-*»^ ^ ^^ jJ i J \a-£
t l^tr? yft-L-*J ^ Is t [*) ^ L5^-W ' ^ ^ J *S .• C A rnM ^1 ^ y>%5 6 A I* 1 ^ ^^ < dJ^ «(J ^ ^..A AM 3
jy*-> imy-J* c cl^—^ ^ {jr* ^ b^c- t ^jf) J Jb l_>s ^ 1 ^ &j*£Lt i *>- 1 ^ j 6j&] \ ^-o 13
t ^ ^^J^-wJ^ C^ ^ ^ cîlio ( yU ^ ^ i ^Jj * ^ ^
* *aT- y-B-b ^JLü 9 çy\±j\ c ^yj^" ^ dV_*tJLjbV_-!l
*-'—•- ^ w-'" w
djLa:! a-LH jx-1 __ •' jrt~^ j' c> (> LSJ^- J' >f' 20
-* » M> ■_ //'/
c$ JW—* .? 4 Jy t>-^ ^ ^ y JUI J «-J^ -— 4^ X5^ l^Oj
— j' JLi-il jJL ;l 1^ JL~
15*^/^ «V J ^ y ıy 'â »** j Lx-c* ^ ^^ ^ ^ X ■' .a v v*l 1 . ,4 lîJ^fc
Ju .Jbo i CL^-w ^ <5 wlJ L>- LL-^L>>^w ^ ^SÛ_>- ^ ^J_>- ^ ^U>VM, VJU-X Vv2-j j
# ^ y 25
J—^ J ^U ^ ^ ^ cu.)Uo j ^
j J ^ <L ^ J^ »a ^jj L-«—n~> y~*jj y «J j <L ^i—« id^J—^ O^1—"* J ^■'-'■* ^ J
- wijx_^o Ij cl«5 L ^ y CL—*q-£> 4 ° y —° ^ y )^ ^J-^-




^—S <*jüj _j j\jj ) (f.^sO W*—j s L>J>^5 J JGsj
_)L Jİ <_£ " •x^" jr" <S3 "b "**—/17^J
. i »_
jy «J»*.»»^ y jyi> cjlliJ « jL c>> ^ j V *, . i ^mi y
lAJ,» ı-îj 0^-13^*-®J j ç;J j' JU^ dU j -t-b y ^ j\ JUJ~ «^Usl
)j> Is, -a j J ^ L5|^u( Ca,
__ £ JüSsS
»jlwR-A-. J viJ\»_» J SliS- L—5U_ID J # wiw/l*-»
s ^
js -»J -UÎ oJjLiv—« ,_£J j J —^J V_E- ^
dJ ı_â_p5^ jj JL,
^ JU: uan>i
I *-İj_kJ ^b»- d J->-
— -5
i ^JjS" Jis. 0i5 _, o— i ( ) -o-*- y>^ j'
✓ / /
— J-^ •>
.\ _ \ *1 M
y çyJ ;J ./*'>»• 3
J'J~ ' s y-^—a 3
J-tdJJ JJ * 3 i^^—* JJ■
K " -j • j} J <JLj~*JS y .4^ ^ 'dl*S ^ ^ A Vi i
r~ /.'/ i A J^, d>L^ v_J
10
»•»
| ^ J jj «4—*^ UJ J^>- OJ^J j i—^jLw-X^< 1 ^
« V- *i~ ^*j^ -V i J«w< ^ALD ^... ** V .«li L< J L"- ■- '
OL»
L" •— 6j |1Q ^i O >^-*« ^ — A ««. ^ C«J^ — d-J it 0^-A>* JL ^* j
s aI^L fjU
A->- j >4J J J^ ^jö *di_A> ji ^ | j dlJ^ ^ ^ ■*"*-> -* 20
ij*J j oL ^ *) ^ *Aw WJ_/ i ^J£) ^ C*.d!l5 ^Mj| (_^->- 'İ-U^ J^A»>u-« ^ -U<l-4» j
>^1 -* j J LSi*'» /I i *l5^" ^ o' ^ ^ fc j-i u^ y*- {->{->• jbVj*
di-w ^ J oi^" —^-» j ' | 'i ** - vl ■ - J U, *» i
i-^ ^.11 ^ ^ j J jieot ^ J # «Jwo/ A . âj—£t-~J %jS* o.__
AJ^ yu^-û-j _^A j-y. ' ^y? ~—- ^^ cJ^ ^ — A-jJIt fi" ^ ^ ^_>. J^JU 2^
C>' J 3' ^ \ ^ ^ A U^v'ŷ 3* JL--»
m w * ' J ** J
û—^ J3-İ3— ( f .5b) j\ •)>*> *djj y>~ j j -j j — lsj y^" ^ ^ ^ ,fl
' -
. ^ - # - >





s JW—• u)y b^^_-• u^—tc j j ^jjj b
rt" i» ° ■^ 'b j J y jlj ^^ j J ^ ijla^ <_T ^ b
^ X _^b —a jL ^ bw l ~ * .jxl L y c tL y Jİj Ç- I y a
r. _ xfc_ As-ilk: ^Lb cJl; ^ _ d- .Li I
i_30 i_r 'X ) jb^~> a jl>^ J *a_>- J ^ I ' a ' l)^ ^ J-. J ' ^ 1 " ' ■I^ ^ J l> ^
M. ^ ) ' * S _
J J J ^ X 1 . I I I.I „ di! ^ 4 ^ «— JU *X >VJ ^ J"-'v' ^ • J^ ^ jl>
— k J ibî? ^ l^bijl
J ^ y ' Jb -a^ ^ _b-fr ^—-a ^ LI». ■* ^ X—a X j dblS" ı—.1^"
k -*-*-?" ^ ^ • 'x— ' e >—»«x« ^y* y ^y* jJ j^y* -*-°
■>' ts^; U ^ ^ I» *<J »it l^ O wU« j d «-LC- Lu(
•At-o1—-)' o*' 4J/ jü^' ^ t-*V ^J3>~* oxx^
^>- OIj ^ bT ■ B j» 0^-Â>- ^ J^-oi d J(Jkrfj
^ i*i ,^v. j «ık \jl*_fc t L£?>> ^jJJ * *0^
# xi L 1, ^Iki j. &
jjxau bib jlj J J J ^JoV_k X >■ ^b ^ i -İ?LmU Jl I »»^ ^ wl5 ^ JL>
. ?' o' »
^LÛ—««>• ^ b>13 ^ . din dX^ ^ ^ji#^s b_-«_>. ^ ^ ^ ^ .*^ J ^ >•
— d—-o—^ ^ «_ ^ j jj bi—^ y ■ —* ^ ^ -j+ ^ j —•* ^ d J£
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JJ3 1 I -,\z I * J J^ fj * ft -J J dio^* ^ *lL<» ^ | ^)j y
w x "• x • / v
^ _J C—". I i j\-f-j 3 U _j ^1 • ■• C$3?" ^-C> — 3 "^^V" — 3*" -9
yb c— J ^ <j3 ^lİLfc b C cu~ ' d X, 3 c5-)^^ L£;^ ./^ü^—'•'
^ aC* ^L .J j cJ^ j j^J^J 3 (i »63.) Jjj|^ ^ ıiLL*->* j^> kio ^^mS*
-. JjljjS tjo y-aJ*,—» 3^3 ^ Jj> 5
^L_;-> l_j>— ^ ^,1^. _j aiA jl ^y q Jjj\ y vb 3^ >_>> -- ^ d Jj3^ 33?"
u^3x" X J — "^3 3 —" 3s* \Ş JX 3^ ■A* jj3^ uW j cryV;
|'l "JJ ^ ** ' * J J <1 lj Ğ ^^jSj &—>^ • - ' ^ J J J J ^ ^ J3
oj13 j i-, ,5>- j l-~'\3 j J v u>v^ 3^L> *dJ—*_a- jl 3 3jI _jjjl& jl
Uit _j Lis- L Jf 3 -3< 3^ ^ dL» <</ J t «X.*. ■*» ^ J-^ j 10
jS jj tj\j^+jt> }\ (joy- ) 3-~ 'J x- Ji'>* 3^-*' ,>^3J j' 3 <sJ£ <ju^JL>^_-.
3 J3*—• 3» 9' 3$ ^•'x-i '<*•*-*" g^-4 3 13 ^y~0 J jX** J"1 1s Jx. ( X )
,j jji. 30 •« y ^j )\ (j' ^ 3 J£ jb <J3 iX^i '—. ■ j' 3-> J l5 j3X
^'y—* — J i ~ ■ " y J 3^J * y J^ ^ »d>. f'1L j jl ,JyjM y 1 u J Xj -b *-0' J-»
3^ 3 A* û' t« ûVr*^' J ^ 3^*" 9' i-sj 3A^ 3* j 11.?3 >* 15
lU_J _J J ifâ-ı &^yr^ C— ^ » •*XX" <-£>? — dJ5L>- (J-^- — 3*" {£ 'J 3—J ^
^ <" ■ ■ ^ 3^ ^ ^ J jlj ^ 1 ~*3t ^ ■■■ jl c~« l-i 1» j ■ * •*-
• 3-^ 'IxC- J V—^ ^ «J..^. i-< l5LL>>
J V->v-w ^ j ^ ^-<Q.. ^ 3^ d Jy^-AM ^Jl«^3_>- jjj^ L 3^^ v* 11 3«j
3 4 ^yl. .J j J«ti 3 3 y£> jL«~v( 3> *J]^ ^3^ Iaj 3 20
— ^ O^î* {*^u> os **—>_
3 t I3 3I ^ C^-4-» ^ d J—-®L>i—« ^ U5 ." j* «Iİ3J -a 31 I3
LÎ>; l/ •'x *^-utl 3-^® J L*k* -> 3-"^ 3 cr-^f* xx 3^
3J/ 3^ ^>1—» 3 Jj3^ 3^"3 X J 3^~^' Orf' X. 3 • ^X. * J
• JJ X 3^ C-^L ■• 3 3 -b JI^aj 25
- 1 • ~
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^ aJ J' a \j J ^
uua* a 3 <-r"
[J^a .K rfyt aJL)1 JJlİ dJj
^_La_Lam JIa-»- j C^l*i •+ j j J KSJ3J l3~*
c})J C_A^ 3 ^3. ^ lo^>> Ş wL»^ <3lL>~ la» ^jljt AB 2
I—A. *J J& * V^-uÛLS^AÎ 6U, 3 ^| ' '♦ ^"*• l1^L_*İİ AJ3j
k^û-aO d JLt^>- d -L'Jj } 4 3 ^ ^J""*" 3 ^ ^ 3 f ^ ^ J ^ J ^ ( X • 61) )
3 ^ vt) } L .* j ^3~f *{j} ^4 «X(^ <5 J^
iS3 aJ dd—» o 3^~ 3 • d>-~ d-0 ^ Lf—L?1-*"" a-® â' 'a Û* —" jJ-*~
3 L?'l/ 3 WJ' X>y-i j 1 da j'J L5J jl t ajJîT ^b>J
L5a jl «ail—» •dOfrlS j»UiJ 3 <J~' 'a cd— 'a' 3 1 " ■ 5 ^ ^ X
• "dd
d^1*^ a J 'a a' yS° - J3 j* C)^3 j-^3: <_da r. Cr*~- üi" ü 3^r
— ^ ji a c^j od d dJ 3 "-'a ^ a^ ^ <s la-' ta
"a-t ■̂; a' 4da9 j' ^ ' <jJx wL* od 'djj a o
kS3 d 'a ~*3~*~ cA^ ^ aLc- ^ t ^ - j 4id ^ a^ <âd a




3 <sy. ^ La ^-4aajla ^ J ~A
* ^ «1/ U J -* J ^ Ü^>*" ^ ^JL^a^ka C-Aj^ J_ft>
J J J CLA5J5 ^1/ ^ J'd J ^ û
__ CLa-«!1 L? ^a d.w wü ^
* & *AaıC' d I—>- C^a » \, a r- J=u»_ ' ^aâ^ cJa^ C«'
4 a^lj jl,* ^ a_*_& 3' a d a_,U ^ j a^a^ı/'^d" a^l^ ^a^" t^ d a ^
aa—9 a^ ûd d*-»- ^t-; o—* a ^ d «'a-t-J aâ' ta- aV a •i3j.
^ ir* *■ *^XV_>*_A j ^ ^—<Aa 'l^—kj^ j& ^jj j a ^ .'^
a a ' 'a ^v a 1 J—*e^ a^ *^a 3 ic*0a^ c^*x
j t ^^3 jj *dj—y ^ii<—A y ^ ^ y o}^i_A d c^k*
; J a d**, (â' -^a' X aJİ axa <_»- t5a a a û'
VİİaVâ->» ^ ? *Xa ^ ^ J^_>. ^ <i—>- ^1 ^ J J tJa ^ <j »^L^a ^ j**m i d-V
Vt*X<» ' ^a IJ C -i-i J-^> O^at J JaÂ-İ ^a' \j JJLA
a' û^*a^ a a^ ıaa aJ ^ Ja^ J-° ^ i>;'
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-< lJ3 J* iSjr^ 3 t ^ I. j *J j C -)jS> «JÛ^ J^.
| -11 <~3jj J C-> J J j\ J ( f • 7cl ) * JLX5 4VjjS" 0^4» J ^ ^ J C«M J
JJ^* ^IpjI ^ * *5^ \r • '•• -b ^ ^ o *x^o ^ ^ < .* ^
o' *^£ v3İ>- *ö-î ^——* j C>—** v*} *3 %J£ .jl^l CJ~~* ^yt-^ ^
. c-.-X eL: ^lj j\ £ (j—*'j^ J xxtj* cfijx. *4? gjjJb d->- t xl, 5
lsjlh -*-~ j ^ b J' •^xUjj jjj Jf x,L ıjA^jş J ÖA'_jjİ- d^jt j
jlj/ >b J <ll-4 4-^ C ■ 1* ^—p—-a ^ vf L^* \5^^-jb (^c jL
♦- J>;
v j-i ^ y^-~* 3^ ^»L»- jJ t>;' ^ \^j£> j jp—-~ 3 J-'^-'^xtli £> y*-
_ uj£ 10
v»ix Ij • -U» L ax* j J ^ xL« b
j o^-*< ^jj— *)£}•> 0*' J "Jx. (yj -'x. <JxyJ b3 b'
*
e * t*
3 ı^J ^jx 3 3 <x3JcXJXx>- 3 <s3-.~>X 3 J'jx. 3
. ^ _> "O^- 3 iX>'J j'j J utx. X1 3 u~ *fo O-" 3j
jZ 4Z~oLi i_Ad >*■ d5".Lj û^>' .? oJj J ■J-^_î" 3 15
J ' LT j^ Û^— 3 O^JX. Ij-rfb j—*^ j x~l y§ ' 4i vi'-i x <J3.)x J'
I -4* KSX^ • "u J3^ ^^->- ^ ^j3~i C3JJ^'. "* ^33 ^ J ^
— ^ b L53JJ-! 3 ■J-'b i^r*" (jj b Sr"b O^ J ^ 3 *■ b J
^ I^-'X*- 3 L5^'J û' X ^
• >xX \_Lx>- L# *<j -X J ^—o x j *** 20
' (_sJ^-**< lxv 3~*~ ^x >x-sLvi>- j (_jj\ (_r<i >>■ -X>- j ■J-f-^~ ^
3 i "0^ ^ ^jx. *KSJ ^ J j ^ J ^ JIX* ^5 L
^ ^ t-T *«"X J • C ■ '» I A* ■«.■'.< jL X La ^iaL>.
^ »i ' l.t ^ 4^;L L t Jj/l ^ i jj V* *Aw jZ jl Jl
j\ J-^ o— J ^ j^L . ^ >>^ > J j *(_5 J^ZJ- C*Lö ^ l-l^-fl^ j px-w 25
b a;—• J _y xJjjS" J ^y^-j ^ ■•*' t~i \J3j 3 XS^T CLV^! X>- (^ÖL». T
J J J (_5^ Û' »X. JULU. ' jj jJ JLÖ * ^y^I. j \J L ^ ' \5jS X *—
U-X» 13 4 b d»Jd • •» Xj ^>* } ( £ * r/1) ) ♦ ^ ^
^ 4Vİ A->- 1* {3^3 lj ^yW ^J-|4 <j-^ —*• ^ 4 X^ d^i" lj L ^ ^y> <.'
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— ^ 4 J^—" j' 3 ^ 3 • fX—i^j3 *-î" 3 ^
« «X.i« Jj I* ' i a£ Jj;v^ i X/ -• ^ J viH
— ' C^" O J.A J LS^*y ^ 'j U»^ ^ ^ t-JJa J J I' j
J b i>o> f-5-*
t-J"01 C-*®J "X JJ 3 k C* J3^ 3 ^C*J 'j 3 J£ ^—• -*-»- (S3jy. y~i 5
J • **5^ C-îU^ _J "5^
* #♦
• C-> ^~f"d ^ J ^,p ^ J ' O^JLJL J~X~* <X> Jİ X d^L_»J
lSJj j « J.X ' J-«—. ^yie- L- 3 <iL; ^Jjj J e— \j *\j &JJ. ijsjy. 3
yj>~ <J. SX.A—rA—^ lj ıJL3j-ı _L>tXL>- I y ^j^xj Jj~<—-<o vJJ~*" "* 3 t_^__< (j^* «* J «X*.1
• J 10
• *"^-4>y ^ (^^->- ^ >* «L_<a ^ ^ kS*^ ' 3 *^m 1 ^ l>> ^ X>* ^ ^—u dL y ^->-
LS^-fl—* jjLdj^ ^jlo—4 ^ J O ^ jjl* » ■* ^ y ^ J L C.> L*» j
d J^ O^" ^ t J»Jys>\j tX^VLxl ^ vxil^k, O^' cLtJ^ j Jul
^ ^ ^ «J O.^X %X-fo 1*1 L »* {_ym~4 ^4? (3^"* -^-' <■» ^ *L>w lj c «■"* ^
^ ./^ J ^ ^L<*- J -J—-a 1 j J 0 JuJjj dVXl-^lo C—« -L> LA^ 15
_ *
O-^* ^-A-S ^ vi-LL—»• # x* IJ <dJ^J ^ dLL*-*- *V_>^ l_-» J?^>1 ^ t .■%.
_ •
LAA ^ JA ^ 4 -,' J (A y^~ * <_$^>^" 'j ^ ,? «4—«I ^r >-*"* <_£? V 3 "X-A 3L ^
— <_^ -O— ^ X lSJ J^-*" j' j' 3
^ j' 3 <S^-$ y
_ ^ jlj olp. 20
. f—X "^XJ j' O—*
^ izjfi dJL-
V d wL<4^ J^5" d—^*-1
_
<^-x^3 Orf' j' j iz~w-b ij-fJ. fX _)' t^"'e' ^-1—•' o' —"X 25
lz-ş^3 o* jJ 0*^" ^J y.
# ^ d Jj » i.» jLx«u 1*H ■* * i-X.w J^>- J J X" 3 * XJIjXah,/
^ *x ^^ l> (f • 8s.) j ^ ../ HI >* d to ^ J ^ J^> Ij ^ d -X—a Ijw





































































(f • ob ) • 3 j-- ^ ^ 3~* l \S^
— dj^ * <z**S j\ \S3jj~*.
- ü Jx -LA*>^ 3 JL£ \j -lo ^ o^î"
f-® <J3 ^ \SJ-^ 3' 3 a-ft Û» j' LSX>>H -l'::-~ -K û< j» uK1
ja , ^ ^ ^ -3** ^^ ^ ^ ^ -Uj ^ o-« I J d J^ ^
^ l^jS J J jj jJûJk
Qj\j j' d-»-L>- 'LoJ <■ aAj j&j 3"*—« ,y L5>t-'
• d ■ * -j' t—'
— ~jrx
<-Ai; uri y*~ J J J^J 3 3"~~ ' J S! O—V c~^ ^ ûJ > û >î" ' J—i_j'
J J <0 < _j Jif- j ı_- jî d—. i 4 -di ^>La *• ^^ J-^- yfc J (_j ->l_^ A
Ojb>- i Jlv d.—«i>- ^ j° jj * ı_j*-**-*" j' b_»' . * u—*bo j ^J_>.
O—° ^ j* *■' lP
^Lj JL ^
J?Ia>> ^ J ^ -blj J ^ d." <» ^î. ,«• ^ C > *v J
J -l»' j J (3^*- j' 3
\a ^ Û J'J c5^" ^C jj-»- e-t It ^ J
05j ^ J j t J jjl>* ^ ^ J^J ^ tw
J ♦ Afc û'fc-M^ lA~ ' ^ a^ Jj -J c5>»JJ J f—*- ^
^ ^ O -^** C^" «J ^ ' •L^' wO. 9 —,« J ^->- vlL^
J • ^ J^J j J dLt ^>*L.3 j « ^ j-{
(jj jJ ^ j' ^ J>^ o^3 -? jJ' c$V J>^
o5 cu^ i ,L>-_^ I j û^y-; ^ ü y? dL ^ ^ « Jjj ^ J <3J
— 3' ^ 3j* J û^ 3 ->j^ <Jd—oJL>,—a i_^
• J>P lS3j v^ 'y <~s3 l_3jJ 3 tjij 3J
6 J-ft J ^yU><^ «Al ^ d Jj >J.*.t«M O jt OJ*A
# J J^Lt jt (JJi (^C vJ--0 J "*y? L$J"i
q\ \j \j~a [j->- ^ . fSu; ^x t, asilli..* ^ t y j J CU-İA ^j\ j
jj jj ^LL> A.ttj Cp*** j ' ^ c«> t ^ c**« ^ Ö -)jj\
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O*' <33jy. ü 3^3
(f .9a) t<3s^>^~ >*? Orf' oJ j' û' **■< •' •
. vl-U^J o**"*" ^ "* &—*~a> 0*^ ^-i 3 • l-"-" ^ ^-; û^~ 3 Cyi 3 <J-~*~ ^
Jü Jj JoJ^ 1j y 0> l">- Jj—9 ^ (,~ ■ <.ıl -4_j Jl> j J t J.aa..^j
J jLw5" ^1 ^jLi ^ ^ ^ ^ C-^ J C*-^ ^ Lw J
— ^ y -C-n 'y
\js y c—İ Ux>- y jJ t^_J. ^Jd ^ \j â-i- ^ <zU—« y _r V"
y jj ^ J Jİ (j—' ^ <3~)3J. û> ^ (S ' "*—*^ £ 3^ JJ
y (ji;! J y Jy- Jl»^ y y * ljZ-
■ JU ^>- O-^ 3 Jy-—* d y
^jy. 3 (jr-° JJ~~" J1 '
y 0 C*' J o^zuS f>U_.
1 ~)y>- xLuj>>- J'>>- '9' ^ ı_r~* y y j^j o*
cfîjy <£ tS*~° yy j* 3 -'-D '-v û' y'jy. < lj—• y->-
\y\ ^ jj\ J ^ J ijaaS ySb <jJ ^ l c— ' It-i J, a üJJ* û' -Li
üi.ı.'V. d^ ^ aj—*• J^>- ^ j ^y* ^ ^ xljl
__ J3Z<$ J JL, j£
' -^'W^-' <sj3j y* 3 Jy csW j' 3 j* *£ ıibL-»w»-ö
jj\r *' 3 3 u~*^ ç?*> 'j J*J
c Lû j\j—o ^ Q JJ)\ y jJ y-* j\z J j J t {J^a ~ j)y*^ < yi
J JUL <33—® j^t ı>;^ J J y t °^y J-&> y Jy-» J
kz^uS ç t •
— <£ yjL
j ^ *" 3 °^y j ^ 3 d j^ >XuL *di..ta >Lı jlj t j Cj^jy
o 3^r ' °^y *j^ **^'* ■■. < J~*a. L ^5X9 jj ^ ^ jL < Jy ^
jj £> ^3jJ <^ 3 ~5—" 3 ' j •>£ J Jj —-ş ^_y—jjl < ~^jy^ j oXt
Jy^ J yh ^ ^ ^ t JU< L .d 1.1 ^ Jj ^ JLt lj |j
— IŞ ~*i £ <jl$:T l i jLt^ y. 3 Lİ^- Lî^
J 0U^<
^ JU. J3-~ t y t3->' IJ y\ jŞj jj £ jjb
* ^ yj J d Jjlfl d j^yu y jjl J^> çjj y itLl jLld 1^






o yi- 3 • ijv y ojj3 y. ^ f-^ LJ-" y * 3 J ^ »
0=;' J 5' 1 IS"* ^ f t"" C—« _J (l.9b) 4LijL
dbt jL ^ liL^ J j J ^ ■* ' ^ '' • 4-«J ^ ^-* ^y—B« 0>M* olj^
a^b* <* I^H>- fj y? jbV->~ j i jjjj j' ^yUJ* ^ d^U vil jjl
O l_pj) C^-«« ^ d J^.» .A, ,1 V_B< ^ Lly^ \a-C- wL>v J ^
0*' LS^ E^6 jjL*' t aâ9J5^ ^ ^—-^" j ^" > i ^ 4 1 . ■ -^> ^
£«iA ^ ^jl> -* t JJ^ I1 jjy' jft Jl> /t B% ( ' « J 1 j.i
• y JV* ji* cP^" 3^3 ijr* 3-*
— 3 ^ J 1—isj'jy. (3-*-
^y *-■'" »•* • ^J 3^~° 3 cy 3j cj.AU. 3 <j-3^ esJy y 10
_ O—* y j"** û=;' 3 (A "3 3 * •'y. f-^-*~" *->—• *,yy.{jr-£i 3 <Sj^ Jj^j
&~~o l_>. LZ . 1 i'j' ' { ! 1^3*"'' •--) -V -J KS^ ^3J 3^ 0" ^ i 3 33~* d -Ibb ^_a
° 1 ^ J ^JIA jlj , y~! ^5» J^ I tf 1 j J
l_5^ J—v i^j—-a d-*lo -*1-^ } O ^3 ^3j 6- CJ3^^ •
_)#• — j)yl •^jjLjy y ijZ^. ' J d^J j\j ) CZb— ' y y — J-»- _J _)*• — 1Ş
lA*^" ijr y*- JJ 3 * y <yi ♦ <^—« ' i>—" y. —
^ ^a ■ ■ IZ . b .. ^ J JjIb d^^A ^->* (J J jjj/i ^ j»jb*
3 cî Jyj û^*-"*» j3 Cx )' y 3 ^ J ûA~ 3 • (~~ 3y. <jr£ >*• «.a j
Uj Cy^-j ^ ~3y y-'" 3^~ ^ i3' •^t* ^ jĞ
i^-V.
( lîJ>>—3 ^•xy3^ x 3y 3J y. y c3 3 • y ^-iJ=>J 20
. OyL; ^ jJ 3 ^ y ijj3j
ty} t tZ-^A .A ft j LZ-B-B^ ^JjA BO-L^BBA l»^B.Â_>>BWB Vj J J -LXA ^B^>- ^~^B
3i j3j ^ *~y 3 -J^-: y JJ (3*- <33jy • Jy <Jy 3 •>j3^y ' c-»^
I_bI^ 31 ls jbı—ij<-> ^y, ^1 ^ 1j fc*-6* 3 ~3j3^ •——"~9 (B5^^~ *W" ^
^ 3 d^ j 3 ^ LZB—bb*C* j ^ db jb j ^ ^ ^ l> 3 'dX-^ L 25
<i) y 3y (5-*y -ty ijjy ^1'."3y 3 czb^B_B« _( ^ •d_L_>- j? û"^ 33^ 3
^y (bJ ^ J ,/ C-.1, b
».^ * o .*-^ cu^ ^ fc Jl^.0 ^ dl^jjy C f . 10a) ^Xtc-A. t ^v— J/"*
^ I*S La Cb-aaaIaJy ^ i p-A d I J Ay J CabbÎ C^3j3 a* ^IaaaLa J^A J^^bA ;T
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• Cw« j jj *1 . J*^
— \Şc —*y O^v* 2 -jVXw y vJ^* j J <SJ~^
. ,j\ L i^jj <_$>— c jj j j v »VjL-JÎ» j J ^ -ul^
d— \j t \j*xj Jb-^» jJ 3^ cu-a^-j j j ^sy-i ü^*J* O yt~
3L j\jj &\j j\ Q >>- . Jj)\ j X*:\ JJ$ c-;j ^y j J£ 5
^ CJJ^ d» »0 VsJ> '•» ^ d« İ3 ^ (<>J->»___^» j ^«.ı» j o ^dixjuj ^Â.»» jZ->~ I j c^uJ
L--_«J ş\j jj j} {j}}J J Jr* j^-i £^ *6>t—V «*:.'—*düL-£ ^ J J
e-~ \y- 'J -* * J>~ * c$3JL> <eJİw
• ^ * ' Li. »• Is ^ LpJ J? J~<m"i 3 ^ 4 lj J J C^w C. .« J->- <i.v ^ 1" .Ij j J j
•U^r ^ Jj^M . d^ (_5J J ^ tilL* CU-.Î. I J ^ (j 10
« d'. I mlmJ {Ş^i t d-jlj ^ ■^■1> t^Ç '^' «" L.^J.8^ ^»0 ^ <5 J^"
<^£7 ^ ıjij-^ U-* • ^ ü^" j~> kz^j y Jjfi 6 ~La1 y>\ic> jj, qjj
*^_*J j ^U: • 3* l5J ^ J ta^j^
jjS ^ y d^ y ÇV^ ^ c d «J^L>w •J-'^ »i-^__>. j «J-V- j d~w I d ^L
— J c5J c5>^ (JJj ♦ -] 5
(^>—* C-t Iİ3 J j ^ c Id jL d J^u-a
J j # o—^ ^ ^ cAA^ ^ ^ dL^.jL
jj».'* ^ ^L>w olj ^ J U * ~ -j^^' J j-»^ j^ j J JLÛ
û' ^ y %6^-t 3 ^J o' ^ 3' ^ c &-** o' ^ j^^y {^
• -*-»» / 20
■> jlj
^ ^5^' j ^ ^ ^ ^Jd J^>- t^3->- o-«* J V®
Jy>* jj ^ xL • d < ^ ^ j ^ I* £ <Jj^ j +x y-» *6 -Xj WLJ ^ jjt
• <jJ ^ Çji j J
j\ j\j£j>\^i- ( f. 10b ) ' XjJu 3 j\}S- 1 j J~y~^ O^" Û y? 25
^ ® y\ j t d-Ju Ix-j ^ jj^" d. -a %j->- Jyj 1 _A j\j\y, iiijl-L>- ç--2> ^{y J]D
m— C-J^ ^ t J^ J
3I dJj j ®d ^ d-^ ^ d ^L/ j </"f *J d-*Vo^ ^)>d ^ ^'j ^ d1^*
^->» ^— 3^ j y — j^. « d-^ ^ d jj ^3 ®dJ^- ./•?^ L15 ^
~ u -
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*d-««>j Jj^ 0u wLL# *LtJ J c»-«* ^ d J v.r i .o * < >• d«■ ■■«* ^^
<*—*-£> j . cu~ l o OJU JL <j' <_>X~ '>>■ j' û^ .) J 4 5-** ^ o'
J J y xLjS ljr*A ^LaJ' Qj\ yj^->- (j 3 . O^' ^LnJİ j d~~ ' ^ -X^-
ddLx« ^jl>^5 ^ «•^5 ^ d u £ ^ ^ -tl-w C^w Jj d «i.o J J
• >A»u< dLt-4-v y^~' • ^^ • -!_■ Û^> l/ d-*9 V_>- İ J^j 5
£ ^Uâ-O jj--4 ^ ^ Jj-** ^ t d««» jjl>- V->-
c5J j) d~—J 3 [£y ^ ^ {j3^
v «">bli»^Aj £ «X*^* L<Q*i. .91 ^ *l3^ ^ J '," i ** fr> Jl»^
^ ^ ^** £ wbL*^ yj C^*« J O L5jJ* Ijw ^J 3^" ^ ^ ^ ^-|.—A>» Jy
S y£> ^ t jL|-. ^f^ (Jj J y ı *1j\ *>£ ^jj-i C^ J J O —i 1 0
0 Jj^ d^L> ^ i<* *Xji\y^\j oL^"
^y-y-> 4_«4^ j *) ^>> 0 *X»^^>u ^ ^ | .a v. ^ +* 3 Oj^> ^ ^ ^ y^.ui.V
— cj^ j j~~* 3J~aj*~*~ * «-^ 1-*-amuV« c^>w
ijjtfcx-*x>- j J C-^ It c£Jx* <J^ >1"^*—* '«p £/t^j^ <3*
J C-*"~ ' d~J- J ^ j -, ^ ^ d^*-^' ö-Lx^, ys y • d~*--fi>^L». d->w ^ ^
^ jjj|^ lj d X J d«.. A. «*. .* d->- j £ d<*■**> l d Xj5" d> j^ ^ j J
yj t xl^ ^ »> İ» j • X-»L« j l*j Xû j ^ J J *> ~, .a^"
y JdIxj*. I ^ jj tibU_>- ^ ^>lx yjj ^y«'»x w_>lj5^ (jçJ jy
#L>w j J ^ dJ*—-^>—* y 3^ -J ^ djJo.9 ^ d^^ wlû ^ xJL j y KZ~y&
^ V3^ ^ < L5^ ^V* ^ *L^Li 1 ûJ«^ -J ^ O^' 20
(f. 11 a) O^-**^ d-^ 3 ~*~t~> O ^ '* ^y ^ ■■* d^ ^ ^cJc'x,
d—_^-A y (3^j jlj-» ^ ^ # 3 XjXj çy\~J> ^yy çyj ( «xIaJ ^ V^5
• {* jy ^ ^ j3->W fjyjj-t \Ş t (Jj3^ <3^*-N
LSJJJ-İ 3j 3J~*~s>~ d-^' J ^ Ki^SjjiXyj dL-ixL j\ —^>>. J^j
•X^ ^ \*~> çy 3~5" • *-^*--*^ <l^}y~a-~^'—° ^»>1^ 3 1—'^" Cj^ dÂ-JC l»X y \Z*3yj y • d^-v ^ 25
y x*Xj X d-VAj CXX^ t X.*.<.mj y X «X 33"*" "*~ (3^v ^ ^ ° ^ ^ J
£ '»5^ d-i^ J j -3 ^ y \jj y\ J^>- J ^ ^y ^S3jj"i (j^* ^ ^ 3
t—"° * i§ J* J-Iri J' 4 V^ t>'^ûJ^' *JJ JJ 3
• (J^' > d-»Vj5* j X* X^^_>w ^ JV_>- ^_^~->- J »X^ JLj
- u -
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4^ • j ) dij£
d«jy ^ «-^^ 4 j^ >* >- JLLA *L^.>- c KZ^u* ^ &Â -A -J j jJ^jS" i—,b^ *bLl «x^
d>^ ^ J^i j J J^>- O ^ j OJI^ 1 ^ t <X-»-^* L*» ^_jA^Û*Ö Oj^** ^ J Jiu—j J ^
« <3 «JL*«^ O-w LZ^ J J-1 ^ <J J ^ -t>^-vm ^ ^ ^IJ j J ^ kL ^
^ijl j çjS âjS^ < o:' o ^ t^'j' J o^5* -* ib—'-> s* JJ fMû' -1*—'' Js*~ 3
yj->w> J ^ ^J-Xa. ^-U1 ^ ( kL ^ 4 Jj j (_>>■ jj «U"^-U J ^jl ■ •» .Al» 2~>~
c c-^~ oy? bf^ J f<-$/J -H oy? 'J ^ ^jnj ı <x»«JL
J-**1 J*} oyr j'<-Âb est- AAy ^ s* j^\J>. j\ J
Cj^ ^ ^^-<Lw^ CwA-fc Cj^ ^ * xl«-^ jj ( J ^ oliî^ {jAy jî^
j j j ^ I j J^^j->- l ^ x j t Jj 4^L>^ li^>^> b*—.« Joj t jj j^ i o
j <-&* ^ Jy. j cA^ J-^ ^ ÖU b; * jj ûW~* 11
ö J L^v ^A-/ kb J^| LZ~' İ->\ ■< ^ (J^)b>^ ^ 4 kL/ J^wV/ ^_jl k, ■* ^
Jİ ^j«Jjl^->- J ( f . 1 1b ) Jlj Jy m İ ^£U J>- JajL>o (jb>^j>- ^ • Jo. *■ I J
• kb^ <3 J^ ^ .O <Q ,4 ^ ^ .1 >• d-^ ^ J J O-kkJ-^- ^ kıl o ■ <■«■■' ^ kJ-Z d^* ^ fc kb bj
^ ^l.w„, < «4 4^5" d «b^ 4 O»-1* «b CzJ'" J-* J b- j Jbb JÂİ- O b-«' İŞ
çbj' ı^ jbb ıji jJ J'^' 'ı^bb bJ .>' L/ y&Ui> ^ j>^
. Jj\ J J_>- ^yLş- bJlS" jJb J <C—" t J—0^3.^)
b j' 4^ ;l j» bU j\-, jZ j\ ^ ^^ jy ,^1:-î-_o-fc ljj j
t d". w Ij j^l i ^pw I ı • jd ^ A"i I" ^ j-^ J | .i ^ ^ t <Xl ^ tJ_i
^b ^ j JjS^ ^ 4-"—■• ' Jj^î L ,j y>- bio' 2 ■1 ■>.■ '■ jJt>\li> j^~ JL>- ,jl j\ vü J£ 20
ıS^i-: J^i jij—*' * cjA*! 6 Jj3^ <-b û' J~*% ^ ^ *" j^ <s) r^. J>'
• ûJJj' or^'^ ^-f-< *KSJ-~*j<j. 3 ÜJ£ Ç—'cJ çb
'j j' t/' aî' V^ 'j V^ Û^' ,<J ^ ^ Lyb-î" J j' LTV
^ *b*^> ^ «b<U b 4 X ^ X Ju: L i=^i XU->- \j jj viL b j >
J J t^S ^J * ıŞ 1 «** ^ ^^J-w b ^)b->ı—•_& ^ *Jb m d\b^ J • taijb d Uj>b ^ 23
— T • —
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^ jj • C*jlo^ ' C*Sj L5~~"*
i ^ f J^" <Liw tX/^ J^> Li J ui~uS jjl j I (jj J j
J lO )—9 _J C-5j *<J_J -»-lb lJJ jl ^ ^ -£j ^^bş- \ \j
• /*• b jjJ b -ob *<Jj^j3j 1 jv' J >; i_s>> J—' <^- ^—9
UU9^ J^. ft < «İİ> ^—■* _J ^ (_J -O ^ ^ J C - >5 y I—>b>*-»- J^lo^r>- ^
<jbîj ^ LAj^I^ ) Jj^ ç£ ^ J— l^jLwl _} I J} oJ (jL^L jyji- ,_jL>- )
J J £\ b ^ J-ft J »b 4_«*^ jlj ^ «j 4.L.9y 4 JL*-« J$ J^> ^dûLi»; J jLy^
O^t*-* ^ O ^ ajLX-. j yj c j—aJL_>^ • «Jo-*» j j->*
al a >» |» y 5 ^jl vî-L»l v:««^ <)L''»» ^ "b J ^ ^L|—x ( al-^î"
J t Jyj -* jjl «JU-ftjJ • ^ Jy* y X Jy Ö Jy Jy>~ *L^jL>^ 10
• *4—<>\ Jj J y çS- y\ -aX
^ ^yj Jlx A i t «b A * jL i—'L^" J y\ ^ v" ■ ■*^'%- ^«5" ^£b z?**1
L^ <b & ^ <J a"^ ^l-1^x—^J^Lx- L| j • «bu L " * 'L»-û
• J-'*'^ yx—c« >0 —o y, ^y^ «jLy viL/^ yf"~i j^ (f»12si)< JIJ
\j y\ al^J C Jj\ J y^ y\ (j^ J J XZ a^5T (jy~>- ^ 15
Ly*i b£J JJ bl—-A X—A t jj yJy (jy j\ j£ Jjy\ ^ X 6yZ y KZ^y^X tjf y>-
• bi— ' tjyJ J ^ Jy ^ Jjy*- L5'y^r ^ LSj^y.
— <jr^ £ {£ C Jyy bi^»N—A j\ jX ^y\ A-x £\
^ fj^ sy W
^ ^ ^ ^ c »J *~i3 ^ a L>- ^ J y *J ySb y *Jy aL> »bjj ^ ^LujL j ®Luj dLLi->- 2 0
{ »b J ^ ^jLx5j I*'jjL ^ tij4j »b jlâS^ dL>» j J |j ^-** ^ *l'-u. L y ^ y y J ySt
• m
• yjy J «J^5 J ^ J X' y y vil^ Jy \J Llu^ KZ* • ^—•*> L^->w-cv \ Jks. jb y I—-O ^
J ^jy^i iy y. (^ J y * Jyl a Lx- oL5 0> J
u—i b ~'>^ i_^ *^i ı^b>o -L>- ) "*-f—^î" Cy-^i j^-i jJ
^ ^ j-i b *<)—fj _j' Jb—» e j;b-«- J-i (_Aj >*" *-r-^'^ ^ J;' *jb _^; 25
• "'>f' *ayf~! <~yi V* ^ t y CU-»- tS3 i
) jy ^ t5^' ^ ' IJU^' ' <» j' O-^»- j bl J çy_a JjS^ J^k; JU- gy-f-; J
— ^ 4^9^ tj^>l>< l_5^' 4 ~>^ ~>\ -IjfJ 2>^" b JJ t -J-" ^ —«j




-d Jy* \j ^ ^ V A> «J O 3
j$j j t jjS^ ij^jjj-~. ijjy \j o^^î" 4i 3 AA 4 -JiJ 3 J y^ J -'y {j^ o yi~
\j ^y-** ^^ ^ ^ 4 ■! V i.» d->- yj^ Vj *Jy^ <."■»> J l5^^ 14" • İJ ^ ^ 3^^ ^
j^>- d->- ^ ^ jjL-w c^î" -J' j y^-1 3 yy. -V yy d~>- \j
• J Js* j^-i <Jy y c4 ^ y ı>4 J^ d—"-r-? 1Ş *■ •'j^ '» o'A j ç-j j J
J
__
\j ^ tJ j t »J-j ^ Ö \^y }jp »J j_v.^ Jy—* } j V— * +» ^ <î -L—-* ^ O^ j J ^
<J^ -5j' û^ J^° o^-~" 3 u° y*~ 'j Jy jj s*1 Cxj^ • Jy JA
4 J^ <X-<.«^ JJ ^ J^->
(f.12b) • f ^ 'jo
j\ jlj t -bLo CjJ~~5~ ^ -^uîı yj O^" ^ yj J^> Jj J
>-U J ^ < -L-â ^ jL «^->- d^L>v J jj ^>- « CsS^ J < -L« bjl jL
_ ^
jjj5 M jjj çj\ j ^
y\ JuJ$ r y\ M Jj Jl>- y . 1^. I İ J^dd y. j dJUj- y Jj3 j\ \y^> f ^
• y^J^
jj yt £y . dJ^ y J+t y vS3 <} y. 3 ' J y. A>* j' 4 *' JJ
^y {_y—' c ^y~J 4 4-' d » * -' ^ J y *^y *^->-6* C^6> ^6 ^ t -) • I
d— J t ^ J • J^" —J-j »L ^ • j» ^ J^ jlj tjy>~ Vj
-> d-s/ ^ ty°~y 3 Jy' A—"~y 3J 3 l—^j y y. ' Jj C^y 3 j*y* 20
* 3y d J jLu t i^ •* * * Jy ~*~ ■i.L'fc ^ c d^< Jd y3j cj J i^L y**^ i i * ''
A4" û^ ^ ^ £ ^ tJj^* <J3J 3 ' fjr'' JJ JJJ l-r^" *(^j' 3 Cy (y.J 3
• ^ j&n ijjj ) 4J *
'V j' —" -> "4" j c5>; (^'■J-f-: —*-; JJ 1 -Lf-' X Jj 4^ ^
>h i_r dA ^ 4-w ^ ^ /?q .* ■ dj jwu> ^$* cjli^ * ^ c *}^ j J|^-' -* 25
f ^—"° ^ ^ ^ Lsfö J ^ (J^ .? •
• -Lu/l^ ^ C5^ ^ ^ O^*">> ( 4 J-U ^ LiJ J ^ J J J lii jjb 4 J
y Cy~^ y—"* ^ ^ U^-4—-• ^ t ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ t j j£-i *xjL-^*y ^ j
4 0->vw j>^ d.» ■» ^ «Jj^ d ^J Jl-> y J
— T T -
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. Jü d—J j t jj jjüjî ^-fi> ^-»- l
lj ^ j>^ ^ Si 34 C^^' -K^ lT?
A."c»,t jS j^j3j J ^ ^ >-i_(^ d Jd-L^^->- j J C J^, J^>- J^<ûJL<a ^
ı^v5 • dJLxü. d^L-^-' ^ wL>- y ^yJ } ^ j djLâj y • J
c
^ ^ (j;V ^ ^ 3^^- 2 J3 \s~^ s- ^ Jy- s û^~~.?J
ol^ J J C"-*« L_>- JJ • j^ ^^;^U ** j ^ y ı* ' l^y-—* ö\^^ L
jJ ) -JL(~' _X->' *x\) x (f .1j?a) o-<-><—» j-~ j -j-i ajd», ı_J ^î- )
l
^ j. t 'a>L> j j^u L ^ ^ j—U ii j^—-ı ^ i.---- ( J\j i a{-*•■ j'jj J' 'j <j-y
i—'^>- Jp y J—-a ^ j J £ *^P LSJ ed-*^—>- —* rf"), 9 J t «L-nl ^ J 1 - - ■■ ^>- # J^j
•J>>. c j_j—JJl—a j\ ^jXİ J P c J>; u—• ıjr )—«d- <jjL>- ^ -L_y' _1_>- y -U Jj Çy-® c LU«îî 10
• (_£} j J ^ ^ ıJS t —L J —-a->- Lij L"« ■ ı dJL> JjÎ Jj J ^>- , J^ı d
— ızjS •J}-*~
• j £—çjj lj (_J^L çj+j ^1
jL . -Lj-' ı_yy J J Jj\ LU—-L ^yj.fî" LÎ^" -A' L^4 -">; <* ^/i -'>*" ^ CîJ JW )
.— 1" »*& djl>- -L>- ( J ^ ^ C—— j (_J_J j *J ^ vi^ j J^—5 -] ^
• ^ J.A JJ JVJ J>K-; f ü >^" ' LU—ft p^y çyj
j 4^l>- ıL^jl -L>- • —L Ia^ 1>u j -'6- y ^ y L—>w P-i ^ 4 Jj Jj —d ^ ^l\_*
• J>i- 3 >K
j'>*- ' 0^*"î" Oîi' (_^ -">; J^J)J (3^*^ j' ^ IUj^İu ^P OL>- jjb y
jjl_£ *<1JLC.Ij P J—L—i jU^P < lu'jjb ^ J?d {Jj—o y . jjl l—al Jcil 20
— t/ LU— * ^j>; J >•-
â ' ^ ■'•j y^~ ^p J^ı y c —L—• j ^ Jjj «o Jt -4j t —L ' ' *Lj—>■ ^ wL>» <^"
« x lxw a.*. +"-*•+■> ^ x IJJ
y -ı5" p j' <-^ py-'*-a ' l5^j <_sj^ j' 'j * o s
ı jj\ J 0^ Jjla jIj ^ jjb j\ lJ ->y-i- LU yy ) C ^ (j^ ^ ^ ^ dL- u, I 25
û ^ i." «ı < ^->w ^ LJ ^ J ^ • X^ A«j.ıo .A ft AJ
dj ^.Şj ^ Lj ( X» L, ■1 ^ ^ ^ (Ji-f* ^ xl^ A x^J ^ ^ ^ c J^ «-X
• c- ' «Jd >_J
LA* y*- L5^ 1^ AJUJ J'^>- J J'>^* ' jJ 3 *** )
- \r -
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^ Ax Jr'<}$ û y? A c \j A ^ A XX-^XX ^ C jj\~~
9
( f ) '->•*'«* « J Ox^x ^ Jİ *<J->y ^ -i^x jy>- ^->o
Cu S"*"** * •J-^' ^ •* ' l5* *" ^ <^5—* <j^ ^
/
O J—; Cr^ °x .X Oxf f-*^"^ 1 »AAA °xx^ -1-~ x o—* lt^x A Ax
. j~~ j 5
V J^Ll J J £ C*>* V*.i%) 6^ jj X"v" ^ 1 *^' BB I'-iO 6j\ J J ^ Jjlj J
3} BJ">1 -4 J bJ->- J 3 jj BJ-J \B» X ^X 3 BjS j »J —L-* Vo_B—' ^Jt) J } 31 ^ ^
' -^-~ ^ û x-tx j' OX * i-r*-" c~~-& t5-'>^5—• y> ^ u;\ j I jjj\ ^joJj
3-y. A iA^Ax ^ 3^ 3 < Ax û x-t-x A Axf Ax j' «vLı; ys ^
^b< J yJ A * Bİjj J^I J J X^ «O -9.—-a J <* ""^_X O^ OX td-'^—bw J^B LU J 'I 0
^ -c' iCs5 j . JLBİ L
J I IO |_5>; cA"3" ^X (-A "•* L*^ ' l—bX-® O A>—^ ObX^ BA?" J J
(_J^ d-.*-j-«—o J-jLbİ gjl f_x-~ 3 1 -'.X J\x \x '■"V*" ^ *\x (A f-* "* -J ' AA -*
. e— ,_?>/
A~ii& 2 13
ı-Ai; b> J : AA ^ ^l^ajüL; ^>15^ vj^B^. \j <>^.
j ' XÎ -A j^. ^ lS ^3—-° sy. J^ Cx-3" J~i iixx f3 •* » -A^
• O J J J L ^ ^ J_A J>^ (_j^ J {jt j& cy^~
^ ^ ^ Jy. 4 d--^- ^-b3 3yJ>- j\ Jj—« ^ ^j->B
jj J^3 (_jj^ Jj—» ^ Ai'-; 3 • AA u'x,) 'B> lA "O' j 20
j'bX-" A;' >; -^~î" x" 4 -Lt~: IXB»^ ^J (xV J Vrf—J-: u y~ ^ 1 —°s~
j' At» cA^ J-L?" 3s" At» b»j (A' j^x (.r^-x Ğ kSjj—° û^*-* ft • bX>Jj
Ai » ' * 3^ 3 "t BJ^ ^ Jj J d Jb 3 J 3 ^ J^BB« J B BİBS^ J 3 ^ -»^ n » *
•^X AiA l5 ij* J3i fx-; 3 "^x^x ^^ jJL ^j_b«
d—BB,—bbb J—>- ^ xx»3-^ XJ ^ 3s* 3 • JB>X-i- 3J. B»V~ *<XAB»X 25
♦ J—■xVtf'
If _ 4
(jX^ ^ jJ' tîX^*A^ Ox "*—«->>--« t ^->~ 3*—0 JA .A3-' O^ L3X
Ojt)xx û'*^** ' J <-îj J A xJ J J./A a- XV; ü^X A (A^-^ <X^X X X' 'x A ^
u'x x ' JX (A^x x l^'i-xxV û^x x ü i • aA cJl;3 *^^3?
- VI -
- 26k -
j J JJİ ^ ^ J ^ J ^ ' C**» J jlS~£> İİ ^ ( C» -J.» ^
v". )" * ' nt* -* ^
— <_f —0 — öy-va> ^ -il ^->- j . jj l£j
• d—°-^* ^ c5j j (j^ b 'j c^'
'*■ >• ^ lij y> 4 «ap 13 j ^ «l—j ^ j t j> jjj£-lj y *^>- lw j cl>—-•
( f • ^ ^"3. ) * c ■ «•' ii-*' 4' \* y • -lu. lj ^j «-l> >- ^ i b . .4 j ^ j .4 ^ lj5"
j£- 1^9 ^ ^ |j jîj <• ^4-»—4 J ~L> Jyj lf_v. v>-> j rt .a ft £ lj £->• lj j
j • jl>. i ^ ol^jb v- ■ >4 *.j *tjjj t/ 3 jıâ^'






d J 3 ,UI ji J ^Lr» ■ » I J » J,<
u
^Xj j' C*' J X* w û^ C&~ y <J~£J £ >■ iSi'jr. •** £ ı>f*-î"
— < ~5j' ÛA* cA*— J
^4;/ 3 ü^33-t *<L^- j' O—* ^ Jjj (j'-Ax* 3 C^33^-i—° *âl»-»- j\ !^j—« j _C
• "LX 33 (_J—O—* j' ' û—* J~\ 3 û' ^JJ3 JJ 3 i cr"' "*i -Ix >.: — »^J- 5
-jlj-*" L ^^_-o ■ ■* ^ «J ^ J J ^ J ^ .<■ ^ ^y~•»j j
y^ • L7_~>- 3j^ 3*. O^ O*—* J J t." -v 3—°>- «^> 1^—o c jLj 3j*-*~
Oj f •Jj3^ lJ^-X <jr£ >*• 3 J *'^0 .X-~ 3 f -J.X jL> J *J, ' f ""J^—* J
N—'•$£■ ^y~i ^ *—J~^3 f""^ *-L/l 3~f3 3^ i *5^" O—° J ^ ^
. d-i d -O-fiîj^ı 3'yj 3 d 3y*j~ 1 0
^C*-W J j 'IO 3 J j V ^1 J>> ^1 J ^'-. L>- ^ (_^"""'
*
j -il j ^L J (j—« *(_s J/J jv_J e—«jl J—« ) Ly j3
— ^( ^ i ,S ij ,aA *"5"^ 3i 3 ' ^ *^3* (J-0 t.. ■ ^ (Jj ^>-
Li 3^ LLxJv J^i *~"L^ '33> ' ı^^-ûı 1 ^77-—^ J n ^
• ^LA 3^3*- 3~ ^ 1 5
^jiS" J ^ J^ d 3-/ i 3y>- J J L {3*^
3^~i^~ 3~i~i 3' J~o Lt>- ^î-ıl J _j 3jj imS^~'3 ^5* 3^ ^ (j'"^i ' JJ (_*'
y û3^^ ' <Jp3~*~ ^tT^3—""" 3 "* 3—"3 3 ^-f~"3 • jy.
* 3 6 ı-l»ıLs L ^ji_s—-*> ^ ^ ^lj ' **- ^ ^ J^" ^ jXJ j 3
_ <3jS Jj 20
y. '3 3 ' L»'^ ^ 3 -ri®^ cJ-a«J- {j, j\
«_^î %ı53St3' '3 u^ -1-" ^ O—* JL-i__o d$/' ^ i ( Jji J
*^^"f—'*•* ' (-ÎJ >>—"* fo LÎJ ( ,^~^ ) [Ş ' ^ ^ 333■»'





V ^ J Jjbn j
, OJ^ ^ J^ » >• I O^* ' (J J
I J JjLv ^ ^ J t ^ ^ d.» ' - ' I Jj J ^ 4 Jj bL
i i O »->- I ^ ^-A ^ 4 XL ^ J J jl t -b5
O-i
j-i-iL ^Jtb Jl^ jj/ ^ 3 -* ^ ^ ^
^I JJb J L^^ J t -L^" O^Ia-C- j y <Jj 1^* ^ J ^ •^- L ^
Ij^ jVJ c« '^* d jj3J^ d»jj i ^ Ij^" ^ ^ d-î ^ ^ j-»^
♦ 4 Jjix
l5—° L». ^ • f«^-Î5 b "-V* ' v*-^ 3 (■ JJ->' ûbd; bb'jl -*—*•? i_SA> i^ri
C^—*—* Ç;^ ' i_5^" "L^-"*.?' ^ l~~iS~~jJ CP -Lî~-\?' ^ j' c~—A ii;W^ ^
ı£ lS3j* J ^ ^ ' (^—* «^"*—s-" JJ J ^y-" J/>' lS^N bU^JL*.^ jl TO
J X ) . jLfJJ fj )j\ X Jl^ ^ Jj5 t_J_b JVJ ) <■ cr~* jl -b ^ Xy UU». L>- \j )\
Xf- J' >§ -'X U—*-*" û1 J < f"î" ^ j' Zjjb lO J—»
' L.; İJ i d—<* I ^ J ^ —b J ^A y # p.* w ^ ^^ Is^
»^■" 4 Jyy ( y ■ i^i » | *f -4 d^L J b* - *—w J ^ dLv y JIflw d*- 4 Ca*» I X>3X ^~~*~ J ^
I J ,",l ,-^. 4 <_J jLiîb J/İ- ^ (J° /"*" J j' J*-* û~"*„ U~^ Ü X? 3 • { JX^ 15
— LT-*^ -> ' U-*^. °*^ -^-î J
<S) Xi J'
sx^y j\ i^u* v tT"
• ^
^»*-«■-* ^Ij ^ J^->- -Jy^u ^y->- t ^>A>
^>J J V_ * l to J l ^1 J J Ç ^1 ^J J J/ ^.' 4 xLl >• £ ^yl.^ jLd
o5,L^> . ^L: J^> d^ ^ L^ J ^jjJb ^ -a
^ iX>^ isr v*L/ ". ^ cs ^jj j 20
Î ijjLwj ^yL L-J ru J^>-
o wLû>L>w-o ^ li^5 ^ 3 c J jt l$j 3 dJi^- j\ J J c
j^-f^" 3 *•' d—■-- a*» *d J-P Ijj c —-o j J \j {-3-±S 3 1
1 J d^ J ,j Jjj\ '/Lb' uW ' ^ x^ J. •——■" ' LX y-^i. <J3 JJ Cx$ijx~
• *^y. b-u^ d^L ^ J/ d JLJ' jj2 ^A j' (JL—^ JJ ^ JLS' ^ ^jb jl
f-f-< 'j * iS^-y 3 C5^ iSX^ Xs" 3 (SJ3' t~t". b ^ ü >î"
^A jl 4 I J> jl gj-A ^ /->• jL . J^aİ J. 15 y bİAjy-ö 4 ^/l
( XXd A J.5^JJ
Ij (_y)L>- d->- ^1 ^c x£^> jjjJi—. Lj x jjLbA. jx ( f . 15a) cu/^-qa 4 ,_yl
— T Y —
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1 <_AA ' fA u^A 'j i-S -,^-~ 3 LA^-" ' û^A j'
S 9 '
»jjtw \j ^iL -*> c**« j J b ^ JI« ^ c o o^A^ —°
♦ ^J->- 5" X*~ Ll*-»jy ^~~*-~> u y? 3
J^J3J £ Â-j' ü'Â 'a "At^ 3 <jniÂ • < (_>A lî' 3
^ ' Â-^ ^■* ^Ar 5^ A o' J-t c/ ' L5^ iSJ^y JJ J—*^
•>3-: i5y°-*y' ü >î" y J^—* J** (j^ CAA' JU
cAA t^*A jJ 3^ r-;;t u'AA j' A -A <X* j A>~ A* LSX
• -5>~ ^_r -° (ji
A" (XJ .A JA yJJ^ ( ^J ) <»^A 3 (Xr^A J* J&« LA tî' 3
e- ^ J J (_rf~" tXJ x■; J j jSJ . x ■ ÇrA dl_ '(X^A
o yi- <J3 L yZ <Jli—-« • ^ t-« <«»j j -jlo y c xLj â JS- 13
<J3 c—* •*-*■ j' C Jy -}3-'. ur-" f ->y> y j-i ^ ^ ' ^-~- ' y {53—a
J3-~ ' -A" y • A'.;' t_y J Jj ^ ^4 d.» <» y^~" y IhU
J\ \j 3^ 3 Jj {53 JJ ^y ^ ^ ^ ^ t {£j j *J JA-
• JyMj. cA y 'j 3 A^®-~ AAA
j ' ^ A—* .A t/A l-r~ J H J ^ *A£- I? >a & t
(
l5"- ^ jjb j * b û'j^i — JÂ 3 A A" cm•J
^ -w J$\ J . JİL-» -j— J 3Z Cy 3 j A {£ ıS^y i ' ■ £XM.
>v J^> L J t wL"Lx> d JjU iji iSs~ u' ^ J Ç^t-i c JU Ju yj jl5*
o>- ^ jj^ < -j-yVo-» ij ^ ^ lj ^ ^
<J^^ -tl-MU t d y^S" '(Jj ^ J J J ^ 4 «l/l»
»• lj Jjlj^ ^ JAd^* i. J (J jL|-< ^1 JLj y
• J-u tiL d>- j J t O-uo-^ *)y^n->
(Jj^Mi '^*A y (jL _j ^ i j_;' 6$; 3: j~*s- j' £ {5j3J A {£' > LMv
3 txM 3^~ J^> Al« ^ J y vtt—""3^ ^ ^
y i Ö J»*u v | .. -4 (f • 1 5 0 ) j ^ LaJ? y ^ J Jüy^u
• ^ *■*-**■ ^ ^ i^" 4 dZ~^S d^j ^ J
— Ls£ {£ Â^A o1 A 'a i->Vxî ^ t {jSj ,_j' j







L5**^ u~* gy® 3 c—" -b -l: -b— -H jy-8 y-i^ '>ry
V C—w ^ 4 0L j
tsJj—° ^ '6 -*—*' ^ -*-** b o^~y sfe b-jlay ^ j-Ü J?
u' Gl ^—u ^ Jy jo ^ ^ i " • ■ ■■ I J edjl>- J ' i^) lb / j (."■ «■ I J
û'-û-yy*" ^ J y^ 1 iy-^> 3 1J>i— ^ b^b (j^jûb Û* • -'.J—*-' (^—'' *■•'
^ j jj *j c |>-<.' jyu I _j >^C.'* *b C*' <>-*
• Jr^ ^
» Jy~AM j\ ,^«jj y ^jL j ' J^" ^İ3-ı « C-> ^9 j C*9^
C*' J <jj tfo. ı_r^ o >y
J j'jjl J ~0.>' bJlj^t' ' ^ •>j3^tJ. <-^ve-a; b_jL ü^f-^ .) (t->\~^$ û^0*^ "10
jj 'j Jj J 1 -v' ->jl; (J •>£ (Jj—• (J>< <5^ j-& j' t_s^ .Jib Jr*- j'-f-' Q ->£
Ly J jj ^ ( t o>y • cy1-^ o1 v'> -» JV. > jl.^- <J
j Jj_J»JI *^b b ° ) jLjii jK■< cîj^j jJ— ^3 J* — (>*• y/ '
.)' (SJ3J 3 ' f J-"" ûbj *^1^ j tjb"®' I: j\ ju jjJ- xl
crd .
^3 S3r J "-y
*■* J y-^b ob~ _j ai^j ^ j_j.l ubjj ^ y-^b ^ ^1
• y ***—~*^ *>b
>- /'< ^Li y. Jt JU JLj Jy> *4 -^j Jj ) - ç 'XJ i ^ j • i_r^
iy-**^û' ^ O^ 3^- J^-*" -f. ' *0^ Jj?-! (S3 jJ "b-^ t-*"" ^ ^
^ (S3^ ^ \^ ^o 0 j3 « XyS-' 6j\s J -bW; Jj jl>
■— 1 J3-tj cxJ J^>-t' j-• 3-y (_y-*—j c>;' ^ f -VJ ' y^' y. i_y' A)^y ,t—'j—j' 20
• "b^ d^ (S3^ ^ c J 4 >b^ ^ j J dS"
^ qjJ j ' f Jj3^ OiJ '-. ■ ^ ^b; IS3J 3 (X^sS j\y>- (j—• J ~> jj >—J=> «^L (ji j'
üb"b j' 1^3^ ■ f -bJ bi-jlir j cbls^-t jj j J b y -^j—* ts* ajlL^, I ^__«
3 *J> 3 j^y. j ' 11 -b ob -b ^^ c'"1 jJ (f. 16a) ^-y j
bb-wo^—-« ^ J b ^ (j^3s* 3 6 dûL*~ 1 ab ^ J—J jjj jj j—^ ^ 4j> LJ ^ ^ j 25
jl J j. -b Jj ^ jA J s dj-> ^ Jjjj J db>L>- ' ■ I ^ J * *-• _J dj^~ bau J
_ ^ Ji j ^Uy- Û—" v yy ' y1 t . Xoj JJ jL ,_JJ
J-f-y y' J <jb J ■ bjJLiwa } ' >j' û—"' <3^" û—■• j I J
^ d alo 1 U ■>.
- V ^ -
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<3-^ Ğ^J J * cfc Jr° 3 6 3t diXd»- ' ^d*^—a* j J ^ X, j \j ^i->- j
• <J «Jjj} C*>«> ^ j^Âaj ^ 4 J£ d^ .»^C-^ ^ ^yAJy ( d Jjj
— 4 f ^ ^ o^ j-*X crd y**
jS« Ij * çjjS d—*•«J jj d*_^* <J->- j ç-^> d-^->^> -1 ■* ^
l."■j * -O' ^^ Jj5 «/"**' lİ^—^ ^ —O *J^ ^ -* 1 - 1 !•"> ı -» ■*■
• "^t^J L$ *•^>6'
<^>> -J—^ <■.' ^_>- 4 ^ (^-JJ LJJ^ J ^ L-^**^v J
i_> wgicj ^_>- ^ ^fi> -dt- O—-° f>L* "° 3 ' ( d--& J, *q f^Ja^û y
• L5-^ Cr*— d ^ ^jxA ^ ^ ^_*«aJ J -a t d' J l-rf j ^ *^Jj3 "'
- r^ t I» Jj u* .»✓!>■ d^*^lj^—a ^ ^ lT^ d~-*oljL-* ^->- 10
d j^ ^Jd. t_r^ 3^~ 4 3 CU-M'J CJ~~*°
J ^ ^ "*• ^ ^ ^3~^~ 3* 6 j3 ^ d*-.' <J"^ ^ 1—'Vl9^ *d—a_JL>- ^ \j
dJL> j J ft c ■« ^ d«*» ^ d ^ d>-«* ^ d -do ^ d/L
— d-A- î <d - - * ^ -j . d -Ud L^-»L J^_>- j»L ^ ^ d—I aZSS-
• J>^ C<J d^—^ di; o* jJ 15
— dâİ^" J d-** ^ dJ-d ^
\a ^ d J—-a I d^l>- ^ J dlu^l (
y « J uIj d~~ J \-« ^ ^ J-oLt-w La * iK33~*M * C^" '" ij*' ^—>-
•>— ^ ^ -d ^^l-w d..5 >- ^j —^_>- dld^
d-u-wb dJj£->» L5 d -a_txJ ^ Lft)'^/^' 20
• Cr C û—° r. ' f-^ > ,vW j' ı>^ O y^r )
— eJi^ J^—° ûd"—^ û J
ij->- . (^—• L>Jl ^>--0 ^-; ) j\ J J_a—î Û^jd(j3 l_j'
^f- _ ^5' j-»- ,rd _j . tı~« I <J j' j ^yL—«J»J _ dJX-f- j — 25
J J^i-W (_^" ^ • fj) ( f - 1 6b ) C (ji Vj J^_B_«i « ,_d J
• J J^" d Jj ^ J il 'd J^y
- ^ û3




' ^ J ^5"-^ ^ O^i c-f' ^-* Örf' ^ <Jjr^
Î »1-^ 3^" * | *Ja^vAK
cus£ J^__v»
l>^ j' <J^ (jr-0 C^ Ü 3* ^"-•, ' U^"" Ûi' ' ÛJ
• f "'jlj' U- L ,_J Jj J _)l (V' cl?—M • "—~i^-' ^^"î"
- UJ5 O;
L1-'V_j J y vZ—t* yf~3. } i -* ~^y C&—9—m * -*J *
? lJ~S y
^ t L5-* ^ J'J* d «Jwcv 3"*^ l~>- J ' ^ »A l-C-




4^ ^ ^ A ■>.9( 4J l>- ^ Ijj ^ ^ ■■*
M ^_AJ^ C fo < ^ L> irO ^ -O -J L<.W L<
^_^_>JJ ^ ftl J . ^y^oZSj djL>W ^ JJ ^bjbU J J »J^W44» J J
C-01 wT-i • t£-&-> <)^ û—" J'>*" ' j' ı_r^ 3 (-5 ~t^" O-^
4-* V->- J J ^ ^33 ( ^ * . ^-1 C4A ^jlı ft ft ^ <A jLi '";'lj Şj 20
J U-*^/ -* ır^1" û—*,LT^
• ^ ^ jj ^-*«5^ OÎ^ «Jj ^—■• «J^ v—* V>4_Û5 Ia j J O-*» J
M— J o.q? J vlL j «İJ Jjv öj \»O JLC« JJ -1^ '».>.o «Jj J ^>-
,>J Hİ>' û'x> *^-f-1~ '^ <J^L>- &* "T1•' l»
>A-«. l# |%J.< 25
• Ll^*« ^ doS-^ Ö-J V_>- J-j^ >*^-*>' ^" • --i* OJ^-^ IJ JJJL*« L^"V
^ »Jj J^ O llA \«o j %) O-w J j ^ J û.<A^ y^*9 ^ y J.>»J^ 4jLv 4)^ ^
t *XJ d^L>- y J





^ I JL—* . ^ -i « f -1—5 O^—■•-* JJ > ^ ' JJ cî'
cJ^->* ^ Ij ^ja »a A j J ^ jL Jj-ûJ—j j J ^-«ü a
OJ^^. ^ J illgV^-^* * %J_Ö J ^J^uu <3 «JjİS c i i1* •
^>~ '.> uj >'t-*~'J J ^ 1: ■ ",^ > j— ıyj V —4 ıŞ ' X—
_ J oiS^ O^ ' Ax
(f . 17a) • ■J»*£ ^ —o -l.—^ (-5~^> Xw Xj ^ —«
J O^—0' û' j' J-»—® (/"^ J* ^L^^iW- o*—'0 s± 'j o 'j 3
> ..
j-t (_?>* LSX?./ •*" ( û^-~' ) sir'- j' J'f' u—iS) r. ) \SJP û ^-~
_ ci.J, A_» \w>- ^ J <3U -a # ^ (b L> j J
^ fx> j*'-^ j' o—* <o;
__ ^
• ' f-^^o' J'
t •L*-' J ^ a. ... ^a ^ J ^->- • 09jj J«
_ ej5 j J* ^T 15
jjg ^->- J c O-muJ t ^ J ^jLw ^^ ^
• Jj l AZS^" ^
-J^oi
<_?**—0 -«j f>^-"—- ^ o' .xtx f-®* o—*
10
• Cr^j ^r* 20
_ oiS
« t I»1 J ', " -- jV ■ • C*4* J J Jwjj
- ^ ö'j
(jrf—*-ftl i_J^ * ^ ' (J* ^ J ^ _j jj^ , (_jj^
• Jjj^> LI *444 J ^ J j <J CX Lw 25
l>y J -i—'JJ ıS>^ ^ <&' ^ -v^ ^ ^ (_j—• J Jj^ ûV^
. J^, tfLtjL eL J^J ^ C»9
— <-*.0>;
K ^ c ^ »Jj >Jj j *) *<3^ Ji>- jjg J^->- ^ y->^
- rv -
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b J A6-*/ S* t/ 4 c-~~A 3 ^ c Jj cî' ' b<
Cvu J t ^ Jj J —_«-& j3^ (/ J~^ /^b»» 3 -UJ
û J£ J l5 J3J J Cr,sS> f""*" 3 ûl5~^-"° J û"b J lA~^ j'
^3j ^ jjL; j } ^J«J-u j ^ LJ**^ ^ ^--/^~f—■" VZ-J^ J • jM-u. ^ J jL
jAA j jL .. Ğ Ij^5 3 A"*"" A6 .J .J • f-L" l J Q j-n^> 5
jlA*- ' t_r >**s' J £.A>J 3 Û^-f-i 3 t£>b—*-ft^ oA-~ J tA*"5 j' -J ' f J-^
• f
f aAr: AJA Ç.A1 .» ' Â <_£ f o^; ÂA b J
cu*->^> j\ j ç j_J J*—~* 3 3 ej—*^A; } • f -LA?-' i_r"^
(ÂA> .J <*-" b û "A lsA .? J-"-5 .J • J A J û' Â 10
\j (_jA j t ç Jj J jZ a -cli j _>L j j-Ij j\ {jj ^ ^L* ^ ^ ^.»j <l>*«uL/
• (jba-^ j üJ^ *£* J^r< L£ f *b j
Juj UI^a» J 4 Jjia-» ^ <5^Ij j^j3j ^
<-£>? -J 4 d J-> ^ £__*a_L> ^Jb J c d <_£J j\
S . dJ 4b/ >^. ^ o,aJj J ^ 'jf*J J (f.17b) 3 * 15
4 JJ 3 ş J J ^ A.* «.*. ■-■, ^j-M j J <J^ db~ ^ -b J ^ »i-û^ ^jl^Jb
c 4 «-'/' vj ««b- b- jb-1 ^J"*" ^ c 4.".*«> b A
v ^ 6-a-^S 4 Al_<^ ^jbj^ *4 JJ J
J yj*~^—^o jL JJ J «4_A Jj Li■«■**» J CA*« ^ 4-ib ^3 ^ ^ ^
^ "* i p ^ \ -* ^ Ab j J cjb J dA3j jS t J Jj5" 20
• »lİ^L> J-"0 b»
^ O-w ^ 4 J^j Lj'^jjb (_5 O-*» ^ 4 oC^>* j *) vlbb->>
— iŞ b lî^- o^ ls ~0—* • ^J A—*ri5
-co ji b oi' J y J3J—•'
• o^-^< 25
_





'dw*~ j J Jj J t 05j J C*« L>
— C*^ • d




• ü j-: ) j£ r.
>-i -a 1 ^ J Ij (,J ^ P-- - ^ ^ "L-»« ^ ^^) J Ij « J^
— ^jj jSL J ^ ^->-
• d £j~~* ^ ^ Vj*^ Q
—
• ^ ÛSİl^I \j j^JLft» CJ—**
__ ^
• f 1 c5 A>—V* gJİ ' f A* > Jj J>—* O—*
— —-• j5^ • «-^-^5^ ^ 33
• d ^—«® • ^ J^
^.m5* ^ J J^ ^^JLP——o Ij t Jjl«u <3^5-cv L) jjbş ^
l;J J J JL j ^ c Jj\ jtâ QVj ıjjj ) Jj\ JjS- cdJu ji
. Jj\ Jj JJ çy*-&> } {jr «-t-
<• {\t LSJ^ J^\K ^^ j f ^ j-i ^ J j' J^< cu-3^ ^>L®—■* * J^*- o y? 20
(jjyr >fJ ^ ^ *a—*-*!>- j' ^ â^Lı: jjbj y>~ j\j ^ J ^
O^ | OJ ^>> IJ ^ C ^ JuJlfl ^ ^^S-» •J-^->- ^ L-^ Vjj ^
*d ji> ^ X J 'd J^lo ^ ( a JL^r ^ X J (Sj ^ C< «-J d^J ^ ^ Jjj^A-J
'^i ^ Û"''j 1>İ^ I-5.JJ J-®1 <J^ j>-^J ı^-*° J ^
) j>—<J>; <JXı £—•" '> V; j>~ ' ^ j-—^ j' (^ j ' Jj^ ^—J-İ <3j-~ o' 25
Caau ^ ^ *Xj Ş l «-J-» ^ Lu J ^ 3 J ^ d.«.-uj ^ LZ-^ 1JL5
•J^ dlj^" Vjj-» J C-*^» J J i CA-«^ O J^şj j 0İİ5 İJ J ^ j ( f* • *1 8ci)
ı^y* ^ ^1, ^ .1*^ L; JJ}\ —fc^j l 'lj —e» ^ ( Xu. A3 djl#j Jü lj




3 6 d-^bj b O^ ^3~*~i 3 4 3~*Z$j* d-*-' 3 3 ^ ^
t ~ - -* ^ b o>sb <sb5 j 1 lS33 3 ^ ^*" ^ ^ bxw j ^ b »o »L ^ ^b"
. jy J-Ö L».
^Lx; 3^ b ^ 3J <3 ^ |j»>u ^ 1 ' ^Isd^u ^ ^ J »!>->■ ^A
— ^ w*-'^ ^^ * O w^"'^ "b^ ^-' 'v ^^ (_£}^ ' 3^*M ^ 5
O^ 3^ -J ^~"b j J {_x+d 3~^~ 3^~i 3 O {~*^3^ ^-'b-' d 3s> b jj ^ i «jb-y
jj *ij jj3 J ^ ^b1 ^ « J jb aj ^ j-£l~a b <3 3^-/ 3^~ kS3~/ *b ^ «if-
Jb—« # ^ -J—•* ^ jb ^5^ ' ^ ^ 3—S J^J j ç b £ 3 .5
û' 3 ' j ^y e-®J tj—° {£-" £ >3 * ->j)\ ^ -j-^ L tj_^a
♦ J 3 ^ 'djyb C 3j 3^ ^yb • dlS^ jjLû 3 j 3 3. 1 ^..i "j Q
j 3 c jbsu, ^ d^ IJ gJİ . -bA ^ 3^> jb <jb> j
• ^3~y. 3 ^ -? —-° ^
— ^IsS . f 3^ jZ^ Cr*3^ £ 3^6 (j?~*—* C*b
• f3^ 3 £-> d 3s* b 3 ^jbls_xy (^b ö 3s- b jj> {j
— J J—'•' o-- 15
^^x.*.u ^ >4j d^y «J ^y/^A <3^ f b . ^ii S y çyj ^ <■< # 3^*-ı ^.c»»^ J ^ ^...y y
• ^^ {_}" b ^ bbw> j ^jy-X-u/ ^ ^ çyj 3^>- b b b
— ^ —-°Cb 3^S b-y J b J d^>- b^ b
• 3j\ jj dj -J—'^ ^ d-y d-*."^yy b J ^ J ^^y >-Lİ ^ (-5^*/ 3~^~
^y A->_^ i J^^->- j\ ^ 3j—o ^ c j3~^~ ^ "^ri J ^y.^ ijj 3^Z ^ Ub—® 3 20
' û'-01 J JJ £ Is>^. {^ l~-^' £ Iji , __ oV-*"-"-" ' Û >*?" J * -^-" ^-i
£ 'tj^X 1^ u y? J ' j Jj^ Jr1 -5J' O y- LA''-fc J ' ^ a^JJ- J_£
çyj 3 "* LS""1^ 1 ^ ji_ftl^j>. < ji;! j£ jj J~~" J^X~> } ^3 i-^--"J-;
(f # 1 ob) • d -J-» Lj j d >x^ jy^j 3 t— .*qLo 4 j^4-/
~yjy*~ —0 jl jj jkJ* x< L o >yjJ ^ ^ Cj.1"^1 ^ ^ ^-~' y 25
ej-^ s3 o'' *i:' J3 CT3L y^~ d jjtj q y>- l_I»i t JJL ,_j^ * ^,1
• Akl« -jb-J ^ J ■ I 'J.I ^ J^^ ^ J I ' I4 ^ # [' I^J- f4 kı &1
• l_£ kjl^v *Xj i JJ^ kj_4^ 4—^ f^j
3i ^ ^ Û 3 ' "* '-S'-.' d(_J^ ^ J J^>- j Jj ^ y OİjU 'jy J
- \0 -
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• J ' *J ^ AJ J lûj j L; dJ t fc-L»W; ^ V_>- Jj—lj J^_^> t «J
* J ^ A,> •«*-J f^j JJ ( «Xi_» J^A^ju *Jj->~ JJ ^ ^ -~ş j->^ t} ^ yy s
— £ f Jj3^ û' "b <*S3j c <JU^ i -^blS" û—° JJ y. J ı>;' û y?
* ^ y. ^ J *-* } *&~3- ^
ı (j—■* *~5—^y*~ ^ ^ ^ e V ^ ^ ^ • jt ^j *s b ^jj a^j ^ j ^
^ C— _^23 J jl '^-f-^ J ,--4/c '^~i~yj 3 ' (_5' •"•■-" ' J j-t (J3 j' JJ
'..«r^15 ( ('JA;'-^ ) oV-* 3 J3^ i'jW 3 • ^-^y. Jj<
0*\ Cr*~~ ' LÎ •*—•'" J J LS3^ Jr f-^' O y? (/ cu~1<J-L-«T ^"t^L: Jj9 ç^-ft
• ı_S -5-^ jb C*' y 'J f^*" ' <-S wl^-*~; u' Cr*1-" 3 ' Jy' f^~ j-bJ u' ^ J li -b^-i
— (j—1^'o—•^ V~J jJ C)3y 10
« "-
_
_ — • J^L>- L, ♦v ^ «• * "*- j J *< ** - •■■ l d wL» ^ ^ I A->-
.
^ ^ .J -^1-' {£) 3 ^*' *■* ebfc ''^j " O 3
3 lî b—® Jj u1 l--^ >"■ -A' C*' (3^' • ' i_r ^
3' "5W* c- jj j 12-»- ^jj (j yy L—<•' . c— J çıt ^jj-3. 1 Jj j\ c^-" J
— ij^ 'j LS -5—3 i_£—^ c -5^ C^ 3^~ 1 5
Ij*-^-" 3 £5^ Ijryj JJ Jy 3^j"^ ^ ^^3-*- u'
j i^_A_aJ _j CL-J- \j j J jj jL>- JJLft J IjZ alSjl i *j\ _ul ^
Jy. •x-° ^ (,5^'3-*■ C*' ^ ^ u—J'~ 3 i_A;^- '
I")^ Jj L>" d ^-' ^ l ^t JO" J J ^ ^ J Lu ^ J * " l_l J ' ^ J
? ^yly J )L J e-İJ^—o J çOj jj 20
j J d-^5 L>~ t ^ ^ Jj^4—' t ».L'^ jV,ı» V- ^ dJ 0« çy^ J5 li" - i i JL>« 3 H 1
. jvj y>- (f.l9a) b ^ Jb^ 'l oı>l ^ cu>_^o JL^
a 7
^
A-^ ^ ^ Vo_i-C" j J lo llL^
^ >.'" Av O ^ j (. j jj! aJ-^j—o I j jU j J J J * Jytu \ J_>. Jjt
fc *-^-' ^ «-^^ 'W^*1 O ^ y C^->v J *J fcj^ ^>.Uİ—-O ^ jL j^u , J -W^" 2
C5—^ Vo JJljLJ
^j ^ A ^ ^ * Lâ^- ^ L- *■ > ^ 1 C>A^ j
LÎ^J *—"•"J J-1 • J>; J -'b (_S>— (Jy. 3j ->3J. 4 OU yjl _J « -j>; jlo 12—W




j J Jlo ^ oU, ^ ^ c \JJ J J C CU^5 . JJj Ç J CU-Xl_^ y
3 <5^ O^ JJ 3 Crd y 3 '- Jy* (j—° dj^ ^ 3 jJ^ j -,^» x v'-^ ^ ^L*Jo j\
• û ^-*J ^ -**^ ^ J^5—° <^î
(j 3y-i *4SjiJ&l { <Jy2> j J^s kzSj->~ j-> \s> JJjl»5^ jj \j c JyZ. q j\j |>l£lA y>-
lŞ (Jy^ ı_Ş -**& (?J Û^1—^ Û* JJ • y J-~ 3 c^ <j-^—*' 5
j~> "^^"i ^ t 'jc j j 3-^ j ^ ^y^
i^j-f • 6 ^ ^W JJJ Û^~^~ ' C5J y L
^' *J^j d-*.-« ^ j5"^ » «Jjio^^ İA ^L> J «Jwc^ L^X;^ ^Jî) ^ J_tQ
( dj dJLi ^jloL-w t «j-Mi ^ \>sy ^ «J ş i 4—i ^u*« o^ kS3J ' Û-^j-J jZ)\ ^ i 4-"
^J. |~' ^5 ^ j c <j-» ^\—^j jj lu ^y. 4 1-İ5 ^ —j ^1 j3y ^a—*-" 3L* *] Q
^j * Jw— Ij ^.cu ^5Jo \j» ^ jlo IA^L jjj ^ «J « dj Jw»t O-*»^
• ^ ^y^ j J d^ j ^lauj j J <3^" < IJ JJ—^ ^jj { J Jj^ y^jy
3 c ck jy* a3 û^ 3 cû 3 J r^ ' <<$Jy-^ ( o>^ )
û >»- 3 û 3-^
^ û^v-*^ ' ) 1 Jj ıJ>i^ '<îytl->^6 _j ^ y t _^Û> j ^VJl-'
<5• <3 L^-5 J 4 —^J <3 wbj ^ ^ d -U^ ^ ^ t <3 J«ıL Jİ»; ^ ^_öj_/ ^ 'I 5
C-S-S^vo (f. 19o ) c «Xa«^ ^yy. jr^ 3 *4 J —-o L>^5" j^ <3^ j c —f ^ d^>-<v lo^u/
• jyp |^>Lc*'—" "-■ J-^^O-1-^ £ 3 ^-3^ û^aJlj 3 <jjr%
^ ^*j J t J—dÛ5^ ^ -}yj±j (2—a-û t,^'^ ^ J
^ û^> 3 û^Jj-' j' cî'J û^-""3J-> ^J (j^ • j—•'
l5J J^. e-^ û' (_^ <-5 ■"*"' <-J Û^ 11—8-0 J J3J 3 ' LS j>-" L- 20
_;LÜ_^ı JS- J ^;l5jJ) —a ^1 jZ O^-" '
jZj ~3 *^~£> I Jj J-**-*. 3^ 8■.'J ^ (3 ^ .A^, ^ ,rt C -i-vf J i Jj J^LJ '." ■ "*~ /a
« <3 J-/İ#
*i^->- c <j j 6j-L-i CğZ\oj . J J j kJLj^ZjS y j^j J^j3J O^ J ^ &—& ^-^*
3 ^ ^ ^jy. 3 ^ j o jLr-ui ^ 25
^Cl>-9—Jl^I J ^L J~y^ -a j Ll-v-u/ Ly^ J wi_C- ^ lo ^ j ^ ■J^O ş —AA
c jj^l5aJ_ui L 0->w J 4 O ^ ^ ^ ^ J C^» J 4j ^ ( O-MI ^
jIj j$ ^ «ly«» j jIj y> } i ^U Jla -q J J j i ciwjAt^ l»> oLai^
( 4 -J-j—j ^J_>- —"° (3*k^' ^ ^w^~' c5-9J 4-/ \-oj t ^ d J^ ^jf5 y~/x>^—*0
- ry -
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- •*** J * -L ^J^ ^ *-^—«•« *3 y C 4 -L—-o^ ^ «-^ L J
J •if* 'Ij j J o^ c Jj ^ ^J^->- >-L<« ^ ^ ^ J wi_A_>- ^ -*» . .o
lA* J J 4 * 3J*
*L Irt.i.i ' <9u-w^ ^ » Li J^>- ^ < d Jw« ^ ^ • <* fr> 0^ ^ »b lo ^ d^J—v- j ^
y*M ^ ^ ^ ' du«_d^ d-—«-** « J-** vwJ^3-fts^ ^ *«d-_v. ^ \ c d -X.<~ d-—w J ^ 1^—W ^ 5
< d •jL^.«^' J ıj^1 ^ J ' -»HJ ^ ' d —'^L/ ^*v J ■"*• ■""'y~ yj ^*JV^4i/
j J \SJ^ ^ ^ C ^ 9 ^ J; ^ d^f—* * dZ^^S y j d ^—o^_/
J ^ j\ C^ < 0 ->y j\j J jyy „ J o^°J5 v_>L>^ 1 < d -u^ oA~ *
^ *** yy ^y^y ' *-*A y? L$y^y. ^ ^ (j^ ^ o^ A ^ o' ^ ^
(1.20a) d^^, cdjJLT C wllj ^—-o d wL L<.« i—i d—' 10
« A.» <<^*<1
• J* J>^ j^*~ yZ-> ^y^Z Jrt-^ ^ c A) L5~^> <_£ •J^ J J J ^ V^L)
cd-"*" ^ Ç/A*1 ' f **-"•■£ *^~^* .A5 d^^-2** ^ od c<^^—° j J
d^^ ll> — d-D ^ L»* \-o .— )/ ^ ^>l-d ^ ^ y t ^ J-< ^ LSj ^-w ^--8 JI
^ J • —o J ^ ^3 *l55~^~ J y l5>^^ ^ ^J 15
• ^ y* aj ^
* lJX ^ ^ I' c*' j^r J u~~ j^-; {r^ ı>ij' 1 j'
J LÎ^*~^ J Cl^ J 'd; J Lî'>^ ( jli ;J yi j' t j- J
^j^*>- ^ d^ iy*~*"*J ^ ^JV^- ^ «-1-^ y) uaİ5-t \j t)\ y^f. t~^rf
j^°-^ ' y. ^ y L$ ~*j3^y LSy. lSJJ c ^ y J\yj U J (jl^y 20
1 ^ \z KJLy^^s • c cd—*•* ^ ^Sj^1*^ j y & ^x; */5 c_Av3 ^
• d~—<-- ^ j> jy ^ d—^ wÇ ^ •!!_/ la
Jj jJ J Jj 3 Jy y^. iSy^r, 5^ LSJy-~* ^ û^*
^ 3 ^ y^ ^*t' -d J ' ^y. ^-" ^ y** y ^ *3~>j {y~^ J
^*» '<!*» dl> ( J i.u jlu jL^~>- ( «.■L^' djj • Jj^" j^yZ-^u I dl> ^1^" 25
yJ y 6 *)^ ^jlûı J ■ J ı_ı_« 'Ia (jl^* ^a5 j J j «d y* \*$3 J d J^"
g—-ift L^ ' (^5 ° C ^ J J C^' -? 6 Jb_~J jJC wU« ^yu y dU~ C (^P y—^
^
yj d l^ l^ • «1* IA^ d-<j5^ ^ ^ d •/> ^ «-1^ j # J-u Iav ^ ^ A '
J û*> û' 3^ -? JJ^ d » (j' oJj3^y 3 c Lf-». L-t
- Xk -
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j-u5" | J IA J ^ ^ 1^L^~>- Lw <JI^\J ^ c j^îı j -o ^ J ^
« JJlîJ <3 ^ \j» 4 JLı lo L-Jü- ^j^°—^ } () »Lw ^Ü-
jl_^_>- J * fjj ^ ^C»S^ ^ ^ IjAJ J ^ Jjulo
^ 4 J^-u/ <3 JL*.^ ^ j JT* ^ <J^ ^ ^\<o j 1- j.. >• jjj/L ^ ^a!>
\j l_-—- 3 Jrt^^ er 3—° o^ 'j J3j 3 <• 6 ^ ^ o^ 'j 5
Û* -J J^~ & Jj—~° 3 c ^j< L5—° j' ^ c^~>■ ^ ^ <^r j—• o^ (f .20b)
3^3 j\-> 3yJ>- Jl->- 1 j\ J-*-^ ^y> 3J-—* ^ ^J td.^.lS-C'
m jjl —<ij j\s> 1 ->UJ1 J ^—o ^ L^a^Î. jj»-
^ 3 ^ f 3—5 ij} j-> ^ Jjj} ^ -* O^ ^
*Wj; j O 3~~~* 3 -^. ^ 4 ji J-<^?^ 4 L>NJ ^Jj^-c—^ JJ ^ 4 ^ J^<Au 1 0
|>- *q ^ ^ lj A ıft fi J ^ 4 ^ ^ ( kJwU. L/ dj ^-^s bj ^ ^1 d^ İ^" J ^ dL ^ t *" 3 ' JF^ * ^ I»
• «-^ V -vs ,* (3^^ f~^
J dJJ olj ^ J J ^ <3 A'c><j C-<—jlj J-uA ^
• 4 4 Jjij oL^"
- ri -
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y jz?-*■" ^ »4 .a ^ j ^b J w1_a« ^^-■-m<
Ij^.vJ.J j »4 b »^-c.» ^jb« J »X-cfc ^*11. a ^>J »4 <9J^i.i
— CU9 5 J
^ jb^ lo jj Cw^>* *bj «4 J ^ 4^ »-O la i < * b& t>to ^cw
J J (jW* ,>J 15^ '4^ ^-UjL J J.J ^yLi— U j\ ^ J J
—■*-« *4 jjLw^ *" } »4 j *4»jb <)^ ^jla—a j »4 Jj 4-»^ C—**> J J
• «^ > »4 ^ «4j *4-»^ Jj!^
- J ^ (J^b j 0^-*Jo9 *b Jo;
KZsj\ JS> CU*b Aj jj J tSJj J J ^ ^ iS^ J J J-** ^ ' J^. J
^J b—I—-a \j-> \ J • »4 J^ 4«4^ l5-5 J *"' *-"- ** ^b^j ^ ' b<5 ^ »4 «4jS^
• b < 5 Jb
4 a ^ 0-**> ^ 4 ^^ jb «4_â_y / Jj b.«» »4 ^ ^ ^ju ^ »4 ^ Jjj ^ '» >*
• 4 «4jj1 C^m> 4j ^-5^ 4^ «4 ^A j • <J4Jl« ^ LA*""'^ 4 ^—A>- ^ «4
^1 L" - **i* «4 t 4j 4jum ^ | ^ i* ^4-^*j ^ JL# 4_« ^*j # *>" • ■ - ^ 4 j+h.i 4-*-^* j
J _j~*—*—a j 4 TL-f^ ^ -J «4J jbüS ^
(f .21a) • cî-*-~ c-jL; (^ .U^-2 ^
j * 4^4 İA 4j^ ^ «4»»i.»u (^y»u t «,"-^ I^j. .a C4^ ^ ^ 4J
— cJt_5 ^ J t J 'A^A' L^ bftj^ *4İ_-o^
4^>J V.r*J^ ^b^—b < 4j ^A Jj * 4J^^5
'^4* j ' iJ-J- \> >=r ^ d—w I o^ t JL,\jZ-,
C> l"^~ ■ |^ I—^ 4 0^~1—o' i^5' '" ^ ^ ^ ■ 3*-Lj
<j^L: _j o^5j _y < JX>- lj^~>-j _)l JU ^ jj_j^ c-.x
j-)U ^ <^*-^J X û J>K _ u Jj3^ j-y. 3
• 4_ft J _)L _^- o.J J> o' ^J o^-^" 3J 3 o^"*^ y*~ o ^
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—~j3 j 3y>- 3y- 3jj3X- yl ^ \j7, j i j_~yj
KS3 J ^ 33* J w^-*' -""j ^ L33 Si 3 J3 1J"*' ^ 3 ^ 3^ ^ Vj*$ (Jjj$-%
l .5 jlaJU1 ^ J(Ûj ^ «J-1^ «-J^IjjJ ^ju ^ 4 dlsljlj -*
d L ^ wl_»^ 3-J yj jj ^->- d—J( J^J d—/v_£)
A • >• J 4->- 3 3^3 3^j d_-*~£> Q y^- j # j ^
I jjU JJ$\y>. \ 3^ JU ^ L£İJL> j^° ^ 3' <J^ iS^3j*
-L_S ^ ^ i Jjj ^ ; J cû^ J$ jJb j\ v—X ^ \SS^*«7^
Û C-U^Iaj t J^ ^15^ ^ ^ 3 3y y-^ ySjjJ^J-I
d«.. --*-«> ^ i^5S~*" O^ -J <J^» 3^3 ySt &j>-y, i o
« <5 3y İJ
^ l£3j3 c)J-~I '3 <3* • e—-> ^ ,1, y \3J-~I
3^ 3J c3 3 3 • -,^J 3 \S3j 3 <^*~. JJ 3^ 3J 3
# du 33j \J 3 ^3~i {^ ^i j-^3> ^ «J-» -J_j^5^ «J^
c 3j la^ j 3 Aj y 3o ^ ^ C^^ d^ ^ J L^""* 1 5
(j A** J* J ^ 33^*^J 3 ^ ^ 3 <^-fcAi*->' ^ dj ^aL J ^ bi^j ^ wl_|—>*; 3
fi>^ ^3 (_$ ^3""* 3 (f • 21b ) d-—«- -J^ yj ^ ^3^
•^Z" iJJ3J Jj° ' Jj-y. iS3j^j~i 3 ^3-" j-^ri O 3^3 3 "O' J j' ^
I*)V_i^j )L ^ °^3 d_> j *-'." C £ C-S^J ^İ2 ^ L><jl"
. <L.-J^Z J ^3> , c-v, 20
^*j^~ J 3 J i 3O-^ Jj O ^ yi <1.. ■■■ d.i '■ du ^'-1— y
3 <■ i3 J->- JJJ-*- ) Ijr^ <S- Jj3si I^f ->3^ 3 <S 3 ^ S? <S
>Jj_i-i ' y J_«i- du ^S t ^ -laOj jj \*£j^j3j 1_^v * dLj^v |^*jOjT y d^
cr 3J*~ 3 3 C)^ 0*-~*j Jj 3j-" 3 û-1^—«',/->• 3 (j -*^-3$ LI-»-'-.»
• ÜJ3 25
3 l5 jJ <*-A« cT ->J £^ ^ 3 cJ3-0 L Jy
J ^r°' x û J3 3 ^->\ j \j}j ,jj^ c JJ (_jy i3°3iS3 ÛUJ3 *3 <aL-'^ J-K ey-" J
^ 33 3 3 jJj j J JLi—— J ^ JSj3 ^yWU o d jLy< 1^ ^ [ yfe V-m -Jİ^
j' J 3 j3 fjj j\ j ^ 3^3-^j j^S (^fj\ w5LL <d^" £ I <J3 <3°3 *3^ J Jj
~ i) -
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Lî-" s* 3 4 jy. y j'/ ) jy. <»-j-i^ jfî j> s* cS-*—<
j ^ JL> j ^ j ^ ^ Lj I Jjj i j^>-
O—^.U^ J ^ J 3 ^JdJ 3J S* ) X^>i ^ ^ ^ JLi^t J
^ ^ J» «4—5—-a d4—a ^ O .Jjj^
(_j jl jj Li>^ ,_j j_jj ^ jjt j j j i ->y j^->- L J±J o: y ^\j j j' j
— c-i^ \j «JJ-J^" Jy*- j ^y. ^—*J o4 LSJ)J ' <jy~y U-Ah J LJAJ; ^ J-i
—* '^-î" ı_sW 4; y. j£-~ ^ o4 {£ <yy. (jf ^ 1 j ^y l4
—
# JJIaj 4J J >J-^ ^y$ lw*1 \AZ d-j V ^ dJLJtS"
— eJ^ d-LjS'
L—»a ^ j 0~<« ^ d l« «4-^* ^ lo ' j
j j U y ^ jy • yt. ^ X, j>\ j ? 0.. .-J/ *.A/ ^3
J l^1 J C)—*4 J f4 jTf-^- ,^1 <JLL J J .
-A—o4 "^î* -? • ^ **-^y _j es-***0 ^~f4->
0^—^—-* *)j->~ 'ij^ t ^ LI ^ 1 - "*~- U J ^1 Ij
is^ ij? 1 t~^J' (f - 22a) ^J_y->- j->- j fzi 4 J
ı4 {Ş 44 eAi; cA'^" (-* ıjy0^ ij- ' J^JJ oVl ) C-"J
• —-a ^ ^ d-j^ ^L-A^«
- J eJL5
V 4—-a ^ ' d-^~ ^ <LjjJ »J.. ..A >-
— ^ d-y^'
4j^ 4 4j J ^ ^ «4^——° *AJJ ^^^ CU-<« ^ d 4—* ^ j «4
s< kŞ tjf (j* i^y. y? ıŞ
I^L/d « 4jj ^ 4j^" *d->V^ c d-> ^_ ■■> ^ ij-j 4jxw
^l_>^ j U—ol ^ 4 X)X d-j^ J—•â-> • CJ^ ^
V -?—^ cu-w j jjj J *L>- L5J^ J c y. J* ^JjJ
ye. -a ^*j^ • C--3^ ^^î d.> ^ı L4^4a*j 4^ d»>-4^ jj^9 ^ t 4
* 4^*m5 ^ d->V_>- j 4—^^" A.» >u 4 wL«4 4j^ d-/1-/
4^—• •4-'^0-^ l5^~^" «4^ J kZ^S ^yj yJZ> *)jJ J\ â-jj wl—a_>-
- 232 -
jj 3^ *Airi 3 S- O* 3 1 Jy^j. v>?" 3 j—J$ ->3jJ
^ o^H"—• * (jr1-*—■" e*' J • cr 3—^ji* <^bi- yJjJ
—— y*
? j& 6->- jJj J ^ J-Ajfc*
_eJ__5
^_£> <jJ wb b_I«' . j»>bja—-® j ^ Cr*^*" O**
~*y <j^bJ i f Jjy>- uPj^ JJ* ^ Jy —0 ö^J ~*~i ^J {j^
Û» j-frl j\ ^>b-« d\Sj J ^ujjJ l_-«l • J JJ5 {j^ JJ £ j—^Z
j^L—u jj ( j-»^/ ^ J ^Lt_-«wu, J ^ J-» J^ dJİo jb» ^jb. •»«> ^ J y.
(j^>->* ■ " «" ^ ^ <J-L~ £ vİîC.^ ^->- ; Jyj ^jbi -a ft ^ *br jbal-^ 1 0
^ 11 .» .. .,< *ı ~ ■ i* ^ b—•<• ^ » -'b<^ <-b^ Jjb
J—^ J-& ^ y^~ * >-b b>j ^ y~. ^ j J -bb J^5 ^ûbjb
+ wbb-_»~b «^"^" bJ } »bb* vib^* v^b_fi>"^~
^ «J ^b b 0-« ^ 4 -L^. ^^Jj» o ^ ^ J ^>- ^
-0>*- Û >î" 1-z~"^ f>b>—• j' ^-; <Ş <-W 3 J-^A <sy ijb *j\ 15
*» ' ' a.
• Jj3-*~j <jr 3~*~ -^b»^ jji j uii. —*j b <_)A;
d->- J)\ < Jj$ ^1?S.J ) (ijv y-) ob>- _y dlib jj lij^fc
1 | ^j>>w J ^ J ^ J >iJ^A ^ C J^i J 1^ J Jv j d) «b ^
(Ş ~*y 3~"*^ b_^" ^ jb_<^ ^->-y C ^jj\S^jj LyJ^' J J ( f • 221))
^ ^^ ^ O -Ö-Öj ^ b^ tJ^^ <3 *dJ *o_>- j^ ^lsit pQ
. j,; -&
^ eii^ diJ^
b / ç'^ 3~^ ^ ^ ^ wljl ^ J^y>- (J J b V—-a^ î ^J*4^
^S Xj. (jb-j- Jb- Û 3^~ ' b Oj °aj\ Jjl J ^yfel^L
Jj 3 -jJ^ j>i- ( o'-^——0 ) 3 ûVb jJ 3 25
Lij y -lj^ ı^-t b—i ^ ~b ^ Jjbi ' Jj\ J db>- y j J S yJ>~ ASLAZ
O^i J c_l jjb-j- ail* J o V-j U d^b _j . JLte J
• ^y. ^3j b—»
^ eJ^ dJ « j
- tr -
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J C ■ I ^ J ^ V— *. +» ^ ^ « l-^—fc^/Li
__ JjJ I Jl
•j y
wLt 1 . < jl^Lj y ^ J *4JL ^ J^ JJ y ^ CwA-ft ^ d-—.
Sj^,^i^X, jl ^ j,\ ^ -L y d—aJSI ^y jy^, }
iL/L' ^ L-<-WLA*^ '.L ^ t ^iS^- <)^;LU
0--j" -*j j' 'j ^jj-i ^ ^'J»| • O-** J wd ^A>
diL^ L «<* ^ 4 J ^ J^j jl.l <.IU (J->* J^j
dJ*>—~L r* y >^—N Û>^ ' V"^ ^ y wx
• |*m ^ J ^ ^ ^ !>-*.Oİt
dJ^ 4^
• (4 4"^ £İ~^ ^ ^ <5~^" y J ** Jy>~ L) ftdi jl«j \j—M j yS\
— ^ dJ& <ü—« J
j^" t** —L- ^-y KSJ ^ *^y ^ \j -ij *
j d-4j yXyn-Jz /?-" 15^ f"^ u? o—* J • -*-<- d (J—9 \i
*J-" 0~>^i~J f-^^y*' iy-±i (.4 O—1* J • yJ-' J L4 <J. si-"
O—* "-4/^—* ^ ^W" y tsj^ O—* ^ «-L-— Jj ^
d-5^ 4-^
_J d_U- ' &zj£ d -L (_JJ y yy~ jS ^ J d->- y _j
? d—. I tf j-İ <J -LyZ y fjj y
_ djS
^ J J J* ■*> J-*" JJ—lîl'^ j^ ^ do ^^ ^ J ^l
^ LSJ VJ^- *Jo5" Co^ J *ö -Jo J J JJ^ KS*^ J *"* O 3~^~ ^JLH. 3
y ^ û-K~ -> c5^
• wL ^ wd aX\_>VJ
— ^ di$ J4
j J—«^ j iX»^ j *) ^>u • d—^ y f>!*_-. ^ J
J <j' < j>J j$ jA y 3 (f.23a) ^ <SJ3 ^i-'r LÎ>;
• (_5 ^ d J^>j jyj 0yft o ij ^ J j ' ^ d jjî/ ^')İA V_a« a * " -i * iX>*
_ dJ^
jt? j_^.T J j -j ^ y*. j t jy ^d,l cy3^ y 4 -i—«T jjj q>>-
- 28^ -
J J JjU- _J jjŞ jj \ysji Jt j j3j ^ -V-* {£ 1 j-f-"1
Jj s* dX~^>T 3 Cr 3j* ^JJ—° 3 "'y. J-"-1- •*-" t/
c.j^ <*14
'i LA*^' j 3 u^y j ury 1 C-^JS> K^y ^ y 5
j ■> jj ^y*y 3 y'1'^ f3j^%~~j*
( t£p ) 3 <J ~Li-: 1 -Lîvi jy O* y-^ y ' cr~^ JJ Cy y û'j^
i <S3j v cA-ü cy^3—a-ft j • J-i ^ JP pA^ û^ '
—
3 ^-^v" -V • fc^A^~J iy^ 3y J C-.i t wJjy5uJ J;. .* ^
^ ıs' ^ <-5J -5-' $ 3* 3 j' i_j.A J f~"~?" *—*#v—a 10
eJ^ 4; o j
A J* dL J^ <j^ vLw Li iilj jp <3 Lav J LA; lljdi L " ^ i I" --VV
^ J • Ui ^ djA^ ill; <3 L^l> I 4 ^ <3 J^j J { d-wA-*> ^
_ ^ -c' &z£ ^ çj\ J -u—«.A jjU_A çj\ ljL>^ ( -Lf-^) o 3^r
^L>Lu c jj} J »ı**-^ j J^Ljîİjj <)L_Aİ JL^ 4 jj& *15
J y'.»^* ^L; ^ J^ Jj <*\.xy 4|1A^2J dL-w d J.İV ^_A;
* LtJ-ft—»a/ ^ J^Lx< ^—u-> ^~f~"*' 3 *0^ *"^
♦ f ^ ^ jL-^J J —o j
__ cus^ A-LJ^
^—" Û* • {jy^ ^ Jy <Jx 3 <y*j y-~ ury ^ [y$ 20
? ul—^->* J } cJ)j vo
— <zJtS> <jJ—J
^^ j' 3 t f. jJ> <)l5T ^ ^p—• j >>■ ,)' j lS>; O—'
jJ ,^L ,j >>- . 4 CÎJ CUjvvI^-ai j.6^ çj\ Ju
^ 3 (_A^ Ü* 4 ^ lSJ •* 3 L}3 ç_y^> tj J-y 25
û' JJ 3 '(>-ft-' ijyd -> j& J jj \j j\ j ç3\ •>£> (ji jyZ (_jj
(5^ ( *5^ ) Lîi^i J ^ 3 • ^JLvj ^L
} ^j\ *& J JJ ij^ J ^ c5J J ^J\a^-V9
jj—; jvj j 1^4»—° j' o* fW^' iJ ^ l/L: 1 4
— i ° —
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— J C
? £^*b—° J^ ( f • 23t>) J-*-" o*' O^" ' »>
' **y. LS3 _i^bb>- ij) j J ^ tj^"* j' *^>*" JüJ t JL>- j j ^
j' 1^ o' O—° 3 1 J-~ b Ob-? f-® ı_£;^ û -*"?" J • fj' J 6^-J
J AJ J J ^ ^-b »y ( d -U Uj J
_ ^bT
^ -LA J (^Jbb j jb1 j J ^ ^ ^ ^ b
, -US J d_}-Lâ- ®d Ls~ j J \j Jbb
^jyo ' J^j |dj Jb-<^ ^d—. ■ t' j —J ^a- KZ^j}-*o J^_a *— 1.' b->—^a-fc
^jSjj J £ -J>^ J j■J j lz—• -J ^-1 (_^ -5' -b; i_y"^"
û>^ H'J «-s-" ıjb^- O—» .j • Cl5^ ) <^-— ' ÛA** t/ -5' -b;
fljfl , J ^ f «J <ULC.> -O j czib^a- 3 J\j 3 J'sij ^
# Jj \ Jll; ^9 L^ 0~~~°
^ O*' A ' LS bl—J ^y- Q y>; Q
t CU-w ^ ^l_w I * ^ J j O-^uj ^ ^^ <3Li JL
__ ^ -JÛ ^ dZs$ «Ju—o j
^ ^1 L {j^S j*—* 1 \SJ^ ^ lsj J< ^ ci-^ 1 y^~
.' »L|~Vj t " . -a yLwu ^j-"5" ^Jî) j ^ ^ J-u./ O-J^
» LAA*-)' .^r-? j' j-^'j OjJ>^ J * ûV^ ^ ^ j « jL
C« o_«-> yj JLj \ d4 <3 JJ»-»La \j iLıi JL» ^ O-** L-Na^^ jl ^
• J j j j J *L> V—^ ^ c <3." ■«»/ ^ C Ijb a y
jj Î j j J J J ^ ^->" ^ O—A-AJ
• ^ (^ıH b ^ Û f b—• J 3 ' j>i b ^ Q^Sj
_ ejS"
__ LJ . <J^J- J Ijj-^J l5j' J C &"'
^ t »i *-u> <3u j kbLu ^^ ^ J^ jet ^aA C Jju j^" ^ Lam ^ ^1 vlJ^A
( kJı^AV kbuı ^JJ J ^ V^j^-Ğ)
_ ^ JJ^ <3ÛS^ j
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* y. ^ ** ^ o jb->- $ ^-»—**-& ^jj-i
• (jL*—J cu_^ 3 1 ^ J J C (3^ >Û^ J i J0-^
^ ajl &z£> L$_>. j
-»w J jj \ JU*> J <~Lş CL. a-A ^JJ-İ } C- —o y—vJ>- L-^J Jj us
^ûL»i JL iiL lj • j-û J \~0j J^> ^ *x*>V_-—i ^ J ^
Al^, jS cr-"^3 ^Sr-
Jy. <_sW i -*■; y £ J^; (f.?':a) .
• —0 jj j j J 6 "** ^ ^ ^ 6
eJ^ <lL5
jjJ- ^ jj\x,\ jjl Jt J (_s' -j-^ y J—Sy . (_$ j£ ^)-£- ,j f>- 10
y- — (_S* •*-»■ y ->y^ J^> çy-fc jT c L ^ jj U _)>:
. JL-.T ^ y ji^ y y* J _ JX;
£, ,/ «ı, cS>~1 c£Jj J<• J'-f-<-; cr^i Ç_y J-: JJ J Jj> J f 'y ^—* J
Jj J ^ t.£ «1^4 ^ j J a J * ~ £ J J1 J.1. i.., d^ alj
# _j ^-L j ^ o> fcV** j f'J j j j j\ (jj _^6iJ '<i_^_fc _j 1^
O ♦ d -jL^y d-y- Aj^^J d->- IX*—a ~L>^ ^ dL; J ljS J




• (^r^0 ^ l5J J
__ uJ?" ^ JjS" ^y ^Jj ^
^ lj-'x cr-" ^ Û^ ^
LlJ^ dj a J 25
(_îj.f ' J (J—* f~^~ ^ ' f' * J>^ J ^-eU_**
Ul.—n —'-"^~bj J 0~b*J J C..—~" aJ-ib ^ X j LS^^H ^ dV^bb- ^ -X^
0T }\ J J ^ £^_aa I L_a_>> Ij Ij <) A^jJ ^Uj ^L. . J ^
^ £ vl^y aiJ
- IY -
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-.1 y -L-o' (_>*■ >*• 'j A c -*j'■-*-.' O-*"" civ' Jd^- û -VÎ"
'
Jdd 3 <-îb
jj ^ ^ J ^ 3 oW 1 ^ —-o A^ L$jjj
Û» A Jd Jd*-*" 3 J^-*" &—"~i~: A ' Jjû-"* J
i'i Jj jL>- t J^Lw ^ ^ t Jy*~ı ö JİJİ9j^ ^ ilL y^-
• -'—- (_j; VÎ" J^ .J-1—(_j--a _J c -O j&J A
J t>A A
- cJ^ J ->A Av^^-V^CAA ^
I;A J^; 3 yd 3 1 Av 4 -^9' JJ J J3y A A "5—" iA
j ^ Uj Jwu L lS3 J ^ J ^ * ""*.V ^ ^ *1 ■■■ Jj
y*~^ Cj?y 1" ^ «A ^ LI—*-- J J^5 ^Â> 'L>*> jl ^ t ja «j—i
A U^ Av oJjLx->- "5-*" 3 AA j*4-;
^JU- u;j—i &z-~ y+j y\ LA.' ty0 'J lt^A j y-" 3yd c_S.J A xA J->-
(f. 2^b ) . <x~ WaA j' A J-0' ./^A A -*-^ (_s>it
>»
JL- J -L^î AAW !^y t>iv- ,A <XX'' J XlX . J— .JC*
— <xs5 j j—.' j. v • «4—^ -4^ (J *4
Ü 3s?
lSJ J
(_S^' J <J3 _ Z1 ^
Ij JjS <J^" ^ *Jj>- ()L*. jIj i Jj J j J ij Jjj
'j ^ ^ û'L5-J <ÎL^-»L
C LJ ^I. I4J J J ^_«A->w fcL'-' Va « JJ Iaj <5 J-d-u. jj <3 ^ JjL>. *. > j lj
\j Ö^5J^ \jj ^ J^Lw ^jV-» ^ JLj\JZ-/
Ij JjS- ^ ^ s*^~ CX X ^ j . I
j J—-5 jj jAÎ) CUa» ^ L-*-^ J*J <3 iwAÎ/ jlj £ •Jjtu ^^>-'
^ J *}Jj ^LA. ■< •■ ^ J ^-uı L>vJ L/
^ CXxx L$\\j I JjIOAJ cr y^" lS^ ^»j ,XL
Av û'^'î" f"®5 ' •J*< cîS; >** j 3d j A' 3 • Ai^-1 AA f-®1
oA j g^01 <sy)y. Od J1 yA J ' ->3d â JA ^A ^ 'j _>ri A
— A <j^ -> • J^A A>t^ f^ cA <j' 1 AA
t-— »4 ^ ^ -^ A ^ -4 1iJvl-5 tl) ~4A "4^j^ A
. _ul (_->•
v V







jLbl j J,;/b j t^~> 3 ->£ T (jUJ yLb ybJ
— J-J ^ J * iXL^ ^ 1




Oj! wbI <X ^3j-ibc A——' i J
—* J J <J^
«X^ ^ CT ^ ^ ^IJ (b ^
IJ ^-' ^ij-ut-raj J <3 «J ^ JJIjj J^-w 4 XJ^ 6LX; 'L>
-b J C ^—-*> } b-o jS ^ J « O^jL
JJ1>-' WLU^J ^J3->- vilj Jy4J d-^" ^ J ^ t X 1 ~ ^-4jr Ij
^ ^Llx> t <x_^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ »x
y o>^>- t ~-^JH dr^ J } J^~*~ J^-3"" (b>^ J ** ^~^~"J£ «J-bj^ ^
• ^ jLw. ^ ^f- ^ JJLU ^ <xJ^X» . J JuJJ V_—1 ^jio^"û c_5_?
°l^ b y -LLj jb 0^ U jj'b ^ (f.25a)




uJ lS'j J u-'' J j-y. y d 3 ıs o-: i <^~~y y -\ ^sy—•■> y~> y <s~o
^ yjjS • C—■- j\ J^3 (J-jbLj J j cusbai- j j' JJ
3 Jj> Aj'x ^ b \y~* {Ş JLj '^jb \j d^i,
UJ-~.—a_jl_n o ^y t JJ^LL- jjbijl Ct5jJ J J ûb "V * lS^ JX ' -^b^. ^jJb
C*' b .> y i> y ^ jj'r <jjx? çy* ,J
;' b -5 y*yj b^' -b' Jj J-i o 3^r3 Jy' 0^3^ CJ—»}' J.
_jj j£> I jyu. y ^->y j Ç-'^—-» tf. Ijjv U~i ' -'x. <S3
(J> iJb ^ ' "^>" Jx -'x <-1->" b ^ J <XJ3 j J ' ob j
O ^ J^ ^ ^ • »X »X^5" ^ »X X^j O ^-û-a L
û >?" bb' c l/ > -" ^ y=° jb J ur 3—" JU- jj
^ < Xj^ <j jj_u ^ ^ J ^ »b^ <J »J$ jj ^ ^ J^/ jĞ jjlj j
S J x 'js~ ijb-j- b j' -i—«' -J-*—» 8>— <j bb' cj—I ^yt^-j
« j^/ db j '. ■ -11 * 'Lv
I
l_J- >^~ (_SJ Cr*^" b JrS" £ 'jr )b yiJX. U^J 3
Jy> C^x° b^ (jjj j jj Ji^w (_;j
^ylj tj-> .J-^4 J ^ >î"
j by j • C*X" jJjla
_ ^ j






j J (_j -4i; ) ^3$ '' -l;' 3J >i (3*-*—* CrtJJ «5^-*" 1/
kS3 J-; i_sV? iS^ ^ ^ "*}*• ^ J^-*—* O 3^ û^A;' J^—•" 3 ' AH Ç-A3
JJ ijL) £ J 1 «4^ ^ j J ( J^4 lS3 j^5 _J 4^~>
■4_^J d—' I *4 d *4—— ^ ^ "A .4^"? tlA .4"^ ^c -4 j. <
C*1
<AAJ 'sc 3^ * J3-! <J3^~ u~ 3^~ 3 ıJ3 ÇjA3 ->3j.
C (4U-^ £İ j' u^u j' ^ ^l—Aİ JV-»- 4~^~'r^ ,_^ d—.İ I J "AiW'
CL^ d-^~ \j j\ o L ;J J>
♦ J.A £-8* u-»- ^ ) j j jj ■&> ^jLÖ 1
(,.?5b) < C-5 V»4 viLJ^ J «Jj »J i_>- ^jl*- (J J ^ ^ A-4,—a J jj
— j u^- c^>l>-
_J d -J^ls—^ ^l> ^lL jj ^-uj ^ ^ (_5~~^ J^~X~J ililo ^ J
« d.'. ' «' ^ >j ^4 b" lû»/ J^b-4 J J
<_?>->• j\ ^ jj' J ^4 y ^ Ç >Lk_^> ^ J> d~~ 'j
_ di^ . j— 1j-^ j
. d—•' y>- (j—^ Jj J-^- (_s_}_jj
Jo\_—/ j 1 4_jj ^ L>^ ^ 4j ^ a j 4 jjLw^ ^ fc lj
{Ş Jj3^ <_S^>: ^—0 J • -A-*-*" ^ ->3^~ tsW j' J JJ^ J-". ü^—*~i~*~
— t/ ^ • CL~~^
i>A j-f. 4' 0—~*-*lSW~ ^ j-i 3 Cy3^ &~~' £ t>;' ^ {j-1. O^
• ÂJ cr^ J L1~~ '
— di?
j Cj() (İU *9>^" jJ ' c—>^» 1^->J^
* < â— ^ 4^ d ^ J V->- d ırt t mj ' o—û
^ di^ d-L
cL^ ' l*—•-jJ d J. (J .4 ^.4 J î" P^ 6y*-3 ly^ y>-
4-w j^-i ^5" X/LJ J t I4—5 j ^ ^—4 ij AJ
~~~ ^ dJ~Â3 ^ c J ^ "A (_^*
J «4 j « d— ^ ^ ^j d*s^ ^4^44^ 3 ' ^ ^ d -4^ ^
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t —
. C— t ıtulj IJ CjL_»--Â>
eî®^~" '«> Cr*~~ 0>4 ' ^ JL—4 c ijJxj<J j j j
cr~. J' ^ ju_fcjSLl J~^ j^ ^ ^y^ ç >U—-o ^ c e.-*- l




c) jJ ) •x^ j t^-~d-y. ^ jj tjS) ^ ' <J->_a t>^y
„ o
^ wb-j\_i_>- ^—»o j 4 ^ LA» ^ £ >4^J <5 ^Ld.'.»x<
— CI^ dL • J—*' C5~^ ^ ^ ^ <J-^ 'l 0
• aJ^^J ^ ^_J5 j\ ^_a_^d v^L»l^ d—^
(J^lj *& j »4 toL y • «4/ ^ (Joi? «Jj*-*» «4-*1
d-â^ Jy>- \^j i. C-^t ^ -4J
j Jj\ j j~> .i*»-L ^ t_5—° c5^
• Jy. y >*—• ^ j y (Jr^ ^ û^—* 1 j^jx Cr 15
O^ ü-^ J^ yLfl_>o ^ «4>- ij ^ 4^ 4l-j 4^ ^
^—'^ »4 ^*jL»->- 4j^ ^ »o vi^oIJ ^ « ^yi~* »4_>.<..< JL\^ ^
4 Jj' J ^ aJ^ JU- ^ . jy fJL j\ j6 ^^>0: * J
^JU O-Cl y ^ ^lU A . p4 J jbj J& J\ ) *_J^ <J^> a
• f-9^ 9^-; û—• ^ j»U—• (f. 26a)
j\ <J-j " -> jj >>- . eus^; J jLj-ı <J^ _)i^. (_î>— ) izj&ş
— ıj^ l--^' "0^ "O'jj j*-~ o~±;
-LL>- ^ » (j-L^o J ,j ^ _>_^ ^ j_^ j^u -C _j <C (^4
\j j\ llbl : Jj\ jJS. ) CU^Ujk; \j ^ jy ç-u ^
J ^ ^^ ^ ^ J^i ^ ^j «XiJ J ^ ^
b j' ^ ç—'4d j jl ; (/y- < -J>^' ır-tLö
t" « > ^ J^; dJ^A i4 lib ^ J ( Jj^ J e** b->« J j JA
^j y liL^ J , Xİ J ^ t - * '" Ij ^ JA ^jl ıXu y
jy>- vib' JLjj . (_jjl a; ^ ' J (jly: ,_JJ _)l j ^ j-;
20
?9
— o ) —
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j J ^ j • j Ij «X; ^
Jj>-*—• \j )\ Jj\J ^L*-c- viLl jîL j # kSJ^ j^i <JJ J' J
j«-) ^ jj^" jj-> jjL ^ j J ıiL»l J «
j • * L»^3
^ JJ ^jLw^ J ^ O—-o J->- J çyj j *) vlLl
jj Jj->- j-> f—^ ^ -i>; L^"*" c3^ ^ -A^J •
«J-wlj O^.L JO j Ş ^ ^ J İj c t " ^9İj| -a
t J ^ ^ T^ ^ ^j>mW J <ji-u/ jl»J ... ft ■ 1 J lîJj^ J
C*>l^->- O-*»'^ J—.-® ^ <L*5^ ^ b^^ı_l_yîX>- (ila_>>
'
{j ( CU^ft \j }\ ^ j y La J L dJ a J jjJ _J . -L^"
j <J ^y ^ O-** ^ 4 *^y ^ <)^^ <X> ^J
_».» J\j .'}ûl LT4-*-^ O^' 'j * f^' 6 ^bC-H L5>^
10
«J "b^ ^—-° ^-' J • ^j} b° J wlj5^ tj^* **"—w ^ ^ L5^
_J O «-3^* ^ 'J ' mi.1 JJ y 5 ^ J-Ij^ <J-> J^j^j L>SJ^
• y1 5
• J^ L*""* jyJ>~ b^ 4JJ5^ t jj^|^<JJ—o SJ ^ u>y~" ^ ^ ^
4-> <« ■««< j L>~ jj mJj^~ j^l_>- j\ C LT-^xv ^ w3 ^*j^ JJ \j j|5jL/
• J—X wb J ^ 4-i -O J ^ b < JLj J£ J CJj ** ft> L>jl>
^ J j < c^-cj ^^5 ^jb ıjj L ^ V^JJ (f. 26b) ^ -Ad^. o y?
j -i ./* ^ ^ j 4-<—»a j » j<^^"' ^ y~~*~ y. b——** ^ Li4^ ^^ 20
jJy*M % jL.1 ■"»jb t," 1 -a wJ_>\_>
? ^-j—•' <^^>- J lJj/ i>
e-^ <LL^> J
. jj\ J ^ v&L y ^-Lj ^*5 ^ ^ Ujt
_ c^
S U^ b cr-^ ^ ^ >—5 ^ ^ j J'
_ <zJ$
^ J1 Cr*~~ O^r—^ <35 ^ 3 • f ^ ^y0 çy*" <33 jJ




L".«^ ^ ^ wft yj y C^" ^W-W ^ C »Li-»^*
f >L°—'• j' -5* e^~-> l/ "b' cr"-1^ j' .A—* t u~-*-&
/
• *■—^ ^ Jj «-J • <J^A«
-
t vJ^-^* b_£-*-w2 ^ Ij «J^-2*- J -b^L»*-' j3j-A—"° -*-i ^
-
0 «J~v~ ^ -J LS^^"~~^ d_—>v^- .JL^
• -J^ >K 0^ ^ ctf j' 4 ^ <3^ ^ ^
• ^ J-AJ J 6 to^-'J «J ilL yj ^^->: .. ..a to y
— c-i^ « J -jq
J^L>J i^i_>- lj ^_^»—OJ>- ^_ı_fi> # JU y$ JLijl J-»- ^ O-A-jlj-v.
Jrir* ^jj-i J J"^~ * Û c5^ ^ c5J ^ - ' J
(JJ J L5-A-r^ ' J
1 ^ ^J«CLj y lSJ <JL->- J -, 3 f *^r' ^ «Jjjt -J_>- J
J j ^S3 —L/^ 4—-A—~ ^Lv- Jtob O ^—5 *j c^
Li C« ^ J->w wb^ wb> J^«xj ^ ^ ^ ^.yyj C «Jw»L*^9
jjbjj ^ j,! ui>>r^ L&AW 1>A~ ' l-~** j 3 j-Ui û^—° -H ^
*)yj ^-1x4 y J
\zj£> y d J lw-'
« >b ^ liL
[£ û^ û^ — J^3 £ b-~^ jb-^b j e-sj jS cAi; 3 Jj3^ J^ <J3j «*-<—°J
3 f. (jb J J — jj\ J CUjJ^o j lJ3 ^ âJb- ^
_ J CJS
J £ ^y*uu Li O-^-" ^ 4 >jLi-4" y9 yj y*~'•*' ^ "
— ıŞ JJ—
C ^ *^"t*^ b!b.—^e C5J^ J^-*~ J Cb-C" L-u« J sJ
JJ ip t5'-'W:: 3 <Jj^°^ ^3^ j' — *' d2—" J — y
j J c£,5 ^b^ _J J^ ^C*^* ^ d l« 1" ■ rt JL>-





U d^F ^ -Q y V.j,' yj < V) -« y -) jVj J —L V.,'
« ^jVuo y x Vi
_ dJS d.>y
V iJyj F>^* y I d^—^ ^ d -jVj—— ^9 ^—o ^yj ^ t d—^.j.w dr^
- J
« .
J J J C*->J ^y5 J ' tl~- ' 0*' (jljjj aL:JL y\
• ^—y * jc^-y 3 y j' ' »,-1
__ di£ . -I i o*' o >?■ ^ y*
«^yVl^u jjLj^ J -Vs J ^ 1^—j' " >>< C id—,0 .J
• r -J J-! Û"
(_r-a; > ^ d-5^ ^ J^ wL^-t J —J-» * 1 ^ I I ^9 J
— j -v— ^_> ,_p y- j li~>- 'y 'j y>-t Jjy\
y 3
? vi5 j ^ a-y c^-F,
d-i3 _^y . <di? jL 5y- 'd—diJs <d
lîjjj J d_«j,M> \j U j^L^, c^yy d^Ly* û y?
^ ^V^v t J_« V ^ y j ^ ^ ^^ i—' Vi j J L ^
I Jy yj y~
^ j J d jV3 ^_ı J J ^ J ^ Vj V
♦ ^Vo^t JyS- jj^j; Jj^ ^
. djj d_~ J yj d—« -Lİ- _j di^ Ls j Vtj 1^, yt y djS JLi <d_y^
_*>• Vd ^ tJyyS-^J d^jV-l ^ J < jL^U ^ J 9 ^ j^
y K^j^jS yj llL JyJ y£-~*j d_ı ^X_u. f J J ^ hi>>- J , mLu ^u.
y j j y j (jAy j j l5^' j * y^y d>*^ 3' .*y
gy Jy <İJ J-K^j j\ j£-*-u ' V^- CdJ <d>- y JLi— j *L>-» Ij
• jy
(jjV-j-i J ~> (_jV/ y -Ij J-_' 4jyî -y j dj ^>9 y _J Jj,"F d^"tj d-l -« J {J y?
<s 'Jy ÂiJ &3^- ^ \j &j >y ^ V— y _j < ^ •J y d < JU ^
^jV.i k->* ^ v—'V'5^ _J 9j-v ^_XJ y (J J j J Xi«>- 4 ^ -LuS^ «9 ^
V v" t nX-j iJj jVj d >9 |'y~--- yj j3j y i 1 "■ --^ d -^j.ı.i y^






- o i -
- 29^ -
tsjj v' lA; y*- C-J- £lj^> ^ £xj jtâ ^ e j.J\^J ,_jl






( Î ^ ^ J—-«^ cA? J ^J-i
_ sz£
V V, * fo^ »s JL> 4jj^>-
il)^i—^_yO Lj y ^ L-a-A^ ,J^ ^ *J^__*o ^ ^ J «-L»^ ö
<Jj *) ^ sJJ A J *j\ wLy ^yl.W t- >* ^ ^ L$j3j * KZ-J J$






I J->U *J ^ <-£—•-t l_U ^ Jj J <J^ 0L^A
(A~^ J-^ 3 J~"*' ) J i I -I
^ vr ^ A ;V <£j (J j b ^
V->. ^ CUjl-y wJ iJjJj I CL_^. I J Jy>- j JL
C^> ^ »J-ıl-vj dll^_^f' ş vJ^JLy J *) L->A^ } L J KJL*SJ^ jj di ^->-
lsj'j 3 *-*■ y 3 O (_r 3y*~ 3 j* 3 o "9 dA— 3 y y ^—~J
_j o— Li- jj . jLiîu J (_5J J gj-fis (_p Cy • O A>—"-1
• ^-9>-; ^15 j jj j » JLt> j J
û' Â L5JJ c °*y^ ^L>- ,jL ^ cS^-f~^ Jy O^ 3
s^.J ^ 3 6 jJ^ f~t~i <j)J uiJ 15®-^ y 3J ^j jJ • -jL^j j^jt
^jStXj 3j . d-Lî q\jj ,jLi-;_)' Û **- f-*~ J Xjir*-^ j' 3 C 33 jj
3 ^ ( —^ ■. ajL—^0 ^ J t y^~ •i-j,Ly
&^ J« ( —L— d - ■^ d—' L—-a ^ »J ^ -j-* jjj^ ^sy ^y3j







jju ^.tû < 4^1»^' »«L* «o ^ ^ Li jj
j j j . -U jy )\ J ^ j j j <s _lc- 13 jjb, ^3$ ^ <j5
U^S! i_£ ^ ^ -5—° c_A+i 3 ıJ3j v>^ A* J-
J ^ ^ kjl^JS ^3"*^ ^ ^>J*"^" Or^ ^ 3^^ • t-£ cJ^LcLo ^
jjuJZ Jy>- L jj j . -ijL jL jl J £ Ll^o ; J 5
- J> ^
*f^'J >K ûV*—* j' crf^-* l/'-H* û*' <j^ e^~jL_c> <»j^.
• ^ ^jl
^ »^/ ^*j1^-ywV) ^ ^ ^ t L-^-Xj. 4 J <)^l^ j ^
(2/^W^ ( • - Ocl j j-*-~ y>- « dl-»-^«J i-H^4-«—-« Vj ^ ■** jv* (_>^ ^ v—»'10
J>^ d-L^ ^ ^ •VjV** 3^J J {JL-Sj~i Ö J S*? û' c j^t
JL^ Jj~• o+^-t j: ^ 3 [S3 jJ 3^ J ♦ j J^1—4
L5J ->J 1/
J ' J>^ ^—S—• Û J Û* (i-^ JJ 3 J-A j^-J ^ 3j* J 3 ~*S*
jJ J -L> -XJ v »-&^ * J^.—<v.v J jljju^ (3^->- j-* 3 Jy vlî^Lû 13
— cj^" lj j J^ j
^~~~° O^ 9^" j)-—a [S^ J^- •'lx-«o KS*^
• -* jjr^ S3"i *--A^*>"' 3
*)j L-J-t ^ J 3 C^ij lS3j O-NJO * -* ^ ^ *J
vS **J—* s o^~t^—0 • lA^ j L5j-t~~^ ^J 3 c P.O
-— ^ C-*S^ *Jj->~ jj j ^ C-J^ (_^ JJ—^* —"° ^-*-5^"
• »0 wL>- j J J^1—o
^Go- (SJ3-~*^ÜJ 3 ' J l5 j>-^ ^ ÛJ i3^"'
• «-O ^»V_>v^- ^ ^ ( J^j ^2jVj.. ..A ^ J
— \j&& ÜJ 3 25
• J.JÎ. C3-^s—*0 j «J3 ^^ v—«w*î. { Ş C 6$\ \j 3 3jj
j J 3 ^^ J^—-9 <3^ ^~>--~ ( <J^ J^—-« 3 ^ ^i>»>- jj ^
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^ jLkS^ lj <3 wlf-^ djl>
dL> * »<- •-- > &-> ^->- j J ^ »4j J ^ <4-' ^ J^^ < J—«o ^ j lj d-'•4-~ y*
L$A—• 3 **J <$3 J-1- O^. J <4U3j4 O 4 J J J j J&
« d» *+j d-yV_>- jj ^1a- ^ ^ j ^ y
J V_L> d J-f ^ ^ ^L>V>" ^ t «Jw«-V Jj J d * -* d^J ^*j
— <A 'y A"^" (j j
• ^ d 4__^» ^ ^ I iliv ^
_ e-iS" JL& 0;
? e— * <, JLil ,tf <4-^ 'j—^° A LÎ-* >* '
_
_ vzjj
cJ ^y^-î" A' •








ö—° 3 C ■JLo jj J^>- ' L>o ^y-1 b d b< v* I.* ^-i
• fJy d\5lL>ol
— A t—^ û3
fy' ö^~ ' y j-i~i A 'y ç"y ûA
(f.28b)
j\ fU>
â->- < ^y-^- A
»->• 4 i y. ^j-t A*^ o j 3 -A ü• a~i y*- -"y—*° >; (—-=>; y J "V ol
jl j I, £-t£> ^ L~ (j
lAu ^ J.'«y 0-*H—^ Jy 4y^ »4-» >jj
y '
»— ^ «*
^-fc t «4^ «4 d^ly Jjy J « J-ftl *4 ^ -A-» ^ UJ J l\ .•'■Ay J ^ Jjy
d oJ-yV« ClL»^ Jy->* j 4jA^ yb AJ 3 u
yV <*A çy-*1 û3 J Jy fW-^ûy *>A J y. -*-i
% 4^yJL-U ^. ■.. >- ^ 4^ .4 C 4jy ^y ^—-® t>- J ^ 4^ J O-** J^
. <3^ 4^ J \^Si d-*« Jy ^ 4y ^JJ ^l>«>- j * jjajj J 4j-^y «4^^





L$y. sLrj. cx j' <s—i->^
♦ cfj y
"*—Û J < j}-y. ^5^ d u y? . UUS->^ J i>?'
^ J J fci-U ^ V_^w^- j * | J t -J . J d ' ^ I Ç ^-u.
C(i.j 5>- 5 ^-~"^3 o --"' -1-J 1^5^"? ^ (j J ^ t LZ-<~**yJ J ^
it"* 3 JS u-* <JJ^J 3 t-3"^ 3 ^J ^ -5^ _)V o J U~i
^ ;l ci
ld»-«->* o ^ ^<)L^S' ^J ^ c L^ J->
O—* >K ^ (S^ J ^ 3 c J
c
iS**^ 3 ^ ^ j~i Cj—*° j ^j fc ^—** ^ ^ *"*,✓ *\y. 3 ^—*-*-« '10
♦ û> -5^ <—~~ j J b—a
_ tzjS yy-^y o^" C*' ~5—* Û 3^~
^ ^3^ CT-* y L5* *jl~~ ' U-^ *-? û*' c û) L^
— ^ eJ^ \j j\ ö j
3 es <*-?■ y ^ j^ jJ 3 •u'jZ'if^ -*-*■ ^ jJL^ <_$' 15
<*-?" '>—-° Jd ^ JXXj . ^ — ,J->- j 'jS- — (_j' -j-j-
. 4 ^
— CL-S^ J^__*>
• ^J c5 j Jt-'j c*'' -j3W Û 9 <_?'
'
(jV-; O 3^ ' J$ 3 ^—'J l—->" ^J ^ 2.0
J C^a» j -)£- j ^^ j d—^ »J->v < «-l_^ J <5 J-« C>-« j J ^ ^
• <jr y*~ JJ l£J ^ û 3 ^ Jy-^> <S* JX 1 J£ <Jj\> 1
»
_ -
J A^->- ^ J L C*-«J ^ ^^>u ^Lx> jj j jj i d—»l> |j^ j\ }
—— <J fci-'l's ^*j^ <J^ j <3s_-«——> j J ' 4 «J—' ^yj-i <3L* •'*< ^y i->-
■Î" lJ1-J^->- ^ -^>^- 3 {} J ^ \S3-~ 25
V iJ-^-
^
^ J O^ V_>-w^« ( L » 2^)d ) C C•». ^ J d ~J-ı^> '» ^
— l/ û3 ^





— o âŞ 4—^Ijj Cj J
• ^r! d>^
LS3 ^ a^JLw j kz^JS JJ]\ ^1_>- Jj—a ^ J^. £ ^>J 3
IJ j >i.u1—ilV->v» j ^ ^ j^j tJ^ j # ^»^ *. 11
_ eJ^ j Jjj\ jj j jL J$ J
cjTj3^ ^ ^
d 1 .'. 3 3^ 3yj 6j ^ X> ^ ^ 3jX g .* * ^ ->
.? —-° ^ —-^->- dJ—-*—>- ^ .X» w ^ J *^-'3^~j 3 {^ y-^ 3~*~ (_v"
J 3 ' oJ j'-K <s^ ^ cr*i 3 •J-Cs^~i f
^i> ts • «Jjlo jjS f^L $ oL>- t Ll^*t l i
u
t X ^Lv>- J Û1 ' t_r~
—• l*—-^^ {5^* ^ ^ ^ f-> L d-^ ^_>w
— 1^-s^ ^ fd->- ^ ts C X X^. J ^ lj ^
^ e? û J C*' * 13^ 3 l5 Jy '^î" C*'
d—>>->- Ç/rt-^ f
i <J3 û J ,~*^ J 3 J-^ *—~! XXs- 3' <_^
_ ^ j
J ^ <3 J ^>-' <J^ dU-A--»t ^ d5^w^>- ^ c ^ (_£^
L ^ <r -J ^ t Jj ^ û d j
M ^ ^ jj J 3 * kZ-I.*^ J wJ
• ^ ^ 1* d__^A_ft> ^
— dj5* ^> 13
^ ls'J^ O-- > t/ e^" ' ^T Or:'
« b 1 j\ A *û3 J jj ^jL j I—J^a
^—•~-~~ -ij Ij O1^ L-* ^ —_o ^ < d—. a J ^j5"1
• \SJ$ J3J-
■— iS* J
_, C5^ y ^ j ^ £ J ^ y £ Jl^ ^1
c «jV^S^ jĞ jj y^- V—^^ i J^-> ^ L ^ X
(_>—^ û' jj>i—— f' <iX_j> J ^ __ O—" J CX-~* -^^-;
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• ' * Jy. ^ j*~ o' o-** /-■ ' 3 ^ r.>>r
\£ fJJ* JJ—' Û^-f*< S*—* £ ("^ {jr* <-*" J ^—* Û*'
<J3 JJ 4^ -U—-jp- Jj.—» £ C—A Llj-a>. 4~ ^ t
bJ S-"*-*^ 3' J A»' cS^ Ax eS-J *'j^- 3 e ■ I' *- J
^ ,J jy. J jy dJLi j& ^ ^L j j*> (j :j5
O Ax- û' .J A;W (3^9 û^"î" (f -29b) jj' Ij t Ax
U l {jA L tS3 JJ j 3 Ax* JJ O J£ s**-" (3J ' j .)^
\S3 ü"*-*^ [J t^W j [3] Ax* Jj ûJ£ S^ f3t*~ i AjX c~~ j -)'
^-^■V ck j o' Ü *Jx~' c-Ai y j\ 'j-;-*- ijg J>- û' ^ J
• -L+- j* y» j J "10
\j jyi~ jti ^Jjl i J& JJ ( ./*> ) o—- ^
Û^A ^ fs^i ^i f"^ J u--* cA
£s°> 3 *j\ OÎI j a* j\ jlwl ^ £ \y j C jj£
^■1 ■ |*jl J ■_' "*• J 3 ^ ( JJ^ ^ CJ^ C BLm J
. $»' j o^~A tj^a—'' <J* 15
^ i^jS dJJ^
J ;_>•»? II—«j jÂ-î »_^U jJ \j y^İ. ^ jjefL 0~*
. jy -U-3- y ^jS £ j^Li £ I ^ (_y_-J ^Laİ ^
— <ZJ& t< Jt J
cJ-A> !>-*• j 1 mj jl iL> y <Lw jL 4^ JL> £ (j^ JL> I j 20
j' 3 <■ SI-i j' {3J 3 <■ J^y 3 ü^s*- St-! j' c?W : c— '
J ' j^;A; j' f-îA; 1 J c^*- ^-; fj'-f-î" ' V* sir!
J* ü 3?r £ jy. c} u^s* '--•' • ^ üJ£ J £
o™ 3 "9 j'- LS>y J Jj 4( 3J
yrt c* ^ 3 k jj£i ü^-~3J ^3 3^ ^ â;l— ^ o^î" 25
lSJ3J ^ ^ -{x û' 1—•' y » ib. j (jll« ^
X® <£1 "^•J< lİ ' **""* ^ J Ax d^~ (3^"xöV-*
• JX O—*' j3J o' j' Jj *■ ■•■- -* jy**.
3 jy. !jPi s*~ û^j ^yX L»—« ^ Jx-* ^' jy. û' 'x01 ■•' 3
— 1 • —
5
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S'' 3 y j i J c—«jJ j ı>*"-
VlLi liJ yL^t <1^ j-> ^ y 4 jy jŞ^y L». çjy J J j J OîL
(/ ^ ls-0—• ^ < Jy. J <^-»~- ti-' y . o-o/ x û'-v
Cw' iL*« JLj ^> ^ c J^ J i.-««»^ j CJ^IJL*» ^ 1 >» j
• «Lw '*ı f J «L^
**■**«> ( LS^' ) VlM* ^ <J1 Hx û' LP-0^ d*' ->
. -t—-*—5 cwl*> jj y\ t -i f.ı Lsjj ^
J> *l>- £ ÖAİ^İ- £< ÜT ^5 LJ y (f.30a)
AA* <y-~ jJ y-ıjr*$ S 3 £ ^ <y-~jJ 3 u-*£' û-1^
♦ 3 üJ£ 10
<jry A—û^ 1 -'y <>^-^ <jr±; ^ o.-»*'» Jm- jJ «-»-j$l _y
^ ■* l—• e ■«»«» ^ ^ J <ı—AA dj j ( Jjj^
• * f-t-1 1>!JJ LÎ^ Û—* Û>^- ı^ fj'J LJ"~* •Jrf—
C->£ <LL_£
y j3y. y (_$* cîj' c3Lt> jl5 l_I«' c 3^ fy$ 15
3 ûlA* <y~i J^J3J OtJJ3' cu-~ ' y (_y-*^ > X J±~ j' J «vl— I
^ 0LoJb dj ^ ( CJ^Jj V.T ■ -*v' ^«U ^ <— ' 'J.» ylj '■ J *J
^ j ^1 j* y\ j& j\ e—j . <yy y y <jJ£
^U: ^ I JLJ . tz-—^ > 3A>—■•' 1^
• er-1 ^ d J£ ^ j <j 3—* (5<—J O 3^r l,^-;^ £ -0^ 20
— Ll.İ^ «i-Â—• J
3 <§jy. J^ O—* ı/;.'" 3 £ öi^- y
. Jj\ -> ,j ^ *" ı_r"' J 3 yy. <J^y. '< ı3^*~' *"* •' ?• ' >—J
li< ■/> L ^5" Lmu
t/ ><j ,ltf'-*•' • ÛJ/ JU":^ JT ,^-u ^<->^ ^U; ^ 25
d J ^jÎH LSJ^* ^ d ■ A> O ^ J ^ w. />
^ x j>* * j»-^>f j)' jjy J 0 >-^<
_ c-iî 4^




y. ) jj •'y A A jj A o' •**
6y> A JJ 3 ->y u°>A A*Jy û^-t-* 3 • 'J '
^li t ^ Jİ | ■ d • V " • ■ ■ ^ tJ nj 11 ' .. J ^jy.
£b cA ,JjJ û >5" • <-J ^A û^îv .? tî-i—
(Jx~j j jjJLr^i Ltj—«I Aj^ ıjy JJ jJ cA^y oA^ J ■* -1y y
— cJ$ J\_*~X « JVj dJ^ 4 d»-X ^ J
1 (j^< f* At O—* A^ A' fj>-*^« o^*" <j—*
• <jPJ
_ ^
(x ,30b O—• t/ ^ Jjy < f> ûV/® 'j-Î-
*d «Jj/ J < |J ■■■ Ij i ll >■ ^ ^y3j J ^3^t ^ 0 *J^ d. ■ »J Xj 1
• II—uJ j •> LX—• >lJ}t_ft d->- (js jj y\
A l^jS JLi—i
,_jL>. jj ,jL»- j ■jJ jj Jjs>\-* ^t n—»-L— JJL ,jlx»- <J^L^
(JU_^« y Jli—a ( j Jj> Jjj ^ Lîj^"** Ü^"î" 4X^" Ü 3~5" ' Jy
4 V^d ^ L; «Xm İJ \ ** -| 111 ^Jk.*» ^ *J ^
- *=-£ &
? J*-*- o*' -'y. ^A^r
_
<)^L>- jIjd^c j *J *1»^ djj *J
3 ' Jjy* u-^ 3 ^*A tr" <y^ 3 ' -'y ^ Cr°3 3 'J
i_s,i_a~o j -İ—•' jj, j&'jjj . j>A (j—* ijr 3*~ * v' û^i
3 1 tjt"' ^3•*•' (_5^^* A "*-*'•'' ^ (_y—■" 11' ?• 3 ' *—■' 3
jy>- j& j-> iyj . (JjJJ. S~J. 'A< J^J3j y '-.y.
3 JA< yy '*■' ' ~J~B'y. A A A cs' A JA
* C« <« «t^> '*» \ .* ^ I. ^.u *A.w j 4
û^ • cUw^ ^ ^
M ^ J^" A.<t^ J^> L • J ■* JJ ^ j dJLc-4^ ^
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♦ ^ J *l>.ct i
«... d js j 4ı .«*' c\.w dL j^w ^ d«*« jj y
JL>- j\ I0 «dJL< „.i>p tt <ul *m A &>
♦ y *<#»»W' o—* f 6 °* y-*" Jy*~
c-jS^ ıı ■. .*-. *ÎU—» r;
V ^
û' jj y ^ •' ı_A~ lt-** l>—•• ' j^y. ı-s'
• cfi û—• b f*
- i cJî[;(J
t
^ Jj J jLm0 J J t a jLı «a «■ » V <l ^ ^
— t_^ «ı—^ ^y—• J 4; b ^ 10
jl (j _y>- la . O—jL—^ (_yft^* v' Cnj^
<s3j t^i'jijyy. fi}j <ı—.J Û>^' <§ v' û'
• f* j£ ûb-^b Û*b
' -**" O—* ' j->£ ûb-^b j' v' C«' û 3~î~ 3
• f-'W 15
*0 * ~*~. ■ ı^j l—ûla ( y'"*° j cj^i .<: ^ ^->*
^ . J ' "^ J i j i ij VI ■ İ*C* Mi | >*<.*> J *i i " i» L>
a I-~ i» ^ ',-■«, ■ * ■ ■■ la i b j J ı ^ |- v ■ • ■■ *l JL la
♦ fTİ y (jr*% '*l*'al « l* ^_yJL*_aa ^>-
• C ■ ■a.j*' la j lS" «Jm b ı *^U d.ıo J-i l la j6" ^ J 20
-Jci ^Su.
û-!^ cî.*b* cW b .J * ' ^jy u-*
Cy**i£ <J3 jb'ld y b û y? 3 « tiA»
ü*jj û—• 3 (f.31a) . e-
j ur y*- J (j-** *b>. ^ ı>?' ./"* >; J û^-a 25
a tfjl Xl ^ j\}i-j—» j *>—. j j ^3j *1-^1 } cjşb
ı>-* i • *;bS ^ ^d-ajî jl j\ _j jjj _jl
»Cy^j b^aal ^ l ^l^w lj jlSjab*.




♦ jy *4^ 1 ıSj+i 3 cfi cr*" jJ^
_ ( cjS )
• 4* \)j
— c ij • ' ijj *4* Jy-i 4-" 3 3 J 3J <Jj3j ûL4^* 5
. ^ oT *-
3 iJJj3-*y 3 <JJy. J- û' y. 3 cr*s* y L'LiA cu^Si-.
— *&->• y*- tjj3j L •
^ lss+İ o-^Ai >*■ L—* *4? (_^ yy* L—■*





J 4 Jj 4 t , (jjrf *l> j Jj-f ^ j Jjj*- L j ^
jj- • (j—• jJ *4i ^ (j—^ £ L—^
' " ■ ■■ 1 a^( c jljjl ^jlj ftll * 1 ,\y >a ■ >- I Jj I II >• .- ^ 1
^L-fc ,J3 L j tO— ' ij/ O^L*" ^LaL L fjJ-i* (j<A
jjj j "*• L*« j -J^ ^j jl • -JJ j-— j -J ^1 I* *
-!-«->- j 4 jjaJUw j c*so>— ^j-v.1 ^ 'jJ^ j ^
____ *
j c*^ ^ ^ • d«.<^< ^ c* <» l «Al
t ji *) ^>,> 1
— Jlj-i l_r-
lT^ "5"~ f-4'— L- ^ f-5 û1 ^-t-i ûA ü—*
^ «* I -< • J jL jjJ^t*/ -Li L I ^jil.j v
o' y. 3 ^ y. y ->yaZ-~* <■ û Jj3' (j1'y (jL^> JS\, ^ fjL«
• "»L— j\*
__ ioi£
. «o—o», b jl
_ sz£






t -»■' 'y. L5~-* «£İîb>- )lis\ X û'
ö >?■ • -Ajb* y <3^- b <S)jij-* ülx-®~ 3
ü y? J^-»- *-*<.' ^ o&y. • j' ' (_j— y ^Xx- XjyX
« JU JU_* ..1 I. I C c ■ J I ' l' I, » 'y C >l'iLW J ^ -*
ı_rti; ^ j *-" •«-"' *' xiL>- ft yj -u j jjj) t jjj^ JL». j j 5
• d Jİ | < âwu J d *Jf ^ -i> J_y> ^ j t ^y M 4jL^ j-~* y Jİ■ | *
• C ^ • j?1b ) X jj j* y CJ^ yj —w^j y J—• ^ j <J
^ ' -ki X <J^Ü> *xi-e 'y, Û'A> <J3 u-i j' i3^->" ' jjl yi £İy y>-
yj yy*> y y X X^Ly ç j ' y • »J *^_u ^ ■» y m
J CJLI«+* bb *<b j «A «• ^ j J ^ ^^->- Ş i JJ wb X ^ J «4Lj^ 1Q
1 ^ J ^ ^ w ^ ^ «4^/ Jj^İ
♦ j
JUx ^ Jj^ fX"—* 'x ^ ' f -O û' xt-; J-—* t>?' û—*
y itv ^ Jjib t >*>i* ' jLı »o t." ■ ly ^ 3 i X
• -^Jx <x->_3 15
_ ,_£ eJ^ 4JS"
<X~ 'J j3j y _ j"-0-*" -^X o' Cx' ■*' ' o^ y ^ e—xlx>-
jX) ^ ^ ^Jl-Î L-J • ^ C*sLÛ> j J^> j jjiil J o>- LÛ j
C» j J ^ ^j ^ J.L dJ • d ■ *« ^ j*u X y LS^J X> ^-££> y J
• UL>' J ' •*# £*-* y 20
dJ? dû « J
ub-x* û' 'J 3 ^~~ ' Ü~*J ü—* y. y ' v>^ • t-Sj'
jl«J-c- \ Jy>" ^ •* j I *X^^ O—-* ^ ■* d. It j t dJlJLC.
x-" û' X <JT £ J->- o' ^b>u_«-fi> C ^L ^it> Ijy y, £ Xî L
• vxiL yit 25
_ cui£ xLJ^
• f-*' b yL ? Û»
- J e*
3 l Ç yi J ^_y y> *X*« y J C > » ^ 4 jyi y£~3. ^ OL^> y J X ^ 4 Jy^
- -[o -
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3 J"'' <_yi 3'û^J—* 3lc}^-*~JJ 3i(J^3J v' û'
U~ y~ ) !—•' • 3>; i_r 3~*~ j*A-^urn* 3 3 \jr~^ 3 3lü^3^J*
X
Jjyî py j\ jT4 JyŞ (_j jyu, QıJt> ^ yi~ j Op—ow j\ \j 4&l->-
jJ <li_^ f\j j JJ J .
• J^ J ^ ^ p* >» .' 1,p ^ > I û v 1 ■ ■*■_' ^^ -a J pb >b J pb -I * i
_ .AİZJJ ^ i pb pbll^i- lûî JJ } Jlj -X • ^ bX** J
^ .X^ Ix .J ' bi. .-_■» c£—«—* x
^^ .)' O "/X *"-x ui;J V»
X (V^ J& bip^-î"-** 3 <y 3—' <_^ J^3
J 4 pJ-M j& j J ^ J • \Sj3^ bZ-p 'P pb lp





bSpfcHN*" bZpp ^p oiİJU ^ ijr 3*~ 3 ı_r ^~>- ' 1_¥ jA I*
£V t_*' ^ X bZppî I»- ^l$iA jT bz-3j X^bxst;
Lî-Lf-P J ij^ J£ 'p> ^ X o^-X^ -> (f-32a)
• p> -**• l> ^
X JX ^ ^ • •A'ZjS _)L ç-B> j\ 3 Jsj^l £& f. 3 ->£ •J-f-c- yA
A jJ .7 ' Jx ij-^* X-" b.»*^ hAX-?"*" <Jri 3-*" Jx .7 b-pjp- _j—«
• -V— ^ \jA £ X**i bbpp y ^ <Sj3J ^ or-* C^— J O—
— bzJ^ oA; x®" ^-5x J -^—'*V«
^ ^ !*■'> ^ * t pJbpLp ^* < p A I j pj^t * lp ^lp p* lp l*pi ^
• f'^-Ûp' pX-1 (jrf' Cpp1»p^ _J X
_ -UIsS
^ bz—pp>- ^ j j U jl
- ( **)
* bJ—^X-* 2=^ b>-* X ' bb— '>—• bZpp ^ ^Ojx-*'





ye-"1 ^ J3J y® ^3 û' j' ^ -Vl>—V Lr//*
< cu»; j J jj y»- . J—«I a." •■ ft! y e— L>- jj y t j J 5
■J 1*^ J J (.5J J J ^ I ■ >• J O-t^ dJj **- 1 ■ jS IJ J.J.Û
y-*" û' y J "i^L . ->Lj_ı ^ _j o-" "-N LîJy 3 A>-"
v ^ i <9H (J-/
? J-j_P ^ j ^ f'J •* ">J 3 cA-~ -J^y* ûi'
— (^ ur £ J-*~ 1: -
♦ j—(j^ y—' <ji 3 l$ ~lTs' g** ^ y'
_ ^
^ Jyy' y?J o—* i L».
_ o£
^£jj*. yl(.±^*\ ^ ^3^3-j\ o—• 15
j < j—J ı_jrr^ ^ ÜJ£ 3 tj3^" [y^Jj • f JJt^' if"
— ^ y*> • O—* 5' 3 J$ f-*~ O—* y*
f>; 3 r. 3 A-•*■-■■■' c*' aL^.jL L>- ^ y^—*
li->- tj—• jj 3 t x —■; o—• j' j o—*^Jy—* 20
- J 4
<Lijl^ \j J$T>J ^yS _)_>- ^ fjj\ J Aj-toj <»-»- yZ
I^^LîjL J ®,y Û—*-! 'y l>i' ^ l?"'■*"*"
• "*X <j^"" ^ O-* 3 ® Lîy^i -' ıj^ y^ y' <i_" ■-^L-t
cjl-t> ® cusj? t>^ tîy'y—^ j1 y'y» ^Lij ,jL 3 o >?■ 25
• ^1 ' 'II ^ J-U ^jL>- JJ J ^yLu Jj qjmJJ t ^ tjj
^ y^ J J j J ^i- (jJL 1 y ^'*. *- ^ J^y ^ Jt "
— ^ y yJ LîW y'
^tuJ_jJ jJ 3 (jyL (j—• L ^4 j-i L tiy^-; 3 ^y-^y ^
- 1Y -
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^ û» 3' ur±i'3 Û"^ ^ {—~~J
• Si 3^ s** si 1 ">3j"t ( f • J>2b )
^ûıL». J^J. jj \j j^Z. j t. jliwl {jrii jJ 3 •>£ *^3j tU"*" JJ cr£ s*~
— C«9^ J { —* V. I ' "J ^ i • ^
• ■**■". o—* .)' u"//* c-—*•' û*' 5
o^ j ü V3**" /"^ ^ ^ j «4 ■*
• J^ LT/ Û^' U> -? 3' Kl^jy£> ^ j • XJ
i 4 Xm 1* *1" -I ^ ^ d^>* j J J Jp _ KZsjf^) 1
• *«>3 O—^jijr }*-3 3
_ aJLJ^ -] 0
^3* j-t*1 ' y r^~ Ori' *ls*-J ^ tj'
j t V» 4I-Î 31^ J J -j-J^ jL _>!. ^ l5?1' ijt 0"*$
vJ>*^ 3 4 (3*^ do ^ 1 ^aLa« JI^ ^ J ^11 >• vlL/l ^
-K tX»'-1* f^ J • J3^• >»^ ü* JJ ^3"
. 4 Jul; J-o U. 4 juls gOli _j Oljl U 1 ^
u->L»y '■"■ " •*■ j ^ lSJ3J 3 ' *«-" uri; j' l$^ <SJ^J3J 'J wx
■ C 1^ —U —U ^ 4. I* J y 3~^~ J£~ *"' ♦ *** 1 J «X.^ 4!^
4^- jiu- < 4 4.». çjL. IjJ . ^j-u-.U; U ^ ou». ^
« J^. ^>- ^ ^ J Î Lo ' . -U j\ Ijj * ~- ■ - i J
_ oj£ 4İ—« J 20
• jJ
_ o£
V LI.». ft <uUîS djIj ^uJk
_ L^







Jjj' _L>- ^ • 3 4 '3-** ^ 3 LT y*~ ^ d->w ^ -Ui-i ,_J^—
o-*-; j' I—-»l . ^ Jj5 «l^î" ) j+>~ (j^ 3' \j 3>i-
— kXil âüjS
t ç) i ' -" I 4 ıJ^ı.'» J v 1y->~
■txl. i* ^ (Jifr ^ JjL ( '." ■ >> ■■
j^-u. jj ^>- JU jSL «lîûl < -iM d-° L- (_y—*ri^ ^j ~*3~A 3 5
♦ <s Jy~ o' 3^ b 4 £' ~* J£ 3^ ;*" •■'—*-; J
j 1■ J* •**•£■ s* j < -ui L ^LsS> jt ^j\ ^ ^
jâ> .* 1 j c»» 1 J»Li ^ iLiJL JL^ ^ J
^jii— û^^-î" ı£' J>*~ <>Li3L 3I )l 3\ J&
»Uİ «Li-»L J J J J Jyj ^ lj—» XwOit ^ '<■{■£ LS3 10
u~~ ' J*J ij cy-* 3^; 3 - "*y, £—* Cr*—" Cxjj 1/
a> "*1 x y t xla^t ^ m ^ ^ c. <■ l^JLw ^ xl j ^ * ĞI a ^
jj\jj «Li ijj\ j c—jJ y (f .33a) '>—* ^ d—-1
j* d— _j J JJJ- ^L- j <> ^3LÖ j' y ^ dJ^ J ^ ç3Lo ^ xil ^L>.
d~- \ f\j y JJ«Pj d~İ J y j «-1* Öi JJ JijA 3 1 f} J 13
Ll«.*«> I dl^ dL^ 1"• -~j ■ j J L V.".. «tu J» .* ( ^jS*yj jjt> y ^w.v ^Jb ji
^y&LijL jj ,y-«~o j ^ ^ . d~~ I y\ L^^-i. j
•L^ asJ& 1J c««> ^ J j • dûjlj V» ^ JJIJ d^j ^
- J
c J * -<-'-«■> ^ c$>rt" û'J «J o'«)' vîJ^jb 20
— C>,f^ Jxt-^
• J3J- ^» lî/ >»■'
- 3 ^
j(db«-»L jLJ^I eîj • ,£<<j£ ^~~\j 3 -*—^-x—• J^3J 25
— dJ^'^'«3j-i: lS3 3' 3^
A. 1 <««.<■o **11 i* y*AmJ y KııJ i<> >< ■• ^ J (L e»
^ »- J ^ 3
3 1 ( J3-~A'j\±< 'j J 0^'
- 11 -
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j\ • jry. J <j\j j-> }\ _ >-5
jj i ^_" ■ ■ i i J ^ 3 ^-~v IAJ J
^ JU . f-Lo; ^ ı£> j' J*>~»
♦ e~~' a1 -* {jP^J & ^
.* ^ ■> lijL^ j f <>>~ o^' o—* o y?
3 U° J* c$\j J< £ j\ % lyjj OJ<
J C*a«^ ^JLH ^~^3 ^ Cjii J ^ ^ J-^-km t J/ ^ y
j «J-ö ^ j -0^ *^—-J j ^ cjjî
• d* A 2 I ^ »* J--0 L»« ^ * L-^mt ^_A ^ wi-c« L* * LA 4 Jy*»
- J */
♦ L, *> dL-r jL i J <^> {jl>« jjL ^ ^*-»i ^
__: J a;»^ L5^ J o^bllu ,
^ L>> ^ a'u ^ j —l>» L j_^^*L>- ^1 jj&
^jj J.'^ ^ *djL^ JLui JL c *.,** - -
J J CJ"*—j' LA^ C -Af^ <j' 'J Löj\5 ^ c J.5i^ (JJ ^L>-
^ ^ kS3 ^ Jy. 4 Âf' uAf? <*^5U, ^ ^ c5 J ^
• ^3y *■" •" J ^ JjL^
(. ^ ^ 4. JUJJ a*» ^ ^ J^. J* ^ C«a> t d -4.1 *M I L^> ^J\ <■ «4 I j *j j
^*• j^y~*~ ^ 1—*1 • J *^-f^ L5^ ^,4"4>' ksj^ j^y~*" ^
ij^ ^L-/3 J j (jA^ 3 Li~$L^a.>- ^ (ji^o L>y JJU J j
\£c *>y J ' j (f.33"b) ' u^ u' j' 'j
ğ -A *^ L ^ C-J^ ^ eeiuS" <^yzi y^* y&t^ 4 ^L ^ J ^nit>
^L^» ^ ^y\j J j ^1 3^' O y? ^ 4 ^ ^K lrJj 3
(j ^ < -L-*^ j Jj^* ^1*-AL J-» ^ 4 «4—w*^ Lî ^
w
• ^ m
( jj 4i^ *L>w A^j/U^ ^ ^ ^L. .■* ft dJ ^ C JJL ^J^x.a-1
A j C »iX; 4 A «* Jl, »o A ^ «L!t L j C< <■«« L
« *Xj ^ J d^U- 4j V* ^ J
^yttl» A— J J |jj *J j, i jJ jî -• ,^1 J
o^ l5-5 ç^j» 31 o;t <CL^ I -> ^z^ x i ^r y*~ ty*1^^- 3 a;'6 -'M
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Cww y ^ JL^40 \sjX) ^ * • *^y%* ^ j j&
'J o' J f' J ^ *ji 1 o' J< iSJ f-*'^
J (3Af^ ^<p' ^ ^y^*jt ^ jj^;
• ^ -,>^~ ) < -*-~ ^ ^'; (3—* y' O1 ^J v' c5>^ u' ^
— £ iJL^ Jy? o& lA* ^—*' A* ' <j£ o I-—*' j 5
♦ fj^ 6 -i—•' cAf- ^ o
. •}>** ^ Û* • -*—*^ ^ Vl—4îS (j' J
^ jC/> ^ JL>* j J j>^ <j' J;6" ^ £İ J I Jy âjjj ^
*JS jji «L jj t yj ^*»-fe^ c dû3jj) * ** - -- J ^ J ^ J »Ü «u
J 4 <_A^ lA^ „* ✓> ' Jy 6Z5j y ^jl JjC {j^ ^ -* -+\ 10
— ^ kzJS i j^lâ ^L ^ Ais^j
• ' "** ^ «JjIJ J LSJ&İ Jy*»
V" 15 ,■» o^ ^ ^ 4 V" ^ L*» Ö -1^ i* ^ Jy>- Uj J ft d^L>»
ij 3,,,^, • t-i*J^ ^ ^ j ^ J ^ J j —i >* LJJ J• d
l».*' s Js lsj y. 0^'cu-l £ ■**•> 15
(jb-fc j J 3 «A-« i^ j J 3 C- ■■ Sj t X J ^ J^>* jj
^yfliU ,j^ Li»' 3 . cu—j <-^-V* Jx jtâj\jz^, 1 jjl ^ t\j
Jy>- Lj 3 < J^Jjl 4J ^ jy-i. 5< y jy, Js^i y CT-'J ^
- J ^
*■ —ub_» j5^ 3 t J^Lm J^> ^ jl^ L 1 ^ j t>' ( -0—' ) 20
• f-"'*i.'' y ^ ^ J C?~~* ^ I;
^ y J ^ J ^ J j «4 jjŞ ^ûL Ij -iyj C*i*fr Ûİ J*> ^
(f.3^a) • oli* ij^-fi> <^-»A
^>< f-01' (j^ ıiJ;'-c 3 jJ j^ orf' y ^ (j'{ 0
• "jJ^ o'J'j 3 û' fi o 3^ y ^*j 3 y i£ 25
_ ojS
J u-^ <j^ ^ \j-* 3 ' Û—* * or^ y E-'
<33 *^-*y û—• £ tj&r *—ûe' -i-w JJİ eXL-»- yj—» L *-> y-t
'j çb J f-XXb-j aJ ^ CfJX ty*—ib b jlfj/
— Y 1 —
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10
_ J ^ ^.x
gjfA I C.. .. ' dJXyJ ıjj.t^ *" <-^ X X ıP O— 1 f>b" -° 'J •
. İjji ^ ijrj—* E=^ J 'xx' (^ a;'u-: uP^t^t
ix—' 4-ij *1*-. jjy—»' '—~~ '>*■ yX ^ i^J'x—° 3s"
jj\ J txJji-. ^ e—Ü y^Jb—• £-■* __eJ>—* y^
c—•J,> ûjj j J-°' ^ f Jy—- x*^ • cs-^x'x^ y ü-^y—* >*-
J (J-^ X* 'x j' y$* ' <j' <j} J ^ 3 l£ "'X Û»
' *x*J' J* o' X ur*>*- f^*—'* X' jJ O 3Î~ i l5iJ J
^ x ' L; yj^ X^"î" • *•—1 '* ^ -)3~*~ Û* c^ "0^ "**» ' ~*X
y' xJyl *m V"» -a X_>- 4X j\j 3 yy^\j jl; J 3 x5" 1. .,1 b yl t X—* L
ü >?■ ♦ x-t-< x' ^ ıj^~ ^ x-t-i x' ^ •' ■*" y-t- 3J x-t-*
^ j^b o• ** y» -3X ' jb> bj • J^A> ^ 3 X Jj5 yy °"1" -
I» J Xib * X^ yt 3~3y. y ^ ^ * g-i 1*> ^ j*^ o jb ^ XJ^* b) bso
û^* >-.' *b>î£f û X"î" J^t 4 «X— 'y y$ Xlx/ (j _y^- J ^ 1 5
• J3J J^.
y 3 -X'f\*t yj3^9 yj X lib yb* '" 3 X (X liJjjb ^ C liL! J» y^' t yy^ JLl J
3j\ J û' t/ ÜJ^tt û' -UJ^ ' •'X J>-^*W-. U yf3 jti
. o5 ^
dlwM# JIj e» »* > < ^ wL^ jjj <}Lav JL; dlx> j J ^ ^1 ^jb ^ j 20
J?J Jj^J j^>» ^Lu> jlj ^JXUU ^ C ■ «o ^ S - ^
C«"> J dL»i jL (jl«; j ^Jb ^ J Jy *1^ C ■ *> ^ C■■>« ' SI* }
"^>; û' üt y-y. <£ 1 Js*~ 'j ^L^îjL jlS" 3 < jyl x:
< Xyl X X**>yX y y^ ^Xx( X>^ y»w ■ J *' * y^/Xİ yjy^ yy y>
c« 3 i jy. y üt y-^ j' x f y^ •'y. û' ^x' J£ üt y-f. 3 25
3 ^ üt y-frt 3 ' ^X y ı33-^ ^ (f.3^b) Jy y^l C^J
üt y-y. 3 ' -5 3^ yy' Xy_^ tiL; yjL j y. ^ -'y. o' 3 ^J
üt y-y 3 ' ^3 Jx< yjyi 3 yix ^ x^ y^l yyb«ıLîjL
yy' yyb*^, 3 J yyj jZ-f-l J t JJ^J OZİ^ y' y^y ^ jy y^' £ 'y£'>!
- YV -
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JX ûl X*" O* J*~t< 3 ' -^-û' jbVj- J -> '-. Ax
— t_^4 ^ JJ 3 ' J>A J ( iXi^ XT~; JJ )
f'j' J v'x^V ' JX J" 3 Ax (_A^ ur^' 'j X-'x-* x'
J' ^ lA-H (X—~"' b J' 1^ X~^ j' Ax X -A-Ax"
« ^JI» Jk ,t, 4-w ^ J J. •* L; ^ 5
("V-* x' 1 3 * •Jx^' .Ax** ^ -'x o' jjL^LijL (jj j-" ^ -; ^
O fr ~ * J ^ t d ^ ' i 1," ı*^î; ■!<' ll d^ ^ . I,^' 4. -t * >
J$\ j < j JjL> jL« j,,! t_r*i £ j-irt Ax 3' VW-*" O^*"*"
_'=" û* A u^' Jjtx** t* afi gy® j* .> < ->j-^-^ çy-t-; o~*-~J
J 6 d *JA j *X A J AI.<5 ^^JL' ^ ^ J X' "* '* 1 ^
» A*£ OX.) ^ J* (j*—* *J x®
a->- \—. iS*^ j x^*"' ^—■* "* x^
*->• A' a, jx-i jjJ A A ^_5—* o—* tA^J ' *^— W x- x®~ Jx '——
t.*' — S
(iLîl 3^ i U^-r .X^yX» Çy-® O-"* Ax 0~* 15
^ A _j fAx*- ^^A o~* 3 Ax* *\Ş A
./® O—* 3 • O—* j' Ax 'j A f* A' ' JX^ (_T-*X Çy® X.J j'
fıJj-** ıJ3 ^ O—* A J>K Û—• Jj' f-Afa;' (j-« x
Va -ÜU 4
2^—a -»X \j j} J ' d JLjJ (j^[^ L J l d j\ J (jUl \j j\ J t AlsA
•^> -b ^ y j c ^ i Jj JÂ ..«^ y «I |.."—j* J> ^ d -Xg J vj *il; (X^
-J ^ Xi^ O1-■*• ^ (3 "b J LSj^ X-t ^ d X jî
• ü^-*" çy-f-; xi; ^ o-** x uf^ gy^
_ cJ^ . J
y—çy^ x u-sJ x*" Ox j' • Ai ^ (.r-* ^ <x—^U>- c ^jL
CAA*X "^X^ • J ^y,< lL. >- &->* Jj l ■* ^ C jj
— ^ • A/>' X (X^J
ti-ft L. «iljf 3' (_rx ^ j— j ( j- ■■* '>> J* ■*; Ax*'






ojx3 <jj ** iJ) $ <j' fx &' ts1' -3
(f.35a) • j x*
• lj "3j' o5*i* ( •» jj' ^ "3"" j \j 6 •Xi'J* ^ >tLU->-
_ cJ^
^ Ax *3^ û'
- J **
\j aj^-4 ^MU ( "İX ^4 ^jj ^ Ö ^ oL^Î> ^ Jj i -0» ^ ^ aJ
' ^X or-* .* -OX* i_j-* or X1" <j'>—«-* ) ) O^JX j'
^ bL>- tb^ «b> Ij*^ o3— j ^ Ji* 0jl|W ^ je, ■■ ^L
1 " " ' *■' Oj^' '" ^ ^ 'l 1| * - -t ■ J t 1 "^ "*•* J^->" d^L>-
oS^ ^ * -V—^ oj-~ oSX 0 i J£ O-* LT^-^j
01-5 Jİ i X>£ c -«_-•' (JJ (j^*~f—x
i_sx~r ) oj.i j^s j öj[z (j^XX or'-; or-" _ u'"-)—■" * -«* »• '
♦ (V J
,1 t e-i, jl—; oJX- -3—* o X?"
V^*— LJ-3.5 ^
OT-5 45^ 4
• <^~** 'x O^X
->• L— !» i5 * d i—Oİ_>^j ^ t * ... j'j^ ^
45 . e—>• jL j oi— £^rî" ) do——->■ ^ —• . -3 .X;
# ab l» ^ J 4 ab^
-»J l> o' Jx*- r-^-*-"* ^ (~^ ^ Xf* ^ <-L--" O*' O—* S
ı'Jy "*-?•^ (^' x o?'-5' û *^X ^ û—x' o£J j'' 3-i '-i cî -3 jl i
j . Jjji -'x*" -."''j—* oî.^* •* *—~*" -3 4 -1—■ x oy1—"*""* "3 or* >*■
-^'x" Sr^ xX^X; X ^ ı/ oJX-x' oSJ
V J./I JjS (J-^ l>» J C~«> »4^ «4^> »> ^ 4 ^ d-^y C J
— C.^İ^ ( -4—• ^ J •* ^ Cr^*" \j c (j*
^ûo/ <-SJ^ or-* ^ û
_ ^5 .
or x JJ x j û x .r^" ûV^J 'j <Jj 3X*" o' J
b> j J lb >ıl^
- 31^ -
-Lt L ^ ^—a-İ J ^ ^(j^ ^ /> ^ ^ -x^
* <-Z « <>U > JJ.X-MI ^ J ^ X
— cJ^
>k>L>* ^ ^ J >L-* d^ ^-1^!. cx>^-Ö jl Û—* JJ c ^5^ (^ o->^ o^-t
Jjr^" y ^ J* l5J lA^ 'j l5~^ *x«-wL-A d^L»- L_I*l I J'jj ü~~*
< ^ j # J *l->w ^ ^ ^
0 ^ ^ (jt J^>
— <J^ ^ \JJ^ a]
^a->* ^ d_/ Jl> 4, ■* j-j t -AA Jj L l-fcxi ^*.»t
^ I ^i .■< J ^ 0-<^> J «A^" ^ _J Jj-w 10
j' fJJ J f~~ S J^j—V ' A>"~ J-° *-*• û^ 3 -> J'^-—
♦ p*^* *x*
_ ^ izjS 'j oLi
d—^--A j\ vili—M ı^f^j ^ (f • ) *■ A j^~x-j Cxi J ^
L-i*t . O-» I jj O*^" ^^AsLi- <1. ,- th j\ y\ ^isLi- j 0~w I ^ 1Ş
jjS j\y^~ ' y {'s>- j\ oJ£ d^ 1/ ^ £ t XUj \j^m çJ\
y\ \ Jjl j ,j^ \y y y\ 0~>- \j y jyj jJ y ^ \y j 4 U~~ jy J
. tjX^ j\ J^->- \ j\ yZ ^ d—^ A ^ •
^>- ^ J y • jjL j ^ Jr?~5~ •A^*" c *JJd^ /» L^-*
*^A •* <JJ-^ f3^ J 4 a^ c5^J lA^ -? ^ d^t5L>i ^ -C 20
^ 0 d «A»^ lü Jjı^ J clA'^ /** ^</^' ^ j * J(j^ ^y
4 C^*» ^ d -Lıi ^ j «J^->• dlj^J ^ "A ^ Jj 4 J Jj5" jL l<4k^
d^i. djT ^ t | ^ L jj iyn.%: ^ Jj\ JC^
(Jy d^^ jL ^ ^ ^jy dtl^i Ij \Jj^ d^-^" yu X y (J^y
— ^ xi 4jj& (ji jyi } • *xî-»^ «j^ jjt\-t> ^ iz«. J^ ^ >A''.»^' ^^ 25
0j yP^ ^ ^ dVJ^ « c. <« j jjaI^3^ JL ^ jS&
0 jaa \j ^Lfj dl5 ^ c t^djî, \
"™" ^ yt~"~"
Jy. jy. ^ û J£ CUa" \y 'j J*
- Vo -
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eri y* ^ £ -'y. <sJy>- o' ' J ıjh"jJ
Û^' 3 • Ax **-"' "*-.' j'-i eri 3-*~ -Li~mi ^ •l3i 3 j3i * J£
j '( -uL^j Ju öj\ lj ^ C 4 -1İ-—j CÜ J l * j\ » ■»
e dJ qİiS jj u&jjj ) t Jy Jy—^ 'j J JjA 33j cJ^ <~ri J
v*l.t* y ^ L * «ı>^ <Lı.<» ^ j c«<k ^ j ^ ^
- J ^
J j\ J c—l do;U ,tf 4, Cj < o-~» dj_- e—o, ^
* j J y J^u d_j ^ xL ^ "* • U "ij* d
^ U~5 jjLt j JiS; jL ,_$>> jyi~ j ^ L dl^T J& ^1 j\ y ıo
JJ IŞL<sJJ <S3 Ji —*-® 3 3 ' uf l/—1
jl _jl ^ L?'-* * 'A*' o—-Ç _jl JJ (jAıJ ^ ) v^6^>-
■<^ ^iuj ^ y ^ d-—J C..»» 1 d—>...İ, d -J-C- 1*9
Ji s* 3 ' -*£-• e~-1- 'j 3 -*' ~*JJ er~* J J~? '■*-'* ■*' 4-'-*~^
• -^j ıj~^ y û' aiiL ' l_r-« 'j (f. 3'5a) «*>»• ,j jj— 15
-
J ce— ' e— lj j5^ « J—« j< o—* er O-^"" O^' O 3^~ J'->- 4—*~ti
( ıJsrî' ) J'>*" ' Oi J JJ 3 • lay (jA>< ei*^- ^ j^
C^L> J ^ 'ıj.;.; ^ ^ <jyl ^ *
. jjUJ JL: 20
■L-T JT o-î^ y f>L»—• 3 ^ j' <Ü_-«J ^>>-
<r« «* ^ J y \j jr" 3 • ■V"' y. e - *- ~>- ^y—* ^^ ( -e-* ^ yj d" ■■■ ^ j
^ J3^! c-^» \y>- • -j-<i ^ y-^y ^i <S3 J y-^ Aj' j ** ^ y-~ û 3~?~ ^
^ ^ <_" ■ ■ ■ < ^ J j t <Jy*~ j ı d 1a^ Ij «pijli ^ ^ yi ^ ^ ^ Jjj du
♦ "^iVi 4'j Jj (j" ■■» ^ ^ •'y. 'j—J Jrf-^i 3 jjL> (JT^^ 25
•— CJ^ J jjj '■■ ^0 *3yi "3 -*
J-3 J 3 (3j *i y-~ o»;' 4; •Jîr JJb J J ^ -" <*j l ■■ ^
(_5^>-«-j jA^i j-1 • f3OJ o-i— J J y <J3
J 'J j>*■ j' ^ UUjs dJ ^ » j j£ ' jjo \j-~» ,JJ Jy l j'
- Yi -
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. ^ JJ £ {jZJ. ' J X,\y d& û^-î"
JL -a JJ I " JlJ J J » *» J AJ JK.K* dLJIJ C AL. ■* J J J J
*—*',> ijx <X oA-,a'' -* dJ^" \S3 ^jj". (J-** iP iS*^
— ^ •—■** J ■Jrf— x j^-; ijr >* ' 4; X x-~ û >5" • 2X
Î^jjjU jL jljj.» jl ^ c—a> ,_^ <>->■ 5
JL>- jl (_r-« 0l5 ^J. qV^. y y i (j j—•' ^ o/' i
# *Jy-> v" ■ ■* dJLM V_*- ^ «JjS X^" J ^
>^J& X ■• J
I 'J J t ~ I «» k^J ^ O ^ »n t t ^ \*S*^ i ~ > I« dj^*" d 1 *-•
1—i—*4 *■*-*■ j ^ j ^ d -4—/ wjj isj^JJJ Cx^~5y 3 L *^x 'l0
(_^ J J J—* X -J ' •JX"' J^t ' <X.J X (J* ■*-"-
^ ""x-1 >' J <xV ^5^ ijy x lS I } » Jx^ j^i cSj'x^* '
^ \zJ& dU y~Z
^ ■* s ^" ■ '" ^ d.' ■^ dJ Ij <XI^ tj-* û^ X ür*"* ->J
^ cS' 4J *-î" J *' *-5" A*-*" ^ 15
— *cJ& aj • J
iiLl <z^mS y (f»36b)^I oW-' ^t'u'^ *j^ g*'
^ ^ V* - —^ j ( JLju< ^ c ■ ><^ ^ LÛ-3 L
kSJ^ LT* ^ J "J C-**S y V w< «L. ^j.^ ^ *>I-^
«,"-- J e.L ^ *i" - -"^ ^ 4 '1 ** ■- J 1 «««■> ^->- J_VJ ^ ^yJL» 20
L c■ *mj^ j V ^ ^ j ^ 4 j^ c_^* * "*J^ }
^jLw5*Lu c>v l> d« "»^ y j ■J-'Iaj a. . *.i< j *J AJ^ A J^ * jjL j
^ ^ J£ wb^ju liL^ *." - ^ V bCuı ^ ^JoJ J A^" 4 C» «* ^ J
*^ l' ,^t*/ ^ Jj5" Clwd >s^<o ill y 1 viLl CI■ ^ i «d-jV-i CL»—^ ^L*«#
— ^ 4 AuJ^ A^> ^ « »blaj JJ jl>- ^ a >-^-UIJ ^ jjLw^
>• %~*m 1 ^ c >_/ til^ Jy <| »L * V," -11-^' ■ -1 {t J.ı.»lo iüJ yl --* V" ı.^ 1/**
• J* {*< Jİ
_ C-jJ du




• -O'J tj ^ *" {J ^ c-*"" ' * ^sjj j\ \jZ jT
V v" - -- ^ ö d J ^-u. I
— KZ^S 4-4 M J
d ^ »» ^ L"«»*» i d ^ ^ ^ J J ^ -b J C
(J «J^4 Cj~~~* J J ^ ^ c (^—4 x ^—'L j j dj I ^ ^ • d »•«« ^ 6 <Xjlj i J^ ^
t>—• J J ^ f>*-~ c5>H—* (3-** j J û 4 e5 A* >k '
A;' J -> \J"~ 3 J Û—* ^ L^ LÎ^İ * <_^ d-° b- < jjj£ <C—J-
û' j' û—* ı^ LS^ J 3* 3 • b ^ I " ■ */* 3 'f—*-*• Lr1"-" ^ 3
|ji«.'.' J J-^-t L ^ jll*»y9 ^ _^4 Vilj/ J^4 Jrt-K" ^ d^"
- û->2 ->>-*> 10
• ^ i) jL dLrf ^ J d^u^ ji ksj)J
d^ ^ ^ ^4LA« ^ *J d^4 ^4 ^L^l> VJ! • «» ^ V—« V. 1^ j^—4 Jl> J~\~i. }
• L1~*- ' ' Ju—« j O—• trA J/41 -i' ûJ«^
__ d/ dj ^4.m
/ ♦ j Jjj ^ >U ^ ^ Î d—;>->• ^ 1 ^
dJ? dJ • J
^J>b '» ^ ^ ^1 «• ^ «bu. L *iL j^4 ^ ^4 Ibu. J J *d-L-4>.
d :& ^«n4 ^->- L ^-*. ^ j ^«* ^ A.* >» U-w
- j o.»
CÎJ^ 2r"f-^ lj-** J f' d-bL 4J ly^j ji jJ 20
j' ,y--« 3 >■ j' bbî^ _)->• ,>»J1 J « jJ ,_y-»-'
(f.37a.) • ^ -V^ .*r" 'j d>>- ûlb ^ fjt>b tS3
3 f Jy ' y Lîj' Jj'j 3 j-**' X ' ■J^" y. (j—V Jb* (jd <j >>•
l_T* >*" J^
. I^JL^L»- Vj ^ J£ d^î" IjJ _J ^-I »1
— 4^ d-A; "4-.^ y*~ ' *4rf'"~< di «J jt 44 û 25
j < cl—«> Ûj ,_y' ^ £ (_j—• ti—. 4J—• J o>i'
. b" '/fj o' j' J ^y—* dV* -4A >4 £ ^-İ di—» J
J dJ • -b fJJj
^ c jJ^bu «.r ■ Ij *■ y -Lİ. 11 ..J,. ^ jt^ Ocf^ ^ -* L ^.' ■*» ^ ^*.^i.
- YA -
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3-^ 'j 15-^ £4* ^ ^ -»J l->-* t/ '-«3
-L~>- ^ _^_4J jl ^-5 ^ C..-4» û' 34" • f Jj3^4 l£J
3 J* 3 * ' *44'"^4* 3 i£j u-rf; './—" _<-jy° -3 4 4—4 _
lS^-I—•". o 3^ û' 3 • aî' "»4—4 jJ Jr^ û4 ,J3 û'4< 3' ^3$
Ijjj kLU^ jL J.i .J ^^ıi< ^ >Iu^L ^j\ JJ Jj^ 5
J «4.A wL» ^L \Sj*- C*< ^ y -U« L ^ t J
• ÂJ ^jy^. £ ( lA^ ) I4
d^l> y. (J—4 '*} ^ C»«* ^ d -4—*•^ j «4
~
j* d^lrf.u \£J3j • ~%^u ^y 4^?.*'j *J y i* > *1 I j
jj %'« ^ V ii 9 # J^ ^ J y dii«" ■ ■< o^ '10
J-A-5 < \sjr^ o' J* ^ • J^' v' y c5jA j 4—•'
"\> 4 4—*1^ d-~-u eJj JA d*L & y>*-- . Jj&t £ J£
ojy^i ^ Jj-<!i J^j jj->- ^L • <JjI^ j^xSt >• j\
v' £y Jj iSjfj • g** An V' O* Jj ^
• J c&J </-^*-&> ^ t «4»/ «4 I* 15
^ j±-^ j^ • -4^^-* ^ j t «4^1*-/ J-»* ^ Jy ^L **->
jx.u •4-'^ d 4^ ,4 < d ■««« ^ ^ ^ ^ d Ja/L»* j ij£>yj *) jj—*
<j3rf" ,j3 3^ 3 ♦ c-' "-•' *j'-î" '-4' ' 4x <s3iJ~V— ->J 1^
t o— I AUJ > ■-' »" ■* <>-• >K (j1—^ -> <Jt+~ if 3^ 3
_ dSjS ^ * CI »■<* ^ fJj>- 20
,_j jj^J*. (_51- 1^/ ^ ^ ö- ^ û' tJ^^"
^ cJİ4 ^3! j . jj/; (f.37b) cr^^ 3^-3*:
4*4; ^ cS^^ <3 "*j3 >•■ f~~>- 3 iS^y^- 3
4#—•-jy 3j ,jil—U ^ Jjl 3j 4; c5J 3' c5"-^~*■ j^' '
4<—v' ^-" ^ CJİ Û 3-5~ L—°' ' 4-4 L ^y4 _}_J- )\ jy 25
t>44? jL—, JyZ 13^ (j^—4* tj4—gj-®1 3 ' ~>J3 '4^;
^4" '■» jj y «4.1* L ^ -4 -*1 1^ d ■ 1 ^ ^ d »Jy^y jy *J C*i^
d « *«■ I^y •* «4 ■> ^jJJsL I »■* ^ / J^J*> ^ d^ ^ d^ 1 *^y
• ~*y. ^^>>^»4 ^jZ^l I «4 ^ ^ y\
- Y1 -
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' [jtâ J-! 3 *-AiJj' *V*. ^ O—* ı/ ^ 3
x u1-5^ t/ A c4 j' J u-"-1 gy ^x»-
O-"0 lîj^ O—" Û^ J 3 3 *—1" "*
vJ >L« , C • -L»- J j ^ -jj £ ,J^ ^3 • f~~ 4 JJ—
(^^>ı—• j ii-^j çy o—* x ^ ı>-~ 'J f-'lx ^ û^ ( 'j ) Ay
^X b -*x*" Û Xî^ >1—» _/j C-- •«* *■ \j l—!• I , U 4û*f Ua->- JjyJ
(jlS JSU j ûV^W s1"-1—Ji 3 JJ 1 J L5JmÖ ^ ^"*k. -a & 3
^ j J«u^ 1" - ■ ^->w j J * '*.jl' d,l JJ^ ^ c wLx>S* ^İ3J
£ ^ "
: # »4*ı 1 <5 jlûS^ lix>- Vj/ d>-*^ ^ d -A ■" tt ■ dVjî
ûA u—* ^ ■>
<JJ -**• *-*• 3 Çy-f-i ' o JS> °-< 3** Vi xy cA~' ^ j J j l L
t/ f^' J iX""*"" û' X^ ' <°-^' ' JJ jJ y^ û—* x X-~ ^ Ü X^'
oL j J • J^ dj^ J ^^ ^X j t_y^ cy^ (_5X
^ xî Jj jj Ij Jİ ^ Jy 4^--—• o/1 'y'>* ^ «x~»>^
- -i,/
^ ıx»' o—* ^ ıjj^ Jj ^ "^- ^ o' ıjj^i *-?• '<> "y x-"
. o)U y
û—" (/ '^ ^ 3 ^ Cr-*J (y^ O—* y®—• û*' 3
J j^r 3 3' ,^3J ^<x->JM<a-» y^f~> j' _>->- f-J^
^ l^' J *^—0 si J-*SJb {^ &1' 3 • f-~ •»>' j'
gj' _ o>L>^ y ıj -»"■ ■« ıx->l->- v^r » J-' ^ * jjûi' 4j:-'t;î^:i" '^ j'
JjJ l^*—'»J*- j' ^ 4^=-*^ 3 '4j^~! <J JX <X->J-<2-«
—-o ^e■ jj^ ^ ^yZ~>- ş (f"»^jOci) 3 Lj ^ 4_Jj c *Jy
♦ ^ ^ 4X J frdJ- •**«^ j} J)l>- ^ y ^ ^,"..t 1 JLı jj
ıjj^y. J-^y. -> 3
j *J 4 «-^ câ-fc^ *4. ^ *L>w ^ ^ j ^"'
^Lmi ^ ^.ık» ^.^«.* t"' LJ-t- ^1 dl^ft ^ t «4.*.^ LU^
# J Jj> ^İÂÎv*1.c J^->» jjj J j «4 e. ^ d-»
- 320 -
^ --i " - i * lj ^ - -- * ^ 1 " ••■' ^ C V. i« i' ^ J ■
>; J f""""*" (j^*"*"^ c5* Ly1-"1—* bJ^ Ü 9^1
-bil ajd ^ jl ) . ^L—Lc- _j Ly.'.; >» ^ jjjl ul^
- J
j t '» *• L j J j J d<3 J^ »» ^
t jlS v ** i,»w dLw jIJ ^ ^ *s ■•
(^jLa. ^ ^ oxuii } Uj j y^. 3x^ y\$Xjj iLijL L ^
l^-» o * C5J^ ^ -i ^
«xîl dûİ^ < C' ««i«t jr*. •* d» **£' ^fl
. Jy d>U J Û^L jjjjjil j ^ 10
y ^ ^ ^ <3^4—4 J-^* »* ^C*> ^ J vlLV>->-
y « J y ^vİİ^LA (j^ c -L^.^ j ^ X
fJ ^ ^ y x ^ a^ y* ^ cr/^5 djli>* j ♦ J>f
jjbl^ ^ y—^x -*J£ tjy d}U> ^ x>f cJj 4 d—j' J^-
• ^ ^ *** j x ^ -la ^ j xJLa^ ^ ■» ^>> j i Ij -J>-*- ^ 15
^ ^ ^ 4 j}j 1# ^ x jj ^>- 4Xj j l_-—* I viLU->- j
d-/ix>» # jy^. vİİ^La j -j «^f KS**^ y ~^~j^y *^* y^ Li*.** ^
Jjj Amt-*.S y A.* -»>- lif < XL j J X C><» —Lf ^ O jı^—«• \-f -^—«0
J^> C-J Xo ^ d«^ ^jl^-j< cA.*U 3İ ^of -Lf 'ajJ^ d^l xy*
. d— I J^U 20
J X_-a ; J—* J Uû-3 J->*f 4 d-A-j^ <3—a-A jSl
d« «» 1<Q 3 d A A*»A lj^ {S3 J ^ d—AÛ—A Vd—A» -3 ^ C « ««■_*' <4, »• X.< ^
* * ✓
j • XJ^ d-l A*».I A*> ^ Xu ^ J İJ XLladj O y £ y j3j ^
Cd-Ao L^9 J » xtw ^^9 d—^ ^ 'j d*Lf-n wo J^^o ^ CAM» LJL-9
^jcr-1^ j^j o' J L -b!İS jL (f .38b) <■ j^*S 'j jL ^ ?3
bl-«» J jj O.-»» LA q J . JjC I (_Jj}L .1Aİ^>- tiLC>- yj Ij ^ jSş
bi"«^ *LA^15^ (j^ "0^" br—*■ -> jj j -j£ ^xy. *La^C jj->- jS
JJ ) j£ Sx: fjjjj jd L ^J. ySb ) t/Lo *tj\j xlj\ xj- Si j i
û^J x û^Ls'J^^j X (oj^L—A ) . x.\ j£ £ \ji ,jjjj y
- a ) -
- 321 -
. r^Jt> ^ 3
cfi—* J—•*»- ç** fj?~
LZ.*-**/ | ^JL-OU J ^JÎ!
»s
_
I C— 'j c5*-"—* Û*' ^
3 J •** û' 3 ' J *4i 3-^"
Û*' f-
kluL J tij tf j ai ^ \j }\ }
H 3 J-*" I Ju;LJ. 0~ 3s* üj Jjy*". 3' J y J
ü*o—*jy- o -İJ j f jy. Ji-Z ■• -£ £ ■ \2* J
^JD J -Ula-o J_J->- 3^'b ^ I vj^3J ^ )£\ j . ^JUÎ I J ^
L5 ^ 3 * *^3f f-' ^ ■*-" 3^ • ^-A^b ~,3->-
3 J XS t I, Jy. crii jJ c*' \
(3*-*—* 3J L*' \Ş J*JJ J*—'*->' ' 0 J ? _/>»• O—• 3 j^3^~
^ j—• ' u^-î1—*-2> ü~* .? • -Ui-Î ' J i>^ —«
3 JjjS » j*- <J3 (_j>i—; 3 j?3^f y ^ J^—•
3 J j '.I - V > I ^ is. ■* ( \_)~- 3^~ J3—***
t J ^-A 3 ^ 3J ^ ^ A j «J 3?3^*'
3' JL -«£ x 3_>* (j^ * 3 x^« c^1 Iji -ui L I3 3^ L >il3>A 3
3 _LA .il \js j (jV^-i j J __Sjj 3 L 3 3 ı_£û ^ -<>; (3'-^—« û >î"
3 j -C-^l üJJ3-*x< 3 J3j-t 3 1 -Âi' Jrf; ^<Jr £ J' 13i' û'
>
^
^ ^ ^ ^ L» j-«i L jj--« jj^
^ j-M« d -i -* ^ &~-o L>- t ^ ^
• JJ^ LJJ Û t/
{j(S (^^->- ^-A 4 J3' -L; e^—i—« (33 3I ^ OA j I3 <ily> 3
f"**" (f»390-) ' J &j3-~ ıŞ (3'j *j j ^
^ 3J (>âw ^yS L >ib< ^ 3 , j jjl; J-Ö l* ^A 3 j,3< y,
• *^rf t>*"* o' ^ ^ mLm d J—j^9
- J **







• * y '*' ■•*
sjS du yzz.
d J J^" J 1 " i 3 t ' - - ^ d ^" ■ 144 j J ^i. mi
^ ^->* ^_aj ^ *iL I —Lj ^ T o->-l-*« »uL« dj
-ii J cX £ ^-i Û y? 1 >î" (j—■ t (_rJ J J 5
6 J J ^ ^ ^ ^ -İ» oi*> J fA i C • 4J J
i -J ^ ^Ju«" L |fc." *.» ^lii^ ^ O^" ' <j^X' »-i—JJ
■L/ jl \d~"° '"-" O Cf^ 3 • **•"' '* ^ f"' *■ t^3 ^
—1—«' u~% ' û' ^ ı_X; û^*-^ O*' <^—~-> j-i ck> £
3 ^}j 3 <j' 3 cX £ 3' f-^ ' ^rf-~ Û» ^<-^->-0 _dJ 10
• JX
iSjS d^ 4 J
Ç c. - 4» l d dJ^^>-
— ^ *-: s*~~
^ j t,^*13^* *d * -^.4 j J vr ■ «• l d J^j "' '" ■ * ** ~-^ j j 13
<Sj3J ' <j"^J 3 3 \Ş$ • cu-- 'J <>— 3 '< C^XJ^ a'J J-" f.
3 jX i5^-~ ' O^X;' j' 3 *■* '-"■ ■* -& d^Vj». 0^"X ^ isf"3$
3^ 3£~" ' J J£-~" i__küi ^ j 3 (j5^ J y\. • '-3i JJ
- J **
V ij-—4 I d jjj\ d->- dl^L>- 2*^ YjZ y (_5^ d j—d->y d^ *-_4j j j 20
. cuX ^ L 3>>- *d-4a3 jZ-Z I
? (_j^' J d_»- j^~ ,j
_ ^
* xl*^ A-** ^ ^ û x»"u^ ^j <JV_a-« ^jl>J9
— YjjS
do >■ s> j J « j5 J c5 —-•1 ^XOIA->- J J ^ ^ y£\
\j L çyT tŞ ( j: L ^ u y <j> ^ tfS-y-J \*
. IS.. --./> ÇjijJ yZ j\ !S~~J>>




ı_-itu Jf LSJJJ ^' J£ or-'• Jj 3
3 IJJSJ ^ 3 bx-«—« j—•' ^jr±i 'j j' u3jry. ıX>^~
^ L ^ « <j -Ui <t)L ^ ^JVP ^1 ^ o ^—3
j' ^ 4*,R ^ ^ cu>~- jr^- ciA~^' o^—• ^ -L^->v j' ^
.* ,? • u>^ ^ (f .39b) cii^/ ^1 c—j 5
t/ cj' L$X> J o3Lk dJ f ^ ^ ^ ^-V" ^ ^b».
. ei> ^
^ «4^ Uj^ ^LnJ d >i^l« Afc.nr jS jjLi^u. ^ J
^ d 1 ./v >» b ^^ J^ _?->*—^ <_£ J—-o t J^-^. Jr^" J ^ \SJ^*
jj KSJ>^J 3 o ' J£-~ 3 • "--^ û^-A' X J 10
— — fc^j^ 3 CA-AA cS3J * ÂA O^A'
—» ^ <Jx ij 3 ç-J £ ^-~A û'-1^- Â-*- £V lJ—*
— wiJ J
^ jjJ~ dL: L-.I < o—.j ^5 ^ jl U
Sr-1 J JA» '-I ^ 3 • ->JJ lt-" lA-V-"^ £V l> ^ 15
^ .«..j'XX^ J d_;^->- j^"-" ' (_^ ^ j->- fcl- ««_" Xw -LÎİ
li-i _j o-»- Ij ^,1 j J \jZ ^ t_s -i—-»' ^*-?v fcîA»' -1 ^
• <JJX
— L^" X-~
\j L_^ cjv-Û; j ix •■„■'' lj-2^ çy^> ^ ^ * 20
(_^ Âj' J Û» ■JA^ J Û>^' . fcT— ' f>L-—»
J■* ( -Lp^j ^j- <■ >J j X ^'u j X * L>. ^
J 'j O—» ^ -V^ J >>-*■ 'j—• 3 *X~~. -b
tj 1»^1 ^4 j Xl L ^ y_J ^—* ^-4 L • jj ^ |^
• AA5 iJX. J JLS, L -*^ «
3 ^ >; 4A-A jt-Z- 5' Cr^~ üe 3 3 '-£ ö 3*r
■__ J li.^ ^ X J^" |'^ ■* *• 1 ^ ju ^ Xu5^
^ J y x\j j c O.-"* ^ * l *. .* i 4> diL^ I*
3 fc^ ■ ** ^ d <3yj ■■ ^ -*^ ilî ^jjX> ^ V L 4Uj
25
- K 1 -
- 32k -
Cm» J j < C-ur i ö Ö\j A—
Lj • d-« AM 1 jXj -J it jĞ J c»»> ^5L J y • c..«- t dZs£
Jjy^j \j )\ ^ J <j j-i 'j *^ 3 J f-t-i J
• y** ^
— iz.j& JLâji
j£ ur^ c^—*—* ^~t-i "*>*" O^'
j t cu~-b ^ ^ J^J3J 'J y c>^
L ^>!L O*^ ^x »-i-» j>j£i U J f c«<« l d J ^ y
■Z.- +* JU J mL -ir^r —ü?£; \33 - ^- < *- »ı**» ^ 4 j %XP ^v5
• O *"*
,_ J .-if 5*
.— * C*wLu I ^—• O-wX t LI -i •■ J 4 ■* ft>
L^-l_ı ( f . A-Oo.) O—"* l5^ ■■*._■. .* ^ (j^*- ' O—* ^*"j~
• p£ (J-*-— (J. JCX J f}J X- ur±;
iXu^ ^')Lw^
♦ •'X. \)J
— \j Jt-Z. -U— J ,JJ (j ^->- . CUİ; (_>**? ) L2~




J Icr*j ^ J—* ^ ^ iJ-'X «—''
^ • «Lu ij d wUlt J ^ ^ d «-L» «d J J ^ ^ ^ V
jl Jj J O _y—* _J dJjİ>- . LI ■ ««;» Lul-k> ^ j\
jli;l ^ dw— V* 1 -i 1 ? ^ «' j. i T C«'",*'
O ^ 11 ( J J^ ^1." - I -L_*A Jj dl^i ^j J^




<JX l> \* ij: Jjy L5-*j £ U jjVu—• £ J^X*~ X-" ' ll«'
10
- 325 -
V »XfS jĞ I J ıj) l J Jy+*
^ li>- ^ ^ c*^i^.»«u j ş <r ->,JS ^
_
Cr*~~ 0-~* <jr*i ı£ cP3^ lS.X-'"' ü*' ^ ' V"^ <-?'
J c^ J< <-*: J £ j^-jb-"* b^bj£ û^j' <-jl ^
• <-*,>'J J ^ (J* ^ -> <-*/J L5^ '^L>' -* ^ y '
JJ cr*—1 Û^-Î- ı>' J'f'^ û' j'.jl)-~ ->>»■ o—*
• -A >^ 'bj (3i ûi' û—4 j' ®' <aV>»- b -*i £-t û—* LÎ.JJ
(>^< ^ flo-ılj 0U 1^1 ^ >>-^
^ ^ L j < L L ^Jj «At ^ L î ^ ^ -Uj ^ J^S"
L*~^ E^ L/ lî' 4 -X •■-■.*-' > ^ L5.5 A ^ f j_j—^ *Uj
£j>.< —>• 'Lj—£6^" '*^*~*. ** (V-^^ ^ -İv d J J^O
Î ^ ^ lj 'i d >^.t» j —î.-fc j ^ i J i o ^ ^1 ^1
jbf-Â) l£J j< Jb>- j£f-f-f '<■ f' < 3'J û^*' A J-*-4" ' Oi' O—'' .*
• fjy^ 15
• -<-^41 j J (_ÎJJ j' t ~>J-r j' ./#-"* f"""*" ■* '*b"° l>^ fc}j
_ ^
j^jj->. (j^ '*)I ■* _j t Li—xl uJL>- J-*» y ır~xljL»- izjS
— 3 x' ' A*' J^ir'j LSJ ^ '
M as *ajL>. ^ 3 C « A*j caJLi- M as ^ viL 20
ı -Jjl-** i *^3j Jİ 4 . 1 ^* ^ c xUl-M( t *^3j (_5^ ^ 11 ^
I 09 —w J«4Ö ^ ^ ( «-bi-** ( L^^~t—^ ^ ^ -AS ^A-LulS ^
* -bl_*ı t Jjj^ ^ALa» JI^
jj o^y. b i -i—.I ^jJL»- t^->- ^ jjy—*' J
L^ ' LI. >• L». -^b L>>• Jbk- 4—-«-^-f ( 1" . ^T0 0 ) • < -Lib
• Jjî ^ J |—'j fd^< ^-£d j jj J^^-a pû
L>^ l_5"" ->—*^ ^ £ 3~ f>L«—4 b . L^5 CT >-* b^
dX> -j^" 1 y Xt (lL y -J -*^ ^ JytH '-J • LI n«4




î LZ «I W ^ J^ ^ IA-I
_ jûzjS JLiL-i J
J j^i 'j O^ LSLW *-^ Çy-^ Oe' ^
i ^ 4^l> ^L iii^\ * >i .«ft b ( jb yZ ^^Jâj J_! In I
tjA**X jlj-**-, 'jl« j JJ> ^L;
j ^ y ^ ,/-" ■* ^ ^(^"1 1 ^ ':y Cj~~* çy
- ^ &
f^ cr^ Ü— £jl
i->- Jj-i. b cyLû-' tSJ X"~ J'>* ' 3 <J-i 3^~ JV*" '
. X/ 10
_ j^jS
. o—î 4~ o-i~
— l/ Ji:^ J a'-' ■—*•'■-! iJ3 ^U^ct; 3 -^j W-' AJ—v~ 3 J-c— *-*" y.
jaj. dU- j J U ^ -L-»l ^ XJ or""4-* L/ c^«—«>L>—- ^
i/ ./?>-•' 3 ' (■£& u-^ Lf3 '- - •* *'-.' 3 ^ or-* 15
f* 5^i. j j U jt jSl t j_-J tsJ^ o^r ix' 'J 3'
3 -s3-~- y~\—• O3L J^L~ J J 3 -1 '-J-:' t_£j^3^~
xU' * *L \j l» t jl^ I* j[ z*1 * ~ j jiw jüI JJ It jlS" ^jj jl
j »~ö j*- £ jj \j jy- U jl £, jA 3 p. jjs L: -u—
- J 20
*1Jİ ^3~*~
*1^-*"- J t^Xo <jlAJ j' At* lA* t/ ^ s* 3
3 * ^3-^> 3-> J -> f-A b t f-i y 3^ Jj j\'j\ Lrt y>~
tO^ ^ Jj3 LT ♦ *•X •* ^ ^ * ^.'-i.* b 4 X-<bfi)^ I^ ^Jb
. r-J2 25
— 3 t-*t» c_r^ 3 •^Jj* J^"1 O^x
KSJ^ ^ ^ ^ ( * j> (.ç' d «i^i jy^j 1 v*^
b j • Xl Jj) X C»» ^^ ^ çyj j Xi b t
• ^ ^ jj yj C*>bjo j ^jJyj 4X j^L XX< * l.^J»
- AV -
- 327 -
J * J 3 ^ c5* JX> ^ > J *-! o' 3
JL>» y y (J y>- y aLj J J O—* cA/'*
• Ax ^ /£ ) Jy ^ (3L-o £ y>- 4 ^ L
•— ^ >.l t|"l^ jLs ^
a->- j <»->• -J>>- y o-*£ j-> ! (_^L
. {Jjr^ ^J AL" y Jj ) ^ ta— ^ ^ Sl \ ■'
jj_ ia-j^ JLi_^j
- ;: Jj^w âj5* J yS ^y-<• -*> ^ ^ —a I—•* ^
• ~^W tj1 y—' 3 Cf«^İ3.) a o£ j&*"
- J & 3 £J>
l> LÎJ>W- 3 Ja'J ur V? L5X >
. ^ ^ lj _j V .x û' .A
[- ^ •#]
(Jj^-i • d *' J (_y^ Er-®» û^â'< t/ '>-• L-*'
• >*ll .« ^ {j—»
.— »i >."^ JLâ^w ^ ^j
^ jL ^ c«u«x ^ d
■j-^ W' ijdlx»- (**•. û^" âe-^ Er* â' ' -Ox*" £
jjjl 'a ■J>^" AV_£aL O—* J^-*- E:?^< ■* * tı—i j'
♦ Ja>^ x ^ / t/« f-01 ^~c^j
^ ^ J^" Çİ ı..J >Jjl J^>- ^ I «.ı 1
a a ^ A; ^ Jc ^1»^, J^L JL>- A ■* {■ ,.
O—* ü 3~î~ A * ( ■' a • ^ f-*/' ^ J*~ JJ
-*'^-! lSjj* £iJ ^ j-iri â' d;b->- {j^a (j'jV,; (jd ç)j
<J3 jJ <J t •>'■(■'*-> lSf~>') 'a—* 3 -AİA'>;İ« ıjj j* 3d 'a—•
. â^i L
__ _J
^ û—* â-N ^ x>' J E=^ 11 ^ '* ^ Oi â' 'a ''^ •*
a -d lîa-^-* E1^ ü—* £ Jj 3 '<■ CJ—y s*- Jy^ y-~
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» Ll-»»« ^ l-/ ^ mA
— tA t}j 3 } AA «^j^s oA (j>^
• "Arf Ji^L ij 1 ^ >3 ö 1" —- j J J
CJ^ j d>j—-# >-3 t^sx— KS3J ' '"1 ^ ^ ^oj^** oA /*-•
^ ^ ^ »3 ^ ^ 1 B .A ^ b ^ Jj5 jL J* *n ,'w^
u .
ij'j «-*■ y ,y JJjJ _j_u>—^> >- yy ->v (J1 ^>-i—; j' -"—» (jrf
"*■*" j' A "Ax -A J û^"*"Xi iX*^ Û 3^~ ' JX O—* W X-"~
_ ^ 1 " - -- ^ â -3 jt \ JI i -• ^ J J ^ ( J^*> J m ^ I Jj 3j l «J-< 1 J
,_JJ -'.Ax "A 1 - j—' b (_j;b—.£■ jj Xv" (_A "^b dbijb
,jbb—s- (_jj -Ax A tA <-A •jx-* û >?" *■" 1 <> jbijl ^b—u 10
# tJj^ <) J İ.I *M.) ^
"*i <A j IS*J <A4 e-"-" u! 3-^ 3 X"*" XV JJ Jj J3-*~ A X" 3
^ ^ t d J^ C « <<y J ^J ^ ^ *J ' J «Jj J^lU ^
^ ^ *~bx-<" t ( J-< La-/ d ^1 . >• w »L l d ^ ^~'"** ^^
Cb-VW ^3.*» ^3 V * ^ ^ C ^.* -*^ ^y->N-cv J ^ V 3 ^ ^ <" CL—>s-w b5^^* bJ "1 5
^ .«V
• J^ t _ »</">£• J^->w j JL>> j j
— jjjjS a ■ -» j
^ ^ (f .^f1b) (Jj^ J *-î* jJ û
? cr-* 20
— cu£ dü>^
^wu< d jl»^ ^ i^b<—^ J j> i - J ^ *.L' ^ -* ^1*^1 J_/
•— ^ *«L»^ djj^ ^ J d.* >- Lw d 1_ ^ •»- ^->- o «-be* ^ JLM> ^
j (jjb: gxs
'j* 3 ^ A^ 3 lsAx^X £** 3 1 -bî b >« J b ^ ^ A-»- 25
* (3* X" X cA "*"■" X û' "b ' A* -b-
jb A^ _J C -3X dJLsb ^jl Jjl> *\ju jbl; İJ ^ A^ J
• dLİ9 lj3 ^Sİ3 ^
- cA ^
- K 1 -
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^ QA^ Û >>■ -L&l JJ 'J Ay-»- ^ AX '>?■ (J*^ J,
AA cX y ^ ci> ^ ^y> j ' jjj\ j-> jj->- j&*^
t Cy /I I * J [ 4) jlls^ ^ J j rt ' J J^> jj ^>
.ii...» jj>- ~>j - l_Z«l . cJl^»- ^.i (_j-^
era ft' .> ij—'J J j' jJ 3 -9^— j& y-' v&o.
ıj\£ y £ ^j O—* ^ ^ 'j tjuLL^. j jjS
t ÛJ'£ ^*-?- ı/' ("*rf< u—~ ijt-^ -J ^ t/ ^ lSO
y-aJİ J c..Jj>• ^ ^ e j-/V«-« ^ xL ; i-*- •*j
4^ 3** 3 JL>3 J ' ^A>. _, ^ ■■—»-• >1 >: Jjl oJ/ ^ lj
— ^ AlJJ . o—*• I ,', ^ ■*. jjl jl y,—S
•I djL>. j (jr"-lL|*■ <J3 jJ jl J_-« j>< .X*-*- *■?■ X' O—*-^A
10
ı^k^' <j£A>i~ û>-®" 3 lAX .5 jtî) .> (X*AJ 'j 4j^a Li-
(j^ ^ J A (jAj ^ J;4^ 4 j 4 ♦ ■ ■ J
• <-1—" ' d A>< ^ İ A—• ' <jtt% Ç/-"*
_ ^
? ' tf Ay, iA _jX>-
- J ^
"I HO Lj
t ^ 4 t* j J ^4 4 J^j ^ J * ^ J ^ 0^4^*" ^ J «J-4^ tAjj\
)£ Ajj j A ySt> j ^j\ a ÂL J ,jy t < d Ay, ^yhJ?y
I jle
JLt J,
./ 4jL>- ua>3 J '"■£ y J^'J3j u^ • LSJ^Â^" ^3
\ I 4) Â I Ay> âjl->- IOSJ ^
cAJ ^ fj3^ y 3 f-f-" ^ J3^
__ L isjS
t/ u- 3-*
A-> yi y- 3 CyA**"
A
- J ^ y
3 $ 3 o-.» X Ay, 4^1 ^ t iXj 4JJ.L». Ayi~ (_jl->- y>
" ' y j^y*~ ^ 3 (f.42a) c^-jljf.^ t—s y^-








L ^ j o^ ^ ^y-f ~^~*j~*~ û (—*° j ^>*
J^>- f " • ■- Jj Ij <J C J-*^" j ^ l« *A ■» >u> ^ <l^L->- y
- J 5
'jj lî-^ ı>i' X ' fX^ Û^ tX' 'i J"^ û—*
• C—« ' 3t.1 .«—* L^ û' "O' "T*
uui^ <) 3L
■—« c—1 d—ISj j -> \jZ ^ c— ' j}jS- d-»- jjd \—cd
J__/ -J-^J ^S } ^ \j jjJ- j ,jj\ J ^ 10
-0<a; lA csj ^ jl)-® x oy? 3 y <§<■ 15-- cA-b j
5 ? o— L j J J;5j J> ^yb J (_y—® J J-irz '-» ^y-* X 3
— ^ -A &Zİ&
• -u- (5"-*J' Û y? •*.y*~ jy 3 b> Ax- ı^x-î-
3 fi 3J-. 0=? 3^ ^ X"*" X J X-A o—« ıX"— 5 ^ 5
• Û A*L- (5'^-'-'^ û—"*d c£J f-ir^i jr^. £iJ
3 *'"''^ 0^*X | ■> ^ 5 *— ■
■_ *" d -jltf c jj d JI« A,\ - j 1 ı.t
lA^' A; J ■'/j-V .J J «iJ^A ^Tc O^—* c X ı_î'
uA? ^ C.-.1-?» •- ^ jjl ı_A? lA"^*"61 ' JjS-" <jr O^'x*" 20
• -3 ^ dx® tj^*"*" 3 "*—'*'
— _y
? C*— ^ d Jjj d ->
c-i^ d 3U
jj 5 jJ *d_^t>- ^ oLtâj- jj o;< dJ^j' 25
J ( X ^ d d-. L*« ^ ^ J J J ^y* ' ^ l^J
t «J—KSj^j3j * ^^ »lıj J dilli—j »i .* fo
3 -A— A; ^x*" x jy—• j J o' ^ x—*—'*-~î"
— oi âJ^SL, *4; L
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û -Oj' J cîW- A—*~t~i 'a
• (j ^ j j-<i L 6 } v—< ^ LS3 J ^
O^J„ fj^ 3 • ^J3^ c^-w-L {jr 3^ L5^" J »>*C.*& J
— ^ s, J£^ jjj -L 1j j -L: eu~ j J
• CJ^J £ iy ^ t—*—•*
_ ^
v
? -jrf A> ^
J
l* J ' " - - J I ^ O^ 4^L>» ^ ^ — I | lit
• (~iJj3^ c-~"'-^i 4>:j' a^-~ >*"
v' <> (^ 'a—• ı/' Ja' û^j v' *u-^ 'a ^*-~ -~
^yl5 JjJ viJ \ oi^ i»-U J jj JL*J j[r> .«J
jy*—. V J 4i a?—; -'i a' -1 a* â*' a • f-®
ta~* Ja—- • ,^-^: O^' 'a—* J A 3 (f.^2b)
• ^ *^3~^~ ^ ^1 ■* j <Jj j3j£i ^ 14 ^ «-U^
__ ^ J-u3^ J J
r* s* J3•** ^ ^ ^
(J/>VMI ^ 'l> lj ^-4 u } ^ J ^
• (-?' j£
- J **
? (j ^ ^—• L>»1 t J ^ \j L^
- J
LSJ— 3 <jjÂ< o' y3 *W —■* y 3 {* j^y. & y*r
• '>* jJ(*y.^y3 • û—• a^ J fa*^ O—*
^ j j a; X, x—, j aüJ, ' a 'jj' j o; ay jUJ ^ ^
!_)'>»• ' ^T< xxjl; iJ^. jj J j\ (jU jj^. j . ouij ^j—*
_ aa^ jL 1jl* j »4 o «t. 1 a c.<5*... ( a_» a^ a
. âjj _k, j a ^L—- {j^£y~ . âv jSj û^'
10
jj jljl j t ^ o■ '*v^* •"' d« *S *»> ^->*
— C-S^ J t J'jjl
• 0-^J ^ < L5^
^ -^" V.' J lA^,j j' V >S"' J o >5"
• 0-«^ djl^ d
—_ ^ OJ^ ij ö jl# jj
6~Z~J ^y-A Vj ^ J ^ ^ J ^ ^ —«•
• W A—" J lAA <jW >K
A*y y J^-u d»^^->» {_y£ j-> --«— -Ij <)J^j ^ji>^ ^->- ö Jİ*
— -b -Ç (j _J->- j -> |J£) . ,j _J_RO
4—î" ü—* ^ >***• £.->—• t/ f-A*< t/ L-~^ V^- '-> u—• -H
. 0j/ Jil^
4 ^ I /I t * [ # f " ^ J ^ J »Lj i^ ^ J J I • ^
— l/' j-4—; t wljLj 1 -L>» 4->w j ' ^ J*-*- o'
(^ f-1—"'J J f J i^j-* ^5-^ Vi ^ 0—°
• (_j -^..*'*-1 -' « j J -)lokj Ct*~>~ ^ Cx-'^ jvj
• J—*' (_A^ ^ ^ ^ o^
- J s
- J r* J .A-* o~**
Û~* 4 L/ J 3 <~5 "Ltt-: JJ Jr^j o$
. ^JUL^ Jyj ,jy j' ^ J* J
__ d.ljlS_* j ^5 <!__; />. t Û_« J 0 )£\ 3
• fj Lf^X ^ £?
ijl—-;' X*~ ^ j^ y CJ; tjri 3~^~ d
^ < JaJtu 25
^^ ^ -jlw*i ^ ^ l5*~' >*^3 ^ ^ ^-ûı
d— -J (J—• L \j U^i j-B) . j—.1 {_y-±t OtT-^
• ^L 4»u ^ C-A* "'^ ^ VJ C * <* I J -bL





(f.^3a) — JL £ 3
— J LJ-* °-i~- y^A>J o*' ^ ^
3 4 ÜJ£ J^yC. û'AA—•* {Ji û'AA^
f—***■ o y? <*-° ^1 o A* cA# a^>--' grf-® ^
• Â*
l-A^ • c~~ ^ AA—* £_j^ ^ c-^-* >!-»—• O
♦ ûA^ U° J*" <J3 J-! Jl**" ' 3 CM*J A;^ t/~**-"
^ ^^ v jlj jS J »L l^J J t Jua$^ •* J '" (^ "♦-<».'
' O JL^ J>^ l$W* ,)' 4 ts~^~ *" *
^ C *jl—|—' la. iti.» i5JL> (yj ^ J
? .
> »J;jl 4->* O—*
"i—«l ^jLfl J J (J- Jj->XJ j\mt lllw
Jl> J d«^ L ^ J C-^l^t İJ JUJ1^ jjlİ-
/
— j *—"* J>^
-r' 3 • MJ \ - _)-»- J >- -AJ' -*->- ^ U
j' û^~J^ f (-Î Â*
J;
A <X>
* 3 ' <J
L jL>tj ı5v l« ^ ij-*a A c—— ->
^~~J A J J
> i_A~ ^ ' <J3 J3J j' LA* A J3J 3 ^ JJ <S$3
■Xw dlj jlj
u
• ijfi L$J^£ 'j ^ ^ 6 JJ^ ^
y>> # j J vJ^J «i-UJ&l J -)£ jj ) >* ^ J-M*«-^ ^y. ■*■* <■»
^ ^ " - ' " t Jj Jj .*J * " t- "* - ^ ^ ^ L5 B ^ J J JÂ
• J tîW û^^4;
_ ci(c^l Jjy. CM r
j-y.j^j jJ> ç. _JJ_r_j« \j \j jL ı_t—* t>—• 4 y y^~-
—A &-*■
L-l • ju$> I Jjjj d->- (_jj
JL ^->* ^.. | -i ^J-* J ' ^3M1 ^<)>>■ J ^ &>3
' -1=>I jjS jl^ I
_
• û J£ Ai^i i>A^ j,t j ^sr*r3 r* ^ C5-* > l/ û*'
10
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J 4 «At Lw J 4 ^.'^' 4&L» j^' <_JJ ^ J*-* J-i~i
^ ^ Vj ^ C ■ ■* «A> j J -»«i I J <) wLP İJ ^jlft-û
♦ ^j£* »Aj <JV5L^ 9 ^ j j j^-«i ^aIİP
— ^ c-i^ |jJ>-^' **—«■ J
Jl—»• (j >>■ vii;T j^J J jj\ j ,jL j 'j—. j -L J l5_. J\ J cJ-Ö ^
_J ^ dZjS L_9 ^->* ^--4 «AJ ^ <«b ^ J J^oJU-^ do J~K^ jj
. j jjJ Ji»L d at 13
_ ejS j\, A, J^-iJ
O—*-"J Û ^ J LZ~~J-> <j -Xj JJ JA>- i—«-f~; J t JL jJ _j -L, j jjj
• aa
__^ . '_ •— ■"• 4.1 «ü^ dO ^.u*
• o**""'J o>^ ı>;'
_ J cjS A_,
t_5—* j(J 6 ■^—^~ y <jy~ (f.<t3b> J {y*i J '* A
^j—* 4il^ j « ■* -* ^ ta^J ^ j 15
# j ^ a> ^ ^ U^ <0^ ' jj\ jS>\
— ^ C>^ d*j
E** <JJ 'a—*«^cs* j' c5* ^5-^ y ^ ^
« «lIaj
4llj> ^Ju J O-w ^->- ^ £ d ■ > ^ l —' V_v. ^ J ^ûl âjjV^- I &-X. a J ^ 20
LIJ^ ALJS" . oij 4İ-J
• <J Jy.—; * (>Vj J LS jJ j^ i>A y~ Jj c? -"—* c J J^y. ij'
• -^y j j^ J y° j*~'
blJ a) « j
^ 1' ^ jjt -* J j ıdLLı>* t ^ u ^ J^ a i J -* I (iL »jjj 23
i &j y. o y? J J jj-^ ^ ' j ~^y lî' * J J£ f J-a^m
0'jy 3 • jJ ojûJ 1 jy$ o—-J y ,jj^>
dAs-\j ^1 JJ jjj£> ,jj jj ,jjj (_jL *' <s-LJ^L. j£ <Jjjjjj jSt ^





• y>i *—-*-*• ^ ^ 4 A« ls' £ ^y—• > ^ e—:1ı»-
t J.!., <)—>- J J d_< Jj JwW <iL J ijî «I» L> JJ ^ J ^
(_^ (jr-* ^~i s*y j' J^-*- jJ 3 —° ' o-*; jJ 3*-* û -*~f" • 4>-i ^
^ -X-t «*•*« ^ -4j d >- V-*- J- <- . * ^ *Xj *J JJ*- . miy^M ^ d->- ^
— ^ [V û ~xy^ f-®1^ £ 3 ö^i £-" f~* "*v
. Clj£ O— 'j d^_« J
_ ; _ *_; j> > .i [A] v t
J(_£4 vJV-4—-o £ d—O^44"^ 4^ ^>1—• ^ 0
jl ^L». ^ 4-,L^ eri y* LSL)J!4 ^ ^ -A * J4İ4S 4^ 4J '4 4^
• (j «4-&^^->* ^ ^ -L» ^ JL> L—C «Xstj5u
— ^ ee£e } «4^ ^ O^
l£4 d^~-U \j Jy*~ ^ LSJ^İ • O Jy JL>- d A t :
• Is ^ ^ »4_» jL 15
dlSj <JA J jc^jj f-&> JJ% J'Oj£ e—~ ^ ıj jj+i 3^" ^ j-r ^
• ^
w _
d JS- <) Jj Jj J^/ dls^ 4 < « »4 C ı ^ C4^ ^ 4j j «4 4^
d~s^ j < d—^
• d» o ^ 4 -4—• ^ Cr-** /k^*-^ d-^-xS-*^ dl^
d—>v**' {jV •* v£d>- j (_£4 wL^-5 ^-» dü j-K^Z ) « «4j5" du j^Ji ^jjbi ^ 20
|j ^A'^'«» Aj ^-CU« J ^-ûı^yS ^ dü jj4J£~*» } • 4^v
4j »4 ^jla» *A'.İ '» £ 4j j *4 d.L5 « 4^ 0^-54 ^ 4 ^4b ji |j ^-> j £ 4j ^ 4^
^ v£i* J <i_J_^ J (f.44a) ^ 3 3 t^>-
c-s^ <s-L^ . ly <ü->«j j\ j J _J J J Al— Vjl
A* j (_y ^ L5^ 3J*—25
^ iJJ f ^4 A -iyZ-+~ jĞ ^ d-î • \Sj3~*~ LH
* <Sj3j ^ ^ ^cİ^LB—■* ^
<^jS di—. J




î ^ -b -Lj ^^ ^ |j—âJİ J
d,L5
A.' «■■ >- jJA«5 lı CUA»X ^ t «b*« J Jtt-**" {^ (j^ ^ ^ ^~5~
y
lj J ^ 1*<3lİa_>. j t C»+—) 4^*5" «Jjj dü j ' C»«^
{j^jS <a^ aJİ jj Ijs^tLi- j c JLS. A.» ı..
• o4 •'y lsj£ ij-* y ı£ ı^y j j \S3S~J 4—*-& o'
^ lii Jj^ J jjio^ Vf-İjL-l mJy^J J ^ ^jiA J ^ .A '
\Ş ıS*>i JJİ J J c}y-£ -K ^ lA^ >Kİ—■* LT^
3 ^ d—** ^ ^ -* •^kd'-f ^-( ° J '
^*->- ^ J^,) ^ • tabu lj d -İ '^J.u ^ ^
Jj vfbljfc» ^^ C. «*» J V -o^ J^^t (j*rf ^-v ^ı /v>- ^jJ J
L J ı JJLj ^ ^ ^ viij/ vilj^ ^-4_y
^ d^ ^ j j^j3j ^ ^ t «JjS" 'd—--O
jLîjL ^ ^j ,_j^ jjt ^ı j ^ jJ~ j'j—v 3-i*> tjn-y y
Ç-b" 3 ıâ*y ^ <*$J^ JJ ' ^ JjS ıjpz y- Jj } »&-»• y. b jy- 15
ç ** J ^ J ^ <o >• ^ ^ *)y^- d La«J^ c «-L^ ^ ^
O-j-b-Ö ^ <v>- i jy <_sW y. u^J ^ j»' -'b b ~>1 ıiLL-^ı_«-cs
3 J3J bAi b J J y->" *iiJ y l «L»Uj ^L jĞ j\ djV>SL J
• Jj--£ J J J—9
«J_y-P ^ J «iL L V—»• ^ < >b t d—£ l>>-*- y ^ ^ j ^ X 3 lS^J 3 20
j \^j^j y # J.'*^ ^aA c L lj J
J>~ J ^ ^ ^ 3 &->- -)' £*-* ^t5^ o'j
j^t 4 ^ıSL, _, JJS" ^ LS^—* csb j' ob; 3
*3y>~ ^ ^ t ^ J • ■ J b ^ J ^ ^
^ ^ o^î" j ^ oJsLc û y? \j3 y-' 3 -'y. y
pS-*~~J —-• ^ ( f • b ) • *Jy^ d J.j ■* ^ (j—•
> t/ f-b-1 ^j—• 3lJj3^ e-»'u; ^ *L>^ jl5 t_s3x» <£
ûA; ^ cîj^ ^ ^ 4ib Jj-^ ^ c *1 Jsli ty-*—• "4* û^ j'




y • Ll« a* \ *Xj Jy** y çSJ^U «4—9 ^ Jyj c \ J yljLS^ j\
j\*jS # J X«« '■"■••! i * Cl »ı<« ^ l4.0 ^ ^i. » J 4
M>
_)' < (_s' ^-ljU J y-tçZ i_.Lv-»- jj i5*^ J3m* 'j' 3 LÎ^ 3"*
t_î4> d~—. '^—• j \y (j "44 j . (_$' O Atfi _/>»~İJ i__.Lv.» (_,'
{j—*• ^ o^i ^' A->- ^ ^ j c-^S J y
;^4_>JS y e—i I_y 'L^j s' _j jl £ c^jS i_^»- \j
« d—jL ^ ~>s> y L L-4 < (j-' J ^5—^■ jLi& >: ^ d—jl ^
<J- *^ 3 (y^ i>*~* 3 1 -O* IJj-1—3 J*^ 3
3 &—-J ^ J^JJ & & 3 \*3 LSi 3J 3 ^.)Li-~
• _)L LSJ '^L-iL^l
Aj b t_S JjJ 3 fLj y ı/ y^' -H Lî-O^ > J
«^L*H5 ^^ y Iajj iiL !>->• t wj-» I JJ ey* ^ ^
^ 4^^ ( -ij^ kjj j ^y^ ^ *.L 3^»' *» ^ y y-^* ^
4^ |4 4 Jj ^^->" ^ »4 ill ^ »L ^ • Jj ^ "Li »41>-W ^ «4
<lL L>->%_^aJ& c j-^yÂ*^ cyls-c- i* ^y "LH^* ) 1 j^-t J-f~^~ (j," "•■ n J^LP
y «-4 9 | *i|^u J L-^u- l»^ »4/^tju 1 **y * d 4j »4 o İl5 ^ ' Ia^« Jj
(-54^-4^ y~ 4 ^JJ~i J^ lJ*^* Jy—* 4 • -4^^ y^ >4^ \-^ ^4-»
•44> yA ^ l_5^( -4j ^ Jj ^4 ^ *4—y ^yU< LLw J^>- d^ ^—< ^ 4 «4-4Li
y J 4 Jj J «4iLj* V' j »4 y>- ^L>» 6 j *) ^ < J^i ju-*->wu( «4L-İ
^y Jy>- J «4 «4yS i. —>-_b « ( «4iLjj ^5jL/ y d L^- d-i I# viJ «4< L-/ 1 " ft
ıi) yjl d->" yS^ y ^5 JL j~ic~i ^ ° *& ^V.£ LJ>- JJJU i jlS y—• ^y5
^ v (->L>> L-^L^4 d^" y ^y-^S* jy^ Cy» ^y L^jLxi d^^ i Jy«* jy) Jy^
• Jy^
> e-^,'-K—* j' t/ j3-~ t>;' 3 <jJ£ ^ "W>< y £ dJ«L«_^. ,^1 j
y i ^ Jyi d «4-4 *.<.m ^ J^y* jLj y-^* ^-X-m ^y -• ((JT - ^y^« ^
_ Jtx\ &z£ J d—;T ÜT
4/-*- j cs^ 4/^^LJ.-^ (y^ j o'>« j-? o 3-? ^4-İjL
o»-^ • •j-~y ^
^ yL^ j cry* X4,J O^-t-1 t/ (f.^5a)
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^ c 1 ^ j d>- £\ «Jwu. d
j' < Â>'J -« ı*®^* ^ Â>'J -* i^-> 3' L^ "5^ CA^
• OLL^
^ d^Lu< j ^ ■^*" ^ O^** J ^' M L j^wloj^ dL^ Jj j
■cw Lx-wu cJj J> ^ ♦ cl—i £.*—• ^->Js r*~~
l; ıj^ y j-t j' lA^ .? ' J>^ *4* Jy u^ &
üIA ^L: jL rU l> *4M (/ , j* JLV_• C
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û">3-**3' ** (JJ ' û'>^ ^
' JJi "V tir1— 'J ' f* (^ (_5^ J
J Jj>i" tjfW—; d Jx-*i £v j
' #/
• «JJJ d J^
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_ cj£
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J -İ—aKy. Jr*> jW*' i •' Si %X^ <jjjJ O y? * S* jj>
■~14' ^-*" y. [j^ S^J <■ °~" -^i £■■iJ (j-®^* û >î" • ^y. .J e~~ ' J
— C*S^ J CJ^ dL^ ^^ ilL J^u
^ JU
J
^ ^ b Lu «— d ■>•»» jIis^ d. >• l> d^U ^, ; I»
• f* j' J
JL^-4 , UJJj1_j-> J »L . i^ 4^ ( •!* >d-w ^ Lx)t " ^
— ^' Jjij' ^ 3 Jy LÎj'j 3 *£ £ 3 y cu—j
J J d-^ L>- d tX*^ jlft^f- ^ ^ j\u—^
— ^ cljj 1j AL' J
• LÎ 3 uP~" ' J ^ JÛ
— (_^' £ (_y—* J j'j' o' J
• ^~>" 3 • f '"~~'
ûj( Jf • 3.) \-y£ J ^3^ * *S • '•' ^ 3-i 3y-— « L>
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^1 j\ -*■ . 3j> jlj jS aJJ I3^~~ 3 j\ j {Z-3^ "*3^~ ü^-*"
_ oiS [aU] # d>-*» ^^->- d JL<->
« ^.» +"*•' d^" _J « *J~3
__ J kz£ J\ s> J
""' JLJ ,j^ £•**> y 3 O—* j-^~ ^ c^'J S '
I
j Jds—• )yö ti






. öa J j\ Jy. ^ x J j J jij <^~j-> Û
— t ** I^ • l! - ^ *1 " I C*' 'J J^
? İÛJ oijj ! ,j\
• -LA Uj ^ J ^ \_< i J^s
J -J t-L"v * J ij *L I I ' J. ■-» d -ji—BB ^
— *-"^ ) Jj* "'W &J~ı 1 y>- J -L;
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^ Ö ■ -loJ J^>- İj ^ *Li
j\~ -> Jy* ^ 1 <_s.A o—* ^ ' ijj -*? 1 > r-
Li ■«> «*■** J f"*""' ^"' dJ-ı ^ J L ^ JJ Iaj lo L
• r*
— J A;
? (_j( a _^5 i^_B^>- ^,1
_ ^JS
jI —LA^1 tii-»\_L-^- f d ıJ^" d->^j " Ij <" *b j J |'J
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— £ (jPJ j'j' c-ijj *<^L—- jl >: c j— ^ jL •r ->
a-
« c*-u- I j jj AJLI jL-»^ ^
_ oi ,-L
(X** x ' >>—i Lî'
^ j * 11 x 'j ^ J J^ ^1- 4 >LJ ^*X »—_, ^ *" ■ L'
JJ)' lA*
Û* < JL & jj-*- tA jij ^ y\Ş -"rfV
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? *.** - *" ^ d ^jl
— {jl-j^ j-b
i t jy y tj-'-'-v^1 •• J^'j3y ^ d-bl£>- jJ iJj3^
j\* * c- ■" ^ «a ^ va—« —o ^ m, 3 <y-
' {Jjj3*y 'j <jL..'.ja* •• 3 t_s j—
d-~Ay jy- Jy 3 ->lj 3 -u-^ ^ JjJ üt
^i->- jj~ ^j3j b jy, - û^ dj'>—"-0 'j ca-~ '
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? ^ c^* ^ d ■ *■" j 4-^" ^ 10
j' i_y^ ^^-'_-J./-, 3 '^' î* ^-*- b ~>3-*~^ J'.*-*- ' d-A^'--"
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|V I ^ ^ j y& Vj IjJ c J
• ^ t^y ■* J jjl»AAtU^
^ j^ ^ {S^ ^ y ^ û^ >^ ^ ° o^' 3
l$3 j^ y (j^* ^—■• ^ ^j^^ • l5 *"!^ (y~£ y^~ ^~"3^ »j_>. y »iU—m
lj J 3 ^ >Lp—-o I^—o ^ # ^ —o ^ 15
yS*^"} ^ ^ c.. +•**'> 3L ksj ^^ y ^y
J^T 3'j VJ^ 0^" >—°' ) 1 ~*3-O u- V" ıS^ ^ O •'i—*-'
. J,T ı^ J ^S 4,
lT^ >î" ' (^' X« ü*3J 3 û*^X X 'j jX,,1-1-^-' X ^
^ yuı l>wu/ ^ Ç J wLa ^* J «, JjioJu ^ 20
_ ^ <) x ü—* ^ X~ ' (j-°
—« X^~ û' J -1i^J ı.^' j-^" _ t-^->^'
< Jj^ ^ J^" ^ t C J 1*1 ^ < Jİ»; IİLLa^v-aA , JjloJu
j jl_-a 1 j < X1 dj lj IAJJk—^o Xw jj * L>«
• JL/\ dj^>- <a J-1.» j L> ^A ^ X^ 25
^ L->- ^ u-^, lX 'r ıj ^ J a~° ' 8 ^ ^
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«J '",' ^ y v*La--*» } J *3 yj J xlj 3 yj Ijl 3
• w ^ ^ c^s*c 3^ ^y
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- C«/
fcXj ^ j^ û l3
^ J • Jj J
dL;J-* f-^- ^ ->
l»-l—, cus, ^ £■ J
(_r^ J-' J—a^ ^
J £ J.t< ^
j d—^jl—-Q—j
w ^ ^L>- ^ 4 jlû9^ <!_>• U-sL^J Ai_^J
_ ^
J j-; b o' ■*■*" l> b cî'-^~ û' ı_r
j»'j (_jL \j j\ jji. j (f.48b) ij^ j^jJ> d5l& ^1 jl,_ dLi q^jij
d^lo vii wL ^ dLu ^ i d^- ^ ^ ^ ^ wb^ ^ J-> i-> y C d—>- La^ J ^
• J>d _*** >* j' f-^ UT-" • A/*
M>
^ ^ - •
J ^->J J ^ i ^Jj9 It^^ ' d-^v ^ d -Lt J~f-J. J ^ ^ J-
• LT-^"05 CAJ -*
— di£
d l>-«aı «J l^ V-4-» «J ^ ^ J L>- ' J L> wL^ ^ fcb>-
j' } -b' 'j ,JO <>^ ^ J>d <0^" û' j' '<>
V—lv j^JlK • JJLU ^.U ^ IJ-L J | a^>
d^S" ^ # JJLUUJ ^aJL>- JgLtaU J taL^^>- tjri >*• cr*: ) J£
o&T . x\j<>
Ç ** *" l,. <" L'-i'" ^ t kIA^^-> J^* İ i ç9 »J
dj\j->«_j>_8! a Jû\ jJ) ^Ja5^ - \j j\ LI, jl« j»laJL)l Q1"; J Ji£ Ll—a,
j'jlo^ ,L t >J.»^* 1 " '" t iXu J *)j\j ^u5" \jla
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j->- ^ <) . 1 ''7r^ ^ —Lwu âjL t *Aj • J-''"
• —°J 3 ' Jj3-*u. ı_î' âj\i
_ ^ i_9^ ^.ljj
4 1 ** - ' ^>w 4J^^ ^ J J ^-ıİ^ ^ C4"^ * PİL »ft tsj
J 4 <*-^~ ^ c 4—^ JU ^JJSL>- 4j dJ—-0 4 ^j'j-t Crf -*-<
^** J 4 t 4jj CxL> j ^ a< C^-« 4 ^ J^-*" ^
^ 4-» ^ 4^ ^ ^ jjL>-«jr I 4 lj j «4^ A-m 4 d-»^S—x- 1^ 4 5*^ ^
- - t j/ -& J J ^{jr j-~ yur£ V O^ ^ tlr^*" J ' A/ cî^ -ft-? o~ &
} ^ **' *" ^ yL-X; viLj d^j C4^ ^ < -xla^5 -Cu ^X/ 4^-»wa-^ «jJjl ^
4 ^y1 C*îLû> j ^_^->w ^ J ^ J • vJL—*-« i C4^4^ 4 ^ 4^^
» 1—fl—» dJULw — 4 4^')1aj . -
10
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j u-a jjjL J J <i-j—^ J ^ dljS* ^\J5 ^jÇ ys~- *■*
«J-»^ J_>- »*> ■£ Cj~^° ^ *>~ ^s. -JL_-o
CU*-^ ij}j <—'^->^ ^ 3
^ ^I. —p—-o ^ «J ^ d ,"^ ^3 j ^
~~^* A.» r ^——> •Jc^__-a ^ ^.*— <a Iftj r ^
û—° (_/ o—*
d 5lö~«-. A_>- ^ j\j j\ d-^wwt> jSU>
(_5—-i-«J' Cr*~^' Cr1- Cn J^° I~^J
\_l_-oLv-_ <1 . .j .siJl
d wl——o d—~u^» —"* 3 V_*uJ dJJ *10
^i.^* la^J ■*»o > I 44> ^
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NOTES TO THE MANUSCRIPT
1/1 Dedication. Virtually all the Arabic and Persian
honorifics given on this page and page seven (lines
1^-20) to Sayfo 'd-Din Gazi b. 'imado -'d-Din ZangI b.
Ak Sonkor are standard titles applied to Muslim
monarchs of the period, though several of them appear
to have been adopted particularly by Zangi's Atabeg
dynasty. Coşkun Alptekin in the appendix to his Ph.D.
thesis 'The Reign of ZangI, 521-5^1/1127-11^6' (School
of Oriental and African Studies, University of London",
May;197l) has collected titles used in numerous
inscriptions by or for ZangI; those which agree with
the honorifics applied here to his son are: al-Mo^ ayyad,
al-Mansür, al-Mozaffar, 'imâdo 5d-Din, Rokno '1-Islâm,
• •
Zahiro 'l-Imâm, Mohiyi -^l-'Adl, Kasimo '"'d-Daula, Nisiro
• • • »
?1-Hilla, Kahiro 1-Kotamarridîn, Şamso ?1-Ma"ali ,
Pahlavân-i Cahin, Hosrau-yi Iran and Nasiro Amiri
'l-Ko'minln. Close matches are Şarafo ll-0mma, Calalo
'1-Moluk and Maliko Omara'i 51-Maşrik va?l-Magrib.
Among the Turkish titles collected by Alptekin are
Alp Ğâzi, Inane Kutluğ, Tuğrultekin and Atabeg, along
j • »
with Ak Arslan which is not far removed from Ac Arslan.
Sir Gerard Clauson, in his Etymological Dictionary of
Pre-Thirteenth-Century Turkish (Oxford, 1972),
discusses the words alp, ac, arslan, inanç, kutlug,
tugril, tegin, ak and sunkur.
» • ♦
It seems likely that the author intends a rhyme between
Tugrultekin (1.11) and al-Mo"1 manin (1.12).
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2/1 This Introductory chapter [~A in the cross-indexj is
entirely al-Bohari's, owing nothing to Ibn Mukaffa*'s
Arabic. Spaces in the edition correspond to spaces
occurring between sac- groupings in the MS. It is
virtually impossible to punctuate this passage due to
its sac - parallelism.
2/19 Vci ki-ra. . .çasinld. This may be an allusion to an
official taster who would test for poison any food
intended for a king. (f.lb/17)
3/13 kiratik Probably a broken plural of kurtak given
• • a 0 u 0
in Rh and Hava to mean a highly coloured tunic or gown.
Related, perhaps, to Persian kortak or korta. Cf.2a/12)
3/20 In this line and the next, smeared ink renders several
words illegible. (f.2a/lS-19)
b/-] Kur'an, 37:1',2. (f.2b/6)
b/1A a This word is written ^ „ . (f.2b/l6)
5/26 Va Afrasiyab♦.. This mythical character, found in
both the Avesta and the gahnâma, was never a hero to
the Iranians, yet he is so treated here. (f.3b/l0)
6/1 tabaccoh As this word is written completely v/ithout
dots, the reading is uncertain. (f.3b/l3)
6/3 Sahbân-i Vâ1il A Companion of the Prophet, noted
for his eloquence. (f.3b/lA)
rast This word is connected to the preceding
letter, so that it looks like ba-dâst or ba-râst.
(f.3b/1*0
G/b Ahnaf-i Kays A Companion of the Prophet, noted for
• 0
his sagacity. (f.3b/lA-15)
6/10 This and the following three lines include numerous
- 351 -
astronomical/astrological terms.
6/14 ' In the text this word is written with a
final ta and with the tasdld; no explanation seems
adequate. (f.4a/2)
ba-istifsât The ink is too smeared for a certain
reading. (f.4a/2)
6/15 zard-o-talh The MS places a hamza above the
v/ »
conjunction in this instance and in many others so as
to indicate a close affinity of meaning or function in
pairs of words. (f.4a/4)
7/4 ba-pand MS is smudged. (f.4a/l9)
7/14 The titles in this and the following six lines are
almost identical to those in the dedication on p.1.
(f.Vb/7-12)
7/23 The people listed in this passage are described above,
pp.5/26-6/6. (f.4b/l4-17)
7/26 'OsmânI The MS writes the word without an alif.
(f.4b/l6)
8/9 comlagi The text originally read comali but has
been amended in the margin to read comlagi. (f.5a/6)
8/13 bayto ?l-ma:mün Kurân, 52:4. (f.5^/9)
8/15 Off! (?) MS has no tasdld. (f.5a/l0)
8/18 masarakahu Perhaps MS should read masarafahu,
-t» —*
(f.5a/l2)
8/20 The translator's name appears twice in the text, here
and on p.24/27. In neither instance is the word given
any dots so that while the probable reading is al-Bohârî,
something quite different, e.g. an-Naccârı, is possible.
(ff.5a/l3 and 13b/l4-15)
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8/23 saht Whereas the MS almost invariably gives three
o
teeth to each sin, there are only two on the sin in
this word, making this reading doubtful. Perhaps it is
ba-tâht. (f.5a/l6)
9/19 The closing quotation occurs in exactly this form in
the Kur*1 ân three times (22:6; 41:39; 46:33) and in
variant forms many more times. (f.5b/l5)
10/1 The chapter of Borzuy's Mission to India ;_cj is
generally considered to have been a part of the Pahlavi
version of the text translated by Ibn Mukaffa' and
occurs in all the Islamic versions except Kaşifi's
Anvar-i Sohayli and its direct descendents. See KIT,
pp.xxi-xxiv. (f.5b/l6)
11/1 Kur'an, 5:54; 57:21; 62:4. (f.6a/l7)
12/2 barumand May be por-umid, but the nün does appear
to have a dot in the MS. (f.7a/l)
14/5 birun The MS normally writes birun, but gives the
shorter form on occasion. (f.8a/4)
14/10 hâl The MS writes hâk. (f.8a/7)
14/25 danis. .. The MS is badly smudged here. (f.Sa/17)
15/28 tü, ki Mozaffari,... Al-Bohari frequently uses this
device to remind the reader/listener of who is speaking.
(f.8b/l8)
17/20 cavânmardi The nun is omitted in the MS. (f.9b/l4)
20/1 Agâz-i Kitab-i Kalila va Dimna This chapter is a
translation and abridgement of Ibn Mukaffa4,s preface
LP in the cross-index], although al-Boharı nowhere
identifies it as such. Several of the tales included
in most Arabic editions are not found here.
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20/25 This tale of the Han who Found Treasure Tül; is found
in Arabic versions, in Nasrollah and in Abu Fazl.
(f.11b/9)
21/10 ba-hâna-ha There are numerous occasions in the MS
where the final ha of a noun is assimilated when
forming; a plural with -ha. (f.Hb/17)
21/13 habl/an mansüran This phrase is from the Kur"* ân,
25:23. (f.11b/19)
22/7 The tale of the Two Grain-Sellers and the Cloak fi[)4] is
found in the Arabic but in no other Persian versions.
Cf.12a/17)
koncid This word is given two forms in this story:
koncid and koncod. (f.12a/l8)
23/^ The story of the Dervish and the Thief [j>7j appears in
most of the Arabic texts but in none of the Persian
versions. (f.12b/l7)
2k/2 ^odm The MS is smudged. (f.13a/l6)
2V7 ki dar gozastan The MS writes this phrase tv/ice.
Cff.l3a/19, 13b/D
2^/28 zaban-i Yunâni This collection of fables did not,
of course originate in the Greek language, although Ibn
Mukaffa4's Arabic version was translated into Greek.
• ■ „■
Cf.13b/15)
26/22 na-gozid The MS is smudged. (f.1^a/l)
26/23 baha The MS is smudged. (f.1*ta/l)
28/2 kafpalizi A ladel full of holes (St_). (f.15a/l)
o
28/9 donya girra Extraneous marks on donyâ render this
reading uncertain. (f.15a/7)
29/22 It is these lines questioning religion which cause many
- 35^ -
to attribute at least part of the composition of this
bâb to Ibn Mukaffa4. (f.15b/l8)
30/29 Ay; mard The first word is written (_5 . (f.l6b/l)
32/9 nisan The MS writes nişân-râ. (f.17a/2)
32/19 tora ma - lum savad The MS writes this cl'AUse twice.
(f.17a/5)
3^/22 «irnârat The MS is smudged. (f.17b/l6)
35/17 tanâhâ'irâ (?) The MS writes the word thus without
the hamsa. (f.l8a/l*f)
t
36/7 Hodarıkün (?) This kazi is not named in either Ch
• •
or Sad, being styled merely al-kazi (Ch, p.39) or kazin
(Sad, p.68). Az calls hira of Marv (p.37) and
in a footnote (no.9i p.288) says that the judge's name
is not otherwise known. (f.l8b/l0)
37/13 cün The MS is smudged. (f.19a/l6)
39/1 ba-sir The MS writes this word without dots,
(f.20a/l6)
*tO/l In all the version of Kalila wa-Dimna the chapter of
the Lion and the Bull is the major one, for it is only
in this chapter and the next that the two jackals Kalila
and Dimna appear. This chapter İ3 one of the five books
of the Pancatantra and is designated jjlJ in the cross-
index in this thesis.
sipari sodan While somewhat unusual, the use of
this term in the title is entirely within the accepted
meaning of sipari, which is 'to be finished, ended,
exhausted' (Şt). (f.20b/8)
^0/2 Daysalam (?) Throughout the MS the name of the
Indian king is written . Although this spelling
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is not the most common one, it is a recognized variant.
Other forms are:
^ .1 '.\ j ^.1 ♦. j . Iı ^±,j etc.
Of these, the first two are the most usual and are
commonly vocalized Dhbsilim and Dabsalim; Nasrollah
j
writes the former, whereas Kaşifi avoids the issue by
simply using Ra* y. See By, I, p.32; Notices, IX, p.403;
KF, p.270; Gui, p.21; Ch, p.38; Az, p.289. (f.20b/9)
4
Bidaya (?) The MS consistently v/rites , a
less common form of the philosopher's name. Spellings
found elsewhere include ^ esVW
t * J 1.1 b , etc., the first three being the
most common. Edgerton gives the Sanscrit form of the
Indian philosopher's name as Visnusarman. See Edg, II,
p.2^7; By, I, p.32; KF, p.271; Gui, p.21; Ch, p.38; Az,
p.289. (f.20b/9)
dimayan In the MS the word was written a , but
was corrected in lighter ink (probably by the same hand)
to • (f.20b/9)
41/14 Sanzaba Many versions of Kalila wa-Dimna give the
bull's name in this form, while others write Satraba.
This is an easy confusion as the dots of the g, and
the j are often so closely placed that the letters
could appear as o and j . The former reading is
closer to the Sanscrit Samijijvaka, which Edgerton
translates as 'enlivener'. The form Sanzaba is found
in Syl, Az, NasM; Satraba in Ch, Sad, NasK, NasA, Kas.
See By, II, p.7; Ed&, II, p.275; K£, P-27^. (f.21a/l7)
Nandaba Because the Ms v/rites , the form
Nandaba has been arbitrarily chosen because it is closer
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to the Sanscrit Nandaka (meaning 'rejoicer' according
to Edgerton) and appears in Az and NasH. Versions
writing Bandaba include Syl, Ch, Sad, NasK and NasA.
Kas gives Mandaba. (f.21a/l7)
41/23 âsâ?is The MS writes I . (f.21b/5)
41/29 da? ira The MS writes J . (f.21b/9)
42/4 A later hand has written jy. j j e— jJ L
«—-*—— "* jr^J } 0—US' ^ in the margin, indicating that
the phrase should be inserted between budand and va har.
While the original reading of the MS is awkward, it is
doubtful that al-Bohari ever intended such an addition,
for v/ithin the next three lines ha gives the jackals'
names and states their relationship. (f.21b/l1-12)
42/5 Dimna This form of the name, occurring in all the
Islamic versions, is derived from the Sanscrit Damnaka,
v/hich Edgerton translates as 'victor'. See: Bjr, II,
p.8; Edg, II, p.276; KF, p.270. (f.21b/l2)
42/7 Kalila All Islamic versions give this reading,
which is based upon the Sanscrit Karataka. Benfy
translates this as Krahe, but Edgerton notes that its
meaning is unclear. See: By;, II) p-8; Edg, II, p.276;
KF,p.270. (f.2lb/l4)
42/22 The story of the Ape and the V/edge occurrs in all
Islamic versions; it is designated [g6] in the cross-
index. (f.22a/2)
42/27 haya Several versions (Sad, Kna, KF) have
o
bowdlerized this tale and substituted 'tail' for haya
u
which is the correct translation of the Sanscrit. The
Persian versions are faithful to the original. (f.22a/6)
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43/9 di,jam The MS writes three dots over the letter j .
(f.22a/l3)
43/14 dom The MS wr-ites the zamma. (f.22a/l6)
43/17 ^ariz The MS is smudged. (f.22a/l8)
43/l8 sahti The MS is smudged. (f.22a/l9)
o
43/25 momayyizan (?) The MS appears to read either
or here. As momayyiz means 'a discerner',
'an examiner' (Sjb) or 'a scrutinizer' (Rh), one would
like to think that the word is a contraction of ham-
mi zan , but the text almost certainly is the former,
(f.22b/4)
43/26 kana-at konad-o-riza dihad The MS writes a zamma
above the vav. (f.22b/5)
45/6 tak-i angur The MS originally read j >5) dL; but
was amended by a later hand to j dJb . A compromise
between the two versions seems most logical. (f.23a/5)
45/7 ba-tari The MS is ambiguous as it writes either
or • As tari means 'freshness' or 'moisture'
(St), ba-tari seems the best reading. (f.23a/6)
45/14 cahd The MS originally read , but a later hand
has put a line through this and written j-j-». , v/hich is
more appropriate. (f.23a/l0)
45/27 bay-arad The MS is smudged. (f.23a/l7)
46/22 gorg The MS writes . (f.23b/l3)
52/13 va niz momkin gardad The MS writes this clause
twice. (f.26a/l6)
53/25 farmudast The MS frequently omits the final ha in
such verb forms. (f.26b/l7)
55/9 rahib-ra The MS writes rahibr-ra". (f.27b/2)
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55/17 nazzi (?) The MS writes ^ y, . (f.27b/6)
55/22 na-gosâd The MS virites jL^lL . (f.27b/9)
6O/8 sud-o-ziyan The MS originally read su ziyan, but a
later hand has inserted a zal. (f.29b/2)
60/l1 har çand The MS is smudged. (f.29b/3)
>J
61/6 kahti The MS misspells it . (f.29b/l9)
62/21 sangposti Four Arabic texts (Aş, Syl, Sad and Muş)
call the animal 1 oleum - which al-Bohari also names him
■ ■ ■■■■■> ■ \j
on 6^/16 (f.31a/9) and later. (Ch has rnukka0, a bird
resembling a heron.) /r Oleum obviously was not in
al-Bohari's vocabulary and has perplexed lexicographers
as well; St is representative of these, defining the
word as 'a robust, choice camel; a male frog;...a tike;
an ostrich; a mountain goat; an old bull; a drake; a
certain white bird.' Nasrollâh avoids the entire
*
matter by calling the creature a mahi-hVar. (f.30b/^)
U
66/21 ta. ruzj The MS writes this twice, crossing out the
repeat. (f.32a/3)
67/27 goft The MS reads goftand. (f.32a/5)
71/20 The MS reads thus, although a later hand has
inserted an alif to yield . (f.33b/l8)
73/2 dar bihtar kârı The MS has a second dar inserted
above and after the first. (f.3^b/^)
7^/26 şir The MS reads Dimna. (f.35a/l2)
J
76/11 ba-dast The MS reads ba-da^t. (f.35b/l7)
76/18 çizi The MS is smudged. (f.36a/2)
79/7 pis The MS writes . (f.37a/9)
n / V — V
80/5 h ad-ra The MS writes h ad-r and a later hand has
u w
added an alif. (f.37b/7)
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82/1 tisirat (?) Probably a mistaken variant of ta*sirat,
the singular of which occurs in line ten of the same
page. (f ,38b/z+)
82/13 va mabada The MS reads here: Va mabada az va mabada
umid. .. . This is probably a scribal error. (f.38b/H)
83/10 digar The MS occasionally writes the shorter form
of this word. (f.39a/8)
8^/2^ daram The MS omits the alif. (f.39b/lO)
87/6 va ma-ra ba morad The MS mistakenly writes this
twice. (f.^Ob/5-6)
88/18 man This change of subject is in the MS. (f.^t1a/5)
92/25 man...va...yâr-i man The change of subject is in
the MS. (f.tebA)
95/9 ba-du The use of the zal is technically wrong as the
letter is the first in the root. (f.^3a/l9)
95/23 na-gü 'i The negative here seems wrong. (f.43b/^t)
98/16 ba-tark The MS v/rites . (f.kkb/îj>)
98/29 nahangan darand It is thus in the MS. (f.^5a/l)
99/l8 sab-ta Later in this passage the MS writes sab-tab.
(f.45a/10) Other versions of the text emphasize that
the weather was chilly.
10^/3 pidar The MS writes pisar. (f.^6b/l0)





Zn'amü anna asadan kâna fi ardin katirati 'l-mâ'i
wa-'l-hişbl






Za amu anna asadan kâna fî ardin muijşlbatin katirati ı
'l-wuhuji wa-'l-mâ'i wa-'l-mar'S.
II
illâ anna iâlika lam yakun yanfa'u-hS nin Jjaufi 'l-asad.
Fa-'tamarat tilka '1-vmhûşu fa-'otama'at ila 'l-asadi,
fa-kulna la-hu:
Inna-ka lâ tuş Ida 'd-dâbbata min-nâ fî yawnin illâ fî
ta'abin wa-nasabin.
Va-innâ kad ra'aynâ ra'yan la-nâ wa-la-ka fı-hi râhatun
fa-in anta ammanta-nâ fa-lam tuhif-nâ.
Ca'lnâ la-ka fi külli yawmin dâbbatan nursilu bi-hâ ilay-ka
'inda £adâ'ik.
II
Va-kâna lâ yanfa'uhunna nâ hunr.a fı-hi min haufi-hinna mina
'l-asad.
Fa-'tamama fî-m.â bayna-hunna, ua-at.ıyna-hu,
fa-kulna la-hu:
Inna-ka lâ tuşîbu min-na 'd-dâbbata illâ ba'd ta'abin
va-nasabir.,
wa-kad ictina'nâ 'alâ anrin la-nâ ua-la-ka fı-hi râhatun,
in anta ammanta-nâ fa-lara tuhif-nâ.
Fa-kâla: Anâ fa'il.




wa-jâlaha-hum 'alay-hi wa-karrarna dâlika la-hu
Fa-radiya bi-dâlika
va-şâiahahunna "alay-hi, wa-wafâ la-hunna bi-rnâ a tâhunna
tıin nafoihi va-vafayna la-hu bi-hi.






Avarda-and dar hikâyât kî şîrî büda-ast dar bîşa-yi
tuş-o-horraın va âbâdân-i âb-ravân, va sfi.ya-yi dirahtân-o-
şafîr-i morğân, va 'alafî bl-andâza-vo-farâvân,
va vahşî-yi bisyâr,
[Dimna] goft:
Avarda-and ki dar marğzârî ki nasîm-i âıı, bü-yi bihişt-râ
mo'attar karda bûd,
va 'aks-i ân, rü-yi falak-râ monauvar gardânîda,
az har şâtyî hazar sitâra tâbün,
va dar har sitâra hazar sipihr hayran.
Yudâhiku'ş-şaır.sa min-hâ kawkabun şarîkun
cru'azzarun bi- 'anîni 'n-nabti muktahilun.
Sahâb, gü'i, yâkût rîjjt bar mînâ
Nasîm, gû'î, şingarf bîht bar zangar
Bohar-i çaşm-i havâ va bahür-i rû-yi zamîn
Zi-çaşm-i dâya-yi bağ ast o rü-yi baçça-yi hâr.
Vohüş-i bisyâr bûd, ki hama ba-sabab-i çirâ-}}Var-o-âb, dar
hişb-o—râhat büdand.
II
va vakt-o-'ayş-i şîr hüş bûd, ammâ vohüş-i ân oâygâh-râ az
ân ni'mat-o-]jüşI hiç südi na-'oûd, kî az bîm-i şîr çarıdan-
o-çamîdan momkin na-nî-gaşt.
An dad-o-dâm oomla gird âmadand va tadbîrî ba-kardand va
sakrî ba-sâhtand va ba-yak cam' ittifak kardand, va pış-i
şîr âmadand, va bar vay sanâ hvânand va goftand:
Kâ-râ dar în bışa büdan az bîn-i tû nonkin nîst, va tû-râ
nız har vaktî kî kütî-vo-na^çîrî ba-kâr mı-bâyad, bası rano
ba-tû rasad tâ ba-dast âvarî.
Va mâ dar în kâr andîşa'î karda-îm va tadbırî sahta-îm
kî agar tû riiâ dihî har dû cânib-râ nîkû bovad.
[Şîr] goft: An çı-3t?
Goftand: M har yakî az în acnâs-i vohüş
har rûzî ba-naubat nahçîrî pîş-i tû ârîm ba-dân vakt kî
hingâm-i çâşt-i tû bâşad bî-ranc-o-ta'ab, ba-şartî kî tû
mâ-ıâ ayman gardânî va 'ahdî ba-konî kî mâ-râ ğadr na-konî.
II
Lâkin ba-mocâvarat-i şîr, ân hama monağğaş bûd.
Rûzî farâham âmadand va comla nazdîk-i şîr raftand va
goftand:
Tû har rüz pas az ranc-i bisyâr-o-raaşakkat-i farâvân az mâ
yakî şikâr mî-tavân şikast, va mâ payvasta dar balâ, va tû
dar tagâpü'î-vo-talab.
Aknûn çîzî andîşîda-în ki torâ dar âıı farâğat va mâ-râ
amn-o-râhat bâşad.
Agar ta'arroS-i hTIş az mâ za'il koni,
har rûz movazzaf yakî şikârî pîş-i malik fiı-i3tîm.
III
Şîr 'ahd kard va bar în şart-o-paymân az hara bâz gaştand.
Va har rüz bar r.ücab-i paynün-o-kaul-i ftvîş
III
Şîr ba-dân rifeâ dâd.
Va moddati bdr an bar âraad.
KAS ABU
Dimna goft:
Avarda-and ki dar havâlî-yi Bagdad margzSrl büd, ki nanîm-i
Sn, bü-yi bihişt-râ mo'attar sâ^jti,
Dinna goft:
Avarda-and ki dar nazdlkî-yi 3a£dâd nargzârl büd.
va 'ak3-i riyâhîn-aş dîda-yi falak-râ monauvar gardânîdi.
Az har şâfo-i gol-'isâr-aş hazar aitâra tâbân
va dar hosn-i har yak az Sn sitâragân noh falak sar-gardön.
{Jüş-âb-o-havâ dar ön zaraîn ba-vâsta-yi dil-pazîrl-yi havS
va bisyârî-yi âb va i'arâhî-yi ni 'mat, cânvar-i bisyârı
rüzgâr dar ftüşî mî-gogarânîdand.
Nazm
RavSn Sb dar sabza-yi Sb-l)Vord
Çü slmâb dar paykar-i lâcvard
Riyâhln dair,Ida bar atrâf-i cû'i
Sabâ 'itr-blz o havâ moşk-büy.
Va dar ân margzâr vohüş-i bisyâr büdand,
va ba-vsta-yi hübî-yi hava, va dilpazirî-yi faââ, va
kaşrat-i âb, va vos'at-i ni'mat, rüzgâr dar hüşî-vo-rafâhat
mî-gogarânidand.
II II
Va dar Sn nazdık! şîri-yi tond-hü'I balâ-cü'î büd, ki har
rüz likâ-yi nâ-robârak ba-dân bî-çâragân nomüdî va 'ayş-o-
zindigânî bar îşân mona££aş gardânîdi.
Va dar ân nazdık! şîri-yi tond-hü'î büd; gah gâh rüy ba-dân
bî-çâragân nomüdî va 'ayş-o-zindagânî bar işân talh
gardânîdi.
Rüzı ittifak nonüda ba-nazdîk-i şîr raftand va izhâr-i
'obüdîyat-o-inkiyâd karda, goftand:
I
Ay Kalik, m.â ra'iyat-o-haşan-i tü-yîn, va tü har rüz pas az
ranc-i farâvân-o-maşakkat-i bî-pâyân az mâ yakî şikâr
tavânî kard yâ na, va mâ payvasta az nahıb-i tü dar
kaş-S-kaş balâ'îm va tü nîz dar oost-o-oü-yi mâ ba-takâpü-yi
'ana.
Süzî bozorgân-i ışân farâham amada, nazdîk-i şîr raftand va |
bandagl-vo-farmân-bordârî-yi h'ad-râ ba-zabân-i ihlâş zâhir
sâhta, goftand ki:
Ay malik, mâ ra'iyat-o-haşan-i (tü-îm); tü ham az rano-i
farâvân az mâ yakî-râ şikâr tavânî kard yâ na, va mâ payvasta!
az nahıb-i tü dar kaşâkaş-i (balâ-îm), va tü nîz
ba-cost-o-cü-yi mâ va tagâpüy mihnat ast.
Aknün andîşa karda-Im ki torâ sabab-i farâ£at gardad va
nâ-râ nücab-i amn-o-rahat.
Aknün andîşa (karda-îrı) ki torâ sabab-i farâğat gardad va
mâ-râ bâ'is-i ann-o-râhat.
Agar çonânçi nota'arri4-i mâ na-şavî va har rüz vakt-i
mâ-râ parîşân na-sâzî,
Agar çonânçi har vakt mâ-râ parîşn na-sâzî va 'ahdî ki koni ®
bar karâr dârî
nS şikârî ba-hingâm-i ç~şt vazîfa-yi m.atbah-i nalik
mî-firistîm, va takşîrî dar adâ-yi ân ravâ na-mî-dârîm.
tâ yak şikârî ba-hingân-i çâşt dar malâzamat-i tü âvarîm.
III
Şir bar Sn ri&â dâd.
III
Şîr bnr ân razî çod.
Va îşân har rüz kor'a afkandl Har rüz îşân kor'a afgandî,
-J
KUL ALI
Dimna eyitdi: Dimna eyitdi:
Getürmüşlerdür kira bir aralan mnkâm dutunmuş idi bir yazıda
ve çemende kim anuîl gökçek kokuları uçmağı mu'attar kılmış
idi,
Ambarında gelmişdürki Ba£d!id nev&hloinde bir Dorgzfir Var idi'
ki Jjâki 'abır-ü-'anber gibi mu'attar ve nesini tesnin-ü-
kevşer gibi rühperver;
ve anufl 'aksı yer yüzin münevver eylemiş idi.
Her bir ağaç budağında hezâr-destân ırlar idi, ve biö
yıldız doğnış idi, çiçeklerden tâzelik ayyuka ağmış idi.
'aks-i envâr-u-ezhârmdan feleküö gözi kamaşmış, ve 'aded-i
'uyün-u-enhârı hadd-U-'add dan aşmış.
Şi'r
Gülzârınıfi her şadında hezâr sitâre taban, ve ol sitârelerift
nazzâre sinde nüh felek ser-gerdân.
Şanayıdufi ki bulutlar yere yağdırdı yâkütı
Bezedi şol ağaçları çiçekleri dahi otı.
Megnevi
Havası hüş, yeri yumşak, firâvân ni'met anda Çok, müyesser
eyleniş ol hak, dirliği kutu.
Kınârmda cû-yı ferâvân revân
Letâfetde simâba beâzer hemân
Pür olmuş şüküf-ile atrâf-ı oü'î
Sabâ 'itr biz ü hava m.üşkbü'i
Pes geyikler ve eanaverler kamusu anda otlak, ve suvat
sebebi-yle gefilik ni 'met içinde geçerlerdi.
Vühûş-ı bisyar ve sibâ'-ı bî-şümar ol morğzarda karâr
itmişlerdi,
ve letâfet-i havâ ve tarâvet-i fe4â ve kegret-i âb ve
ni'met-i bi-hisâb sebebi-yle ol diyara vatan tutmuşlardı.
II II
Ammâ, ol arslan konşuluğu sebebinden ol ni'met bulara çâşni
vermezidi ve göfıül tarlığmdan bir gün hâli olmazlardı.
Arslan ve eanaverler suratı bu Uzerine-dur ki yazıldı.
Bir gün dergendiler, arslanuîl katma vardılar ve eyitdiler:
01 nevâhide bir şir-i hün-îj âr var idi-ki dâ'im dîdâr-ı
nâ-mübârek ol biçârelere aşikâr iderdi. Ve 'ayş-u-
zendegânilerin münağğaş idüb, her gün birisin ikisin şikâr
iderdi.
Sen her gün çok ranc—ile ve delim maşakkat—ile bizlerden
birümüz avlarsın, ele getürürsm. Ve biz hemîşe senüfi
belafl içinde zahmet görörüz, ve sen hemişe bizi avlanakda
yelüb yortub emek dartarsm.
Bir gün ittifak idüb cümlesi şîr katma gitdiler
ve 'ubüdiyet-ü-ihkıyâd izhâr idüb eyitdiler:
Bir nesne endîşe kılduk kim anuflile saha yelmek ve yortmak
emeğinden ferâğat, ve bize iminlik ve rahat hâsıl olur:
Biz melik-i 3ib£'ıfi hademi ve haşeni biz; her gün za!ıraet-i
bisyâr ve mihnet-i bî-şümârla bizden birisin şikâr ide yâ
itmeye; biz dâ'im anıfi bıminden keşâkeş-i belâ' biz,
ol-dahı bizi cüstüoû-iyle tel:âpü-yı 'anadır.
Eger zahmet bizden giderürseü,
Hâliyâ bir fikr eyldik ki hem melike sebeb-i hu£ür[-u-]
ferâğat, hem bize mûeeb-i emn-u-râhat ola.
her gün kuşluk vaktında senüâ matbahufia bizlerden birümüz
verbiyenüz kim ğidâ eylenesin, hîç avlamak zahmetiK
görneyesin.
Şöyle ki her gâh bize müte'arrıâ olmayub, her dem bizim
vaktimiz perîşân itmeye,
her gün hingâm-ı çâştda matbalj-ı melike bir şikâr vazife
gönderelim,
ve bu {ıidmotifi edâ'sında takşîr-ü-tehâvün revâ görmiyelım.
III III
Arslan bu kavla râSî oldu.
Canavarıfi sürati budur.
Şîr bu kaiâya rıfeâ verdi.
Pes bu 'ahdi mukarrer Icılub, hor gün kur'a atarlardı
'-TTTBS - rrrr.- rral
OSM MID
Olunur ki 3ağdâd nevâhisinde bir merğzâr-ı feralı-fezâ da
vuhüş-ı bisyâr-u-sibâ'-yı bî-şümâr tavattxaı-u-karâr
itmişleridi.
Bağdâd taraflarında güzel bir ormanı
II II
Ol havalide bir şîr-i hûn-h âr varidi. Her gün bunlardan
birin şikâr idince cümlesin canından biraz iderdi.
'Akıbet bunlar ittifakla huSûr-ı şire gelüb
'ar£-ı 'ubüdîyet-ü-inkiyâd idüb eyitdiler ki:
ŞSliya biz fikr eyldik hen size sebeb-i huâür-ı feragat,
hem bize bâ'ıg-ı emn-U-rahat ola.
Şöyle ki bize her gah müte'arriâ olmayub her den vaktiniz
perişan itmeyesin,
her gün 'ala 's-seher matbaha bir şikâr vazife gönderlim.
Bu hidnetifl edâ smda takşı-ü-tehâvün reva gömiyolir..
arslunıfl birisi kendisine şaydgâh itti^.âa ederek deründaki
hayvanlardan her gün bir kaçını tutar eklider. Ve fakat
bunları tutancaya kadar diğer bir çoklerını da ürküttib
rahatsız eyler idi.
Hayvanlar her gün helecandan ise ka2â ve kaderiB kurbân
olmaşını ıktıiâ ildiği bir dânesi bâ kur'a ta'yin olanarak
arslana gönderilmeğe karâr verdiler ki bu hâlde diğerleri
rahat kalacakları der kâr dir.
Ill
J ' Şır bu kaââya rı4â verdi.
Pes bu 'ahdî mukarrer bilüb, her gün kur'a atlardı.
III
Aralan dahi bu mukaveleye râ&î olduğundan her gün kur'a
kime içâbet eder ise arslana gönderilmek üzere bir zamân-ı
r5hat-u-huSür hâsıl oldukdan soflra
TWO
CH
Jumna inna arnaban aşâbat-hâ 'l-kur'at.
Fa-kalat la-hunna:
Inna antunna rafalctunna bî fî-mâ 15 yadurrukunna la-'allı an
urîhakunna mina '1-asad.
Fa-kulna: Wa-mS 'llaçjı ta'muru bi-nâ mina 'r-rifk bi-k?
Kâlat: Ta'murna man yantaliku ma'ı wa-lâ yatba'unı la-'alı




yumma inna arnaban aşabat-hâ 'l-kur'at.
Fa-kâlat la-hunna:
Ayyu gny'u yadurrukunna inna antunna rafaktunna bî fî-mâ İt
yadurrukunna wa-urihakunna mina '1-f.sad?
Fa-kulna la-hâ; Va-mâ gâlik?
Fa-kâlat: Ta'murna man yağhabu ma'ı allâ yatba'u-nî
la-'allı ubti'u 'ala 'l-a3adi hattâ yata'a^hara £adâ'u-hu'
fa-ya£daba li-gâlik. Fa-fa'alna bi-hâ mâ dakarat-hu.
IV
Fa-'ntalakati 'l-arnabu muta'anniyatan hattâ idâ oâvrazati
's-sâ'atu 'llatı kŞna 'l-asadu ya'kulu fı-hâ.
Takaddanat ilay-hi tadibbu ruwaydan
wa-kad câ'a 'l-asadu hîna ibtâ'a 'an-hu ğadâ'u-hu fa-gadiba
wa-kâma min marbidi-hi yatamaşşâ,
hattâ idâ ra'a 'l-arnaba
IV
Wa-'ntalakat motta'idatan hattâ câ'ati 's-sâ'atu 'llatı
kâna yatağaddâ fı-hâ.
Fa-oâ'a 'l-asadü wa-ğadiba wa-kâma 'an marbidi-hi yamşı
yanduru.
Fa-lammâ ra'â-hâ
arrssiKv "remaamamaf. •*r r
ZAN NA3 M
nafoçlri j-ij-i jîr mî-bordand va dar bıya aynan-o-3âkin
mî-gajtand
t5 rüzi ki naubat ba-gargügi raoid.
Bay-âmad va ba-nazdîk-i yârân-i hvij soft:
Agar jomâ bâ nan yâr bâjid va âiıistagî nomâ'Id, man şomâ-râ
az balS-vo-mihnat-i in jir bâz rahânan.
Goftand: An-ç az nâ dar-ni-hvâhi çî-st?
[gargüş] goft: Imrüz kî naubat marâ-st, bar nan hiç kas
movakkal na-konîd va zaman dihîd tâ dîr-tar ba-ravanı. Tanhâ
bovad kî ânç sikâlîda-am pîş baram.
Goftand: Ravâ bovad.
Yak rüz kor'a bar gargüş ânad.
Yârân-râ goft:
\
Agar dar firi3tâdan-i nıan tavakkofi konid, man şomâ-râ az
car.r-i in cabbâı-i gün-h'âr bâz rahânam.
Goftand: Moîâyakati nîst.
IV
gargüş sâ'atî ba-nülîd tâ az ân vakt ki har rüz çâşt-i gir
bordandi andaki dar gozaşt.
Va bar gâst va Shista niy-âmad.
Çün dar-raft, şir-râ gorsnagî Jıabra gaşt va hişn dar vay
kâr kard.
Az cây dar ânad hişm-âlüda va rüy ba castan-o-cûş nihâd.
Nâgâh dar râiı-aş ân hargüş-i ınofta'al pîş ânad.
IV
ü sâ'atî tavakkof kard tâ vakt-i jâşt-i şîr ba-gosajt.
Pas âhista narm narm rüy ba-sü-yi şîr nihâd.
gır-rS diltang yâft, âtiş-i gorsnagî û-râ bar bâd-i tond
nişânda-bûd,
va forûğ-i gişr. dar harakât va sakanât-i vay padıd amada,
çonânki âb-i dahân-i ü Jjoşk âstâda büd va nakş-i 'ahd-râ dar
gâk nı-oost.
KAS ABU
va ba-nân-i har kodâm az vohüş ki bar âr.adl, ü-râ ba-vach-o-
vazlfn nazd-i şîr firistâdandl tâ bar In hâl moddatl
ba-gosajt.
Rüzl kor'a ba-nân-i hargûş bar ânad va zamana ü-râ hadaf-i
tlr-i balâ sâjjt.
Yârân-râ goft:
Agar dar firistâdan bâ man mosâmahatî konld , şoraâ-râ az
caur-i în cabbâr bâz rahânam.
Goftand: Dar In bSb hiç mo&âyaka nist.
va nâm-i har kodâm cândârî ki bar Smadî, ü-râ firi3tüdandî.
Rüzî ba-nâm-i {jargüşî bar âmad.
■ *
gargüş goft:
Agar dar firiatâdan bâ nan andak ta'ftîr konıd, şonâ-râ az
sitarc-i în J;ün-J)VSr bâz rahânam.
Jun bar dâniş-i û i'timâd dâştand, sohan-i ü-râ kabul
kardand.
IV
gargüş sâ'atî tavakkof Icard tâ vakt-i çâşt ba-gozaşt va
kcwat-i sabo'î-yi şır dar harakat âm.ada, az hişm-i vocüd-aş
dandân bar ham mî-süd.
Çargüş nara narm. ba-süy-i ü raft,
va vay-râ ba-gâyat diltang yâft, âtiş-i gorsnagî ü-râ bar
bâd nişanda,
va forüg-i hişm dar harakât va sakanât-i ü payda amada.
Bayt
Tanavvor-i şikam dom-ba-dom taftan
Koşibat bovad rüz-i nâ-tâftan.
{Jargüş did ki şîr az ğâyat-i £a£ab danı-i intikam bar zamin
mî-zanad va nakş-i 'ahd-râ ba-ârzü-yi dil mi-talabad.
IV
Tâ vakt-i mî'âd ba-gozaşt va £a4abat-i şîr dar oonbaş ânad,
az hişm dandân bar ham mî-süd.
Ba'd az zarıân-i darâz, £argüş narm narm ba-sü-yi vay
ba-raft.
Ü-râ bisyâr tang-dil yâft, âtiş-i gorsnagî ü-râ bar bâd
nişanda,
va az 'ahd-şikanî hişm-âlûd büd.
Çargüş âhista âhista pîş Smad va az rü-yi niyâz salam kard.
Ahista piş âmad va salâm kard.
KUL
Pes bir müddet bunufi üzerine geçdi.
Bir gün kur'a ve nevbet tavşana geldi kim ijüni çün melike
vara.
Pen ol tavşan yârânlarma eyitdi:
Eger beni vermekde müsâmaha eylerseâüz ve biraz vakt sehl
dutarsaüuz, ben sizi işbu Icân-yeyici, oân alıcı zâlimüû
çevrinden kurtaran.
Eyitdiler: Yavlak hûş ola.
Ali
ve vuhüşdan kimıfi nâmına gelse bir sebil-ü-vazife anı
matba{}-ı şîre ir3âl iderlerdi tâ bu hâl üzero nice müddet
geçdi.
İttifâk bir giin kur'a bir ^argüş nâmına rast geldi va
zamâna anı hedef-i tlr-i belâ kıldı.
Beyt
•Ssmân bar emânet ne-tevânest keşid
Kur'a-yı kâr be-nâm-ı men divâne zadend.
ÎJargûş-ı pür huş ser-i tahayyüri zânü-yı tefekküre koyub
bir mıkdâr-ı tedebbür itden şoKra bâş kaldırub,
vuhüşa eyitdi:
Eger beni irsal itmekde fi*1-cümle tevakkufa necâl veresiz
bir fikr ildim ğalib budur ki anıh sebile bu cebbâriâ
pençe-yi çevrinden ve bu kahhârıfi şikence-yi kahrından
cünlefiiz Jjalâş olasız.
Vuhüş minnetler eyldiler ve du'âlar idüb himmetler eyldiler.
IV
Pes bir sâ'at eğlendi tâ kim arslanuâ kuşluk hünı vakti
geçdi.
»
Andan afiul aflul ars lana vardı.
Arslanufi göfllin yavlak ■Jar buldu şâylekim: açlık odı anı
tîzlik yeline bindürmiş
ve kamıkhışım yalını anufi hareketinde belümiş
şöylekim: ağzmuft suyu akmış ve kavi sıcağa yavuz dutmış.
IV
Hargûş şol-kadır tevakkuf eyldi ki vakt-ı çâşt geçdi, şirin
dıg-i cû'ı ğaleyân ve kuvvet-ı sebu'îsi heyecan idüb, hışm-ı
vuhüşdan ebr gibi cuş ve biber gibi hurüşâ âğâz itdi: ve
ıztırâbmdan gâh turub, gâh oturub, ğaAabmdan dendânın bir
birine urub, şadâ-yi mehib ve ğırıv-ı bâ-nahîbi gûş-ı gâv-ı
zemine ve sem'-i şir-i gerdüna batdı.
Beyt
Olurdu zehresi çâk ol ğırıvı,
İşitse küh kâfıft nere dîvi.
garguş âheşte aheste şîre karib vardı.
Ba-ğâyet dilteng bulub gördüki
âtiş-ı cû'ı harmın şabnn bâda vermiş^
ve fürüğ-ı hışmi tennur-ı sinesinden küre-yi esire ayırmış.
Beyt
Tenewür-ı şikem düm-be-düm tâften
Musibet büved rûz-ı nâ-tâften.
fiâyat ğatabmdan dem-i intikamı zemine urur, ve esâ3-ı
mişâk-u-binâ-yı ittifakı yıkmağa turur.
Herm nerm ilerü vardı hu4ü'-u-jjuşü' iyle selâm verdi.
OSM
Vuhüşdan kimifl nâmına gelse bir sebil-ü-vazlfo anı mutba>j-ı
şlre irsâl ilerlerdi bu hâl üzere nice müddet goçdi.
îttifâk bir gün kur'a bir Ijargüş nâmına rast geldi.
gargüş-ı pür-hüş eyitdi:
MID
nihayet bir gün kur'a tavşana işâbet ildi.
CSn tatlı olduğundan biçâre tavşan kolaylıkla cânını fedâ
idemiyerek * ,
arkadaşlarına:
Beni irsâlda bir mıkdar tevakkufa ruhsat verersiSiz ro'y-M- 'Aklıma bir tedbîr geliyor. Eğer müvaffak olabilir isem
tedbir-iyle eümleRizi ol ğıddârıS şikence-yi kahrından cümleniz şu arslan belâsından kurtarmış olurum, diye
halâs ideyim.
Vuhüş minnetler eyldiler. i
IV
Şargûş şolkadır tevakkuf eyldiki vakt-ı mu'ayyen geçdi,
ba'dahu, nerm nerm şır katına varub
IV
arslanıfl ta'âm zamanını geçikdirecek kadar te'ehhür ildi.
Tâm arslanıfl açlığı dereoe-yi nihâyeye vararak
ğaSabmdan kuyruğunu yerlere urmağa,






Kin ayna ci'ti wa-ayna 'l-wahy?
KSlat:
Innî rasülu 'l-wahyi arsalna-nı ilay-ka ba-'a$na ma'î
bi-arnabln ilay-k.
Fa-lar.im.5 kur.tu hâhunâ kar: ban nln-ka 'stakbal-nî asadun
fa-a(jaga nin-nî.
Va-kâla:
Anâ awâ bi-h3<2ihi 'l-ardi wa-wahşi-hâ.






Intalikı ma'î fa-ari-nî hâda 'l-asad.
V
kSla:
Kin ayna ci'ti? Va-ayna '1-vuhüç? v
i'a-kSlat:
Kin 'inda-hunna ci'tu wa-lıunna karîbun wa-kad ba-'atna ma'î
bi-arnabin.
Fa-lamm5 kuntu karîban min-ka 'arada lı aoadun
fa-'ntaza *a-h£ nin-nî
fa-kultu:
Inna-hâ ta'âınu. 'l-maliki fa-lâ tağşibıınna-hu.
Fa-şatama-ka
wa-kâla:







gir az sar-i Sjişm ba-vay nigâh kard, kî:
Kocfi-and în Jjargâ jân-o-dad-o-dân-i bî-kaul-o-bî- 'ahd?
gargûş goft kî: Az mâ hiç bî-'ahdî-vo-bî-kaulî nay-ânad.
[Şîr] goft: Pas çirS çâşt-i man dîr âvardîd?
[gargüş] goft:
Han rasül-an, as vohâj mîy-âmadam va hargüşî-yi farbih-o-
gozîda mîy-âvardara.
Şîrî-yi sitanba-vo-gardan-kaş piş âmad va bar man sitam
kard, va az man ba-sitad.
Kasken
Har çand kî goftam:
Ma-kon, kî în çâşt-i pâdşâh-i în bîşa-vo-bar-o-büm ast,
kaul-i man na-şlnîd, va Jjargüş az man ba-sitad,
va bar can cafâ* kard kî:
Tü çi zahra dârî kî ooz man kasî dîgar-râ pâdşâh hvânî?
In câygâh ba-nan sazâvâr-tar va pâdşâhî-râ man şâyista-tar
az ân kî dîgarî, va cafâ-yi man âsân bovad.
çûn zabân ba-şâh farâz kard va nâ-hamvârî goftan girift,
takat na-dâştam.
Fîş-i tâ şitâftam va û-râ bar cay ba-gozâştaa.
Jır-râ dard-i gorsnagî va a£âliş-i >jargüş dar dil kâr kard.
Çişn-âlâd az cay dar âmad
va goft kî:
Ki-râ zahra-vo-bâzı ân bâşad kî ba-man in bâzi konad va dar
daulat-i man dast-darâzi konad?




gargâş-râ ba-dîd, Svâz dâd ki:
Az kocâ mi-5'1, va hâl-i vohüş çî-st?
Goft:
Dar şohbat-i man fcargûşî firistâda bûdand,
dar râlı şîrî az man ba-sitad.
Kan goftam:
In çâşt-i malik ast.
iltifat na-nomüd
va cafâ-hâ râr.d va goft:
In şikârgâlı va şayd-i ân ba-nan aulâtar, ki kowat
şaukat-i man ziyâdat ast.
Kan ba-şitâftam







Az koca â'I, va hâl-i vohüy çî-st?
Goft:
Iyân ba-dastür-i mokarrarî Jjargüyî dar şohbat-i man
firiatâda büdaııd,
va bâ-ittlfâk 'azlmal-i molâzsımat dûştam.
Şîrî dar in râh ba-nâ rasîd va û-râ ba-sitad.
Çandânki mobâlagat kardim ki:
Gigâ-yi malik-i vohüy va vazıfa-yi îyân ast,
ba-so&an-i man iltifat na-nomûda
va goft:
In şikârgâh-i man-ast va şayd-i ân ba-man mi-rasad.
Kişra*
Na-yinîda-î ıııagar tü ki har yîr va bıya'î.
Ay nalik, çandan lâf-o-gizâf dar miyân âvarda, kowat-o-
yaukat-i hTad yarh dâd ki
»
man oî-tâkat yodam.
Az pîy-i vay farâr karda ba-yitâftan ■
tâ şürat-i hâl ma'rü&-i ra'y-i monîr gardânam.
Şîr-i gor3na-râ hamiyat-i câhiliyat dar harakat âmada,
goft:
Nazm
Man ân-am ki dar yîva-yi ta'n-c-4arb
Ba-yîrân dar ânüzam âdâb-i harb
Kodânîn hajîr in dilîrî konad
Ki sar panca bar şayd-i man afkanad.
Pas goft:
Ay hargüy, tavanı ki û-râ ba-man nomû'I tâ dâd-i dil-i 4ü
az ü ba-sitânara, va intikân-i >)' ad nîz hâşil konam.
gargüy goft:
Çirâ na-tavan.ar,-;? Va ü ba nisbat-i malik anvâ '-i sohanâr.-i
bî-odnbâna goft,
va agar tavânastami




Az kooâ mi-â'I, va lıSl-i bozorgün-i în bîya çi-st, va
{jilâf-i 'ahd barâ-yi çi kardand?
Goft:
Ay malik, iyân bar 'ahd-1 \jVud bar karâr-and, va ba-dastür-i
mokarrarî hargüyi ba-ham-râhî-yi mar. firistâda bûdand.
gvâstam ki ba-malâzanat ba-ra3ânan, va man ham ba-âstân-büsî
mîy-ânadîm.
Nâgâh yîrî dar râh ba-mâ dar rasîd va ân-râ az man kayîda
girift.
Va çandânki kûyiy kardam va goftam ki:
In-râ barâ-yi malik mî-baram,
so&an-i man gûş na-kard
va goft ki:
In yikârgâh-i man-ast, va man farmân-ravây-i în bîya,
va çandan lâf-o-giyâf dar miyân âvard ki nazdîk büd marâ
ham ba-gîrad.
Kan az-û girihta ba-dargâh-i malik âmadarn
tâ şürat-i hâl 'ar2 konam.
Şîr-i gorsna-râ ğayrat dar oonbaş âmad
va goft:
Ay hargüy, tavânî ki ü-râ ba-man nomâ'î tâ dâd-i dil-i tü
ba-sitânam, va intikân-i J)Tad ba-kayam.
Goft:
Çirâ na-tavânam nonüd? Va man câ-yi ü-râ motahaşşin karda
âmada-ara; yün nisbat ba-malik bî-adabâna gofta,
Agar tavânastamî
kâsa-yi sar-i ü-râ pâra pâra sâhtamî.
Ammâ omid-vâr-am ki ü-râ ba-morâd-i £Vad ba-çang-i tü niham.
KUL All
Fos tavşanı ırnkdan gördü, kığırdı lcim:
Çandan gclürsin, ve geyiklerüfl hâli ııedur?
Arslan ve tavşan sürati
Tavşan eyitdi:
Benümile bir tavşan veribimişlerdi,




çok cefâ eyledi ve eyitdii
3u benüm avum yeridur, ve bunu almağa ben hakluven kim
benüm kuwatum ve he(y)betüm artukdur.
Ve ben ivdüm, oş geldüm
melike haber etmeğe.
Pes arslan duru geldi
ve eyitdi:
Gel, anı bafla göster.'
Şır eyitdi:
Ne tuşdan gelürain, ve hâl-ı vuhüşdan ne bilürsin?
Çargüş eyitdi:
'Ahd-ı eâbık üzere ben bende-iyle matbajj-ı 'anıireye bir
Jıargüş irsal itmişlerdi;
anıflla bile 'azımet-ı mülâzemet itmiş-ken
ittifâk fülân bîşede bir şır-i şerer karşu gelüb, anı
elimden aldı.
Her çend feryâd eyledum ki:
Bu Jjargüş ğidâ-yi melik-i vuhüşdur, kat 'an dıülemedi
ve aslen iltifat eylemedi.
Ve Jjışm-ı tarâm-la şetm-ü-düşnâm-u-fuhş-ı kelâma başlıyub
eyitdi:
Ey şüm, v-ey hayşüm-ı meyşümı râyiha ider iken mahrün
bilmezim misin ki, bu bışe benüm şikârgâlıurı ve şaydi
vazîfe-yi dergâiıum dur.
Mısra'
Ne-şinîde'ı neger tü ki her şır-ü-bîşe'i.
Ey melik, ol kadar lâf-u-gizâf idub kuvvat-u-şevket 'arfi
ildi ki olmaz, ve melike itâle-yi lisân idüb iıerze-vü-
hegeyân söyledi ki
ben cıedhüş oldum.
'Akıbet oüundan kaçub 'ala't-ta'cıl geldim
tâ şüret-i hâl na'rüâ-ı re'y-i 'âlî kılım.
Şır çün hargûşdan bu ijaberi güş itdi, derün-ı dilinden
'urük-ı hinyoti nâbıt-u-'aş demâğmda dıv sebu'iyeti bâ'ı£
olub eyitdi:
Megnevi
Men âııaıı ki der şıve-yi ta'n-u-Aarb
Be-şlrân der ânüzarı âdâb-ı harb
Küdâmın hezârân dilırî ktined
Ki ser pence ber şayd-ı rıan efkened.
Pe3 eyitdi:
Ey foargûş, câ'iz midir ki anı bafia gösterosin tâ scnifl






Vuhûş 'ahd-ı sâbik üzere ben bende-iylo mufbaft-ı 'âmireye
bir \jargCj irsûl itnişleridi.
Amflla bile 'azimete mülâzemet itmişken
ittifâk fülûn bîşede bir şır-i şerer karşu gelüb, anı
elimden aldı.
Her çand feryâd eyldim
aslen iltifat eylnedi.
Ve size itâle-yi lisân herze-ü-heseyân söyledi.
'Akibet elinden kaçub 'ala 't-tacıl şüret-i ahvâl ı'lâma
geldim.
Şîr çün hargûşdan bu fyaberi güş itdi, ğaiaba gelüb
eyitdi ki:
Tiz, anı göster ki hakkından gelin.
KID
V
Sultânım.' Bu gün kur'a benim cinsimden bir tavşana ioâbot
edirek, anı huâûrunuza getiriyor iken
yolda bir kuyu başında dîgor bir arslan râ3t geldim.
Çısmetifiizi £aşb itmek istedi.
Her ne kadar bunufi sultân-ı behâyim olan şât-ı 'ölîûiz
mahsûs olduğunu aülatdım ise de
sizden korkub da vaz geçmek şöyle tursun, bi'l-'aks hakk-ı
'âlînizde pek fena şûretde sögüb şaymafta başladı.
Şadakatım hasbi-yle o kadar kızdım ki iktidarım olsa
fcırklakma koparub kanını emecek idim, dedi.
Arslan bu sözleri işitince Aaiabı bir kat daha müştedd
olarak:






ilâ cubbin âı mâ'in şâfin 'amîkin.
Fa-kâlat:
Hâğa makânu 'l-asadi
va-anâ afraku illâ an tahanmala-nî fî hidni-ka fa-lâ
al;âfu-hu hattâ urîka-hu.
Fa-'htadana-hâ 'l-asadu
wa-kaddamat-hu ila 'l-mâ'i 'ş-şâfi fa-kâlat la-hu:
Hâda 'l-asadu wa-iıââihi 'l-arnab.




ilâ cubbin şâfi 'l-mâ'i.
Fa-kâlat:
Hâga makânu-hu wa-huwa fı-hi
va-anâ afraku nin-hu fa-ihrail-nî fî sadri-ka.
Fa-hamala-hâ fî şadri-hi wa-nadara fi 'l-cubbi fa-idâ huva
bi-dilli-hâ va-uilli-hi.
Fa-wada'a 'l-arnaba min şadri-hi wa-wataba li-kitâli
al-asadu fi 'l-cubbi va-talabi-hi fa-farika.




gargûş dar hâl ravâna kard va dar piş îstâd
va şîr-râ har sar-i çâhı bord por âb-i şâfî-yi îstâda,
va goft:
In câygâh-i ân şîr ast kî hargüş az nan ha-sitad.
gir bay-âmad Ta bar sar-i câygâh ba-ıstâd,
şîrî va hargûşî-râ dar âb dîd.
Dânast kî sürat-i ü-3t va ân-i în hargûş-i nofta'al.
Ahang-i sürat kard va dar çâh oftâd.
Va Jıargûş bâz gaşt aynan Soda va vohüş-râ ayman-karda.
VI
Çargüş piş îstâd
va ü-râ ba-sar-ı çâhî-yi bozorg bord
ki şafây-i ân çün âyina'î şâkk-o-yakin-i şürat-hâ ba-nomüdl
va auşaf-i çihra-yi har yak bar şorordî.
Cumûmun kad tanımımın 'ala 'l-kaflâti
ga-yudhira şafü-hS sirra 'i-haşârati.
Va goft:
Dar în çâh ast,
va man az vay mî-tarsam.
Agar malik na-râ dar bar gîrad, ü-râ nonâyan.
gır ü-râ dar bar girift va ba-çâh firü nigarıst.
HaySl-i !jvad va az Sn-i hargüş ba-dıd; û-râ ba-gogâşt
va hvad-râ car çâh afgar.d
va ğa-atî I)Vord va nafs-i h.ün-^âr-o-cân-i nordar ba-nalik
sipard.
gargüş ba-salânat bâz raft
va vohüş az şürat-i hâl-o-kayfiyat-i kâr-i şîr porsîdand.
Goft: U-râ ğautî dadam ki çün ganc-i Kârün Jjâk hvord şod.
Hama bar markab-i şâdnânagî 30vâr gaştand
va dar raar£zâr-i ann-o-râhat cavalânı nomûdand
va In bayt-râ virad sâjjtand:
'■fa*IIâh lam aşmt bl-hi fa-'l-kullu rahnun li-'l-nan5tl
Lâkinna nin çlhi'j-hayati an tnrî rcnuta 'j-'uiâti.
KAS A3U
Bayt
Ammâ zi-ljodâ omîd-var-am k-ü-râ
Dar çang-i tü binan ba-morâd-i dil-i \ıvIf.
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în ba-goft va dar pîş ıstâd. Şır-i sâda-dil ba-farîb-i ü
£irra şod va dar 'akb ravân şod.
gargüş şır-râ bar sar-i çâhı-yi bozorg âvard
ki âb-aş ba-şafS çün âyina-yi Çın şürat-hâ-râ dorost nonüdı
va bi-hatâ şifat-i hilya-vo-çihra-yi har kas az nâzirân-râ
bar-şonordî.
Dar vay kasî nigâh na-kardı ki nakş-i hvIş
Az safha tanir-i monîr-as na-h ândı.
• • * u
Goft:
Ay malik, gaşm-i nâ-ba-kâr dar in çâh ast
va man az mahâbat-i ü ml-tarsanı.
Agar marâ nalik dar bar gırad, gaşm-râ ba-vay nomâyam.
Çır û-râ dar bar girifta, ba-çâh firü nigarıst;
şürat-i hvad-o-hargüş dar âb did,
pindâşt ki hamân şir ast va gargûşî ki vazifa-yi ü buda,
dar bar kaşida;
ü-râ ba-gogâşt va gvad-râ dar fâh afkand.
7a ba-dü-si £auta nafs-i hüıı-hvâr-râ ba zabâna-yi düzab
sipard.
7a harglş ba-salâmat bar—gaşta vcküç-râ az kayfiyat—i hal
agâhı dâd
va ışân ba-vazâyif şokr-ollâhî kiyâm nomüda
dar riyâi-i a:n-o-salâmat raî-çarîJand,
va in bayt takrâr mî-kardand:
Bayt
Yakı çarbat-i âb az pa-yi bad-sigâl
Dovad ^jüj-tar az 'omr-i haftâd sâl.
Va dar îrSd-i în-najal ma'lûn çod ki Ijaçın har çnnd kav:
bâçad, dar rahal-l £aflat bar ~ dast tavârı yâ ft.
VI
In ba-goft va dar piş îstâd. Çır-i sâda-dil ba-farîb-i vay
az râh rafta, pas-i ü ravân şod.
gargüş şir-râ bar sar-i çâhî-yi bozorg âvard
ki dar âb-aş az bisyârî-yi şafâ çun âyina-yi Halabi
şûrat-hâ dorost nomüdi
va bı-gatâ yak yak şifat-i çihra-yi bınandagân bar şoncrdî.
gargüş goft:
Ay malik, dcşman-i tabâh-kâr dar in çâh ast
va man az çakl-i haulr.âk-i u mî-tarsam.
Aear malik marâ dar bar gırad ü-râ ba-nomâyam.
Çır û-râ dar bar girifta, ba-çâh firü nigarıst;
şûrat-i h ad-o-hargüç-râ dar âb did,
pindâşt ki hamân şir ast ki rüzî ü-râ kaçida girifta-ast.
Çargüş-râ ba-gozâşt va hvad-râ dar çâh ar.dâht.
Ba-dü-si £auta rajjt-i hastı bar bast.
7a Jjargüj ba-salâmat bâz gaşta âraada va bozorgân-i cSnvar-rS
az sar-goaaşt agâhı kard va caşn-i 'âm kard.
Va ^jvord-o-bozorg çâdî-hâ kardand va şokr-i ilâhı ba-câ
âvardand.
KUL ALI
Niçin cu'iz olmaya? Ol melik hakkında envâ'-yı türreîıat
uöyledi vo bî-odobâna kelimât ayitdi,
ben kâdır oİ3am anjfl Jjünv.n şarâb-ı nSb gibi içerdim, ,




güdâdan ömrüm kim nâgehânî
Mürâdımca göriim pençekde anı.
VI
Tavşan ilerü geldi,
arslanı altb bir kuyu üzerine iletdi
kim anuR sıyunufi duruluğu göz bigi şâfiyidi ve suratlar
anuR içinde rüşen gözügürdi.
Şi'r
KeRu aydıR rüşenidi ol kuyu
Ağıdı tatlı-yidi anuR suyu
Pes |avşsn eyitdi:'
01 arşlar oşbu kuyudadır,
ve ben ardan korkarven.
• •
Eger melik beni arkasına alursa, kim korkudan emin olanı,
varam, ol düşmanı melike gösteren.
Arslan ve kuyu ve tavşan suratı
Pes arslan anı omuzına götürdi. kuyu üzerine varub bakdı




bir kaç tatdı ve çıkdı, cânın melike ısıaarledı.
Tavşan selâmet kurtulub döndü yirü gitdi
ve g< e'yiklor hâl niteliğin ve arslanufi işi neye çikduğun
sordular.
Tavşan eyitdi: 3ir su kuyusuna bırakdır.ı kim Kârün genci
bigi coprağa yoduldu.
Pes geyikler kamusu anı işidüb şâdılık kuldular
imindik vq rahatlık çemenmdo eevlân kıldular
işbu beyti sevinüb oyltdilor:
VI
Ve bunu dedi ve hemân ofiuna düşdü. Çîr-i sâde-dil anuR
V— t -h ab Ijarguşuna aldanub akabmoa revân oldu.
gargüş şıri ber çâîı-ı 'unıîk kınârma getirdi
ki âbı ğâyib şaıâdan âyine-yi Çın gibi suretleri râst
göstererdi
ve bı-habt-u-hatâ şıfat-ı çihre-yi nizârı dürüst eda iderd
Beyt
Şafâda şöyle kin nihr-i münevvir
Görünürdü aRa nisbet-i nükeddir
Eyitdi ki:
Ey melik, haşin-1 nâ-be--kâr işbu pıRardadır.
3en anıR mehabetinden veluı ideric.
Eger melik beni yanma alursa, aRa hanının gösterim.
Çır hargüşı duşuna alub,
çâha nazar itdi.
KendünüR vo ol 'gargüşun süratin şuda görüb
Jjayâl itdi ki ol şır-i bed-fa'âl ve ol hargüş dır ki
kendüye irsal olannışdır.
Fi'1-hâl hargüşı koyüb
ketıdüoün ol çâlı âba atdı
ve bir iki ğüta-iyle nePe-i le'Imin zebâniye-yi zebâne-yi
oahimo toollm itdi.
îJargûş selâmetle dönüb vuhüşu koyfiyot-i hâldan haberdâr
itdi.
Anlar dahi vazâ'if şökr-ü-letâ'if İlâhiyi kıyâm idub
riyâA-ı onn-tî-solâmatde rirâğ-ı bâl-u-rifât-ı hâl-iylo
. bî-çün-ıı-çirâ idüb
bu beyti lisân-ı hâl-iylo odâ eyldilor:
Boyt
Va'İlâhi şâd olmazvenin, düşmen ölüraiçün bayılc
Î5lüm acısın dadısar uslu delü esrük ayık.
İlkin bafia dirlik höşî kim ister anı herkişi
Düşmen yete bite işi ben görem, eydem: hoş layık.
Boyt
Teki şerbet-i âb oz pey-i bed-sigSl
Bih ez 'ömr-i heftâd-u-heştâd sâl,
Diğer
'Advdan intikam almak ne ^joş-dur,
Cihandan kişi kân almak ne jjoş-dur.
Bu meselden ma'lûm olduki haşm ne kadar kavî-ü-zür olursa
kemin ğaflatdan aha zafar rüyessir dir, ve düşr.enifi




Pes hargüş onufia düşdü ve şîr 'akabınoa revân oldu.
gargüş şiri bir çâh-ı 'umîk kınârına getirdi
ki âbı ğâyib şafâdan suretlerin gösterdi.
Eyitdi:
gaşm-ı nâ-be-kâr işte bu pıtlardadır.
Ben vehn iderim.
Beni yanıâa olursun, haşini safla göstereyim.
Jîr jjargüşı duşuna alub
çâha nazar itdi.
Eendünüfl ve ftargüşun suretin görüb
îjayâl itdi ki ol şîr-i bed-fa'âl ve ol hargüş dır ki
kendîlye irsâl olanııışdır.
Fi 'l-hâl jjargüşı yere koyub
kendüs'in ol çâh âba atdı,
bir iki £üta-iyle canın zebânı-yi Cehenneme teslim itdi.
Jargüş selâmetle dönüb vuiıüşu keyfiyet-i' hâldan haberdâr
itdi.
Cümlesi şükr idüb ferâ£at bi'llâh ol mer£zârda rüzgâr
geçtirdiler.
VI
Tavşan arslanıB ofiuna düşerek
civarında kâ'in derin bir kutu başına getirdi
ve:
îşte, efendim, bu kuyu içindedir, diyüb ie
arslan kuyuya bakınca tavşan dahi kendisini arslanıB
pençeleri arasından kuyuya 'anî eyldi. Oyle bir şüretde ki
kuyu içindeki şüret-i ma'küseyi gören arslan gerek hasmı ve
gerek kendi şikâri oradadır.
Zann-iyle hemân kuyuya atladı.
Gark-u-telef olarak
hayvanlar dahi-anıü şirrinden emîn kaldılar.
